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ABSTRACT:
LIFE WRITING
AND THE
DESIRE FOR
REVENGE
This thesis argues that traumatic experience can give rise to shame, rage
and a desire to retaliate against those who have hurt us or a wish to see
them suffer in some way. Although many scholars have studied revenge,
the focus has been on its enactment and therefore revenge is considered
a negative force in need of curtailment. The influence of Christianity and
the portrayal of extreme forms of vengefulness in film, art and literature
have cast the desire for revenge as unacceptable, unless mediated through
formal legal processes.
My thesis interrogates this ethic, arguing that the desire for revenge,
as distinct from its literal enactment, is an inevitable part of our emotional
repertoire and one that can be helpful if recognised and understood. Furthermore, such vengeful desire can become a spark to creativity in the act
of life writing.
My methodology is auto-ethnographic. I mediate theory through a reflexive self-awareness and an eclectic reading of the works of psychoanalytic
practitioners and thinkers, alongside non-fiction writers, to create a collage
of critical readings, reflexive comparisons and theoretical interpretations.
Writing about traumatic experiences that have engendered vengeful desires can provoke retaliatory audience responses, hence my journey
throughout the development of this thesis has taken me through some harsh
terrain. The dangers of writing from a desire for revenge are evident in some
high profile authors’ conflicted relationships with their intimates and with
their audience, and in passionate exchanges within the blog community.
When we raise such controversial matters in our writing, we may
provoke a heated conversation that is preferable to silence or silencing, as
it bears the potential for understanding and working through the negative
experiences. The interrogation of our desires for revenge through the act
of life writing can begin a creative and transformative process.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY
AND THE DESIRE
FOR REVENGE
1
‘All writing worth reading comes, like suicide, from outrage or revenge,’ writes
William Gaddis in his novella, Agape Agape.1 These are the words of Gaddis’s fictional character, an elderly man with a terminal illness, rambling on
about his dissatisfactions at the decline of civilisation and grumbling about
the book he never managed to write. In 2002 I came across this quotation
in a newspaper article in which literary critic, Don Anderson, listed his
ten favourite books for that year.2 I cut out the quotation and put it above
my desk. It offered me permission to go on writing at a time when I first
became aware of the extent to which my own vengeful feelings might fuel
that writing. The words offered some recognition of the impulse to write
out of my grief and rage, an impulse I had previously disregarded. I take
these words now, controversial though they may be, as a starting point to
my argument that the experience of trauma and loss gives rise to mixed
emotions, including those of shame, rage and a desire for revenge. Such
emotions, when contained, can become powerful triggers towards creativity
in the act of life writing.
Although writing about the desire for revenge can itself be considered
an enactment of the very revenge described, it is not an enactment in the
traditional sense—an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. Instead it becomes
a sublimation of that desire. And, if we are to adopt Freud’s initial use of
the term, sublimation is a creative rather than a destructive gesture that
defuses much of the vehemence of the initial impulse.3
The desire for revenge itself cannot be fully assuaged, unless it is enacted, but if enacted it tends to destroy both the avenger and the one on
whom revenge is taken. As philosopher, AC Grayling, observes:

1
2

3

Gaddis, W, Agape agape, Penguin Putnam Inc, New York, 2002, p. 63.
A Riemer, The Sydney Morning Herald, Fairfax digital, Top books of 2002, 6
December, 2002, <http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2002/12/06/
1038950155419.html?oneclick=true>, viewed 7 July, 2011.
J Laplanche, JB Pontalis, The language of psychoanalysis, Karnac Books,
London, 1988, pp. 431–4. There is not enough space in this thesis to describe
the term, sublimation, in detail. Laplanche and Pontalis argue there is no
coherent theory of sublimation since Freud first postulated the term, but it is
a useful term to delineate the transformation from what might be considered
an undesirable and base instinctual aim into one that is more socially
desirable, even, for Freud particularly, ‘sublime’ in the areas of artistic
creativity and intellectual reasoning.
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The impulse to revenge is an impulse to justice, but it is a primitive
one, and although its intention is to restore a balance, its personal and
emotional basis always threatens to make it too harsh and punitive,
therefore inviting further revenge.4

However, if the desire for revenge is not enacted in literal terms but is
expressed in symbolic form through the autobiographical act, it can go
on for as long as there are readers and writers, who coexist in the world
where miscommunications occur and where people continue to offend and
to react to one another.
When others read an original autobiographical text, they reinterpret.
The desire shifts around and can change places. The writer who writes her
revenge by telling her story might then find herself having to defend that
story against others who in turn might feel something of their own freshly
kindled vengeful desire. This applies particularly within families, but it
can also apply to organisations and other groups as I demonstrate in my
chapter ‘On being silenced’.
Such a conflict of narratives is common among family members, each
arguing over the ‘truth’ of his or her version of events, each seeking to silence the other, each seeking a voice. In families, as in life generally, there
is no single narrative, but multiple strands of stories based on different
memories, and perspectives, all of them subject to review. Misunderstandings abound.
For those family members who elect to tell their story, and to write
their version of events, the relief of writing, the creative outlet, can go some
way towards reducing the impact of any vengeful desires within, but other
family members might resent the notion that only one voice, the writer’s, is
heard through the writing and further that this limited subjective account
becomes the official version. For this reason it is important to stress the
individuality of the experience. This is my story, as much as it includes
my experience of others. Their version of events might well be different.
I dreamt once of a book I had been reading and in my dream the book
becomes my mother’s inheritance. My sisters, brothers and I fight over it.
We fight over the number of words, and who is entitled to use them. Which
one of us can lay claim to our mother’s inheritance? We sit together poring
over her book, pulling apart the text. From time to time we decide certain
words are in excess and must be removed. Each one of us is careful not to
take a single word more than is our share.
In an abandoned farmhouse we hack away at the text, determined to
get it right. Then my youngest sister asks a question, ‘What happens when
words die? Where do they go?’ The words, the little black marks sliding
along the page, up and down, like fence palings. Do they become obsolete
or diseased? Must they die?’
No one answers.

4

AC Grayling, Meditations for the humanist: ethics for a secular age, Oxford
University Press, London, 2003, p. 89.
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We fight over the words. Who has the first? Who has the last? We fight
over our inheritance. Our mother’s words. Our mother’s voice.
‘She’s my mother, not yours.’
We hack at the text. Revise history. Who is interested anyway in all
this noise, this struggle—to share, to compete, to survive?
Now I am in the grip of some unseen monster, which holds onto me so
tightly I cannot breathe. It hurts to struggle and I wonder whether I might
die of starvation in this monster’s arms. The only way out is to wake up.
Dragged back into consciousness I wonder who is this monster? Is it hate?
Is it jealousy? Is it my desire for revenge?
This dream represents for me the force of the autobiographical struggle.
We each have a story to tell, but our stories clash and compete. Some become
dominant, others are silenced. ‘To speak the unspeakable is an act of revenge
on those who would wish us to remain silent,’ writes Eviatar Zerubavel in his
explorations into conspiracies of silence.5 We break conspiracies of silence
by ‘calling a spade a spade’; by stating what to some might be obvious but
to others should remain unspoken.6 Given that a typical response to those
who might try ‘to open our eyes is to actually ignore them,’ the autobiographer needs to write with conviction.7 Conviction can be fanned by a desire
for revenge. I write a particular version of events—my version—to make
it more palatable, more comprehensible, and more complete, fuelled by my
hurt and rage, and a fear that my words might otherwise be ignored.
Mention the word revenge and people’s pre-conceptions are set. They see
revenge as a negative, not an emotion or experience to admit to; something
that should be avoided at all cost. I try to convey to them, as I do here, that
I speak only of the desire for revenge, the emotional state that often follows
an experience of great hurt and pain, even as a stage in the mourning process
that follows the shock when one first registers that something terrible has
happened. This desire emerges when the aggrieved person first recognises
beyond the shock and numb sensation that things will never be the same
again. He then wishes that someone else might suffer, even if that someone
happens to be himself. He wishes to pay back the other, even if that other
is himself. He wishes to be rid of the unbearable pain of traumatic loss, at a
time when no one else can reach the person to share the grief. And all this
at a time when the person, in his own mind at least, feels entirely alone
and must therefore bear the weight of these monstrous feelings of despair,
loss and abandonment alone. Within the object relations psychoanalytic
literature such sensations could be seen to reflect Donald Winnicott’s ‘threat
of annihilation’, free-floating anxiety, and Wilfred Bion’s nameless dread.8

5
6
7
8

E Zerubavel, The elephant in the room, Oxford University Press, London,
2006, p. 26.
ibid, p. 67.
ibid, p. 69.
DW Winnicott, Through paediatrics to psychoanalysis, Hogarth Press,
London, 1987, pp. 303–4.
WR Bion, Second thoughts: selected papers on psycho-analysis, Maresfield
Library, London, 1987, p. 116.
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THESIS
STRUCTURE
I have structured this thesis around a series of themes, each incorporating
aspects of my desire for revenge and the ways in which I have struggled to
turn this desire into something more constructive and creative in the act of
life writing. Life writing is a term used loosely to encompass memoir, autobiography and biography. It incorporates writing that deals with a personal
refection on one’s life experience.9 Inevitably such personal writing also
includes references to others. It includes elements of the biographical, which
reflect the perspective of the writer and at some level can also therefore be
considered autobiographical. Sidonie Smith writes about ‘allo-biography’,
a process whereby, in writing about another, the biographer conflates the
other’s narrative with her own.10 Allo-biography/autobiography is ‘a shape
changing practice that moves the autobiographical subject back and forth
across an unstable boundary … a continually negotiated site of identity
and otherness.’11
Beyond my introduction here in which I describe my methodology and
frame my argument, I begin in chapter one with a significant childhood
memory of ‘falling’. From this I explore the nature of trauma and its links to a
desire for revenge. The traumatised person can experience, whether literally
or metaphorically, a sensation of ‘being dropped’, with its biological roots
in infancy, along with the startle reflex of a newborn.12 The rage and shame

9

10
11
12

R Murfin, The Bedford glossary of critical and literary terms, Bedford Books,
Boston, 1998, p. 28. The following definition of autobiographical life writing
is sufficient for my purposes: ‘A narrative account written by an individual
that purports to depict his or her life and character. Unlike diaries and
journals, which are kept for the author’s private use, autobiographies are
written expressly for an audience. Autobiographies are distinguished from
memoirs (also produced for public consumption), whose authors render an
account of the people and events they have known and experienced without
providing the detailed reflection and introspection characteristic of most
autobiographies. Some fiction writers draw so heavily on their own
experiences, and their works, though not autobiographies in the strict sense
of the term, are correctly perceived and described as being autobiographical in
nature or even as thinly disguised autobiographies.’
S Smith, ‘Reading the family machine’, Modern Fiction Studies, vol. 40, no. 3,
1994, pp. 509–42.
ibid, p. 536.
P Leach, Baby and child: from birth to age five, Penguin, London, 1977, p. 82.
Penelope Leach ascribes an infant’s instinctive fear of being dropped to the
heaviness of their heads and their initial lack of control over their own muscles.
Equally Leach stresses the need to take care in picking up newborns, otherwise,
she argues, for the infant it is like ‘being swooped into the air by an invisible giant’.
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that emerge out of such experience can then give rise to a desire for revenge.
Here I stress the word ‘desire’, rather than any actual vengeful enactments.
After this first chapter on falling and an initial foray into notions of
trauma from an object relations perspective, I dedicate a further chapter to
my ‘traumatic’ experience of being dropped from within the psychoanalytical
training. I reflect on this adult experience in the context of my life growing
up in a large immigrant family with a documented history of sexual abuse
across two generations.
The experience of being dropped, with its accompanying sense of helplessness and of feeling out of control, can give rise to shame and a wish to
hide, which I explore in the following chapter ‘On hiding’.
Shame most often arises in situations where a person is, whether deliberately or by accident, made to feel unacceptable—a situation such as I
experienced within the psychoanalytical society when I was expelled from
its training and was left ‘soaked in shame’.13 My efforts to hide arose as a
consequence of my shame. In this chapter I also describe my experience
of childhood shame within a traumatised family and its links to my adult
shame in being dismissed from an esteemed institution and how these
many streams then link to my desire for revenge.
In the fourth chapter I consider the difficulties of straddling two worlds,
and the consequences of ‘being silenced’. I consider my experience, both
as a psychoanalytic psychotherapist and as a writer, and of how these two
worlds collide. Both connect with my childhood trauma and shame and
contribute to my developing rage and a desire for revenge. Such experiences
lead further into a need to sublimate this desire, namely to turn a negative
impulse into a creative one in the form of life writing. I explore this in a
chapter on ‘Speaking out’.
In the next two chapters, I consider the work of three Australian writers,
notably Helen Garner, and the Brett sisters, Doris and Lily, along with two
North American writers and friends, Ann Patchett and Lucy Grealy, and
their audience response, to demonstrate ways in which writing can exemplify aspects of a desire for revenge and its culmination in the creative act
of life writing. I select these writers because their work and the response
to their work ripples with vengefulness in some form or another. Although
none of the writers here are consciously aware of the vengeful aspects of
their writing, at least not as far as they report, nevertheless their writing
resonates for me in this way, as I hope to demonstrate.
These final chapters tend to stand alone in the thesis as I do not emphasise in them my own narrative trajectory in the same way as in the
first sections. I aim here in these later chapters to focus on other people’s

13

J Kauffman, (ed.), The shame of death, grief and trauma: a book on the
psychology of shame, Routledge, New York, 2010, p. 4. In writing about the
notion of complicated grief in the face of loss, not only through death of a
loved one, but through other losses, Kauffman observes that ‘grief can arouse
anger and rage, about which one might feel ashamed … Traumatic grief in
particular is soaked in shame.’
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writing, however subjective my response to that writing. I stress here that
I do not practice traditional literary criticism but a form of autobiographical analysis, an ethnography of the text as it were, whereby I interpolate
myself into the texts. These chapters also mark my departure from the
autobiographical to the biographical, and essentially from writing about my
own experience as regards the desire for revenge into writing about other
writers as I perceive them through their texts. I recognise there is a danger
in conflating a writer’s identity with the contents of her writing, but in so
far as I am concerned to demonstrate the influence of a desire for revenge
on that writing, I extrapolate from these texts to provide some evidence of
this phenomenon, however subjective my explorations may be. To a reader
this shift in emphasis might seem discordant.
In the chapter on Patchett and Grealy I also explore aspects of blogging
as a site of self-disclosure that is readily amenable to expressions of the
desire for revenge. In making tangible this dynamic between the writer and
the reader—readers respond literally in written form, often without taking
time for self censorship, in the very place where the writer has made the
original self-disclosure—the blog becomes a clear and immediate example
of the revenge dialogues I and other writers conduct over time and within
more dispersed texts. I reflect on the desire for revenge in the context of
my own experience as a blogger and the nature of certain readers’ responses
to blog posts: their tendencies to split, either to eulogise or to denigrate,
their tendencies to want to believe that everything they read is true unless
otherwise stated, and their wish not to ‘waste’ their empathy on anything
that is not factual.14
Finally, I conclude this thesis with an argument about how creativity in the act of life writing can emerge out of the potentially destructive
desire for revenge.

THE
SUBJECTIVITY
OF MY
METHOD
In this thesis I weave together narrative and theory to frame my argument and I use the autobiographical voice as it offers me the clearest
demonstration of the ways in which the spark of a desire for revenge can
lead to creativity through the act of life writing. In this sense my thesis

14

Personal communication with A Harley.
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can be considered a type of auto-ethnography.15 As Carolyn Ellis argues,
auto-ethnography requires the researcher not only to go further into herself in her explorations but also to reflect on the experience of others, in
order to ask the difficult questions about human motivation.16 ‘There is
nothing more theoretical or analytic than a good story,’ Ellis writes, though
stories and theories differ in their purpose.17 Stories cannot be tested in
traditional empirical ways, but readers ‘provide theoretical validation’ in
the comparisons they make between their own lives and that of the ethnographer, whereby ‘the focus of generalizability’ shifts from the subjects
of the writing to the readers.18 The thesis thereby has an emotional volatility that arises whenever a writer uses her own personal experience as a
starting point for research.
So what is my unruly methodology? I am interested in exploring what
happens to my story when I follow the notion that a spark of what I call
‘the desire for revenge’ ignites the writing of many stories, not just mine.
Shamelessly I begin with the autobiographical. My desire for revenge relates
as much to my experience of living my first eighteen years in a crowded
house of children, as one of nine, as it does to other painful experiences
in adulthood.
‘What method have you adopted for your research?’ asks the sociologist
and ethnographer, Avery Gordon, as she considers Luce Irigaray’s thoughts
on the same question.19 It is ‘a delicate question. For isn’t it the method, the
path to knowledge, that has always also led us away, led us astray, by fraud
and artifice’20 Gordon suggests that ‘focusing on the question of method
at the meta-discursive level allows us to pass quietly over the least methodological places in our work as analysts, as intellectuals, the places where
our discourse is unauthorised by virtue of its unruliness …[and] takes us
away from abstract questions of method, from bloodless professionalised
questions, toward the materiality of institutionalised storytelling, with all
its uncanny repetitions …’21
Gail Jones argues that the text is ‘dispositive’, not an organic thing but
‘an apparatus with lines of force transecting it’.22 The ‘dispositive’ allows

15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

C Ellis, The ethnographic I: a methodological novel about autoethnography,
Altamira Press, Walnut Creek, 2004. Ellis defines ethnography by its
constituent parts. Auto relates to the ‘I’ narrator; ethno means people or
culture; graphy conveys writing or describing. ‘Ethnography then means
writing about or describing people and culture, using first hand observation
and participation in a setting or situation. The term refers both to the process
of doing a study and to the written product.’ p. 26.
ibid, p. 318.
ibid, p. 194.
ibid, p. 195.
AF Gordon, Ghostly matters: haunting and the sociological imagination,
University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 2008, p. 38.
ibid.
ibid, p. 39.
G Jones, ‘Four faraways’, Keynote address, Me, myself and I/eye: mediating
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for ructions and internal disturbance and is closer to a cognitive model of
the self.23 Whenever we think, we do not think in seamless moves, rather
we think in blocks of understanding, ‘glancing across one another’. This
way of thinking can be duplicated in our writing. For instance, Jones’s Sixty
lights includes sixty blocks.24 By giving the reader responsibility for finding
the connections between these blocks, Jones’s writing requires an active
readership. The method, she says, is paratactic, as to some extent is mine.
The adjective paratactic comes from the Greek word parataxis meaning to put together two clauses or phrases without a conjunction. Other
terms used to describe this method in relation to essay writing include
the discontinuous method, or collage. Carl Klaus argues these terms are
intended as ‘metaphors’ only for a particular style of writing that is ‘too
complex to grasp in a single word’.25
This method was used centuries ago by writers such as Montaigne and
Bacon to reflect ‘the fragmentary manner in which thoughts come to mind
or suddenly change direction.’26 It becomes not simply a record of events,
experiences and ideas but an embodiment of the process of thinking behind such ideas. As Klaus writes, ‘the segmented form and shifting focus
of the discontinuous essay tends to suggest the wide ranging movement
of a mind in the process of pondering a particular subject or experience.’27
Discontinuous texts demand an openness of mind on the part of the reader
and a preparedness to be jolted and swayed in the exposition of ideas that
refuse to be pinned down in any strict form. They are too layered, too wide
reaching and too irresolvable to be anything but explored.28 The whole
process is riddled with doubt for both reader and writer.29
Gordon notices the thoughts that haunt her even as she is trying as a
sociologist to conduct research into matters that are concrete and ostensibly
evident. I follow in her direction. Gordon describes how one day on her
way to a conference to present a paper she became unsettled. She does not
spell out her chosen topic but how she had found herself distracted away
from this topic by thoughts of a woman whose image she had discovered
as ‘missing’ from the photo of the third psychoanalytic Weimar Congress

23

24
25
26
27
28
29

identity conference, LaTrobe University, Bundoora, 4 May 2007.
The word ‘dispositive’, a legal term, relates to ‘bringing about the settlement
of an issue or the disposition of property’. Here, I believe Jones refers to its
assertive quality. Oxford Dictionary of English, Oxford University Press,
London, 2005, p. 502.
G Jones, Sixty lights, Harvill Press, London, 2004.
CH Klaus, The made-up self: impersonation in the personal essay, University
of Iowa Press, Iowa, 2010, p. 35.
ibid, p. 36.
ibid, p. 37.
ibid, p. 40.
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participants in 1911.30 According to Gordon’s research, the woman, Sabina
Spielrein, should have been present in that photo, but she was not there.
Spielrein is a little known psychoanalyst from Freud’s day, little known
despite the fact that she was the first to hypothesise on the nature of the
death instinct.31
I look for what lies beneath, for what is unconscious and unclear. It does
not come easily and it takes many written words before a pattern can arise,
before I, who had always imagined I could not develop a structure, begin
to see one like a bony skeleton sculpted on the outside skin. However, this
structure is not static. It is like the shifting shape of a well-developed body
in utero, once the foetus has grown long enough to take human form. To
look at the swollen belly of a woman in late pregnancy is to see her baby’s
foot push from inside—sculpted on the outside—an arm here, and there,
the hard dome of the skull. It is easy to feel for the parts of a baby’s body
as it lies beneath almost ready to be born.
Such an unborn baby is the creative side of my thesis, conceived with
the spark of desire in the intercourse of opposing feelings—for me the rage
and hurt I had felt initially as a child growing up in a large family believing
I had no voice with which to speak of my experience and guilt that I should
ever feel this way. I was one of the little ones, not one to be taken seriously.
I was a girl. Sixth in line. Then as an adult I took to the helping professions,
first social work then psychology and psychotherapy in a bid to find a voice,
through helping others, and as a means of assuaging my guilt. The irony
in my decision to follow the traditional psychoanalytic model of helping
many years ago is that it also demanded that I also become voiceless within
a profession in which self-disclosure is discouraged.
The difficulties I have experienced within my professional family in
this regard both twenty years ago and today have re-ignited my desire
for revenge. The outrage I felt when I was dismissed from psychoanalytic
training came at a time when I had begun to form the view that I was now
strong enough to get on in life. I was no longer the fragile child, or young
adult woman of my early years, lacking in confidence and unable to speak.
I had learned to speak and at this time in my early to mid thirties, I had
come to see that the ability to speak can also be dangerous, at times even
more so, than the inability to speak. Those who speak out loud run the risk
of censure from those who prefer they remain silent. And so it was for me.
Further experiences in my life, within my professional family, suggest
that this difficulty continues. As Sophia Richman writes, psychoanalysts
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become the keepers of secrets.32 They are trained to keep silent. They are
trained to speak only when it is called for in the privacy of their consulting
rooms and otherwise to keep a low profile, particularly publicly, and more
particularly outside of the professional family. Any spokespersons for the
professional family in the outside world must take care how they voice
their remarks for fear of censure from within.
For me this has all the hallmarks of living as a child within my family
of origin, where I am reminded that I can only speak for myself. I can only
speak for myself, from my own perspective and yet I sometimes feel pressure to speak as if to include all other perspectives, within my family of
origin, within my professional family and anywhere within my orbit. But
such an attempt to speak for all is inevitably based on a biased perception.
The subjectivity that skews my account of my life also skews my reading. Any objectivity I gain in exploring the works and theories of others is
filtered through my own perspective. I read the works of academics in the
literary field, academics for instance who are interested in Melanie Klein’s
theories on infant development.33 They consider such ideas in a different
way from the way in which I, as a clinician, read and experience them.
To my clinician self, these ideas evolve in practice. I can almost see
the raging infant in the adults with whom I work. I am attuned to the
vacillation between the two states of mind that Klein posits, between the
paranoid schizoid and the depressive.34 Between the young infant who is
overwrought with anxiety and experiences the world as a place full of dread
and danger and persecutory objects, as opposed to the gentle sadness of
the older infant who in time comes to recognise that the mother whom she
had once believed to be under her control is not so.
I experience these emotional states in practice. I can even feel them
in myself when situations occur that trigger these extremes. I do not see
the ideas in a purely descriptive sense. They are living ideas, they pulse
and flow and yet there are many who would seek to tie them down. Such
feelings, however, including a desire for revenge, can become the spark to
creativity that if understood in time, and nurtured like the unborn foetus,
will develop and grow into a fully-fledged baby, the beginnings of development and enterprise.
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THE MANY
FACED ‘I’
In my writing I represent my narrative self from multiple perspectives,
but also recognise the limitations of such writing to give accurate representations. All these perspectives derive from within the one person, the
subjective writer. In this sense the reader of this thesis might find a writer/
character/narrator who appears contradictory—in some places too innocent
by half, in others confident and worldly.
Why, the reader might ask, did I have such difficulties learning from
experience? Why repeat again and again situations in which my desires for
revenge have got me into trouble?
The answers to such questions are indeterminate and inconclusive
depending not only on my view and that of others who theorise in this
area but also on the idiosyncratic response of my various readers. It is
as if, in the process of reading, those who respond to the text share an
imaginary pen with the writer, and join in a process of identification. The
reader makes decisions about the motivations of those on centre stage in
the writing and draws conclusions about why things might turn out as they
do. Such conclusions can be as many and varied as there are readers. This
is particularly evident in the variety of damning or alternatively idealising
responses to Patchett’s and Grealy’s autobiographical writing.

READERS AS
SIBLINGS
In dealing with the readers’ responses to my work I come across a split
sibling transference and countertransference: those siblings who may be
sympathetic to my efforts and those who are not.35 The latter might consider
my writing as a betrayal, unacceptable in its openness, and in my insistence
on writing about things of which I ‘should not’ write.
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can become impediments to communications, particularly when they are not
given consideration. For basic definitions and discussion see: J Laplanche
and JB Pontalis, pp. 92–3, 455–62.
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One difficulty in writing about my experience of the psychoanalytic
training, for instance, as I do in the third chapter of this thesis on trauma,
is that I make public certain events, which some might consider should
best remain private. In the process I come to experience rigid institutional
strictures similar to those I had felt as a child in relation to my family of
origin with its history of secrets. I experience a sense of ‘telling tales out
of school’ and worry that I have betrayed my family, in this instance my
professional family, for describing events as they occur behind the scenes.
It is as if symbolically I provoke my siblings into battle in my insistent attempts to force some sort of reconciliation of perspectives, in which
they claim they are unwilling to participate. Furthermore, I work across
disciplines—the psychological and the literary—and in so doing I stir up
trouble. Yet despite the confidence of my writing, the child in me does not
see the reaction coming.
To some extent I present a stable ‘I’ in my writing, but my autobiographical ‘I’ is anything but stable. The states of mind from which I write, can
reflect my differing emotional experiences, including such extreme states
on the one hand of anxiety, or alternatively, of joy. Here, too, I must also
acknowledge the potential ruthlessness and cruelty that underlies a desire
for revenge, and the degree to which it might be experienced by those on
the receiving end, especially those who tend towards a more concrete interpretation of ideas, as threatening: hence the wish of certain of my readers
to protect themselves. I write about this in the chapter, ‘On speaking out’.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
AS REVENGE
I argue that in part the autobiographical act can inherently be considered an
act of revenge. Couched in the distancing voice of theory and/or narrative,
my explorations and writing enable me to commit an act of vengeance in
the first instance on my family of origin, by revealing the incest that has
occurred across generations, and secondly on my professional family, when
I expose the cruel treatment meted out to certain psychoanalytic trainees,
most notably those who do not conform, and those who are found wanting
and therefore ejected.
Autobiography is full of holes, Siri Hustvedt writes. ‘It’s obvious that
there are stories that can’t be told without pain to others or to oneself, and
that autobiography is fraught with questions of perspective, self knowledge,
repression and outright delusion.’36 The act of writing autobiographically
becomes an act of reconstruction that is also riven by inconsistencies and
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potential conflicts. It is interminable. You cannot appease the desire for
revenge even through your writing. You can only soften its impact, but as a
trigger for writing, the sting of the desire for revenge is potent, and tends
either to be overlooked or undervalued. It is considered too disturbing.
I write about my life experience and in so doing I create a fresh narrative,
one that incorporates aspects of my desire for revenge. I write to tell my
story but in the process of this telling, my story shifts. Part of the telling,
and part of the underlying motivation in the telling, seeks to deal with the
compost of my life, out of which I aim to develop some meaning, namely
to make sense of my life. But my experience is restless and keeps moving.
There is a tension then within the text between the present and the past.
There is also likely to be an answering tension in my readers’ responses.
Throughout the writing of this thesis my ideas shift. Therefore I cannot bring relief to my unquenchable desire for revenge through some single
explanatory narrative. As a partial solution, the writing into my desire
soothes, but there is always a vestige, large or small, of the original desire
for revenge that remains unsatisfied and therefore acts as an irritant to my
psyche. Nevertheless, the desire for revenge needs to be acknowledged or
else it goes underground and worse than an irritant it becomes a land mine
waiting to explode, should some unwary person tread on it.37

THE
AETIOLOGY OF
THE DESIRE
FOR REVENGE
The desire for revenge begins in infancy as a normal human response to
emotional and physical pain, to hunger and neglect, and is reinforced further
through the more severe experiences of trauma and shame. Constitutional
differences exist. Some people are more prone to suffer a vengeful response
than others, but the sensation of this desire is a universal experience however much we are taught from earliest days to downplay its impact and even
sometimes to deny its existence.
The desire for revenge, which might also be referred to as vindictiveness or vengefulness involves a complex pattern of good and bad elements,
both helpful and unhelpful, depending on the degree to which such feelings dominate a person’s mindset and for how long. Vindictiveness ought
not be reduced into simplistic and generally negative formulations, or be
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seen purely as an evil passion.38 Autobiography draws attention to such
complexity. It highlights the internal experience of the writer, and so adds
layers to our understanding. The person represents herself from within,
not simply from without.
In the first instance, I write for the invisible audience in my mind, an
audience that sits on my shoulder and consists of at least two versions. On
one shoulder I have an empathic audience, an audience that is interested to
hear my view of events. On my other shoulder, I have an audience whose
incessant chatter I must quell, for this is the audience that aims to silence
me, and to stop me from writing. Anne Lamott talks about our need as
writers to ‘quiet the voices’ in our head, ‘parents,’ for instance, ‘agonising
over … our lack of loyalty and discretion …’39 Equally such voices might
well reinforce our desire for revenge.
I refuse to be silenced. In this sense my autobiographical writing becomes the symbolic enactment of my desire for revenge. Even as I write to
my imaginary and empathic audience, hecklers from the other side cross
over from time to time. As much as their presence intimidates, it also
intensifies my desire to strike back. I refuse to let these internal voices
intimidate me. I will instead intimidate through my writing.
In a similar vein, Joan Didion argues:
Writing is the act of saying I, of imposing oneself upon other people,
of saying listen to me, see it my way, change your mind. It’s an aggressive,
even hostile act ... the tactic of a secret bully, an invasion, an imposition
of the writer’s sensibility on the reader’s most private space.40

Autobiography, which more than most forms of writing, is ‘the act of saying
I’, becomes an enactment of the desire for revenge. It enables the writer to
construct her story in a way that alters her status from one in which she is
disempowered and silenced, into one in which she has a voice. She can now
be heard. In so doing the autobiographer gains a new status, initially in her
own mind, and in time through the perspective of her readers, particularly
those who might be empathic.
However, this new status is tenuous. The autobiographer might seek
to have the final word, to gain some illusion of control, but in the process,
the writer invites an audience response, not only from within, but from
the external world, from her readers. Thereby she unsettles her narrative.
The real audience has a response that may demand further qualification,
that may challenge the autobiographer’s view and add to the autobiographer’s initial pain and even pile further fuel onto her desire for revenge.
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Therefore as much as the desire for revenge may be temporarily assuaged through the first writing and reading, it is not fixed, at least not in
the minds of readers. They have their own views. They can add different
perspectives—competing narratives—rather like the process of writing a
blog and receiving comments. No one gets the last word. The revenge and
its desire go on endlessly.

NOT ALL
VENGEFULNESS
IS BAD
The desire for revenge is sometimes confused with its enactment, in what
Jeffrie Murphy describes as an ‘opposition to vindictiveness’, that has
taken root in everyday language since the emergence of stoicism and the
rise of Christianity.41 Both traditions, Christianity in particular, exhort
us to control, to the point of denial, the presence of our negative feelings.
These traditions encourage a view that any wish ‘to get even’ and desire for
revenge—the so-called ‘vindictive passions’—are signs of irrationality and/
or evil and must be expunged.42 But Murphy offers ‘two cheers’ for vindictiveness. He argues that the vindictive passions are ‘legitimate emotional
indicators of self respect, self defence and allegiance to the moral and social
order.’43 Despite widespread condemnation for any expression of vindictive
passion, there is paradoxically a proportionate ‘private vicarious delight
in seeing revenge portrayed’.44 I watch people’s eyes light up whenever I
mention my thesis title. ‘That sounds like fun,’ they say and a frisson of
excitement ripples across the room.
Murphy argues in favour of a ‘commonsense’ approach to any evaluation of emotions, which are made more complex by the degree to which
they contain a component of ‘belief’.45 For instance when we feel guilty
we do so generally because we believe we have done wrong. Where there
is room for belief there is also the opening for what Murphy describes as
room for ‘irrational’ belief. Irrational belief gives rise to irrational emotion,
and there are those who might suggest that vindictiveness is one such ‘irrational’ emotion. But as Murphy argues ‘it seems fitting’ that we have a
desire to hit back when we have been hurt, and this desire for revenge has
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furthermore been encoded throughout our evolutionary history.46 As the
psychoanalyst, Warren Poland, argues, ‘our bias is to see only the destructive in revenge’.47 But research over the past one hundred years both in the
social and in the biological sciences suggests that the desire for revenge
is a ‘normal’ aspect of our human condition, evolved for the purposes of
enhancing our survival.48
Despite covert understanding and acceptance of this notion that when
someone hurts us we want to strike back, at least initially, vindictiveness
has been taken to extremes in Murphy’s view because it is portrayed at its
most vehement in art, in literature and in film.49 There is also evidence for
such vehemence on the Internet, where specific blog sites on how to get
revenge proliferate.50

BLOGGING AND
THE DESIRE FOR
REVENGE
I keep a blog as a means of practising my autobiographical writing. I keep a
blog as a means of expressing myself on the page, but not only for myself.
I keep a blog to draw to me an external audience of other people’s voices,
voices which might endorse my thoughts, or challenge them, and thereby
help me to develop them. I keep a blog to enact my desire for revenge.
Blogging acts as a ‘call and response’ form of communication, whereby
the blogger leaves a post on which other bloggers and readers of blogs might
comment.51 My desire for revenge trickles through my blog posts in subtle
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ways that may not be obvious. They are nevertheless apparent to me, at least
to the part of me that has long felt silenced, in the first instance within
my family of origin, in the second instance through my experience of an
Australian Catholic school education, and finally through my interrupted
training to become a psychoanalyst.
In keeping a blog I subvert these overlapping restrictions on my life
and battle my way out of the fog of censorship. I reconstruct myself and
in so doing I enact my desire for revenge. I pay back those who might wish
to silence me by writing about the process of being silenced. I thereby expose actions and events, which were once secret, hidden, concealed from
view, because they were assessed as taboo. I explore these concealments
through my self-disclosure, aware that the desire for revenge when given
voice can attract a counter attack, a different version of the desire on the
part of those who would prefer that I ‘shut up’, and let them have the only
say. Like Natalie Goldberg, ‘I write because I kept my mouth shut all my life
… I write out of hurt and how to make hurt okay’.52 In so doing I may well
hurt or offend others and they in turn can respond accordingly.
As a blogger I have access to identities, my own and those of others,
that I could not have known had I continued my writing life in hard copy
only. My blogging life highlights the fluidity of my mind states and how
quickly they can change. Likewise, other bloggers come and go. A blog’s
shelf life is limited. Blogs that once started in a welter of enthusiasm now
lie dormant, but they remain accessible forevermore through the Internet,
like relics of the past.53
The rapid speed of connection via the Internet means that by the time
I have written and posted an autobiographical reflection, for example on
my resentment and frustrations about the struggle to write free of internal
censorship, my state of mind has changed.54 I no longer feel as I did when
I wrote the piece. I may feel that way again one day but for the time being
I become enthused again and fired up.
My comments to my blog readers, my ‘bleaders’ as Julie Powell calls
them, begin to feel fraudulent.55 I am no longer the person I was when I
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wrote the piece in the first instance. I have resumed my confident writing
stance, a position I am more likely to take up in response to others’ comments about my writing and when I comment on other people’s blogs.
There is a mantra that underlies many blogs: This is your blog; you can
write what you like. You can do as you will. This is your space. Yet there are
unwritten constraints that demand consideration if one is to attract a readership.
Bloggers, like all writers, desire a readership. Otherwise why blog? Why write?56
Recently I had an online confrontation with a fellow blogger who complained that what I had written was too full of negativity, and too much
a shock to my readers. I had posted a short vignette on an experience in
which as a child I had encountered a paedophile in a park.57 The story evoked
several outpourings from my followers of concern for the small child who
was thus ill treated, and a plea that I not hold myself responsible.
I do not blame myself. My adult self does not blame me. My child self
may have felt responsible at the time but she is so far back in the past now
that I can only listen to my memories of her thoughts, of her voice. What
she has to say now is filtered through my present understandings.
This blogger who had at first felt some empathy for my child narrator
later expressed dismay because, as she put it, I knew that what had happened to me was in fact child abuse, but when I described it in my childhood vignette, I wrote as though I believed it had been a ‘sin’ on my part.
In the story, after I had encountered the man who asked me to take hold of
his penis and ‘watch the cream come out’ in return for sixpence, I reported
the event to my mother, who told me I should take it to confession. From
this I then interpreted that I must have committed a sin.
My adult self knows my actions as a child were not sinful. My adult
self even questions the notion of sin in the rigid black and white way I first
learned as a child, but my child self has her doubts.
My blogger ‘friend’ is no longer a blog friend in that she has since taken
her name from my list of ‘followers’ and remonstrated with me for what
she considered were my manipulative attempts to extract a response from
my readers. I should be wary of what I write, she says. I should not write
things that disturb my readership.58
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She had been upset to read about this sexual abuse on her computer
over her morning cup of coffee, she wrote. She was prepared to forgive me
for this while she believed it to be true—that I was both the child who tells
the story and that this continues to be my experience today—but when
she realised the discrepancy between the story as I had first reported it and
my adult self analysing these things elsewhere in my blog, particularly in
relation to my thesis explorations on the nature of the desire for revenge,
she felt tricked and betrayed. I had elicited her empathy—my child self
had elicited her empathy—but my writing self did not deserve it. She had
‘squandered’ her empathy on me.59 I was a trickster.
And so the multiplicity of self and of identity continues, blossoms,
thrives and is alive and well on the Internet, particularly as fired by a desire
for revenge. I am careful not to publish too much information about my
‘real’ life on the blog. My professional life is out of bounds for reasons of
confidentiality; my young adult and adolescent children are out of bounds,
too. I can mention the fact that they exist but they have made it clear they
do not want me to write about their activities in this public space. Therefore,
I write about the self that exists largely within my head and between my
discrepant shoulders—the autobiographer—her memories, her writing self
and her explorations into literary theory and psychoanalytic ideas wherein
these multiple identities can flourish.

ARGUMENTS OVER
TRUTHFULNESS
AND THE RIGHT
TO WRITE
Bill Roorbach in Writing life stories: how to make life into literature urges
‘whatever story you have to tell you have to tell exactly and truly … nega-
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tive emotions and traits, such as jealousy, greed, misery and meanness, are
all part of the story—your story—and shouldn’t be left out anymore than
good stuff should be left out … when the voice in your head … says, “Don’t
tell anyone,” that voice, driven by some sense of propriety, or revenge, is
taking away your story that is, after all your life’.60
It is the emotional energy that exists in impulses such as the desire for
revenge that can fuel the writing in the first place. It cannot be avoided. It
rises to the surface of the page however much the autobiographer might try
to conceal it. Readers, consciously or otherwise, detect it and respond. The
autobiographer can also detect the conflict of emotions expressed within
the writing, assuming she is sensitive to the complex nuances inherent in
her life writing in all its multiplicities.
‘Fiction is like a spider’s web,’ Virginia Woolf writes, ‘attached ever so
lightly perhaps, but still attached to life at all four corners.’61 This writing
of mine, although not classified as fiction, is bedded down by life along
all its surfaces but occasionally it lifts up, peels away and takes off on its
own fanciful journey allowing me to touch ‘ever so lightly’ on some ‘truths’
about life.
It was not until the 1990s, writes Drusilla Modjeska, that:
As writers and readers we’d learned from post-modernism that we could
cross the boundaries of discipline and genre, that we could be several
selves at once and speak in more than one voice. We’d learned to fast
forward and channel hop and cut up our time lines; we’d learned to
distrust the heroic and find meaning in the ordinary.62

My thesis provides one such boundary-crossing journey.
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LIFE WRITING,
THE EFFECTS
OF TRAUMA
AND THE DESIRE
FOR REVENGE
PRELUDE:
I once had a bubble of Lourdes water in the crucifix of the plastic rosary
beads an aunt had given me for my First Holy Communion. One day when
I was eleven years old, I broke open the crucifix and poured the bubble of
water into my father’s cup of tea while he was not looking. I wanted to ‘cure’
him of his drinking. That is, after I realised he was drinking. Before then,
I had thought he was ‘sick’. Our mother always said as much. ‘Your father
is sick.’ A strange sickness I thought even then, but I believed her until I
was twelve years old.
I sit beside my mother on the blue Ventura bus. It snakes its way
through Box Hill streets. We have been travelling for nearly an hour. Already
the trip is long, from Mentone beach into Surrey Hills. We did not have
time to think or to decide on the clothes we might wear, or the books we
might bring to read on this long journey. We could not stay a minute longer.
It happens like this. On Friday nights my father drinks himself into a
stupor. Most times he falls asleep on his chair in front of the television. He
leaves us in peace, but sometimes the drinking starts earlier, before Friday.
It might begin on a Wednesday. On days like these, my father does not go
to work. Instead he drinks and sleeps, sleeps and drinks, and in between
times he looks to us for company and for fights.
He looks especially to my mother, but she pretends she does not notice him and the more she pretends the more angry he becomes until in an
explosion of rage he throws a radiator at her, as he did this morning, or he
rips off her dress as he did last week, or he tears out her hair.
Last week we left to stay with my big brother and his new wife in Hawthorn but we have overstayed our welcome there. This week we will visit a
friend of my mother’s who has said that my mother and the two little ones
can stay the night with her, but we older kids will need to fend for ourselves.
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And so it is decided. From this friend’s house we will catch the blue
bus back to ours, but we will not go inside. We will sleep in the garage if we
are brave enough to sneak into the backyard and otherwise we must look
after ourselves outside.
The bus drops us off two stops before our house. We do not want our
father to see us from his front seat in the lounge room. We walk around the
block and approach our house from behind. Even from behind, our house
does not feel safe. There is a vacant block behind the grey paling fence that
divides our house off from the next as yet unbuilt property. We decide to
spend the night there.
My brothers climb the fence and sneak into the back yard to collect
three towels off the washing line. We left them there the day before, after
we had been swimming. We use the towels as blankets.
Mine is a yellow towel. It is summertime. A hot night. I do not need a
blanket. I use the towel as a mattress, a thin mattress that cannot cushion
me from the rocks and rough bits that stick into my body every time I try
to turn over in my sleep, but it is a comfort nevertheless. The two boys offer the towels to us three girls as an act of gallantry. They are strong boys.
They can do without.
I look at the stars and imagine myself far away even as I marvel at the
idea of my twelve-year-old self as this homeless person. How they would
marvel at my school. How shocked they would be. Families from my school
do not sleep out of doors at night because their father is drunk.
The next morning we go to Mass. The priest in white and gold vestments raises the host to the altar in the Hosanna chorus and I look down
at my dirty fingernails, dirtier than usual for all the grit of my stony dirt
bed the night before and I marvel at the way life can seem so very different
from the outside.
I still have dreams that signify the terror that was my father: I am seven
years old, in grade two, the year I lose my first tooth. The year I begin to
think about death. I am sitting on one of the toilet seats idly watching my
feet in blue plastic sandals as I pee. The sandals always make my feet black
around the edges where the dust and dirt blends with my sweaty skin to
form a dark line of filth. It’s not so bad today. I’m wearing socks.
The toilets, six in a block are set apart from the main school buildings
at the bottom of the schoolyard. I am alone for once and relieved. I hate the
thought that others might hear the trickle and flush of my insides running
out. The others are in class. I have managed to excuse myself. Then why
is there someone now rattling at the toilet door? There are plenty of other
toilets free, why try mine? Under the cut off wooden slats I can see the tops
of shoes, polished shoes, black shoes, maybe my father’s. Instinctively I put
my feet up flat against the door to keep it shut, to keep him out.
He is leaning against the door with all his might. The lock and myself
as a lever are keeping him out. I say nothing. I’m pretending I’m not here.
I’d like to stand on the toilet seat and heave myself up onto the top of the
wall that divides each toilet, one from the next. If only I could leap monkeylike from cubicle to cubicle and finally jump out the door. But I dare not
put my feet down. If only I could stand on the toilet seat, reach as high as I
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can and slide the thin sheets of glass out from the slatted window. I would
smash them loudly onto the concrete path below. People always respond to
the sound of crashing glass. But I am still too scared to budge.
I yell out into the silence. I yell and yell but no one hears. He is still
out there, determined to wait. I must wait too and I wake up before the
next move.63
To some extent, this dream and the memories that precede them
testify to the traumatic nature of my childhood experience, which has led
in part to my desire for revenge against my father in the first instance, for
all the wrongs I believed he had done. Subsequent difficulties and what I
experienced as traumatic events in my adult life have rubbed up against my
memories of such early experiences and further contribute to my desire
for revenge and the writing which rises sphinx like out of that initial pain
and hurt.
At the end of her series of essays, A Plea for Eros, Siri Hustvedt asks the
question, ‘Is the wounded self the writing self? Is the writing self an answer
to the wounded self? Perhaps that is more accurate. The wound is static,
a given. The writing self is multiple and elastic, and it circles the wound
… I have to write the fear’64 Hustvedt’s fear as she discovers in exploring
her life is one of the violence within her. Likewise the violence within us
all, that which others have perpetrated on us, becomes our wish to hit out.
The desire for revenge as a response to pain and hurt inspires the writing,
and thereby transforms the rage, the helplessness and shame into a creative gesture. Hustvedt also calls it sublimation, the term coined by Freud
to delineate ‘the transformation of inner dramas, fears and wounds into
something else: a work of art outside the body of the artist’.65
Perhaps the practice of autobiography in the act of writing about trauma
can function to reduce the desire for revenge, a process, which according
to Caroline Garland ‘is, at its best, about connectedness, about emotional
contact, about making sense of the apparently meaningless, and of re-finding
one’s good objects, however long and difficult and bloody the process on
the way to those goals.’66 Creative life writing can become an effective,
albeit partial, means by which we can assuage the pain of trauma and the
subsequent desire for revenge.
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ON FALLING
FOREVER
67

Suzanne was not my friend. She was my sister’s friend, but I tagged along
just the same. It was something to do, a way of killing time. Suzanne’s father was a builder. He built houses for people throughout Melbourne. But
he did not build his own house: a rambling red brick Victorian mansion
that sprawled across an acre of land in Canterbury. He simply restored it.
There were many times we went to visit this house. Mostly we stayed
outdoors. We set up games in the backyard behind the stables, which had
been converted into a garage, or we played ball on the unused tennis court.
One day it rained, forcing us indoors. Suzanne’s room was on the
second floor of the main house—pink walls, pink bedspread, pink chest of
drawers—a perfect pink room for the eldest daughter. I wished that I too
could have such a room, though playing in it on this dreary weekend had
left us all fidgety and bored.
‘Let’s explore the attic,’ Suzanne said. She led us into the hallway and
out beyond the landing to an open space upstairs. In one corner where the
ceiling sloped down to the floor there was a half door that led into the roof
cavity. It was held fast with a slide lock. Suzanne drew it aside and stepped
in. She needed to hunch down to fit. My sister followed and I was last in line.
‘Lock the door behind you,’ Suzanne called to me as I climbed inside.
‘We shouldn’t be doing this.’ The space inside the roof cavity was so low we
had to crawl on all fours to move along beyond the door. I could see chinks
of light through the roof tiles overhead. It gave the place an eerie feel as
if we were underground, and not high up, as I knew we must be. The air
smelled of glue and dust mixed together.
We inched along like snails between the dark splintery roof beams and
left behind a cleared path of pink insulation. In moments my knees began
to itch, even as I tried to push the insulation aside. It fluffed into my nose
and stuck to my lips. I tried to lick it off and wipe it with the back of my
hand, but it hurt to touch, like splinters of glass.
‘I’m not sure about this,’ I called to Suzanne.
‘It’s okay,’ she said. ‘It’s fun. Let’s get to the middle.’ Ahead I could see
the slope of roof tiles where they met a distant wall and wondered whether
this might be the middle. This crawling along the gritty floor seemed endless. I could see the outline of Suzanne’s body ahead, her pink underpants
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smooth around her tight bottom. My sister’s underpants were fraying at the
edge. There was a line of elastic that drooped down her leg. I had the urge
to rip it clear, but could not reach. The palms of my hands were scratched
and sore. I noticed that at times my fingers dug through the Insulwool into
something soft, as if in places the floor had given way.
One of my legs shot out from underneath me and dangled into space
when my sister dropped from sight. Suzanne let out a shriek. I looked ahead
and through the hole where my sister’s body had fallen I could see her on
the floor below covered in plaster and pink insulation. I thought she could
be dead until I heard her gasp for breath.
Suzanne turned full circle to face me. ‘We’ve got to get out of here.’
She steered her way beside the hole my sister had made as one of her arms
pushed through and made yet another hole in the ceiling surface. It was like
looking through a colander down to the room below. Suzanne wrenched
back her arm and forced her way past me. I crawled behind her, trying to
make myself float. I wanted to think my body into non-existence, as if it
held no weight at all.
The wooden beams that fixed the ceiling in place were like alleys we now
crawled through. I held onto them to take my weight, but my legs pushed
against the insulation and the floor crumbled with each drag of my body.
We reached the entrance and I followed Suzanne out through the latch
door. We stood on the landing face to face with our horror. Suzanne was
covered in plaster and Insulwool. I looked down at my arms and hands, which
were also covered. Like pink ghosts, we fled down the stairs.
I could hear Suzanne’s mother humming in the kitchen. My mind raced.
How could we hide this? How could we fix this? I wanted to run out the
front door. Leave it all behind. We ran from room to room looking for my
sister. We had no idea which ceiling she had fallen through. We wrenched
open doors and slammed them shut. We found my sister on the floor of the
rumpus room. Suzanne’s father had made this room especially for Suzanne
and her siblings, a playroom filled with toys and equipment.
‘He just put a new ceiling in here,’ Suzanne said as we looked up to the
line of holes that spread in one direction across the length of the ceiling.
Bits of loose plaster and pink insulation trickled through like the padding
from a torn stuffed animal.
‘Can you stand up?’ I asked my sister. She looked like a broken doll as
she hobbled to her feet and leaned against me.
‘We’ll have to tell my father,’ Suzanne said.
Then the full weight of what we had done hit me. To tell her father
was to tell my father.
‘I’ll go and find him,’ Suzanne said and left us standing in the middle
of the room. We waited for what seemed an eternity before they returned.
Suzanne’s father loomed in the doorway. He looked at us, he looked upwards
to the ceiling, and he looked down on the floor.
‘You two, go home,’ he said, then turned to Suzanne. ‘I’ll deal with you
later.’ We did not say goodbye. Suzanne looked at us, her face ashen, her
body stiff, as we moved past into the corridor, through the front door and
out into the daylight.
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THE DESIRE
FOR REVENGE
WITH ITS
ROOTS IN
THE PAST
This memory, like a screen memory, symbolises the varying narrative threads
that come together in the writing of this thesis.68 I use it as a basis for my
consideration of the nature of trauma and its enduring impact, including the
degree to which trauma can give rise to mixed emotions, such as shame and
a desire for revenge, emotions that, when harnessed, can provide powerful
triggers towards creativity.
My sister—in this instance, my younger sister—fell to the ground. I saw
her fall. I participated in the game that led all three of us to fall from grace.
Falling from grace, with its religious connotations, hints at the impact of
shame, an aftermath of trauma. It implies there are positions in which we
belong and positions from which we can be excluded. Echoes of this story
resonate throughout my life and the writing of this thesis.
I focus here on my child self’s experience of falling as it represents at
a symbolic level the consequences of being alive in the world, with its difficulties, traumatic and otherwise, and my various attempts to cope. As one
of nine, I learned early the power of rivalry and competitiveness, the desire
to belong and the humiliation of exclusion, through which I remember for
the first time the taste of my desire for revenge.
It is over forty years since my younger sister fell through the ceiling
but the memory haunts me still. It is a memory that has come back to me
with clarity at other times of crisis in my life. Traumatic memories have
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a way of doing this. They come back to us, when we least expect them,
often in critical moments or at times of reflection, as during the process
of creative life writing.
In this thesis I write at length about early infantile experience because
it foregrounds the emergence of the desire for revenge as a normal aspect
of human development, however much it might also arise out of varying
levels of trauma, none of which might be deemed ‘normal’. (I use the word
‘normal’ here guardedly. Normality is a relative term.) Enactments of the
desire for revenge take the feelings to new heights, which may be indicative
of varying degrees of pathology, but the desire in itself, particularly in its
earliest manifestations during the helplessness of infancy and childhood,
can act as a necessary spur to growth.

A BRIEF
HISTORY
OF BRITISH
OBJECT
RELATIONS
THEORY
My argument about the development of identity is rooted in the discourse
of British object relations, which began formally in 1913 with the establishment of the London Psychoanalytical Society under the leadership of Ernest
Jones.69 Object Relations theory as understood and practised in Britain has
since travelled along a rocky road.70
Gregorio Kohon writes that the history of the British Society is a ‘history of failed beginnings, a history of individual and institutional crises,
and of a successful struggle for survival through hard and complex times.’71
This view of object relations theory in all its multiple variations allows for
developmental uncertainty. We learn from our mistakes. To me it is unlike
Lacanian theory or Freud’s original drive theory, both of which in my view
tend to be based more on philosophical or physiological certainties and
absolute premises. Object relations theory is based on Donald Winnicott
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and John Bowlby’s adaptation of Melanie Klein’s theories of infantile development, which take the view that people are not motivated by instincts
alone, so much as by their internal and external relationships, which in the
first instance are mediated through the body and the unconscious. In other
words, internal, that is intrapsychic, objects guide people’s behaviour.72
The theoretical ground of object relations theory has shifted from its
inception and more particularly during the time of the so-called Controversial Discussions in Britain, after which the society in 1947 divided its
training into three streams.73 No such division occurred in the Melbourne,
Australia-based, Victorian Association of Psychotherapists (VAP) training
course, which developed roughly from the British model in 1975.74 However
deep divisions between two theoretical orientations, Lacanian and object
relations, persist and add to tensions within the association.
I undertook the VAP training and qualified as a psychoanalytic psychotherapist in 1980. In 1989 I began to train further with the Melbourne Branch
of the Australian Psychoanalytical Society, an offshoot of the International
Psychoanalytical Society of which the British Society is also a member. I
refer to the hierarchical nature and to the intermeshing of institutions here
to give some indication of the potentially conflict-ridden nature of psychoanalytic trainings, especially given the early history of the psychoanalytic
movement and of Freud’s intolerance should any of his followers diverge
too much from his own perspective.75 Psychoanalytic training, twenty years
ago in Australia, required that the person be in analysis five times a week,
and that the person in training see patients in analysis five times a week,
and be supervised on two five times weekly cases as a minimum, one male
one female, for at least a year each, whereas psychoanalytic psychotherapy
training required then and now a minimum twice weekly treatment both
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of the personal variety and also in terms of supervised treatment offered.
The didactic aspects of both courses are similar and both include a year of
weekly infant observations and seminars. The psychoanalytic training as
opposed to training in psychoanalytic psychotherapy is perceived to be the
more prestigious of the two, despite similarities in their didactic components.
In more recent years the two training requirements have moved closer, as the
analytic training requirement has been reduced in frequency, while many of
those undergoing psychoanalytic psychotherapy training elect to see their
therapists/analysts more often than twice weekly of their own volition.76
Not only does my understanding of British object relations theory inform my practice at a clinical level, but at a more abstract level, it underpins
my developing sense of notions of professional belonging and of exclusion,
factors which are central here to my understanding and awareness of the
desire for revenge.

A BRIEF OBJECT
RELATIONS VIEW
OF INFANTILE
DEVELOPMENT
Theorists and clinicians in the British object relations tradition hold that
our sense of identity begins to form in infancy as we gaze into our mother’s
eyes and see ourselves reflected there in the pool of her emotions. If our
mother is present, available and pleased to look upon us, pleased with her
achievement in bringing us into the world, then we too can feel pleased
with ourselves for being there. Not in a cognitive sense, and not in any
sense of absolute certainty. We cannot ‘know’ what the world is like for a
baby. We can only reflect on how we imagine it to be, from our observations
of babies, our own and others, and our inchoate memories of our time as
infants, bearing in mind that writing about infantile experience tends to
be ‘adultomorphic’: that is we ascribe adult motivations to babies.77
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As far as psychoanalytic researchers can understand, infantile experience is bodily and sensory, and infants lack the capacity to make rational
sense and meaning of their experience. The Kleinian and post Kleinian
traditions hold that babies can only ‘feel’ an object or event either as pleasurable or distressing.78 They cannot reason why this might be so or give
it any significant meaning other than as pleasurable or persecutory and
as emanating from within, even when it is imposed from the outside. The
infant is egocentric and experiences everything that happens as a function
of the self.79
If a mother is distracted, emotionally absent, depressed or angry, then
her infant’s experience of looking into her mother’s eyes will be less one of
harmony and more one of disjuncture and discord.80 Inevitably our mothers
look at us in different ways over time depending on their mood states. A
mother’s consistently positive gaze contributes to a consistent and reasonably positive sense of one’s infant self over time.
These early states of mind tend to repeat themselves throughout our
lives. An early experience of ‘good enough’ mothering helps us to cope with
life’s stresses as we mature.81 This includes a mother’s capacity to help us
to process the negative emotions that emerge when we feel frustrated, as
occurs inevitably throughout the process of infancy, childhood and beyond.
A ‘containing mother’, one who is able to think about and process her
own emotions, is more able to help her growing infant to deal with the waves
of emotions that surge through his body on a daily basis.82 If a mother herself has been unable to deal with her own difficult experiences, particularly
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in infancy, she is more likely to respond to her infant in unhelpful ways.
The anger in her eyes reflects the way her infant might experience himself
when looking into those eyes.
I remember my mother as a movie star beauty with dark hair, olive
skin and bright eyes. I remember my mother with lips reddened with lipstick and the faint flush of pale compact on her otherwise pink cheeks. I
remember the feel of my mother’s body, tight under her corsets, the rounded
shape of her hips and belly where all the babies once lived. I remember my
mother for the softness of her skin and the melting moments in her eyes.
But those same eyes could glaze over and this same mother could become
distant and aloof. My mother rarely spoke a cross word to me, but when
anger took over and this I remember particularly from my adolescence
onwards, she became ice cold, the steely glow of her otherwise shut off
eyes, a sliver through my heart. My sensitivity to my mother’s eyes and
her moods reflected therein began in infancy.

ON FALLING
AND THE
SHAME IT
BRINGS
When I think of the notion of hostile eyes that look upon us, then I am
drawn to consider shame, much as I felt when Suzanne’s father pointed his
finger towards my sister and me and then sent us home.
Phil Mollon describes shame as ‘a breach in the bond of empathy’.83 If
the mother, the father, the caregiver, or the significant other looks upon us
with a hostile expression—we may have displeased them somehow with our
crying, with our dependence, our vulnerability or neediness—then we as
infants might feel the need to look away, for we have suddenly recognised
ourselves as unworthy, undesirable beings. This is the essence of shame—
the need to turn away and hide from the light, to hide from further scrutiny.
People who have developed only the thinnest defensive protection,
often called ‘thin-skinned’ in both idiomatic and object relations terms,
are more likely to feel the full weight of these negative parental projections,
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while those who develop a thicker skin might become more impervious,
sometimes dangerously so.84
Ronald Britton writes about each person’s need to integrate subjectivity with objectivity, that is, to be able to be yourself, and to think about
yourself; to be able to have experiences, and to think about yourself having
such experiences; and to be able to think objectively about them.85 Britton
suggests that people who are unable to integrate the subjective and objective suffer from a narcissistic disorder, which he divides into two categories,
those who are ‘thin-skinned’ and others who are ‘thick-skinned’.86
Those who are thin-skinned are hypersensitive and easily hurt in everyday life, whereas those who are thick-skinned avoid emotional contact
and prefer distance and objectivity. Objectivity is ‘associated with the gaze,
both a fear of being seen, and a fear of being described.’87 All this takes
place within the course of development and has an influence on the degree
to which we respond to internal desires for revenge.
In the fantasy of oneness, when the infant experiences self and mother
as one, there is no place for objectivity. But as infants gradually become
aware of the other, they must first accommodate to their mother’s existence
as a separate being outside of their control. Then, later, they need to negotiate an awareness of the family triangle, mother and father (or significant
others in a non-traditional/non-western family) and self, the child. Two
links connect the infant separately to each parent and a third link between
parents from which the infant is excluded.88 If all goes well, the child’s developing awareness of the link between parents provides her or him with
the prototype of a new version of relationship, one that is outside of the
child’s self, in which the child is not a participant, rather an observer.
As an observer, the child gradually develops the capacity to cope with
the knowledge that not only can she witness, she can also be observed. This
is a necessary forerunner to an awareness and acceptance of otherness and
difference from the self. This allows a shift from primary narcissism, the
stage during infancy before the infant recognises the existence of mother
as separate and when infants experience everything that happens to them
as an extension of themselves.89
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The thick-skinned people I liken to a snail. The snail has a hard protective membrane covering its centre. Underneath, the body of the snail is
soft, wet and vulnerable to exposure. The slightest crack in the snail shell
and the snail dies.
The best protection for people, therefore, is a healthy psychic skin
that is both porous, allowing things to pass in and out, but is neither full
of holes, nor rigid and without access.
Our multiple identities are housed within the ‘skin’ of our psyche and
they rest there oftentimes isolated from one another, rarely communicating
directly, though many of us are aware of our mixed feelings on any subject.
Our mixed feelings are a reflection of our different ways of viewing the
world, including how we respond to trauma and personal injury, the type
that might well lead to a desire for revenge.

MULTIPLE
SELVES AND
SPLITTING
If we take an object relations view of the world we can describe the multiple
selves within ourselves as reflections of different internal objects, all of
which have developed over time in response to our external objects, namely
the people in our lives, in the first instance our parents and caregivers. Our
primary caregiver in the first months of life, generally our mother, is the
one responsible for the development of these first objects.90
A major task of life is to integrate these different aspects. In any person’s repertoire they can hold multiple roles. You notice yourself in your
children, or remember in yourself as a child the different personae you
adopted in the schoolyard, or with your teachers in the classroom, with
your parents at home, or with brothers, sisters and friends elsewhere. Our
multiple selves may emerge in some ways as a measure of ‘splitting’, one
of the earliest defences against the pain of experiencing the multiple and
at times contradictory perspectives we might gain of ourselves and of our
first caregiver, usually our mother.91
Personalities evolve in part on the basis of such bodily experiences.
Ideally and when things are travelling well enough infants gain strength
in the development of their bodies and minds through the interaction of
all these internal and external events, but inevitably failures occur. Small
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failures—mistakes in the bond between mother and infant, and in the connection between one’s experience of one’s body and its immaturity—take
place.92 In object relations theory the infant might then split his experience of his mother and self into good and bad. The good mother has gone
away and is no longer visible, available and felt. All the infant is left with
is the sense of a bad mother, a cruel and persecutory one and he then must
develop other methods of dealing with these dreaded unwanted aspects of
himself. Ideally the mother helps the baby to deal with this.93 The way she
does this is most often unconscious and intuitive, and is based in large part
on her own experience of being mothered.
These complicated processes occur throughout life. Not only do we use
words and gestures, we communicate with others through the non-spoken
and unconscious areas of our psyche. Such nonverbal communications expressed through cries, grimaces, and other bodily gestures are the infant’s
only means of communicating with caregivers about her needs, about her
experience. This communication is essential to survival. The infant needs
a caregiver who can be sensitive to her projections, a caregiver who can take
in the projections, absorb them and pass them back in a more digested form.
In the first instance mothers think for their babies, over time they begin
to think with their babies and ultimately thereby they teach their babies
to think for themselves.94
When a mother fails too much, too often, or at critical times in this
endeavour, then the infant can be left with overwhelming anxiety that fills
him with a sense of impending doom, ‘a fear of annihilation’.95
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THE GOOD
ENOUGH
MOTHER
In order to explore the aetiology of the desire for revenge it is necessary to
consider the role of the caregiver and how the experience of being parented
impacts on the infant’s sense of both having a ‘good enough mother’ and
of himself being good enough. The experience of being good enough reduces the intensity of the shame and hateful feelings—feelings that arise
through repeated or excessive environmental failures. Such feelings induce
the desire for revenge in the first place.
The good enough mother bestows loving feelings upon her baby, which
are inevitably counteracted by her hateful ones.96 In a celebrated paper on
hate in the psychoanalyst’s countertransference when working with severely
disturbed individuals, Donald Winnicott explores the roots of hatred and the
ambivalence of love and hate. The baby ‘needs hate to hate’ and hatred and envy,
when able to be tolerated and understood first by the mother, and in time by
her infant, can in time become spurs to growth.97 The desire for revenge is
closely connected to this infantile hatred and envy and is a necessary aspect
of development. However, excessive hatred, which essentially derives from
excessive trauma and neglect—or its converse in overindulgence—particularly in the absence of ‘good enough mothering’, can become pathological.98
Even with an experience of good enough mothering, infants will need to
endure moments of abandonment, which can prove in themselves traumatic
for some and give rise to a sense of shame. If the ‘stimulus barrier’ is suddenly shattered or a deeply held illusion is broken, the traumatised person,
from the first rush of shame, which can be felt viscerally, as a rush of blood to
the cheeks, finds himself going back time and again to the original trauma.99
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Freud observed this in shell-shocked victims after the First World War.100
Shame is closely connected to fear, particularly the fear of abandonment,
when a sudden disconnection, or non-responsiveness can threaten to tear
the infant from its mother.

REVENGE
FROM A
CLINICAL
PERSPECTIVE
John Steiner writes about revenge and resentment in the clinical setting,
when patients, whether consciously or unconsciously, experience their
desire for revenge to be unacceptable, even more shameful than the shame
and humiliation that induced the desire for revenge in the first place. The
desire then is transformed into a grievance and can form the focus of a
‘psychic retreat’, a state of mind into which patients withdraw ‘as an area of
relative peace and protection from strains when meaningful contact … is
experienced as threatening.’101 According to Steiner, the striking aspect of
revenge here ‘is the sense of right, of justice, of duty and of devotion to a
cause, which accompanies the quest for vengeance even in those individuals
who appear to be consumed with hatred.’102
When the patient feels wronged and victimised it frees him from
guilt and anxiety. He becomes, Steiner writes and drawing on Elizabeth
Bott Spillius’s term, ‘impenitent’ and he ‘justifies his hatred in a variety of
ways’.103 Often the desire for revenge can begin as a ‘demand for justice’ but
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‘can be taken over by insatiable destructiveness, which appears to be nothing
less than an expression of the death instinct’.104 In this way Steiner takes
the notion of vengeance to its ultimate extreme in its enactment, whereby
the envy ‘will not be satisfied until self and object are totally destroyed.’105
I am not concerned with these extreme forms here. Literature is full
of examples in which people exact vengeance and in so doing destroy
themselves and those against whom they seek revenge—from Aeneas in
the Iliad, to Hamlet, to Captain Ahab in Herman Melville’s Moby Dick. I am
not talking about a literal enactment of revenge, rather simply the fantasy
or desire—the wish to put a potato into someone’s car exhaust when they
have wronged you, the wish to expose them publicly through a letter to the
newspaper, the horse’s head in the bed.
These revenge fantasies are powerful ways of redressing the balance
between simply feeling the helpless victim and becoming a perpetrator
of further violence and wrongdoing. The roots of this desire for revenge
lie in infancy in that first taste of ‘the terrible sense of unfairness that is
felt when the object does not behave in the way …[the infant] believes he
deserves’.106 When a child feels let down by ‘its good objects’, its parental
caregivers, ‘a painful confusion between good and bad impulses results’.107
In psychoanalytic terms, the child seeks to maintain its good relationship
to its good objects by ‘splitting’. The good object is idealised and all the
badness, the hateful feelings, are projected out.
When the infant’s omnipotence is crushed abruptly or with cruelty it
can lead to increased hurt and defensiveness.108 Joan Symington writes that
the baby can experience a mother’s inattention as if he has been dropped
and is falling through space. To counteract this feeling, the baby in the first
instance and later the child growing through adolescence into adulthood,
establishes physical and psychical ways of holding himself together to create
the illusion of being able to survive on his own. Symington offers examples
of how the baby might clench his muscles tight—in an attempt to keep
everything together so that there can be no sense of any gaps through which
he might feel himself spilling out. Or he might move his limbs constantly,
like a distressed adult pacing backwards and forwards, to avoid a sense of
gap, like ‘a hole in the skin through which the self might spill out’.109
After my sister fell through the ceiling I spent several weeks terrified
at how our father might respond. My father was prone to tantrums and
rages particularly when one of his many children behaved in ways that
he considered unacceptable. My mother shielded us. She did not tell our
father, and nor did we. We did not speak about it again. This silence then
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added to my sense that what we had done was serious indeed; so serious
it needed to be concealed. It could not be processed or thought through,
it could not be learned from. The message in the silence becomes one in
which curiosity is felt to be dangerous and to be denied. I paced the floor.
I hit at my head in bed at night to try to eliminate the unwanted thoughts.
I scratched at my skin, so potent the memory of the Insulwool, the falling,
the damage, and my sense that nothing could ever come right again.
My mother remains a shadowy figure in my writing,110 the elephant in
the room. My mother’s absence reflects an invisible maternal neglect. In my
experience my mother was loving and kind, but much of the time she was
herself so overwhelmed and terrified of my father that she was unavailable
to her children. A mother’s task, to help her baby deal with experiences of
falling apart, requires the additional presence of a partner who can help the
mother ‘contain herself’. Sometimes in these triangular situations when
the parents are faced with the pressures of dealing with the vulnerability
of their infant or child, they can enact something of their own experience
and might seek to crush the vulnerability of the child as they themselves
once felt crushed in childhood or in infancy.
Some parents might enact a type of revenge on their own children on
the basis of their own unresolved experiences as vulnerable, uncared for
children. The omnipotence born of the narcissism of early infancy therefore
needs to be slowly and thoughtfully relinquished with the help of loving
parents who do not seek to belittle or humiliate their child—otherwise it
can repeat itself in the next generation.111
In later chapters I write further on the ways in which his parental difficulties contributed to my father’s tendency to retaliate. He was unable to
process his desire for revenge and convert it into something constructive
and therefore enacted this desire against his children and his wife. He was
unable to get the help he needed to overcome the damage done through
childhood trauma, through his war time experience and the pressures of
migration.
As it was for my father, in the absence of good enough parenting, a child
can develop excessive retaliatory desires that might express themselves in
later life though destructive behaviour. However, even in the absence of
good enough parenting, it is possible, given help through later benevolent
relationships such as can occur with teachers, therapists or mentors, to
develop more helpful ways of dealing with our retaliatory desires, such as
channelling our destructive impulses into constructive ones through the
act of life writing.
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THE SACKING
September 1991

It was not until five minutes before the end of my session that I told Mrs
Milanova I had a meeting with my mentor scheduled for 12.45.
‘I’m going to have to fly like the wind,’ I said. I lay flat on my back with
my eyes shut. ‘I don’t want to be late.’
‘Why didn’t you tell me this earlier?’ my analyst said over my shoulder.
I could not have seen her even with my eyes open, as she sat there behind
me on her high backed chair. She was straight, elegant and beautifully proportioned; dressed that day in peacock blue, at least as far as I could see
through the periphery of my vision.
Throughout the past two years of my analysis, I rarely looked directly
at my analyst, though sometimes when I kept my eyes to the ground to
avoid her gaze, I took note of her shoes. They were brightly coloured to
match her clothes.
‘It didn’t enter my mind till now,’ I said. It was a half-truth because
until I lay down on her couch, thoughts about this impending meeting had
scarcely left my mind; but once I started to speak other things came in and
chased all thoughts of the interview away.
The golden rule of psychoanalysis: the patient says what is on her mind
with as little censorship as possible. If something important has not entered
it and her analyst points this out, then the patient is obliged to wonder why.
But I was not in the mood for wondering today. Besides we had no time
left and I had been looking forward to a meeting with my chosen mentor
at last. From the moment I had met her again, I thought I would be able to
tell Mrs K about the troublesome aspects of my training.112
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I mumbled on distracted, my mind already out the door.
‘We have to leave it for now,’ Mrs Milanova said eventually. The dreaded
end of the session again. Even today when I was in a hurry to go elsewhere,
I hated it. I slid off the couch, sidled past her through the screen door of her
consulting room, the ‘outhouse’ as I called it, and all but ran down the path.
Mrs Milanova lived in a double storey weatherboard perched on top
of a hill three houses from the beach. Her sloping garden was already full
of spring flowers. Freesias and jonquils fought for space in wild clumps
across her lawn. The garden was like her, carefully tended, in some places
even restrained with neat beds and close-cropped bushes. Elsewhere, like
her, the garden could surprise me. It was wild and spontaneous like the
crooked arms of the tea tree and geraniums that entwined one another
along the rocky front wall.
I steered my red Telstar onto Beach Road and drove at the speed limit
past sparkling waves on a sun-dappled ocean. I wore my white mohair
jumper, which I regretted today because already I felt hot. I tugged at the silk
scarf around my neck to loosen it. Maybe Mrs Milanova was right; maybe
I should have talked about my appointment with Mrs K earlier because
now any anxiety I had managed to fight off was catching up with me. Sweat
prickled my armpits. I thought of the dreams I had had lately, dreams in
which I climbed rough rickety steps onto thin platforms that were full of
splintered boards.
‘You don’t feel safe,’ Mrs Milanova had said. ‘Up high there and in danger.’ If I tried to shrug it off as just a dream she urged me repeatedly. ‘Pay
attention to your dreams. They’re your friends. They can tell you about
your state of mind.’
I turned into Toorak Road West and pulled up in front of the highwalled house at number 82. I had been there two years earlier when I had
my initial interview with Dr L and now I shuddered at the memory. The
Victorian house with its upstairs veranda overlooked the Fawkner Gardens
where oak tree catkins carpeted the lawns. The ground floor of the house
was hidden, but once inside, next to the front door I could see a row of
brass plaques inscribed with names, some of which I recognised. Several
psychoanalysts and therapists practised in this house. I had seen one or
two of them at number 82 during seminars for my psychotherapy training
in the late seventies and then later during the analytic training.
It was the second day of spring. Although I had rushed, I was still a
couple of minutes late. Mrs K led me along a dark corridor and up to her
room. The place had the fusty smell of old houses whose windows are
rarely opened.
I did not apologise. I was conscious of my flushed cheeks and sensed
awkwardness in her. It could not be because I was late, I told myself. She
was not a rigid analyst and never treated me as though I were her patient,
though she could be reserved despite the fact that we shared social connections from the past.
I had warned her when I had made this appointment over the phone
that I might be late. She had not seemed too fussed. It was the only time we
could manage because I had a session scheduled for two. I remembered two
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years earlier, Mrs K and I had discussed how I might fit my commitments
in with the additional demands of the training. She suggested then I put
some of the training requirements on hold.
‘It’s not a race,’ she had said. ‘This training is meant to be a learning
experience. You need time and space to take it in.’
Still I thought I had no choice then but to cram everything in—the
infant observation, the psychiatric placement and the theoretical seminars, and apart from her other suggestion to cut down on my own private
work—given my family commitments with three small children—and a
few clucking noises from my analyst, no one else seemed to think the load
was too heavy.
Mrs K sat in the chair closest to the centre of the room with her back to
a desk. It was not her usual room. She had recently returned from overseas.
In the past she had supervised my work from rooms attached to her house
in Brighton. This room was presumably only a temporary arrangement.
I had written a letter two weeks earlier to Dr G, my previous mentor, to
ask for a transfer back to Mrs K. She had been my original mentor when I
began the training but had left almost the instant it began and I was forced
to accept my second choice. Dr G to me then was an unknown quantity. I
knew he had not long ago completed the training himself and I had rationalised he might be more understanding given the proximity in time to his
own training. At least I preferred him to the third choice of analyst-mentor
on my list, Dr M, the then chairman of the Student Progress Committee,
and the one whom I believed at the time held the reins of power. Dr G
meant well, but we did not connect. One day I told him about how hard I
had found my observations at Heatherton hospital, where I spent one day
each week, like a fly on the wall trying to get some experience of psychosis.
During my time there I had no role other than as an observer. I was not
connected to any department but wandered the wards in a strange place
between patients and staff.
When Dr G told me that he had felt similarly when he worked as a
psychiatric resident during his internships, it struck me that he could
not recognise the difference. He observed psychosis from the safety of his
role as a psychiatrist in training. I had no such role, no ‘white coat’ to wear.
Similarly, when I once talked about the difficulties of having to manage
the demands of my work and the training with a young family to attend
to as well, Dr G responded with a comment to the effect, ‘We all had to go
through that’. Mrs K gave a different response to similar complaints when
she talked about how hard it was to manage so much. A subtle difference
it might seem, but to me Mrs K was empathic to my plight. Dr G seemed
more concerned about being seen to be so.
Mrs K shifted in her seat in the Toorak Road rooms. She was a thin
woman, with dark hair in a neat pageboy style and the bluest of eyes.
‘I have some bad news,’ she said. At the word ‘bad’ I braced myself and
tried to adopt an open position, ready to be mature about whatever criticisms the Progress Committee might fire at me. I thought I was ready. I
could handle anything.
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‘The Progress Committee doesn’t want to invite you to continue the
training.’ Mrs K’s words came awkwardly and it took me a few moments
to decipher them. For an instant I refused to believe it. Then the sudden
rush of my life passed before my eyes. How could I tell people I had failed?
I was plunged back to a meeting with my fellow candidates only two
weeks earlier. T had complained about assessment. Every time she went
for a feedback session with her mentor, she told us, he offered nothing, no
feedback on her progress, not a word. I thought T was ‘paranoid’, or at least
overly sensitive.
Earlier that year Dr G had given me feedback. Nothing positive. Things
like: you are ‘prone to offer despairing prognostications’, ‘you are intimidated
by space’, and ‘you demonstrate anxiety at the interface between yourself
and the person with whom you are dealing’. I asked then to speak to the
person who had expressed these concerns so that I might work out what
they meant. But Dr G did not know or would not say. At the same time he
told me not to worry too much.
‘It’s early days,’ he said. ‘These sorts of criticisms are not unusual.’
‘They don’t really sack people, do they?’ I asked my fellow candidates
at the student meeting.
‘It’s happened before,’ someone said.
Not to me, I thought, not now. Not with Mrs K back here to support me.
‘It concerns me you had no idea this was coming.’ Mrs K’s words sounded
thin through the roaring in my ears. I felt hot with a child’s memory of shame.
‘We have a seminar tonight. Do I go?’ I asked after a long silence. I did
not look at Mrs K directly. Instead I studied the box of tissues next to my
chair—a pattern of yellow roses against an orange background. I yanked
out a clump.
‘I’m not sure,’ she answered. ‘You could speak to Dr M. He may be able
to tell you more.’
I sobbed into my tissues. Nothing mattered now and no amount of
dignity could save me.
‘Can you tell me why?’ I asked. I still could not look at her.
‘I haven’t been to any meetings so I don’t know what’s been said.’ Mrs
K uncrossed and re-crossed her legs, then cleared her throat. ‘I think you
should take your anxiety seriously.’
I wiped my eyes. From time to time I tried to say something, but nothing came. Mrs K made clucking, sympathetic noises. She offered to speak
to me another time.
‘When you can … if you like.’
There was a scattering of dry leaves in the gutter where I had parked
my car. I was surprised to see them so far from autumn. I drove home on
autopilot.
I saw my two o’clock patient, collected my daughters from school and
worked through the rest of the afternoon till I closed the door after my last
session at seven and collapsed into my husband’s arms. I had already told
him on the phone during the afternoon.
‘You’ve shot yourself in the foot,’ he said. This was not his first response, but he was frustrated and disappointed for me and with me. My
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husband had edited my report of my psychiatric placement and at times
he wondered whether I was not too honest in it, and that I tended to write
autobiographically, as I considered I should. But my husband had thought
the analysts might prefer something more distant and ‘objective’.
‘What can I do?’ I asked him.
‘Nothing,’ he said. ‘If you make a fuss, you’ll only make things worse.’
Later that night I broke my ‘rules’ and rang my analyst. She was at a
meeting, her husband said. I could ring back after nine.
I rang my fellow candidates, one after the other, to tell them what had
happened and to say goodbye.
‘Don’t take this as final,’ C said. She was nearing the completion of her
own training but had taken over ten years to get there. Midway through her
training she needed to defer as she had developed a serious illness, which
another of the trainees suggested had been brought on by the demands of
the training. ‘Wait a couple of years and reapply,’ C said down the telephone.
‘It’s all so subjective. There’ll be a different Progress Committee by then.
You never know.’ I had the sense C understood my distress because she
then went on to tell me how she had just heard that, for reasons she did
not elaborate, she had been refused permission to adopt a child.
Then J, whom I telephoned next, told me about the death of one of her
children. One by one the other three trainees from my group offered their
condolences as if I had lost a loved one.
Finally, I rang T.
‘I’m not continuing with the training either,’ she said.
So I was not the only one. I was relieved, but T and I were different.
She was older than me with more experience and confidence. Only a week
before she had been talking about finding her first training case and now this.
‘It’s my decision,’ she said. ‘I wasn’t happy with the training anyway.
Next week I’m off to California for six weeks. I need a break.’ She did not
want to discuss it further, at least not until after she had returned.
At 9.30 pm I tried my analyst again. At the sound of her voice I burst
into tears.
‘They don’t want me to continue the training.’
I had to repeat the words. Although Mrs Milanova was on the Progress
Committee herself, she had been excluded from any discussions about me.
She said little over the phone, not that I could have heard.
‘We’ll talk about it tomorrow.’
That night I dreamed I walked alone up narrow stairs onto the platform
of a railway station, which overlooked streets and houses. Other people
stood nearby. I asked a woman for directions to an address written on a
piece of paper from my pocket when the platform began to rise.
People cheered. They were not at all surprised. I was. They expected it.
I did not. We rose higher and higher. My legs turned to jelly. The rectangular chunk of platform on which we stood had no guardrail, like an open
elevator. We were as high as the clouds and still we rose. Then the platform
turned into a blanket, like a magic carpet. It floated above the clouds. Below
I saw the railway line as it snaked into the station. People on the ground
scurried about like ants. We on high needed to sit down on the blanket to
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avoid falling but still we slipped about. I was amazed no one had slid off.
The others laughed.
From time to time the blanket dipped in the breeze and I slid towards
the downward edge. Then I bottom-shuffled my way back up hill to the centre till the blanket righted itself again. I began to feel confident of staying
afloat when the blanket dipped sharply and I slid off. I only just managed
to grab hold of a corner and screamed for help.
People on the blanket were alarmed at the sight of me as I dangled
there in space. No one had ever fallen off before.
I wondered whether I might let go and fall to my death; the drop to
the ground a release. But I tried to hold on, to stay calm. I tried to get back
onto the blanket but it was impossible and no one else could offer a hand.
They were frightened now that they too might fall.
The next morning all I had to hold myself together was the prospect
of my eleven o’clock analytic session. At least then I could say how I felt.
For fifty minutes. No more, no less.
‘I knew nothing about it,’ Mrs Milanova said.
She had already told me that as my analyst she was obliged to leave
the room whenever my name came up for discussion during meetings of
the Progress Committee. She could only return when the discussion moved
on to other trainees.
I blamed her nevertheless. Like a small child blames her mother when
she has had a fall. She should have looked after me better. She should have
warned me.
‘You thought the training would be like being in kindergarten,’ Mrs
Milanova said. ‘It’s not. It’s a deeply disturbing experience, demanding an
adult response, which is very hard when at the same time you’re in analysis
and feel so regressed.’
Then I remembered again how often she had tried to warn me earlier
when I first wanted to apply. The timing was not right, she had said. It was
too soon. But all these considerations rankled. My head hurt, my stomach ached.
‘You think if I don’t resign from the Society in support of you then I
don’t care,’ Mrs Milanova said. ‘You think I should stand up for you and
resign in protest. I wonder what good that would do?’
She was right. I had wanted her to walk out on her colleagues. Instead
the session came to its inevitable end and I was out on the street again.
I could not bear to get back into my car and drive home to my life of
obligations and what now felt like so much failure. I crossed Beach Road
and made my way down to the sea. One foot in front of the other, step after
step along the sand, I walked against the wind. The sun was a pale yellow
and seagulls skidded along the surface of the water.
The sand was caked hard and dry. The tide was out. A lone mother
pushed her pram and called to her child who was shoeless and in long
trousers,
‘Don’t get wet.’
The little boy ran up and down the sand, narrowly missing each curling wave. The foam left behind a frothy line of smiles along the beach. His
footsteps were soon covered with each new watery assault.
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I saw these things in slow motion and wondered whether I might walk
forever along this golden beach. When they noticed me gone, would they
worry, would they realise how much it mattered to me, this wrench, this
gutting, this appalling event?
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ON BEING DROPPED
The sacking

TRAUMA
In the internal world there is no such thing as forgetting: and there is
no such thing as an absence of hatred, rage or destructiveness (as well
of course of good and loving feelings) in spite of the urge in survivors
to attribute all badness to the world outside them that caused their
misfortune.113

My experience of being sacked from the psychoanalytic training created a
seismic shift in my sense of myself, as if my whole world had been ripped
open by an earthquake. I experienced the sacking as a trauma, one that
reverberated with earlier childhood traumas, and one, which has taken me
several years to dismantle.
It took time before I could recognise my rage and with it my desire for
revenge. At first I simply felt overwhelmed to the point of shocked silence,
a stunned numb feeling that left me the victim. But soon enough when the
rage and with it my awareness of a desire for revenge emerged, my position shifted, and my sense of myself changed. No longer did I feel a victim.
I had found a voice and with my voice some agency; my mouth no longer
filled with sand.
Like the survivors of an earthquake, I have needed to dig deep, to push
aside metaphorical boulders in my attempts to salvage what life remains,
as well as to find and ‘bury my dead’: my dreams for a past future that can
only now exist in my imagination.
From an object relations perspective, all trauma and with it the desire
for revenge have echoes in early infantile experience. The traumatic events
of our infantile and childhood experience are stirred into memory by later
traumatic events, and we then interpret these later events through the lens
of our earlier lives.
Trauma ‘touches and disrupts the core of … identity’, writes Garland.114
The word comes from the Greek meaning ‘wound’. Trauma pierces the psychic skin and breaks through the normal filtering process begun at birth
with the aid of the mother/caretaker. The person’s mind is flooded with
more than it can manage as the trauma overrides all usual defences leading
to a breakdown in functioning. The traumatised person can no longer go
about the business of everyday life in the usual way. There is a loss of any
sense of predictability. The traumatised person is increasingly vulnerable
to overwhelming anxiety that emerges in the first instance from the external trauma but eventually coincides with anxiety arising from internal
sources. Primitive anxieties from infancy are stirred up, including paranoia,
the terror of annihilation and the fear of falling.115
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In the aftermath of a traumatic event, as a consequence of the grieving
process, it is not unusual for the traumatised person to experience intense
anger, even rage against those who have inflicted the trauma. If these feelings
can be tolerated and understood, they can then lead on to creativity, through
a process of psychic work that involves a recognition of such painful feelings and mourning the loss.116 In some instances, however, certain people
find it difficult to acknowledge their own anger after a traumatic event. As
a consequence of parental inhibition against the expression of strong negative emotions, such a person might resort to defensive manoeuvres such
as denial and projection, in an attempt to get rid of the unwanted ‘feelings,
by locating them in the outside world and in other people’.117 As a result
the world outside is experienced as dangerous and to be avoided. This can
then lead to chronic anxiety and phobic states such as agoraphobia, a fear
of going outside. To some extent these initial responses can be seen in
any person after a traumatic event. They run parallel to the state of shock,
such as I describe in the scene above, a momentary feeling: this cannot be
happening; this is all just a bad dream.

MANAGING
TRAUMA
Not everyone reacts to a traumatic event in the same way. Each person makes
sense of it by making the experience part of his or her own familiar internal
world. It fits in as another piece of the internal jigsaw. The response then
depends on one’s particular vulnerability to a singular event, at a specific
time. Trauma overrides existing defences against anxiety and confirms
one’s worst primitive fears. It thereby impacts on identity in powerful ways.
‘To be caught up in a severely traumatic event stirs up without fail the
unresolved pains and conflicts of childhood.’118 Garland argues that in order
to ‘get better’ the individual needs to recall the traumatic experience and,
through the process of recall, begin to integrate it into consciousness by
‘working through’ rather than walling it up ‘in some avoided area of mental
activity’. It takes time for the experience to ‘make sense, to be able to be
thought about, rather than being dismissed as bad luck, a meaningless accident or fate’.119
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This thesis in some way is an attempt to record my experience of mourning several
losses, most particularly that of my exclusion from the psychoanalytic training. In
the process I hope to demonstrate the degree to which my rage and my desire for
revenge have culminated in the writing of this thesis, as a significant creative act.
ibid, p. 82.
ibid, p. 4.
ibid, p. 5.
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Linda Young and Elizabeth Gibb argue that it is essential for the traumatised individual to take back—to re-introject—the unwanted feelings of
anger and rage in order to be able to distinguish between the real dangers
of the world and one’s own fears, so that these dangers can be handled in
a more appropriate and realistic manner.120
For a long time after the sacking, I experienced an almost paranoid fear
of my colleagues. What were they thinking? How might they judge me? But
as Young and Gibb argue:
anger is also a potent form of assertiveness, enabling the determination
to rebuild one’s life after something devastating has happened. It is allied to potency and agency; without any anger, all that remains may be
passivity and a sense of defeat.121

Along with anger and rage comes the desire for revenge, emotions
and desires which Klein argues have their roots in early infancy during the
period she labelled the paranoid-schizoid position.122
In 1952 Klein wrote a paper exploring the nature of the infant’s emotional life during the first year. She concluded that from the onset the ‘infant
experiences anxiety from internal as well as external sources’.123 Although
Klein’s ideas have been developed further, her model of infant development
still bears consideration. It has been supported by extensive research in the
area of developmental psychology and infant observation.124
Klein takes her lead from Freud who argued that the infant inevitably
experiences a sense of unfairness in the arms of her mother, feelings that
give rise to aggressive impulses and the desire for revenge. ‘The reproach
against the mother which goes back furthest is that she gave the child
too little milk—which is construed against her as lack of love … A child’s
demands for love are immoderate, they make exclusive claims and tolerate
no sharing.’125
Klein considers that the experience of birth itself is the ‘first external
source of anxiety’ when ‘the pain and the discomfort he has suffered, as
well as the loss of the intra-uterine state, are felt by him as an attack by
hostile forces, i.e. as persecution.’126
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There is an internal seesawing between what Klein describes as libidinal
impulses, namely, the infant’s positive loving feelings of satisfaction and
pleasure and the infant’s aggressive impulses that arise out of feelings of
frustration, brought about through deprivation.
In those children in whom the innate aggressive component is strong,
persecutory anxiety, frustration and greed are easily aroused and this
contributes to the infant’s difficulty in tolerating privation and in dealing with anxiety.127

From her observations Klein concludes that the infant at times experiences the breast, in so far as it gives satisfaction, as ‘good’ and worthy of
love and, in so far as it frustrates, as ‘bad’ and therefore hateful.
The infant in the first few months of life is unable to experience the
mother as a whole entity, a whole person: rather, the mother is experienced
in bits as a part object, beginning with the breast, which is alternatively
experienced as good or bad. At times, the two experiences can merge. Thus
the infant’s relation to her mother develops gradually over time and in an
ambivalent manner.
Klein argues that along with the infant’s external relationship to the
outside world in the form of her mother or primary caretaker, there are also
‘endopsychic processes—primarily introjection and projection’ that affect
the infant’s first experience of life in relation to its internal and external
world. Much has been written about these processes of introjection and
projection.128 For the purposes of this discussion it is sufficient to paraphrase and quote Klein:
The infant projects good and loving experiences onto the nourishing,
gratifying breast and likewise projects hateful and destructive impulses
onto a frustrating, depriving breast. The good breast—external and internal—becomes the prototype of all helpful and gratifying objects, the
bad breast the prototype of all external and internal persecutory objects.129

Klein developed her concept of the infantile mind on the basis of both infant observation and retrospectively from analytic work with children and
adults. She argues that the hated breast takes on the infant’s destructive
phantasies in which:
He bites and tears up the breast, devours it, annihilates it; and he feels
that the breast will attack him in the same way. As urethral- and analsadistic impulses gain in strength, the infant in his mind attacks the
breast with poisonous urine and explosive faeces and therefore expects
it to be poisonous and explosive towards him.130

It is difficult for any person to tolerate and deal with early experiences of
unfairness. As Young and Gibb argue: ‘doing so requires facing the wish for
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revenge against the object, which is so depriving, with all the destructiveness
this entails. Only then can sorrow, forgiveness and reparation become
possibilities.’131 The experience of ‘good enough mothering’—the degree to
which the infant’s basic needs to be held and kept warm, to be fed and to
be kept clean are met—goes some way towards counteracting the infant’s
persecutory anxiety.132
Thus for the infant all events, internal and external, are attributable to
either bad or good agents. The infant does not simply experience hunger
pain as an absence; rather it becomes the presence of an attacking object.
The experience of persecution through hunger in the infant, as well as in
cases of trauma for an infant, child and adult, undermines the sense of
goodness in one’s own internal objects, while the power and malevolence
of the bad objects are increased.
John Steiner writes that the wish for revenge ‘begins as a desire to
preserve the good object and the patient’s relationship with it.’133 When
vengeful feelings are considered unacceptable and therefore are unable to
be expressed they can give rise to a sense of outrage and injustice, a feeling
of being wronged. ‘The quest for vengeance begins as a demand for justice
which can be taken over by insatiable destructiveness.’134
I am reminded of the self-righteous indignation of the anti-abortion
extremist who feels justified in murdering the doctor who practises abortion.
Steiner describes the complexity of the desire for revenge as stemming from
the individual’s wish to ‘preserve the good object’ and his relationship with
it. When the individual experiences a sense of betrayal at the hands of ‘its
good objects, a painful confusion between good and bad impulses results’.135
The individual’s attachment to his primary objects, good mother/caregiver, can only be maintained by a process of splitting in which the good
object is idealised, for example in the case of the pro-life extremist, the
pregnant, life-giving mother and her unborn infant are idealised and all
the badness is projected onto the bad object, the doctor who performs
the abortion. As Steiner argues ‘revenge is the antithesis of forgiveness
… the object cannot be let off the hook until it has been forced to confess
and atone for injury done.’136 Similarly death resulting from suicide can be
idealised as ‘the ultimate revenge’ involving ‘a kind of unreality since the
patient is both dead and also alive and enjoying the pleasure of revenge, as
in fantasies of being present at one’s own funeral.’137
In ‘Beyond the Pleasure Principle’ Freud describes the process whereby
‘all human activity can, broadly speaking, be placed into two categories: that
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which pushes in the direction of constructiveness, connectedness and life,
and that which pulls in the opposite direction, towards destructiveness,
disintegration and ultimately, death.’ 138
Garland uses the example first offered by Freud where a little boy throws
a cotton reel out of his cot—gone—then retrieves it, to demonstrate the
processes of ‘repetition, reversal and the wish for revenge’.139 The little boy
plays with the trauma of losing his mother, symbolised by throwing out
the cotton reel against his phantasy of regaining her, retrieving the reel. In
this way he moves from the passive position of being left to an active reenactment of the experience in which he gains mastery over the sense of
being abandoned.140 Garland emphasises the role of the countertransference
in the experience of therapists who may be indirectly traumatised when
patients recount the details of their traumatic experience. The therapist
indirectly re-lives the trauma with and for the patient. She argues:
The reversal of the trauma may not simply be an expression of revenge
on a substitute, nor simply the wish to evacuate the mental turmoil and
distress into an object that he hopes can manage it. It may be the only
way the survivor has available of communicating some of the intensity of
his distress and pain, which are outside the compass of words.141

In my own vengeful fantasies after I had been dismissed, I imagined an
aeroplane filled with candidates and teachers en route to the next interstate
conference crashing, with me the survivor, all because these others had
continued the training within the psychoanalytic institute while I had been
dismissed. Equally, I fantasised my own death but decided it should never
be at my own hand. Such an enactment I believed would surely confirm the
Progress Committee’s dim view of me.
Freud’s view of ‘acting out’ relates specifically to the patient in analysis
who, seized by unconscious wishes and phantasies attempts to relive them
in the here and now, often outside the therapeutic frame. There is an accompanying sense of urgency and an unwillingness to consider repetitive
qualities of the acting out behaviour and its source. Acting out generally
involves aggressive behaviour directed towards oneself or others and in the
therapeutic situation must be explored in relation to the transference.142
I can almost hear the analysts mutter among themselves: the very
fact of my research in this thesis and my interest in exploring the desire
for revenge is proof that their decision to disallow my continuation in the
training was justified, proof that I have not succeeded in ‘working through’
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the original trauma of my infancy and childhood.143 ‘Working through’ in
analytic terms is the process whereby the repressed material from infancy
can be brought to the surface and explored via interpretation in order to
free the patient from the so-called repetition compulsion and from resistances against deeper exploration.144
Four days after my dismissal, I met Dr M, the chair of the Student
Progress Committee. It was six o’clock in the evening and the weather had
turned. Earlier in the week it had been warm with the promise of spring
but now it was cold again, as if the winter had not moved on at all.
When I rang Dr M, the day after my sacking to ask if we might meet, he
sounded reluctant. ‘I have a space on Friday at six. That’s my only available
time.’ I had heard from other senior trainees that when Dr M took them
for clinical seminars he liked to conduct seminars early in the evening. He
preferred not to go home first because he lived some distance from the city.
I left home with an hour to spare. I did not want to be late. As I walked
out the door, I grabbed a book from my library, any book I thought that
might help me spruce up my language to adopt a more sober, academic
tone. I was determined not to let my distress show. I needed what Ursula
LeGuin calls ‘Father tongue’.145
Father tongue is the language of universities and schools, the language
of the outside world, the language I had so much trouble developing. It was
also Dr M’s language but his came with the addition of a well-rounded
English accent. I was good at mother tongue, at speaking in the simple
emotional, repetitive language of mothers to their babies, but I needed to
find a way of speaking, without dissolving, to the mostly male members
of the Society.
I chose Harold Searles’s Collected Papers on Schizophrenia.146 The book’s
title jumped out at me. Why schizophrenia? I was not mad. As I sat in my
car waiting for my six o’clock appointment, I opened the book and read.
Here was a well-known analyst who admitted to anxiety and his need for
help. Maybe I could have pleaded the same. Maybe there had been a mistake.
Maybe they might give me another chance. Still I knew I must not let my
feelings show.
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It was not the first time I had sat in Dr M’s consulting room. This
time my chair seemed even further away from him than when we first met,
when it seemed we both sat metres apart. Now the distance extended to
miles. The room seemed elongated perhaps as a function of Dr M’s couch,
which stood lengthways against one long wall. It was elevated as if raised
on a dais and covered in a Persian rug. His desk took up half of the opposite wall while our chairs stood at either end of the room. The coarse rug
that covered his analytic couch reminded me once again of Freud, and the
furniture in Dr M’s room resembled the furniture I had seen in pictures
of Freud’s office.
Like all ‘good’ analysts, Dr M waited for me to begin.
‘I came to talk about the decision that I not continue the training.’ I
hesitated, uncertain of how to go on. I fumbled for words. I tried to speak
formally. I did not let my voice tremble. ‘I don’t understand the basis for
the decision.’
‘I would have thought Mrs K spoke to you about that.’
‘She’s been away all year,’ I said. ‘She told me she didn’t know why the
Progress Committee made the decision, only that it had something to do
with my anxiety.’
‘I don’t think that anything I say is going to make it any less painful
for you.’
‘But I need to understand the decision better.’
‘I respect your pain,’ Dr M said, more than once. ‘I respect your pain.’
Then he let me talk for a while. I looked away from him. I needed to be able
to think as I spoke without being distracted by any changes of expression
on his face. From time to time, I glanced at him. He seemed to strain at my
words, as if they were too difficult to understand or make sense of.
I told him about how hard it had been to talk to anyone about the training because of the difficulties I had experienced with my second mentor
while waiting for Mrs K to return.
‘We’re not in the business of providing trainees with people who will
give directions,’ he said, and rubbed at his forehead as if he were trying to
iron out the crease that had formed there. His voice was deep and stern
but once again during one of our many pauses, he told me how much he
respected my pain.
Such a funny word, ‘respect’. I wondered that he used it so often. It
had a distancing quality, as if he were trying to empathise, but at the same
time protect himself from too much feeling.
I told him I was not looking for directions but that it would have been
helpful if I could have talked to someone openly about what was going on,
from both sides, theirs and mine.
‘The whole training is an evaluative process,’ Dr M said, and stroked
his chin. ‘It’s experiential and hopefully along the way you learn something.’
‘If I knew then what I know now I would have done things differently,’
I said. I did not say that I would have been more circumspect, that I would
have kept my mouth shut. I would not have rocked the boat. I would have
been an ideal student.
‘Better?’ he asked. ‘You would have done it better?’
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‘I don’t know that I could have done it better. I don’t know what better
would be,’ I said. ‘But I would have done it differently.’
I told Dr M about the infant observation seminars. Again I sensed he
was not interested. He had made up his mind. He would not be swayed. The
decision was final. He wanted this meeting to be over as soon as possible.
In the end, he offered ‘to conceptualise’ the basis for the decision.
‘You identify with patients and with the infant, less so with the mother.
And in the process of identifying in this defensive way you’re unable to think.’
‘If it has something to do with my being immature, or maybe feeling
vulnerable and thin-skinned, wouldn’t it be possible in time to …?’
He finished the sentence for me. ‘If you’re asking me can you reapply,
don’t. On the strength of our experience as analysts, we do not believe you
have the constitution.’
I laboured on. I did not dissolve. I told him that as I now worked as
a psychoanalytic psychotherapist and as I believed that psychoanalytic
psychotherapy and psychoanalysis, although somewhat different, were on
the same continuum, the basis for the decision had ramifications for my
present work.147
‘I can’t comment on that,’ he said. ‘But let’s face it, there are hundreds
of people attracted to this type of work. They’re attracted to it in droves
and you’re not as flawed as some of them.’ He hesitated and stared past
me at the wall behind my left shoulder. ‘Basically people don’t change. It’s
constitutional. Either you have it or you don’t. And you don’t.’
The debate about psychoanalysis as a cure or as an attempt to increase
understanding continues. The purists say, no cure is intended; increased
understanding is the essence. Others argue analysis has to be therapeutic
otherwise it becomes indulgent and mere navel gazing.
It was half past six. I could not stand it any longer. I thanked Dr M for
his time but felt no gratitude.
‘Don’t do anything hasty about your work,’ he said. ‘I respect your
pain.’ Every time he mentioned respect, I sensed its opposite. I could have
fallen into tears, not of relief at having my pain recognised but into tears
squeezed out of me, tears that would encourage even more contempt. All I
experienced from this doctor was a cold, ruthless, surgical determination
to get the business over and done with as quickly as possible and with a
minimum of fuss and emotional mess.
I have never been back to that house in Fitzroy with the well furnished
consulting room and the couch like Freud’s, covered in expensive Persian
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carpet. The first time I had visited Dr M when the room appeared to be so
long and full of carpets and rugs, I had thought to myself, how uncomfortable it must have been for his patients to put their soft bodies on his hard
and hairy couch. Now I told myself, I would never put those two words,
‘respect’ and ‘pain’, together again.

REVENGE AS
TRANSFORMATION
In order to understand the desire for revenge we need to consider three
aspects of the experience: that of the victim, the perpetrator and the trauma
itself. The psychiatrist Salman Akhtar argues that some expression of
revenge is helpful for the victim, in-so-far as it redresses the imbalance.
Through the experience and expression of a desire for revenge the victim is
able to shift from a position of helpless passivity to a more active one, leading to an increased sense of mastery. Akhtar here alludes not so much to an
actual enactment of revenge as in literal retaliation, rather in providing an
opportunity for those who have been hurt both to experience and to share,
whether verbally or in symbolic form, their desire to pay the perpetrator
back, and thereby to reallocate some of the pain, shame and suffering of
the original traumatic experience.
‘The victim no longer remains innocent and the perpetrator is no longer
the sole cruel party; now both seem to have been hurt and to have caused
hurt.’148 The situation becomes less clear-cut, less black and white, victim
versus perpetrator. The victim now has an opportunity to exert some power
over the perpetrator and in so doing the perpetrator becomes less powerful.
Both share a more equal footing. Herein lie the roots of empathy, the ability
for each person on each side of the victim/perpetrator divide to consider
what it might be like for the other. This is a necessary precursor to forgiveness. ‘Forgiving others for their hurtful actions and forgiving oneself for
having caused pain to others are crucial to moving on in life and to opening
oneself for new experiences.’149 Such forgiveness takes time and can only
occur following a period of mourning.
When the perpetrator is able to acknowledge the harm he has inflicted,
this also goes some way to redressing the pain for the victim. It softens
the desire for revenge. Akhtar, referring to Leonard Shengold’s work with
child abuse victims, argues ‘To harm a person and then question his or her
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perception of it is a double jeopardy, tantamount to soul murder.’150 Apology, on the other hand, shifts ‘the psychic locale of the representations of
trauma from the actual to the transitional area of the mind’.151 In other words,
the experience of trauma moves from simply being recorded in the victim’s
mind as a ‘real’ event, to an experience that enters the ‘unreal registers of
the mind’.152 In this way the trauma can shift and sway. It need not stay as
some unbearable pain, almost too unbearable to think about. Reconsideration becomes possible.
The experience can be transformed from trauma and a desire for revenge,
into empathy and the grass roots of creativity. It is our awareness of this
desire, rather than its enactment that enables us to think it through and
in so doing to recognise our own humanity, have compassion for ourselves
and even for those who have inflicted the harm on us, thereby leading to
creativity. The post apartheid Truth and Reconciliation process in South
Africa illustrates this process, central to which is the opportunity for victims to express their desire for revenge.153
Abby Stein explores her view that the majority of violent offenders
and perpetrators of abuse come from childhoods riddled with complex and
multiple traumas. Researchers who study brain development in response to
trauma have observed that trauma engenders a ‘perceptual-affective flood’
as an ‘autonomic response to danger’, the normal fight or flight response to
fear.154 Our ability to reflect on our internal worlds, our ‘mental contents,
first by attaching emotional significance to them and then by representing
intentions symbolically’ are the ways by which we rehearse for action. In
this way the ability to reflect on one’s desire for revenge shifts the initially
enraged individual into a different state of mind. He moves from one who
is unable to consider his internal experience into one who can monitor
and modify his initially destructive response. This is unlike a severely
traumatised child, who has not been helped to process his experience and
therefore cannot allow such thoughtfulness, but instead responds automatically whereby the desire becomes an enactment, a knee jerk response:
You hurt me, therefore I hurt you.155
In Stein’s view ‘It is the absence of fantasy that fuels violent crime’.156
Such violent crimes are enactments of the desire for revenge. Stein cites
the British psychoanalyst, Arthur Hyatt-Williams’s work with murderous
juveniles: ‘When people can be taught to imagine violence or sexual aggression they are not driven to blindly enact it; quite the opposite, they
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are relieved to rid themselves of amorphous tensions through rape and
murder’.157 In other words, it is the ability to reflect on our fantasies and
desires for revenge towards those who have hurt us or their representatives
in our minds that enables us to bypass the need for vengeful enactments,
and that can then lead onto sublimations of those desires into other means
of gratification, whether through writing, artistic endeavours or even such
activities as sport or cooking, blogging or gardening. Creativity can take
many forms.
Ellis Cose explores the conflict between those who urge forgiveness—
often prematurely—and those who argue for the value of revenge.158 It is
essential to make a distinction between the actual feelings of a desire for
revenge and their enactment. Often the feelings are sufficient to allow some
sort of re-attainment of the sense of mastery as described by Akhtar.159 A
genuine apology from perpetrators might be enough.
No such apology came my way, at least not in any formal sense. However, my analyst expressed her regret that this had happened to me and has
continued to do so over the years. These days when we meet, my analyst
reflects on how much better off I am without continuing in the training.
How much the experience has enabled me to pursue other passions, my
writing, my PhD, to be more dedicated to my family when they were still
growing up and to be more flexible as a therapist. Had I continued in the
training, my analyst has suggested, I would have become a mere rule abiding zealot, without a mind of my own.
Six years after I had been dismissed from the training, towards the
end of my analysis and despite Dr M’s advice, I decided to reapply. I had
changed, I believed. I was less anxious, more able to recognise my tendency
to over identify with patients, more prepared to undertake the training.
My analyst supported the view, though were I to resume the training,
she had said, she could not commit herself to a further ten years work with
me. She wanted to scale back her analytic work it seemed, not to retire as
such but to be free to pursue other interests. I would therefore need to find
another analyst were I successful in my application.
However, my efforts to resume the training came to nothing. Dr D the
‘gatekeeper’ at the time, the chair of new applications, refused to consider
any thoughts about my return. I met Dr D for an interview, but it seemed
he had already made up his mind: at one time his colleagues had considered
me unsuitable; I must still be so.
Thereafter I felt helpless to do anything other than to put my thoughts
into writing. I could not let the experience go unnoticed by someone in
authority and so on 17 April I wrote a letter to Mrs K, whom I had contacted
earlier to discuss the possibility of reapplying.
Mrs K contacted me after she had received my letter. She apologised
for what had happened and tried to reassure me that the experience I had
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suffered in my sudden dismissal would not happen to others in the future.
In future, were there doubts about a trainee’s suitability to continue the
training, that person would be offered an opportunity for supervision and for
discussion of the difficulties. In future no one would be abruptly dismissed.
Her words offered me some comfort—at least she seemed to be genuinely sorry for my difficult experience—but at the same time it rankled
to think that others might benefit from my suffering. I should have been
pleased that others would not suffer from abrupt dismissal but my feelings
remained mixed. It was pleasing to contribute to change for the better but
displeasing to miss out on the benefits.

RECONSTRUCTIVE
REVENGE
In his explorations on the nature of revenge, Ellis Cose quotes from Laura
Blumenfeld’s memoir, Revenge. Blumenfeld’s father, David Blumenfeld, a
rabbi, is shot on a visit to Palestine.160 The wound is not fatal, merely a
grazed temple, but it is traumatic nevertheless. David recovers. However,
years later, Laura, by then a journalist, takes it upon herself to avenge her
father’s attempted murder.
Initially ‘I was hoping my call for revenge would stir up …[a] familial
call to arms,’ Laura writes.161 It does not, and she decides instead she must
go on her quest alone. She travels to Palestine and discovers that the man,
Omar, who had attempted to kill her father, is already in prison for the
crime. She then makes it her business to meet his family in the West Bank
and to befriend them all, including the mother of the mastermind behind
the plot to kill the so-called Israeli spies. Laura’s father was mistaken for
one of them.
‘My children are my revenge,’ the mastermind’s mother says to Laura
during one of her visits. ‘Each new baby meant another soldier to redeem
Palestine.’162
Later the mastermind himself, in response to Laura’s question on
whether he might be concerned about someone taking revenge on him in
return, denies the possibility.
‘Westerners don’t get revenge for their families, only for selfish reasons.
They don’t have family ties like us. In America when someone’s killed the
only people who care are the police and the insurance companies.’ To Laura
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this man is a caricature of a terrorist or so she tells her close friend, Rachel,
who in turn during a heated discussion with Laura points out that Omar did
not in fact cripple or kill David Blumenfeld. Rachel argues that the attacker
did not take something away at a ‘tangible level, only on a psychological
level’163 The bullet had after all only grazed David Blumenfeld’s temple with
no lasting, tangible damage. This comment marks an ‘epiphany’ for Laura.
The conversation between the two women, Rachel and Laura, highlights
the nature of the desire for revenge, as distinct from its enactment, and
demonstrates the evolution of the transformation that takes place in Laura’s
mind as she embarks on her course of revenge. In the end this journey and
the process of writing her memoir transforms her desire.
—‘You’re planning to hurt someone?’ Rachel says.
—‘My dream was always to shake the shooter by the collar.’
—‘Ideas are so much stronger than blows …’ Rachel replies.
—‘But I can’t hurt him with words because he’s not sorry’ says Laura.
‘So how am I going to get revenge?’
—‘You’re not going to get revenge from him,’ Rachel says. ‘Whatever happens is going to happen in your head … It’s rare that a person’s feeling
of revenge is actually played out … the fantasy usually transmutes itself
into something else,’
—‘You mean … like becoming an economics professor …’ Laura says .
—‘Yeah you protect yourself. Take a lesson from it … the truth is, really,
your revenge for what?’164

In essence, as Laura’s friend suggests, the desire to take revenge is more
about ‘trying to figure out how to respond to an injustice.’165 This friend
then talks about the usual response to danger, as one of fight or flight. ‘But
with revenge you cannot walk away.’
Laura argues on. ‘You can in fact walk away but somehow you cannot.
Something pulls you back.’166
Throughout the journey Laura explores the nature of revenge as well
as her desire to make her father’s attacker regret his behaviour. To do so
she conceals her identity, and only lets on to the family that she knows the
man Omar had shot. She also begins a correspondence with Omar while he
is in prison, through letters smuggled in by his family.
In her correspondence, Laura questions Omar’s views on the use of
violence as a means of bringing about change, about the political scene
in Palestine, and about the degree of his remorse. She tells him that the
man he had tried to kill bore him no malice and understood his ideology,
nevertheless this man wanted to know: ‘Would he [Omar] ever use violence
against anyone again?’167
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Finally, when Omar is brought before the court to plead for an early
release on the grounds of ill health, Laura testifies that he has promised
to avoid violence in the future and that even the man he had tried to kill
has agreed that Omar should be released. In an emotional exchange, Laura
confronts Omar with her identity as the daughter of the man whom he
had tried to kill. She then reminds Omar of his promise to resist violence.
Laura’s mother who attends court with her daughter is overwhelmed with
emotion. She declares her forgiveness of Omar, to which Laura responds:
‘This was not about forgiveness … I was not forgiving him. Didn’t she understand? This was my revenge.’168
In a similar way, Cose talks about ‘revenge as transformation,’ not of
the eye for an eye type, but akin to what others might call forgiveness and
reconciliation. ‘The Blumenfelds had not merely let go of their bitterness,
they had embraced the transgressor—and helped him to transform. Is this
really revenge? … Blumenfeld herself called it a “third way”, revenge that
destroyed neither oneself nor one’s enemy.’169
After the publication of his daughter’s book, David Blumenfeld gave
a talk during which, rather than endorse retaliation, and the enactment of
revenge, he sought to defuse the desire. ‘If a person hurts you, take that
hurt and focus on what has been done to you … but not on the other person
… Use it constructively to focus on what he did to you … transformative
revenge.’170
Transformative revenge builds on a recognition of the desire for revenge
that demands a process of reconstruction. It is not simply a retaliatory enactment. Rather reconstruction occurs through the process of writing into
the traumatic event that precipitated the desire in the first place.
I have spent many years in analysis. My writing is a further attempt
to analyse and refine the process begun in my analysis but impeded by the
sacking. The practice of autobiography in the act of writing trauma can operate as a form of treatment of the desire for revenge, and thereby becomes
a transformative rather than a destructive process, however much damage
might be seen to occur along the way. But as I will show in the next chapter,
the transformation effected by the writing of trauma is inevitably itself an
impermanent state as the writer enters into new relationships with readers,
and these relationships are themselves fraught with potential for further
experiences, whether of rejection and further shaming or alternatively of
empathy and identification.
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ON HIDING: SHAME
AND THE DESIRE
FOR REVENGE
61
Shame involves a hole—a hole where our connection to others should be.
In shame we fall out of the dance, the choreography of the human theatre.
And in the deepest depths of shame, we fall into a limbo where there are no
words, only silence. In this no-place there are no eyes to see us, for the others
have averted their gaze—no one wishes to see the dread that has no name.171

There are two primary emotional experiences that fuel the desire for revenge. The first, as discussed earlier, is trauma. The second, and often as a
consequence of trauma, is shame. Phil Mollon’s comment above highlights
the degree to which shame can be experienced as catastrophic. It is as if the
shamed person’s entire identity is subsumed in darkness and obliterated.
The desire for revenge can emerge out of this darkness, and with it over
time—for some people at least—a desire to write.
Writing about shame reduces its impact. The process of writing elevates
the shamed behaviour from that which was once unspeakable to something
more palatable and able to be considered out loud and in public. Yet this
takes time. At the immediate point of feeling shamed it is almost impossible to speak about it. The shaming experience renders the shamed one
speechless. The experience enters into the arena of that which cannot be
represented. It becomes a lack, an absence.
Lacanian theory, with its emphasis on language and the use of signifiers
and the signified, might be a useful way to consider the unrepresentable
here, but after several years in clinical practice, I find an object relations,
relational perspective more useful for me in developing a deeper understanding of shame.172 My emphasis is on attachment and the presence of
an object, however damaged or damaging, rather than on its absence, which
at its most basic is the focus of Lacanian thought.173
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When I write into my shame I objectify it, and in that sense I reverse
the order. I no longer suffer my shame, but unleash it on the public. In so
doing, I run the risk of shaming my readers. Is this my revenge? Does it offer
resolution of the desire? Leigh Gilmore argues in this age of ‘trauma and
memoir’, that although the writing itself might offer solace to the writer who
is finally able to tell her story, ‘the achievement is strewn with obstacles’.174
After the shaming event, once the writing is out in the public domain,
where the public and private become interwoven, ‘either legitimation or
shaming is always possible’.175 I cannot anticipate which will follow the
publication of my own writing. From my experience, both, as exemplified
in the responses to a blog post I wrote that included a narrative on my experience as witness to my father’s sexual abuse of my older sister.176 Some
comments were judgemental, others affirming.

ON HIDING
Some time after I was dismissed from the analytic training, the shame that
had caused me to hide from my colleagues—for fear of their judgement,
and for fear that they would consider me a complete failure, abject in every
sense of the word—began to shift. From holding myself entirely responsible
for my ‘failure’, I was now able to reconsider: perhaps those who had found
me wanting were the ones who might themselves feel shame for the way
they had treated me, and not only me, but others who had been similarly
dismissed.
John Barbour, who writes about notions of conscience and truthfulness
in the work of the autobiographer, argues that writing an autobiography can
have a therapeutic effect, akin to that of confession.177 He explores Mary
McCarthy’s memoir, Memories of a Catholic Girlhood, to highlight the degree to which we are vulnerable to shame because of our relationships with
other persons and our commitments to institutions and communities.178
The sense of sharing one’s shame with another, a priest, or an audience,
reduces its crippling effects. Instead of going off to hide, the shamed one
puts her shame on display, whether in the privacy of the confessional or
on the public stage.
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In this sense autobiography is invaluable in understanding shame, for
it offers the opportunity for the writer not only to expose failures, but
also to assess their overall significance, and thus to reflect on the proper
grounds for self esteem.179
Similarly, through the process of writing I came to realise that my failed
colleagues and I were not vermin to be swept from the room. We were ‘good
enough’ people who had invested a great deal in our training and deserved
to be better treated, despite our perceived shortcomings. Note the shift
from ‘I’ to ‘we’. It seems in my reckoning I have begun not only to objectify
my shame as something that has been done to me, but also to recognise
that others have suffered similarly.
‘Skulls on gateposts’ I called an unpublished chapter in which I have
written about these others who had either applied to do the analytic training
and were not accepted in the first instance, or who, like me, had begun the
training but were asked to leave before completion. Our expulsion remains
unspoken and yet rumours abound. We have become ‘skulls on gateposts’,
a marker of experiences seen but not acknowledged.
One colleague has told me that he was asked to leave in a letter, a short
note sent through the post that terminated his involvement, though he, too,
was given the opportunity to meet with the Chair of the Progress Committee
to ask ‘why’. For all that he is now a respected member of the psychoanalytic
psychotherapy community, whenever this man speaks about his expulsion
he still exudes an air of outrage at how cruelly he had been ejected.
So, too, for me. In time, my shame turned into outrage and with it the
desire for revenge, which took the form of a wish to expose this experience of rejection to the world. No longer should my dismissal stay hidden
under a blanket of respectability, even as I have more recently elicited the
wrath of certain of my colleagues who believe that through my published
writing I have brought disrespect onto the profession of psychoanalytic
psychotherapy and should be further ostracised. Some even consider I
should be dismissed from my professional association as one in need of
more therapy or analysis. The fact that I write about revenge in the context
of my experience of failing the psychoanalytic training is evidence enough
to some of my unsuitability.

GROUP
SHAME
‘Washing one’s group’s “dirty linen” is particularly offensive to fellow
group members when it is done in front of non-members,’ writes Eviatar
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Zerubavel, explaining that it is one of several reasons why people maintain
conspiracies of silence.180 To challenge such conspiracies can be dangerous,
as it exposes our shame to public scrutiny and in so doing we risk further
censure. Alternatively, in exposing our shame we might garner public sympathy, particularly over time, when outsiders come to see the initial source
of shame as unreasonable or excessive.
Ruth Leys explores the ways in which different theorists consider the
nature of shame and guilt after the Holocaust and points to Sue Miller’s
view that shame today is viewed as ‘the affect of disempowerment, the chief
emotional consequence of social injustice and inequality’.181 Not surprisingly therefore, the experience of shame can give rise to a desire for revenge,
through what Helen Block Lewis describes as ‘humiliated fury’, the fury we
feel after we have had our noses rubbed into our vulnerability and are left
reeling from the abuse, assaulted, belittled, and shamed.182
In shaming situations the self is attacked rather than the act. Anger
can thereby become a defence against feeling further shame. The blame
projected outwards rather than in. Writing becomes one way of overcoming
such unhelpful defences.

THE READER
IMPLICATED
The autobiographical ‘I’ is powerful, writes Nancy Miller.183 It invites the
reader in, in often disturbing ways. The ‘I’ of autobiographical writing ‘dares’
to shame the reader, Miller goes on to argue as she reflects on the French
writer, Annie Ernaux’s three memoirs, in which Ernaux, ‘chooses to run the
risk … of revealing something embarrassing about herself, which in turn
embarrasses the reader: makes the reader ashamed for the writer.’184
In Ernaux’s third memoir, Shame, which Miller describes as an ‘ethnological study of the self’, the author examines both her own internal world,
her reactions to the events of her life and the people who travel through
it, while also exploring her fantasies of others, often complete strangers,
whom she observes from a distance. One day Ernaux meets a vagrant; a
man dressed in rags, who begs for money. It is Christmas time. Moved to
compassion, Ernaux hands the man a few coins but is not comforted by
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this gesture. Later she writes, ‘I feel so disgusted with myself that to erase
the shame I wish I could wrap myself in his coat, kiss his hands, smell
his breath.’185 Here Miller alludes to the power of ‘dis-identification’, the
process by which we find ourselves intrigued, perhaps even repelled by our
differences from others. This is distinct from our tendency towards direct
identification in the process of reading memoir when we connect with and
recognise something of ourselves in the writing.
In the case of identification, the potential for shaming the reader can
be greater, but here Ernaux gives us a glimpse into her own shame, and her
wish to bridge the divide between one social class and another. Similarly
and to some degree, in writing about my experience of failure within the
psychoanalytic community, I write in the hope that outsiders might take
my side against the elite group and shift the load of shame from me to
them, those who have ejected me. At the same time I recognise the dangers
of splitting into good and bad, into victim and perpetrator. I am wary of
taking up such positions.
Similarly, Muriel Dimen meshes the autobiographical and the theoretical in relation to her experience of her first analyst’s unacknowledged
sexual boundary violation and its on-going effects some thirty years later.
She argues against ‘singing a song of victimization in the key of good and
bad, and using my shame to tarnish him [the analyst who violated sexual
boundaries] and burnish myself’.186 Instead, she is ‘asking the psychoanalytic community to bear witness to one of its recurrent mistakes,’ namely in
its patriarchal origins to ignore its tendency towards the shame-inducing
attitudes of ‘sexism and homophobia’, that have made it less likely to deal
with such violations in a helpful way.187
Dimen took several years to write her essay, which was published after
her first analyst’s death. As Dimen suggests, had she not written the essay,
like the writer Marie Cardinal who also wrote about her analytic experience, she could not have found ‘the words to say it’.188 Her shame would
have been too great. But over time Dimen found an audience empathic to
her once unspeakable thoughts.
She had been invited to speak on the topic in 2005. ‘Only while writing
for an audience I expected would listen, could I recover the meaning … It
took … a relational process: I fashioned a repair for myself by noticing, at a
moment when I could imagine someone open to me.’189 And so for Dimen,
as it is for other writers, when ‘meaning returned, shame receded’.190
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Just as Dimen implies here, Mollon also argues that ‘the cure for shame
is empathy’.191 I, too, looked for an empathic audience, but at first not from
a group, rather from certain individuals, like the Sydney psychoanalyst
Neville Symington to whom I wrote about my experience of being expelled
from the training in 2006. He responded:
It is a painful business to be thrown out of a training program at a psychoanalytic institute. It is very difficult to grapple with what is me and what
is in the group that has led to an impasse. I think quite often neither the
group members nor the individual know the reason. Sometimes it can
take years for these events to be understood and often not even then. I
am sorry that this happened to you.192

Symington’s words, albeit late, soothe the pain of the experience, and
thereby serve to reduce some of my shame. But before I delve further into
the way shame can shift, I will explore the essence of shame itself and the
way in which it fuels the desire for revenge.

THE ROOTS
OF SHAME
Shame is visceral. It lives in the body, and beyond thought, it expresses
itself through physical sensations. I have not the space here for a full discussion on the physiology of shame, other than to observe with Klein that
its earliest roots lie in such infantile experience as a fear of falling, of not
being held, and in the startle reflex of a newborn.
Beyond the visceral, the remembered experience and the words with
which we associate shame are learned. Shame strikes at moments of ‘cognitive dissonance’, when certain expectations are not met, and most often in
situations that are charged with a desire to impress the significant other
in order to feel loved, to feel wanted, needed and desired in turn.193 Shame
hits like lightning and hurts like hell.194
The roots of the desire for revenge fuelled by shame are learned in
early infancy and reinforced throughout childhood. For me it is a repeated
experience. Shame happens when your father pulls down your pants to
belt you after you have been caught stealing lollies. Shame happens when
the milk bar man catches you nicking chocolate bars from the counter and
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threatens to call the police. Even in adulthood, shame happens when your
analyst accuses you of trying to look sexy in your new black trousers and
white blouse on your forty-fifth-birthday, when you imagine such desires
are well hidden. Shame happens when the analysts find you unsuitable to
continue in their training, for reasons they do not elaborate beyond the
suggestion that there is something inherently wrong with you, something
in your character they believe to be lacking. Shame happens when you are
eight years old, longing for breasts, longing to be a big girl like your older
sister, longing to be a woman, and your desire is exposed.
This is how it went:
I take a discarded bed sheet from the laundry and rip off a strip. I
flatten it out and borrow a ribbon from my sister’s ribbon collection. I tie
the ribbon tight in the centre of material to bind it round my chest like a
strapless bikini top. This way I can wear it under my jumper secretly and
no one will see.
I wear the bra under my pyjama top and lie in bed at night, imagining
myself as the beautiful Maid Marion awaiting rescue from the Sheriff of
Nottingham, who wants to possess me, who wants to have his way with me,
and lock me up in his castle.
Robin Hood hides in the forest. Soon he will come for me. I fondle my
imagined breasts and feel the heat of my passion. I have breasts as white as
milk and as full as my mother’s when she suckles my baby brother.
The bedroom light comes on and my older sister readies herself for
bed. I peek out from under the blankets. She wears a bra. She has real
breasts, but she keeps her back to me so I cannot see them. She unclasps
the hooks with one arm crooked behind. I imagine the movement to try it
out on myself, though my false bra is tied in a loose knot.
When the light is out and I can hear the steady rhythm of my sleeping sister’s breathing, I take off my bra. I have collected one of my father’s
empty cigarette packets and hidden it down the side of my bed, jammed
against the wall. I take care not to crush the box and stuff my bra inside.
Even the word ‘bra’ gives me a thrill. I rest the box beside my bed and sleep.
‘Your sister found this beside your bed,’ my mother says the next day
when I come home from school. I blush and stammer. I cannot speak.
My mother laughs and my big sister looks on and smiles. My face
burns red. My palms are hot. I snatch the box away from my mother and
hurl it into the rubbish bin.
‘You’ll wear one soon enough,’ my mother says. ‘When you grow up.’
Mollon describes the disruptive impact of ‘reality’ on a child’s sense of
attunement with the mother. He argues that some degree of disruption is
necessary if the child is to be able to separate into a more autonomous individual.195 Shame leaks into such moments. The father or the third person,
the ‘stranger’, readily takes on the role of one who can and will disrupt the
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child’s bond with mother.196 This is one of the essential roles of fathers and
father equivalents, at a certain point, to come between mother and baby,
otherwise there is no incentive for a child to grow beyond the comfort of
her mother’s arms.197
In the instance above, my older sister might represent the stranger. She
and my mother came together, however unwittingly, to taunt me with an
awareness of my smallness, and my impatience to grow. In shaming situations there is always an audience of onlookers, however much they might
exist only in the shamed person’s imagination.
In the normal course of events, the child wants to keep all the goodness in mother and project all the bad into father, into another, into the
stranger. At the same time the father/stranger represents a source of curiosity and interest to the child, whose wish to move away from the mother
is reflected in the mother’s corresponding wish for her child to grow and
move out into the world.
Shame is about seeing.198 Ruth Ley also writes about the arrival of the
stranger into the infant’s world around three to seven months of age as a
counter to the pleasure infants receive in their experience of the outside world,
particularly when they gaze into their mother’s face. The stranger ‘could be
the gaze of a loving mother who is distracted, angry or otherwise suddenly
strange, with the effect of reducing the infant’s interest in the world.’199
This interjection from the outside proves most helpful when it is
achieved with empathy and thoughtfulness, however much it might jar.
If, however, the experience of the father/stranger is overwhelming for any
number of reasons, through abuse, lack of empathy, too much shaming,
the child may not be able to tolerate the demands of reality that follow. In
such cases the desire for revenge is more likely to percolate through the
topmost layer of shame and rage.

BODILY
SHAME
Silvan Tomkins was among the first to study systematically human affective states, including that of shame. He argues that shame ‘operates only
after interest or enjoyment has been activated’.200
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By dropping his eyelids, head, and sometimes the whole upper part of the
body, the individual calls a halt to looking at another person, particularly
the other person’s face. In self-confrontation the head may also be hung
in shame symbolically, lest one part of the self be seen by another part
and become alienated from it.201

Elspeth Probyn agrees. ‘Interest involves a desire for connection,’ she writes.
‘It has to do with our longing for communication, touch, lines of entanglement, and reciprocity.’202 When a treasured object or relationship is abruptly
and unexpectedly taken from us, we are most likely to feel shame. One way
of coping with such shame is to turn the attack outwards in fantasies of
taking revenge against the one who has shamed us, or to turn it inwards in
an experience of further shame and sometimes even guilt.
Shame itself can be shame-inducing—not only in the person affected—
but also in others. It is contagious. Think of the discomfort in an audience
when stage fright hits a performer. Everyone squirms in their seats.

SHAME AND
GUILT
As far back as the 1950s, Erik Erikson observed that few people had studied
shame because, he argued, it tended to be conflated with guilt. ‘Shame supposes that one is completely exposed and conscious of being looked at …
self conscious’.203 Hence we might dream of our bodies partially clothed or
naked and feel impelled to hide our faces, to bury our heads in our hands
when shamed.204 Erikson regards this as an attempt to turn our rage in on
ourselves and to force the world’s eyes to look away. In this sense, he argues
‘visual shame precedes auditory guilt’. ‘Don’t look at me,’ a small child might
say, flooded with shame, before he is able to feel or articulate any guilt. In
shame, it is not so much an action that feels bad, but the whole person.
As a little girl who shoplifted, I was wracked with guilt, for the things I
had done. But shame preceded my guilt. I could confess my sins and be rid
of them and the associated guilt. I could atone. But the shame that resulted
from the way my mother denied my shoplifting—she did not expect such
things of me; my younger sister, yes, but not me—in contrast to the way
my father responded with punishment that bordered on the sadistic, was
unspoken and crippling.
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My mother’s purse is black, in crinkly leather, with a silver buckle that
snaps tight under the pressure of her two fingers. My mother is careless
with her purse and leaves it lying around in any room, on any surface, at
any time. Her purse, like her reading glasses, is always missing.
Perhaps she is careless with it because it is usually empty. We live on
credit. We have an account at the grocer’s, at the milk bar, at the chemist,
the newsagent and the green grocer’s. This type of credit gives us all the
impression of having an unlimited supply. An impression spoiled by the
monthly misery of my father, pen in hand, going down the list of items
for which he now has the bill and complaining about each individual item
and whether in fact it was necessary. To his mind it never is. We should
live on air.
On other days my father avoids his monthly calculations and simply
writes out a cheque for the lot. His reactions are rarely consistent. There
are months, perhaps because there is not enough money left in the cheque
account, when he ignores the bill till the following month, by which time
it has doubled and my father’s estimate of the next set of accounts is even
more dreadful. Debt piles up in our house like dirty washing. We can never
be rid of it.
I was six and thought I could get away with anything. As long as the
things I took were small, no one would notice.
After school one day I wandered past the milk bar and went in to ask
for a bag of cobbers, choc-coated caramels, a penny a piece.
‘Put it on the account, please,’ I said with the same ease I noticed in
my mother’s voice whenever she went to buy food.
After several such trips over many days, the milk bar man asked ‘Has
your mother said you can have these?’
‘Yes,’ I said. I clutched the lolly bag in both hands, and I pushed aside
the screen door then bolted up the street for fear of further questioning.
When the next milk bar account arrived, my father asked
‘Who said you could buy these lollies?’
I had no excuses. I was surprised my father should notice my small
orders among so many others.
My father took me over his knee and belted me. My sisters and brothers did not turn away from the television to watch, but still I felt their eyes
upon me. I stopped putting in orders at the milk bar.
There were some days, after my mother had insisted my father give
her money for things she could not buy on credit in the big shops in Camberwell, when her purse bulged with left over coins.
I only ever raided my mother’s purse when it was full. Just a shilling or
two, not much more. I did not want to give myself away. Back down to the
milk bar but this time with money in hand, I gorged on cherry ripes and
mint crisps, expensive chocolate bars that left me sick after I had eaten the
lot. I could never take anything home. There was nowhere to eat in private.
Instead I ate fast as I wandered up and down the street, ever sensing my
wickedness, but too determined to care.
Another time I sneaked into my parents’ bedroom, when neither parent
was at home, and rifled through the pockets of my father’s suit trousers
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lined up like empty black legs and arms in the dark, mahogany wardrobe. My
father, too, was careless with left over coins. I once found a five-pound note.
One morning my mother had no coins left in her purse to pay the
milkman who daily delivered our milk. No milk for tea, no milk for cereal
or for porridge. She was desperate. Money was coming the next day, pay
day, so perhaps it would not matter if we borrowed some milk from the
neighbours a little further up the road. They would not notice.
So my mother sent an older brother to collect two bottles from one
couple up the road, who had an over-supply of milk and no children. The
next day he returned them, full.
The milk-snatching episode gave me ideas. I could walk into the milk
bar and ask for something—flour, bread, butter—which my mother had
asked me to collect and while the man was out back getting it, I slipped
one or two chocolate bars into my pocket.
There were always trays of chocolate bars, White Knights, Flakes, Aero’s,
on display at the counter. These were chocolates I had never been able to
afford before, but now the price did not matter.
Stealing was a solo Saturday activity when my mother was away at work
and the others were at home in front of the television. I took myself off
for many walks to the milk bar. I was in grade six now. No one ever asked
questions, not even my little sister.
Stealing had the odd effect of taking me outside my body. Feet off the
ground and I was floating. The first rush of tension as I walked to the milk
bar preparing my speech made my blood run thin. I felt chilled even when
the sun was hot and shining.
After several Saturdays the milk bar man came out from the back of
his shop.
‘You’ve been stealing things from the counter,’ he said and wiped his
hands on his apron, wiped off the flour he had been shovelling into brown
paper bags at my request. ‘I should report it to the police. But I won’t this
time. I’ll tell your mother instead. She’ll have to deal with you.’
If I had once been flying high on the excitement of my success, my
stomach full of fluttering butterflies, followed by the over fed sickness of
gorging myself in secret, I was now heavy, chained to the ground with the
weight of being caught and a deep fear of disappointing my mother.
The next day she stopped me in the hallway. All day long the question
had been hovering there, hanging onto the threads of silence in her deep
sighs. All day long I had known it must come eventually. And here it was.
‘Mr Harris tells me you’ve been shop-lifting. Is this true?’
I nodded my head, my chin on my chest, my skin burning. The hall,
bathed in the gathering shadows of the late afternoon, felt like a tunnel
with no light at either end.
‘When he told me I didn’t believe him,’ my mother said. ‘I thought it
possible of your little sisters, but not of you. Did you do it?’
I nodded again. My eyes to the floor.
‘I thought you were bigger than that.’
I shuffled on the spot, my sandals squelching with the heat and perspiration of the day. My toes curled. They slid against the black mud spreading there.
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I waited for her punishment, which after a long silence, never came.
‘I won’t tell your father and it won’t happen again. Will it?’
‘No,’ I said.
It did not happen again. I left off shop lifting and raiding my mother’s
purse and my father’s suits. Still there were other forms of stealing I could
not so easily give away.
Wandering home from school one day, several weeks later, through the
Magpie Park and into the side street that runs adjacent to tree-lined Mont
Albert Road, I found a large, red ball, abandoned on the nature strip. Like
Eve’s apple, I could not resist it. I bounced this rubber bubble home, all the
way expecting a voice behind to shout, ‘Stop thief’.
But no one did. Inside my head I heard police sirens, saw their flashing lights.
They were onto me now. But whenever I turned around there was no one there.
I reached home with my spoils. I had escaped being seen, or had I? I
hid the ball in the garden. I was still muddled by the laws of finders-keepers
and the duty of any finder to return lost property. I wanted the ball to be
mine but the accusing voice in my head insisted it was stolen.
Buried out back, behind the mass of wilting hydrangeas, in my imagination the hidden ball pursued me. That night I dreamed of it spinning, racing
towards me but then it was replaced by the round contours of the moon.
I am travelling with others in a spaceship, high above the earth, safe
inside a metal bubble, chrome and shiny with bright red and gold lights
that flash intermittently. We float along, lost in space, pulled by the moon’s
gravity towards its centre.
My companion, an old man who nurses a baby on his knees, points out
the bright pink-red lights on the moon’s surface that he calls, Aureolis. I
comment to the baby that she should take a long, hard look at the sight of
this moon now because she will never enjoy so close a view again.
The curve of the moon, its silver craters and shadowed mountains,
beams at us through the window and I feel the utmost pleasure at my discovery, until we are out of control. We have lost our gravitational connection with the mother planet and we are falling, plummeting, like a heavy
stone, back to earth.
Shame hides and from a position of concealment it exerts great power over
the self. Michael Eigen writes about our tendency to tackle such emotional
states alone. We feel too ashamed to share the struggle with others. As we
develop from childhood on, ‘we spend a good deal of time trying to right
inner skews we sense but cannot pin down.’205 Eigen refers to the ‘triumvirate fear, shame and guilt’ and the way these emotional states infuse a
person’s sense of self, and ‘act like an electric grid or barrier’ preventing
deeper contact with oneself.206
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To develop greater self-awareness, it seems, the person needs to endure
too much shame, or fear, or guilt. In such situations it might take time
before any awareness of the desire for revenge can emerge. Such a desire
assumes an understanding of feeling wronged in some way. Shame can be
so great that no such conscious awareness can exist. Only after the event
and with help a person might come to realise that the shame is not his own
alone. It belongs to the ‘shamer’, the one who is out of touch with his guilt
or responsibility, and may even feel righteous and in some cases shameless despite his abusive behaviour, behaviour that in essence is designed
to reduce another to shame.
It can take some time for such awareness to develop, within groups
also; for instance the slow and reluctant acceptance on the part of authorities within the Catholic Church of responsibility for the long history of the
abuse of children at the hands of paedophile priests and nuns.207 In this
sense shame, like trauma, is never simply personal. It also lies in the realm
of complex cultural, social and familial histories that involve both pleasure
and pain, within the context of ordinary everyday lives.208
June Price Tangney and Ronda Dearing present a more ‘scientific’
view of shame and guilt, arguing broadly on the basis of their empirical research. ‘The pattern,’ they write, ‘is pretty clear-cut: guilt is good;
and shame is bad’.209 Guilt is good because it informs our behaviour and
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provides us with a moral compass, without which we might more readily
go astray. Further, in their view, ‘rather than motivating reparative action,
shame often motivates denial, defensive anger and aggression.’210 Tangney’s emphasis is on the functional, social and beneficial aspects of guilt
as opposed to shame, which she considers the more troublesome of the
‘moral emotions’.211 In my view, it is problematic to pathologise either of
these affects, whether shame or guilt. Both occur naturally as part of the
repertoire of human emotional experience. Both arise as a consequence of
that experience. Both can be blocked. The response to these two emotions
varies enormously from individual to individual. Neither emotion is felt
to be desirable, and both are painful, but also at the same time inevitable,
and to some extent necessary as part of our emotional human repertoire.
Shamelessness is as much a problem as being overwhelmed with shame.
The issue has more to do with how shame states are engendered and dealt
with once set in train.

THE
USEFULNESS
OF SHAME
Eigen argues that shame, fear and guilt play a significant role in ‘regulating
social relations’.212 These emotions warn us, if we can bear to attend, to
hold back, and to reassess. Each offers a kind of ‘inner compass’ that ‘helps
contain and regulate injury’.213 Eigen uses the wheelbarrow model metaphor.
Imagine two people trying to shift a loaded wheelbarrow from one point to
another over rough terrain. Each holds onto one arm of the barrow. It takes
a great deal of ‘spontaneous, implicit, mutual sensing’ to keep the barrow
from toppling over. Eigen believes that the triumvirate emotions of shame,
fear and guilt fulfil these functions as part of ‘an inner sensing’, which then
helps us to connect with our aloneness and our sense of responsibility
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towards ourselves and towards others. ‘Shall I do this, that, be this that, go
this way, that way?’214
In this sense the emotion of shame can serve a self-correcting, reflective
function, but too often, such emotions as guilt and shame, when excessive
or approached from a non-empathic mindset, cause people to shut down on
attempts at further self-knowledge or understanding of others. Too much
shaming can lead us into more savage territory, including rage and with it
a desire for revenge. Writing can then become a way of dealing with these
extremes, especially for those of us who feel helpless in other ways, and
assuming we have sufficient self awareness to do so.
There may even a gender bias here. One test included in Tangney and
Dearing’s study suggests that women tend to turn the anger associated
with shame inwards, in contrast to men, who are more likely to direct it
outwards.215 Furthermore, this study provides evidence that women experience shame more readily than men. But Tangney and Dearing’s cognitivebehavioural response to shame and guilt is based on experiments where the
affect of shame or guilt arises from some sort of transgression committed
by the person experiencing the affect. Whereas shame also arises in situations of abuse when the transgression has been visited upon the sufferer.

SHAME AND
NARCISSISM
Neville Symington argues that shame arises from our awareness of the
unintegrated parts of ourselves for which we feel responsible, however
discordant. ‘Shame is closely related to narcissism,’ he writes, ‘because one
thing that we all do, to the extent that we are dominated by narcissistic
currents, is to hide particular sources of action.’216
The Australian Oxford Dictionary defines narcissism as ‘an excessive or
erotic interest in oneself, one’s physical features’.217 This narrow definition
fails to recognise the complexity of the term in both its positive and its
negative aspects. According to Symington, it is a mistake to try to separate
narcissism simply into good and bad—good narcissism as self-esteem and
bad narcissism as self-conceit. Both go together. There may be such a thing
as ‘healthy selfishness’, but not ‘healthy self-centredness’.218 Shame erupts
out of wounds to our narcissism.
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All human beings look for connections with others from their earliest
days. But sometimes, for a variety of reasons, some withhold their desire
and love from others. Instead they focus all their interest and preoccupation
on their bodily and psychological wellbeing. This turning away from the
‘life giver’—generally the mother—as the ‘source of food, drink and shelter’
occurs when the close bonding between mother and infant is disrupted due
to external factors that predispose a mother to be less available through
states such as depression.219 Here shame is inevitable, the shame born of
unmet expectation. At the same time in our infantile omnipotence we hold
ourselves responsible for all that befalls us. It becomes our fault when our
mother is unavailable. It is our fault when she is insensitive to our needs,
fantasies or desires.
We hide our shame to conceal such feelings of inferiority and inadequacy, even from ourselves. Ideally, parents or caregivers help children to
deal with the emotional storms of shame and rage, but in certain instances
such parental authority figures can—whether unwittingly or deliberately,
because of their own upbringing and difficulties—fuel the shame.
We need parental help to overcome our omnipotent struggles and to
work out where our responsibility begins and ends. But in situations where
parental authority figures themselves are unable to contain their own emotional extremes, their children fall victim to excesses of shame, induced in
such extreme scenarios as childhood sexual abuse.

THE
SHAME OF
CHILDHOOD
ABUSE
Symington argues that in order to develop, it is necessary to recognise
our own participation in the action that has led to our shame—one of the
functions of an analysis.220 How then are we to understand the shame of
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the sexually abused child, the child who might feel like a participant in the
abuse simply because of an inability or a failure to say no? Maurice Whelan
considers one such shame-inducing experience.221
He writes through the eyes of ‘a five year old girl whose father comes to
her bed at night, touches her genitals and masturbates himself while he is
holding her’.222 Whelan suggests the child is faced with a massive dilemma.
What sense is she to make of the experience that her father who is emotionally distant is now close to her in this physical way? She desperately wants
his affection, particularly when her depressed mother is also unavailable.
She has just started school and is beginning to develop a new relationship
with the outside world, coupled with the relatively recent acquisition of
control over her bodily functions. How is she to cope with this new experience of a father who himself appears to be out of control? What sense can
she make of his behaviour? How does she understand the nature of sperm?
So like urine, yet so different. How does she make sense of his trembling
body when he climaxes? To the child her father seems ill, and according to
Whelan, he is, and ‘the child is left with a sense of responsibility for the
mental cohesion of her father’.223
How does the child make sense of the things her father does in the
middle of the night when the next day he behaves as though nothing has
happened? When he is once more cold and distant. Not a word is spoken,
either during the event nor afterwards. This silence can be particularly
traumatic. Made worse by the confusion the child feels. To speak is to bring
further shame upon herself. Chosen by her father for physical closeness
at night, by stealth, in the absence of her mother, then spurned by day,
the child ‘will feel a sense of loss and loneliness. Both of these needs can
contribute to a compulsion to repeat the experience to get some respite
from the awful loneliness, but more importantly, to check if it was real.’224
Shame feeds the incest taboo, the requirement that not only should incest
not occur, but when it does, it must not be acknowledged.
How little I understood in those days. How mysterious it seemed. I was
always looking for clues to make sense of him, my father, this tall, strange
man, and the passions he exuded.
The first time he visited our room it was dark. I could see the moon
through the corner of the window blinking at me like a giant eye. Clouds
scudded across its face leaving the room one moment lost in shadow, the
next immersed in light.
The shadows came together and took bodily form, my father’s silhouette
against the window. He was leaning over my sister. Her bed ran parallel to
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mine with a narrow passage between, now occupied by him. I heaved across
to face the wall. I tried to make it look as though I was turning in my sleep.
I tried to make it look as though I was asleep. If he thought I was asleep,
he might leave me alone.
I could hear the sound of blankets peeling back, the rustle of sheets,
moans and murmurs. I could not bring myself to look, afraid of what I might
see, afraid of what might be happening.
Then as suddenly as he had come, I heard the soft thud of my father’s
bare feet across the room, the rattly turning of the door handle and he was gone.
The moon had gone by now, too, lost behind the clouds. In the stillness
I could hear my sister sobbing and I wondered what it would be like when
my turn came around.225
Ronald Fairbairn’s concept of ‘the moral defence’, comes to mind, namely
the way children tend to blame themselves in order to protect their parents
from criticism, which for them is necessary to survive.226 How is a child to
sort through the layers of responsibility and shame? And whose shame?
To feel shame is to feel bad throughout, not so much for the bad things
done that can give rise to guilt, but for one’s very existence.227 Shame, particularly as it stems from experiences of abuse, leaves the self drowned in
a sense of worthlessness, without value, used up and discarded, scarcely
human.228 Added to this, there is still often a marked unwillingness on the
part of society as a whole, or in certain groups such as the Catholic Church,
to speak out about such issues as childhood sexual abuse, driving the shame
further underground.229
For the abused child there may be secondary gains: the sense of being
the chosen one, like the emotional bonding a captor develops with his victim,
as in cases of Stockholm syndrome230 when ‘prolonged confinement in fear
of death and in isolation reliably produces a bond of identification between
captor and victim’.231 When the abuser is a family friend, a relative or a
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parent the child becomes even more closely attached, but the attachment
is one of fear, and uncertainty—how to keep this person on side, without
offending them, inciting them, and, at the same time, how to stay safe.
Hidden in the secrecy of the experience the child becomes more isolated,
and far less able to tell.232
In ordinary, healthy attachments, the sense of attachment reduces fear,
settles, comforts and decreases the likelihood of unspeakable shame. In
childhood abuse the shame goes underground. As children we can become
muddled in our efforts to sort out the differences between so-called right
and wrong, particularly when they are arbitrarily interpreted through adults.
It can be difficult to understand the complex emotions involved when a
child might actually appear to enjoy aspects of the experience, as in the
example from Brooke Hopkins elaborated below. Christopher Bollas argues
that the traumatic nature of incest goes beyond the horror of the experience itself into a state whereby the child ‘loses her capacity for reverie’.233
‘Thought stalls on an event it cannot bear to contemplate’ and with this
loss of ‘mental freedom’ induced through the shame and rage of childhood
sexual abuse, the child is left in a speechless limbo.234 For me, both as witness of my older sister’s experience and also carrying the expectation that
one day my turn too would come, the situation was compounded. I felt
fortunate that my father did not touch me. In many ways I believe I had
orchestrated it that way in my active avoidance of him. At the same time I
felt unfortunate. I was not the chosen one:
When I run my tongue along the top of my teeth I find jagged edges.
If I push down hard, bits crumble away. I try not to smile or laugh in front
of other people. Whenever I speak I take my hand to my face and cover
my mouth. I rest the tip of my fingers on my top lip so no one can see the
yellow-brown incisors or the black line that runs down the centre of my
front tooth.
My sister has a gold tooth in front, half her front tooth, shiny gold.
She does not put her hand to her mouth. Her teeth are in good order, even
with the gold. The gold is a sign of good repair. She does as she is told. She
goes to the dentist. But I keep my pain a secret.
I know when the ache is coming, when the raw nerve pulses underneath
the flaky layer of tooth, all that is left of my big back munching teeth. I
smear on a glob of ice-cold toothpaste, minty fresh, as a way of killing the
pain. At night, I cover my head with my pillow. I roll from side to side. I
roll my head over and over to block out the ache. I do not go to the dentist
because the dentist will look into my mouth and he will say,
‘What have we here? You haven’t been cleaning your teeth, have you?’
And I will blush. The roots of my hair will tingle; a shiver will run down
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from my scalp to my armpits. They will itch and prickle. And I will want to
shut my mouth fast, snap like a turtle, snap. Get your hands out of there,
I will say. Do not touch me.
‘If he touches you, scream,’ my sister says.
My father touches her. I know. I see him at night. He comes into our
bedroom. We sleep in beds one beside the other. Up and down beds. Long
brown beds. Good strong solid beds. There is a passageway that runs between them, a dark river of space, which my father fills in the night when
he visits. The door opens and he pads in bare feet across the open river of
floor. I turn to face the wall. I squeeze my eyes shut. I am an aching tooth,
the raw nerves exposed, waiting for my turn.
But he does not come to me. He goes to her. The rustle of blankets, the
murmurs, the sighs. The soft in-breath, out-breath. The silence. And then
he is gone. My sister snuffles in her bed. She cries silent tears.
My sister is the chosen one. My sister with her crooked teeth, her
plump body and her mouse brown hair. She is the one he loves. More than
me, he loves her. More than me he chooses her, and more than me she grows
fat and full of him.
Child sexual abuse is not restricted to female children. Brooke Hopkins
gives an account of his experience as a six-year-old boy when his mother
came into his bed over a period of weeks and slowly seduced him without
speaking a word.235 He is ill equipped to meet his mother’s desires and needs
and yet feels drawn to do so, in a bid to meet his own overly-stimulated
desires. An impossible task, and one that by its very nature elicits shame.
This mother came uninvited into her boy’s bed for days on end and
over time Hopkins found himself longing for her arrival. She lay down
beside her son, her back to him, in her thin nightgown and he breathed in
her smell. Tantalising.
From his adult memory, Hopkins finds himself as this six-year-old boy
spooning his mother, touching her in all her secret places. She does not
speak. She does not protest, until one night he dares to touch the place he
longs most to explore, the place below the ‘v’ of her pubic hair, her vagina.
After an unbearable wait, I summoned up all of my courage and began
cautiously to move my hand toward the place about which I had such
curiosity. As I approached it, pausing for long periods to see if there was
any change in her breathing, she gave a sudden shake and said sleepily, ‘No,
I’m sorry. You can’t touch me there. That place is saved for your father.’
I don’t recall exactly what I replied to this expression of marital propriety. Something like: ‘Is it still okay to touch everywhere else?’ I was
startled, chastened.236

These are the only words Hopkins remembers during these nights of comfort
and torture. He senses it is wrong but is helpless against it. It awakens in
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him an unbearable longing and desire, until one day his father strides into
his room in the middle of the night, wrenches his wife out of her son’s bed
and takes her back to the matrimonial bed.
In his paper Hopkins offers an analysis of why these things may have
occurred. His father is away at war, his mother is unhappy in her marriage
and with her life generally, forced at the time to live with her husband’s
family and at the same time missing her own. Hopkins’s parents are illequipped to deal with their own emotional experience, let alone that of
their six-year-old son.
Hopkins’s mother has been raised a Catholic in the 1930s when it seems
few people talk openly about sex. A battle of wills between his mother and
father; his mother’s aim perhaps to humiliate her husband by preferring
her son’s company, and to shame her husband by preferring the son. In
the end, in his confusion, it is the son who suffers the deepest shame, the
shame of the child who is required to behave as an adult in areas he cannot
yet understand.
The story then, so rarely told, is one that repeats itself, Hopkins argues
in different forms over time, and yet it is not one that is usually referred to
as childhood sexual abuse. His mother, it seems, did not intend to abuse
her son. In the end, the biggest crime of all, Hopkins tells us, is the crime
of silence. The day after the night his father dragged his mother from his
bed, not one word is spoken. No one refers to the event again.
Hopkins is left with a shame he cannot reflect upon, because there is no
one willing to help him untangle the experience, until he is in his fifties and
can write about it. Hopkins’s writing therefore can be seen as his attempt
to deal with his shame. It is also a way of redressing the imbalance. Even
as he goes to pains to empathise with both his parents, his anger towards
them is palpable. His writing can therefore also be considered an attempt
to deal with retaliatory feelings. They have taken forty-six years to process.
I write at length here about the shame of incest as I believe my experience of living as a child within an incestuous family with its secrecy, silence
and shaming, has parallels with my experience within the psychoanalytic
establishment and may well have contributed to my fall from grace into a
position of deep shame. It has also fuelled my desire for revenge through
the act of exposing these experiences to the public gaze.

FAMILY SHAME
When I was forty-one years old, not long before the birth of my last daughter,
I sent my mother a story called ‘Night Terrors’ in which I had written about
my experience as a small child sharing a bedroom with my older sister. I
wanted my mother to know what it had been like to be the child who had
witnessed my father’s many visits to our bedroom for the purposes of
sexually abusing my older sister. As far as I can remember my father never
touched me, but the threat was always there. It was only a matter of time.
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My mother rang me after she had received my writing and told me
that it had made her sad to read what I had written and that she had tried
to put a stop to my father’s visits to my sister all those years ago. She told
me that she had not realised until it was too late that despite telling my
father she would kill him if he did not stop visiting my sister in this way,
he did not stop until my sister was sixteen years old.
Most of my early writing centred on this aspect of my family life, incest
and the secrecy surrounding it. My parents migrated to Australia from Holland in the early 1950s, ostensibly to start a new life post war. My mother
has since told me, they migrated primarily to escape the shame my father
had experienced in relation to his own family of origin, my grandfather’s
imprisonment.
The wish to have a large family, a wish that, according to my mother,
was frowned upon in Holland at the end of the Second World War, when
space was at a premium, was also among her stated reasons for leaving. She
was pregnant with her fifth child when she arrived in Australia in 1951; her
fourth son was born three weeks after her arrival. I was born a year later in
the Diamond Valley Memorial Hospital. In another seven years my mother’s
large family would be complete, all nine of us, though later still in 1963, her
eleventh child, a fifth girl, was stillborn. My mother’s first daughter died
at five months of age during the Honger Winter (hunger winter) of 1945.237
We are book-ended by dead babies.
Large families tend to fracture and divide. Ours did. We could not
sustain the parameters. My mother’s powerful belief in the sanctity of the
family, her family, crumbled under the weight of all these divisions. When
we were children scrambling for space, scrambling to be heard above the
cacophony of one another’s jealousies and resentments, we fought bitterly
and my mother wept. She was tortured to see her children so unloving. She
could not reconcile the loveliness of her homeland, the land of her childhood, with this harsh land of disappointments.
Esther Faye writes about the struggle of growing up in the shadow of a
mother’s sadness or shame. A parent overwhelmed with grief becomes an
absent parent, but a parent loaded down with unspeakable shame is worse.238
My mother’s grief at leaving her beloved family, and my father’s shame and
desperation to get away from his, meshed with my own experience in an
odd mix of shame and pride. I took pride in our inheritance as Europeans,
but felt shameful for the things that could not be discussed, including the
impact of the Second World War and most importantly the incest.
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My mother tells this story: One morning shortly after the war had
ended my mother was at home alone with her first son, asleep in his cot,
when there was a knock at the door. Untying her apron, she hurried to the
front of the small apartment, in Oude Grachte Road and hesitated before
turning the doorknob. Fear of the unexpected remained her constant companion after the war.
Opening the door a crack, she saw two officials in the grey uniform of
the local branch of the Social Service Department.
‘Mevrouw Schooneveldt,’ said the first man, covering his nose and mouth
with a handkerchief to stifle a rumbling sneeze. ‘Do you know that your
husband’s parents have been investigated in relation to certain crimes of
an indelicate nature?’
‘No,’ my mother said. ‘But my husband’s family is strange. They refused
to come to our wedding. We do not see them at all. They are not interested
even to see their grandson.’
The second official spoke up, ‘Your husband, Jan Christiaan Schooneveldt, who bears the same name as his father, has been under investigation as well but you will be happy to know, he has been cleared. He has had
nothing to do with these criminal acts.’
This is how my mother described the event to me, yet unable or unwilling to provide explicit details of these ‘crimes of an indelicate nature’.
After this visit, my mother told me she had felt relieved. From time
to time, my father had also behaved strangely. There were times when he
would not speak to her for days on end and he did not stay in a job for long.
My father was restless. Still my mother was optimistic that all would be
well in the end. Besides, how could anyone hold my father responsible for
the behaviour of his parents? Such a strange family.
My parents’ life together would be different from now on, my mother
had concluded. They would migrate to Australia—my father’s idea—while
she secretly hoped that such a move might help her to deal with her husband’s dislike of her family.
My father resented her parents, sister and brothers, my mother told
me, even though she had tried to make him feel welcome in her own family.
She would therefore go with him to the other side of the world to make
him happy, leaving her own family behind.
Strange things had happened within my father’s family, strange things
that remained a mystery to me and although I continue to ask many questions, no one offered me any answers.
So I will tell you here what I know but it may not be true. My knowledge
has been cobbled together from snippets of conversation shared with those
who would prefer the past hold its rosy hue. I have tried to prise information
from them. But whenever I approach, like limpets on a rock, they snap tight.
The story goes: my grandfather, following in the footsteps of Joseph
Smith, the founder of the Mormons, fancied marriage to several wives. To
this end, he treated his two daughters, Nell and Rie, as though they were
married to him. But when she turned seventeen, Nell, the younger of the
two, rebelled. It was she who reported her father’s activities to the police
whose investigations eventually led Jan Christiaan senior, my father’s father,
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into prison. Throughout my childhood I thought my paternal grandparents
were dead, buried in Haarlem. My father spoke as though they had died
long ago, even as they were in fact still alive.
‘Look into my eyes,’ my father said one day, as I sat upon his lap, a seven
year old begging him to tell me stories about his childhood.
‘Where are they now? Your parents, your brothers, your sisters? Where
have they gone?’
‘I have no family,’ he said. ‘I come from nowhere. Look into my eyes,
they are black and evil.’
Bewildered, I rushed off my father’s lap and into my bedroom, sobbing at the strangeness of his words. I sensed the mockery of his despair.
How could he have come from nowhere? And where did that place me, my
paternal roots, my origins, my beginnings? How readily I absorbed the
contagion of my father’s shame.
Many years later during the course of my analysis, I wrote a letter to my
father’s sister, my aunt Nell who then lived in Switzerland, with a special
request. Could she tell me please what ‘happened to you and my father as
children at the hands of your parents.’
Perhaps my question was too direct.
Reluctantly she wrote back:
7 April, 1992
Dear Elisabeth
Many thanks for your letter. I have thought for a long time whether I
should answer at all and what to write. I do it now, but it is not at all easy.
I do not quite see the sense of your questions. Of whom you write (your
father, my father) they all have long been dead. I have loved my brother
(your father) very much and was sorry that he had gone so far away. Times
were quite different then compared with today. I had not seen him for
thirty years and afterwards only for one week when he was already very
sick. I know as little as nothing about him. I have left home when I was
very young (17 years) and have shaped my life on my own. If you wish
to know anything about your forefathers, ask Jan Chris. He has all the
documents, as far as I know. Only my sister in Holland is still alive. We
sometimes talk on the phone, but also very little. We live here happily
and satisfied. We have good children and also good children-in-law and
grandchildren. This is how we wish it to remain.
Dear Elisabeth, why do you stir in old times? It was surely not easy for
your mother with so many children and a difficult husband. But he surely
had also some good features. The world is full of poverty and violence!
Try to live in peace with your husband and your children and leave the
past to the past.
Cordial greetings your aunt Nell.

My aunt Nell’s response and her wish to bury the past might well have been
her way of dealing with her shame. Hide, look away.
In 2006 I travelled to Holland to find out more of what had happened
to my father and his family. I found out the ‘facts’ of my grandparent’s
imprisonment through the archives in Amsterdam. ‘Judicial investigation
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started on 1 Jan 1943 and custody was extended four times based on the
accusation that ‘incest took place between 1937 and September 1942’.239 I
discovered further from the relevant ‘person cards’ that my grandfather was
brought to court on 20 May 1943 and sentenced to ten months imprisonment from 4 June 1943 till 2 November 1943, five months instead of ten. His
imprisonment it seems was reduced because of prior custody. The person
cards suggest my grandmother was imprisoned for a similar period, though
on different charges.240
I rode a bike through the streets of Haarlem with Heidi, a young German woman whom I had met at a conference that same year. She lived in
Amsterdam and worked at the Goethe institute. She was fluent in at least
three languages and when I told her the story of my Dutch grandparents,
and of how they had been imprisoned in Haarlem during the war she offered to share that part of my journey.
We hired my bike at the Haarlem railway station. Heidi had carried
hers onto the train at Amsterdam and once at the platform in Haarlem
with my hire bike in place we made our way through the cobbled streets.
These streets of Haarlem that had once filled my imagination, came to life
as if from a fixed painting.
We stopped first at the paraplui, the prison shaped like an umbrella, in
which my grandparents had been held. I had wanted to take a photograph
of the prison but the battery in my daughter’s camera was flat and we left
without an image. The prison is now another feature of my memory.
Then we cycled through the streets randomly here and there in search
of the church of St Bavo, a tourist attraction in Haarlem and the place in
which my mother and her siblings had been baptised. By chance I noticed
the street sign for the Marnixplein and I looked at the house in which my
mother had lived throughout her girlhood, and not far from the streets
in which my father had lived as a boy. I had seen my mother’s house in
photographs but now it looked less imposing, a strange disappointment,
almost tacky compared with the magnificent red brick two-storey residence
of my imagination.
The church of St Bavo on the other hand exceeded my expectations. It
was vast and sectioned off into a myriad of separate entrances. The colour
of the stone stays with me, khaki coloured and rusted in places. Many of
the stones were worn smooth by the tramp of centuries of feet.
The Majesty of St Bavo, the stolid bare outlines of the prison and the
domestic simplicity of the house on the Marnixplein stand like separate
signifiers of my parents’ past, and represent the extreme goodness and
holiness on the one side and the evil depravity on the other. The danger
of polarisation.
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My father’s father had been chief archivist at the Registry for Births,
Deaths and Marriages in Haarlem, Holland during the 1930s. He took a particular interest in his own family genealogy and had kept accurate records of
all those ancestors who had preceded him. It seems he was obsessed with
factual memory, but disregarded the details. At the same time he confused
family boundaries by taking his older daughter as his wife.
Less than twenty years later on the other side of the world in Australia,
my own father behaved similarly with my older sister. And so our shame
expanded. Autobiographical research and writing is one way of discovering a deeper sense of our origins. It also provides an opportunity to delve
into understanding, exposing and acting against the unspoken shame that
one carries on behalf of parents and others who have been unable to deal
with their own shame.
Ester Faye critiques Rosa Safransky’s short stories to explore the nature
of shame particularly among second generation survivors of the Holocaust,
those whose parents were forced both to experience and to witness the
inhumanity and degradation that one human being can impose upon another. ‘This truth is then witnessed by those born after’241. Faye’s thoughts
are relevant here, where the issue of what is absent becomes almost more
meaningful than that which is present.
In this sense Faye sees Safransky’s writing, in which the memoirist
‘outs’ her father ‘as a kind of overriding of shame … To objectify shame so
that it is no longer suffered and instead becomes publicly apparent.’ Safransky’s father’s shame is that he ‘did not run away’ but allowed himself
to be abused by the Nazis.242
Here I ask the question in writing about my shame and desire for
revenge as it emerged out of the trauma of my dismissal from the psychoanalytical society, did I shame my colleagues or did my colleagues feel
shame as witnesses?
In Faye’s view shame becomes the primary sentiment for survivors
of the Holocaust, and particularly for the ‘child at the end of the chain’, as
shame bears witness to the violation of that which is forbidden, namely
the pleasure that derives from abusing others, and of seeing others treated
like vermin. It is both shameful and shaming to be on the receiving end.
When a survivor or the child of a survivor writes about the experience of
life in the concentration camps, readers ‘cannot bear the sight and also
turn away in shame.’243
Similarly my colleagues might ask, when I write about my shame:
How could you show this? How could you continue in the association? You
must hide your shame. Shame here is experienced as a ‘psychic unease’ in
which ‘the subject becomes witness to its own disorder, its own oblivion as
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a subject.’244 In going public, Faye suggests, Safransky’s writing becomes an
attempt to turn around the shame of such disorder.245
Shame is thus the principle affect that registers or rather testifies to
this impossible relation between the human and the inhuman, between
self-loss and ‘self-possession’, a relation in which it is ‘the speechless one’
that according to [Giorgio] Agamben,
makes the speaking one speak and where the one who speaks bears
the impossibility of speaking in his own speech, such that the silent
and the speaking, the inhuman and the human enter into a zone of
indistinction in which it is impossible to establish the position of the
subject, to identify the imagined substance of the I and along with it,
the true witness.246

Therefore when Safransky writes about ‘the sound of her father’s voice
[and]… his relentless and shouted demand of “I don’t want you to forget”—
that told her how he was lacking, and how in other words he was enjoying’,
the memoirist shares the load of her shame in having been ‘forced to witness the sight of her father’s shameless display of his having witnessed his
own oblivion as a speaking being by the Nazis.’247
There is a clash between the speaking one who speaks about things,
which cannot be spoken because they enter the realm of the obscene, and
the ones who prefer such matters remain unspoken. Faye cites the Holocaust
as one such situation where ordinary people were forced to witness untold
horrors, things that should never happen. In witnessing such atrocities, the
witnesses, those who survive, including those of the next generation, are
forced to carry the shame.
The paradox of writing about one’s shame is that at some level the
writer perpetuates the shame for her reader, who in turn becomes a witness
to the unspeakable, while also reducing it through the objectivity that the
distancing of the written word allows, particularly when the reader struggles with her own undisclosed shame.
Such has been my experience. The process of writing and of ‘being read’
continually threatens me with a revival of shame, particularly under the
gaze of my siblings, both my actual siblings and those I have symbolically
adopted within my professional family. Although I was sixth born, a later
born, I saw myself as the oldest of the last four. Also, we divided into the
girls and the boys, four girls, five boys and the divide between those born
in Holland and those born in Australia. These divisions and the competitiveness that emerged as each of us fought to create our own ‘niche’, as
Frank Sulloway has described it, trying to find a guaranteed way of gaining
parental approval, has been enormous.248 Such intense rivalry can trigger a
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desire for revenge, which again must be understood and tolerated in order
to enable a creative response.
Symington writes that shame relates to my broken up state or knowledge that some part of me is undeveloped. That part may be a capacity for
empathy, insufficient emotional resources to manage the vicissitudes of
life. People feel shame who are physically handicapped in some way when
it is no fault of their own. So also people feel shame when emotionally or
mentally handicapped through no fault of their own.249
This turning away conflicts with the basic impulse of our birth, which
‘lies in emotional action tending towards an object that is mental, and …
the source of this action is the ego. This activity cannot be felt but it is
known.’250 Witness the infant’s instinctual search for the breast at birth.
The search for the breast is a metaphor for the search for knowledge and
understanding that come gradually and more particularly with the advent
of speech and our need to put experience into words as a means of making
sense of the world in which we live.
This search for knowledge can also take the form of a wish to under
stand something of our origins. ‘Most children desire to uncover their
parents’ truth. Wanting to know their story is central to the desire for selfknowledge that also drives the autobiographical project: How can I know
who I am if I don’t know who they are?’251 But to know one’s parents is also
to know and understand their shame, which can in time become one’s own.

SHAME AND
CONCEALMENT
When I began writing this thesis, the Pope died. A week later plumes of
white smoke drifted from the tower of the Sistine Chapel and another
pope was voted in. Such is the power of politics. In and out. A great deal of
politicking is involved in the selection of each new pope, conducted by the
church’s powerful elite, and usually behind closed doors. The decision to
elect a pope might seem from here as arbitrary as the decision to elect an
analysand into the analytic training. And just as non-transparent, except
perhaps to those in power.
‘I hate politics,’ I said to my analyst in the weeks that followed my sacking. ‘I want nothing to do with it, or them.’ I hid away. Avoided conferences,
colleagues and meetings. I hung my head in shame.
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Mollon argues that ‘shame and fear of shame are among the most
powerful of human aversive experiences, precipitating panic, rage, and
the wish to disappear—and in extreme cases, homicide, suicide and even
psychosis.252 Mollon agrees with others that it is not easy to distinguish
guilt from shame. ‘However, in general guilt seems to be felt in response to
harmful or prohibited actions or phantasies … often of an aggressive nature.
Shame by contrast is often to do with failures to do what is expected, and
is associated with feelings of weakness.’253
When I first heard the news that my training had been terminated,
among my teeming thoughts was the idea that I had finally been caught
out. Mollon argues that it is often preferable to feel guilt and aggressive
fantasies as a way of defending against feelings of weakness and shame, as
‘it is better to feel strong and bad rather than to feel weak’.254
We hide our shame and we hide our desire for revenge, as neither emotion feels acceptable. The desire for revenge is associated with aggression,
and does not sit easily with the victimhood and passivity that underlie
shame. However, one leads onto the other in our need to conceal both,
through a complex patterning of the human response to danger and fear.
As an aspect of human experience, both shame and its associated rage
and the desire for revenge can sometimes be adaptive and at other times
maladaptive. This depends on the extent to which a person is able to be
aware of and articulate these feelings and also on the response of significant
others to this articulation.
Creative life writing can be one such attempt both to tackle the emotional pain and also to elicit an audience response. The audience response,
if sufficiently empathic, might go some way towards reducing the absence
of a suitably empathic parental response in childhood, an absence that
tends to repeat itself in later life. Shame and rage dance together in an
uncomfortable partnership. The one steps back to hide, the other bursts
forth to be seen and not only to be heard, but to be satisfied. Each tempers
the other. Both are necessary. As Eigen observes through the title of his
book, ‘Feelings matter’.255 We need to pay attention to them, to listen to the
music of our bodies and minds.

COLLEGIAL
SHAME
The shame of childhood leaks into adult experience in subtle and surprising
ways. Sometimes we do not even realise until the rush of adrenaline has
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passed and our sticky palms and pricked underarms alert us to the familiar
feelings, which in adulthood we might well hope to have under control. But
even in adulthood shameful feelings can erupt with all the usual pain and
destabilising that comes with the helplessness of childhood vulnerability.
Over fifteen years after my dismissal from the psychoanalytic training—still sensitive to my status as a failed analytic trainee—I sat in the
main hall at the Treacy Centre in Parkville at a lecture given by a prominent
psychoanalyst, Dana Birksted-Breen, who spoke on the topic of eating
disorders, and presented a case example. Her voice was soft and measured.
Her manner struck me as that of a classical British psychoanalyst, or at
least my fantasy of one.
I sat close to the front just under the lectern and during discussion
time decided to ask a question. A helper paced the room with a roving
microphone, but it was faulty and therefore people needed to speak loudly
from their seats when they wanted to ask a question or offer a comment.
The contrast between the softly spoken Birksted-Breen and her loudly
spoken audience participants was striking. She also had a microphone that
worked. Birksted-Breen took time to respond to questions and I could not
keep pace with her slow rhythm. At one point, when I imagined she had
finished responding to the previous commenter, I flew up my hand and
the question was out of my mouth before I had a chance to check myself.
Birksted-Breen put up her hand as if to stop my words.
‘Just a minute,’ she said. ‘I’m still thinking.’
I fell back into my seat, flushed. I had shamed myself with my hastiness and enthusiasm in front of an audience of colleagues and strangers.
Birksted-Breen continued with her response to the previous comment and
in time came to mine. I reiterated the question, and she responded seemingly without derision, but I felt the wind had been blown out of me.
I have discussed similar experiences with close colleagues, and most
agree that psychoanalytic gatherings can be difficult. The audience is tense.
The room is filled with unspoken transferences and counter-transferences
between the various individuals within the many psychoanalytic couples
who sit separately and at a distance from one another during the conference
but who also work closely together in private at other times.
It is not unusual for more orthodox analysts, particularly in the small
fishpond that makes up the psychoanalytic community in Melbourne, to
choose not to attend such public events for fear of ‘interfering with’ the
transference. Their absence, in itself, feeds a sense that there is proper behaviour, namely segregation of analysts and analysands to keep the analytic
work contained. Such unspoken prohibitions add to the sense that people
need to hide their connections with one another, even as such connections
are of a deeply personal and intimate nature.
At the same time, in situations where the analyst is less concerned
to keep such segregations in place, there can be multiple analysands who
work with the one analyst in the same room and a layer of unspoken sibling
rivalry adds to the pitch. There are also theoretical feuds between people
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who hold competing psychoanalytic perspectives that have been around
since Freud’s day.256
To speak out loud within the large group is to expose yourself to the
scrutiny of colleagues, who might well judge you on the basis of your
comment, as troubled or ineffectual or inferior. The same might occur
within certain academic audiences where competition is rife and the wish
to impress with one’s superior knowledge dominates. But psychoanalytic
conferences have a particularly intense unspoken agenda.
Events such as these are breeding grounds for shame. They offer opportunities for unspoken public humiliation and public humiliation can
fire up the desire for revenge, as a response to one’s feelings of shame and
helplessness.
‘Interesting,’ writes Janet Malcolm, ‘that a profession that gears itself
so much to progressive maturation should conduct its education as an infantilising experience.’257 Malcolm writes primarily about psychoanalytic
training as it occurs in America but her observations are relevant to all
psychoanalytic societies and institutes, as Douglas Kirsner observes.258 He
too has conducted research into American psychoanalytic institutes and
finds similar anomalies. And although Kirsner values the basis of Freud’s
theoretical discoveries, he is critical of those psychoanalytic ‘institutions
that behave more like seminaries than academies’.259
At one point in her book, Psychoanalysis: the impossible profession, Malcolm asks the pseudonymous analyst, Aaron Green, ‘Why do analysts meet
in threes?’ The answer is ‘They’re policing one another … They’re saying
to one another “You keep me from saying anything wrong and I’ll do the
same for you. We’re in this together”’.260 A high level of policing provides
a high level of potential for guilt and shame, and following on from this a
slow eruption of rage and the desire for revenge.
At least twenty to twenty five percent of candidates in psychoanalytic
institutes do not graduate and most of these have been asked to leave.261
Such an attrition rate fuels fearfulness and shame, particularly, as Malcolm
observes, when there is so much mystery around their departure.262 Secrecy
exacerbates existing shame. The message becomes one of unspoken disapproval: these things are not to be discussed in public, if at all. These things
are too shameful.
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SUPEREGO
INDUCEMENTS
TO SHAME
The shame that colours any dismissal from psychoanalytic training is fuelled
by the notion that such a dismissal is evidence not only of unsuitability,
but more so of some inherent inadequacy. Until recently there have been no
attempts to establish and follow transparent guidelines about what makes
a candidate suitable to undertake training in the first instance and then to
continue in the training—though analysts like Otto Kernberg have begun
such a process.263
Despite or perhaps because of the above, most colleagues consider that
the decision to elect certain analysands as ‘drop outs’ or rejects is based on
character defects. To be dismissed from psychoanalytic training is, metaphorically-speaking, to have an invisible red mark against your name, like
the adulterous Hester Prynne in Nathaniel Hawthorn’s The Scarlet Letter.264
To speak out in protest is to run the risk of public humiliation, hence the
need to keep the dismissal concealed, even as others might gossip. The
secrecy itself fuels the shame.
In the weeks that followed the sacking, my mind was no longer mine.
No one told me not to talk about it, but my shame left me silenced. One
day I stood in the greengrocer’s
‘Hi,’ a woman called out to me, from the other side of the store. I recognised her as a colleague from the VAP. I had not seen her for some time,
not since before I had started the analytic training.
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‘How are you?’ she asked, laying emphasis on the word ‘are’.
‘Fine’ I said. I wanted the earth to swallow me up. I could not speak. I
wanted to lie. To tell her I was okay. To pretend the awful truth did not exist.
I mumbled, I stammered. I lied.
‘I’m fine,’ I said again and bolted from the shop. I forgot to buy the
bananas I had come for. Hot with shame, sweaty, I drove home and flopped
around the house as though nothing could ever make anything better again.
How could I ever face my colleague again?
An hour later I called her on the telephone.
‘I’m sorry for how I behaved just now.’ I told her then how I had been
asked not to complete the training.
‘Oh,’ she said. ‘I’m relieved. I thought you’d gone funny. So many people
do. They get into the training and they never speak to you again.’
Malcolm argues that ‘guilt’ lies at the core of certain psychoanalytic
group pressures—superego-based inducements to do the right thing—but
I consider the real pressure comes from shame, an experience that goes
back to the birth of psychoanalysis in the late 1800s: the intergenerational
pressure passed down from the shame Freud himself felt when ostracised
after he had first formulated certain of his ideas, such as the influence of
infantile sexuality and the impact of repression of sexuality.265 These ideas
had seemed outrageous at the time. Then, too, there was the shame that
certain others, certain of Freud’s colleagues who were excluded from the
inner circle—Jung, Adler, Rank, Ferenczi among others—felt after they had
dared to develop new ideas that challenged Freud’s developing orthodoxy.266
In electing to undertake the analytic training, I entered into what
seemed at the time to be, on the one hand, a familiar group, marked by
huge, often unspoken, bursts of pride, pride in achievement, and pride at
our European background, similar to what I had experienced within my
family of origin. On the other hand, the group seemed strangely unfamiliar.
There was a different set of unspoken rules from those with which I had
been familiar during my earlier training as a psychoanalytic psychotherapist. Certainly I had encountered some of the secrecy that is endemic to
psychoanalytic psychotherapy groups, but it did not seem so entrenched
then, nor so rigidly upheld.
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SHAME AND
PRIDE
Pride is the flipside of shame. Diane Casoni and Louis Brunet also argue that
pride is a defence against the primitive rage born of infantile humiliation
when separated from the primary caregiver.267 My immigrant parents had
needed to shore themselves up in a new land with notions of superiority,
given their past experience in Europe.
‘Australians lack culture,’ my mother said more than once when I was
a child, as if culture—whatever she meant by the word—were a thing she
valued that only existed elsewhere, namely in her country of origin. Similarly the Australian society of Psychoanalysis took pride in its roots in both
Britain and Europe.268

COMPETITION
BASED
SHAMING
I met an old friend and colleague, Oscar Zentner, at Joy Damousi’s book
launch for Freud in the Antipodes and told him about my thesis topic.
‘Whatever you do,’ he said, ‘do it properly. Don’t do it by halves.’
‘What do you mean?’ I asked feeling a familiar rush of apprehension.
‘Tell the truth,’ he said. ‘Not gossip, but the truth. Otherwise no one
will take you seriously.’
‘I’m planning to incorporate autobiographical elements,’ I told him as I
opened the cover of my newly bought book ready for the author’s signature.
‘That’s a problem. They’ll analyse it. They’ll analyse you. Your problems
with the Institute will become your problems with life.’ The conversation
continued. Zentner was appalled at the idea of hiding the identities of my
characters under false names for their protection, for my protection.
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‘One day I will write the story of what happened to me,’ he said. ‘I will
tell the truth.’
Oscar Zentner and his wife Maria-Ines founded the Freudian School of
Melbourne in 1977 in the face of much opposition from the Psychoanalytic
Society. In an interview conducted by the historian, Damousi, Maria-Ines
describes one of the ‘undignifying events’ that accompanied the opening of
her school with its first conference ‘Homage to Freud’ in Australia. She was
warned in a letter about all the terrible things that would happen should
she go ahead with the conference and was also promised they ‘would have
a plethora of clinical referrals to fill our consulting rooms if only firstly we
called off the Homage and secondly, if we did not practice as analysts but
as psychotherapists … I sent [it], together with the author of the letter, to
the place of nonentities …’269
Such shame inducing experiences linger long in the minds of those
who are on the receiving end. As Malcolm writes, psychoanalysis, for those
so inclined, has a strong ‘gravitational pull’.270 It feeds into certain desires,
the fantasy of superiority perhaps, akin to my own pride when I first read
my letter of acceptance into the training. I believed then that I had been
accepted at last into a special family. The shame that followed my dismissal
from such an elite professional family was therefore inevitable. To be cast
out is a burden indeed.
Eigen talks about the extent to which we all carry around within ourselves an ‘annihilated self’, which ‘can be seen peeking out in this or that
trait or expression’.271 This annihilated self develops from the experience
of trauma and pain. Pain makes us want to hide. As Eigen argues, there
is so much shame connected with pain, both physical and emotional, we
tend to withdraw in the face of it. Our childhood suffering so often goes
unrecognised or misunderstood, and leaks into adult experience. People
are frightened of their own and other people’s pain and shame. They run
from the feelings of helplessness and vulnerability attached to such experience. Alternatively, they might hide behind feelings of rage and the desire
for revenge.
Malcolm describes this well in her considerations of the renegade
psychoanalyst, Jeffrey Masson. Masson was once given charge of the Freud
archives. Malcolm’s writing about Masson suggests the experience of someone tortured by a desire for revenge. Masson had once been included within
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the inner sanctum of the psychoanalytic establishment but was later ostracised and finally ejected.272 In this regard, Malcolm writes:
Human nature is such that when we are suddenly taken up by someone
whom we consider superior and admirable, we accept its attentions
calmly, whereas when we are dropped we cannot rest until we feel we
have got to the bottom of the person’s profound irrationality. Nor can
it be easy to accept the verdict sent down to us through the mortifying
silence of someone who has found us wanting and has packed up and
moved on. We protest it, each in our own way—our futile way, since
the more effective is our protest the more surely we do drive away the
other person whose love we have lost not because of anything we did
but because of who we are.273

In some instances the desire for revenge might well arise out of our attempts
to ward off shame. Harold Searles argues that such vengeful desires are attempts to fend off depressive anxieties, those associated with separation,
in the first instance for the infant from mother. Put simply, we feel vengeful
in order to stave off grief.274
Casoni and Brunet argue that the desire for revenge, in the service of
warding off the sadness associated with ‘depressive anxieties’ can only be
maintained by splitting one’s objects into good and bad through projective
identification, but they also acknowledge Klein’s view that the defensive
strategies associated with the desire for revenge are part of the normal
process of mourning.275 Other theorists emphasise guilt as the primary
source of a desire for revenge, but guilt can often masquerade as shame.
Shame was once considered ‘essentially social and environmental’ and not
therefore the stuff of the internal world that, until relatively recently has
been the only ‘accepted’ domain of orthodox psychoanalysis.
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TREATMENT
OF SHAME
Throughout the history of psychoanalysis there have been a number of analysts who did not strictly adhere to the orthodox position, which initially
viewed internal phantasy as a driving force. These analysts considered the
impact of environment and external factors as more significant in creating
emotional disturbance, including the experience of shame. Among these,
Sandor Ferenczi, Hungarian by birth, became a close colleague and friend
of Freud’s. According to Freud they were like father and son. However,
unlike Freud, Ferenczi, the younger of the two, was convinced both of the
iniquitous nature and frequency of childhood sexual abuse as a fact and not
just a function of infantile phantasy, and also of the need for and benefits
of greater mutuality in treatment.
Ahead of his time, Ferenczi anticipated the degree to which shame and
shaming were factors in trauma that could undermine an individual’s capacity to grow psychically. He believed that in order to be of real assistance
the analyst needed to play a more active role than one of distant clinical
observation and interpretation. Following on from Ferenczi, the relational
emphasis as initiated by analysts in America has gone some way towards
rectifying the imbalance between the inner and the outer through the work
of analytic theorists such as Jessica Benjamin, Stephen Mitchell and Lewis
Aron.276 These analysts are sensitive to the impact of inner-shaming in the
treatment process.
Similarly, for Probyn, ‘shame marks the break in connection’277. She
writes about the importance of a sense of belonging and the shame of the
cultural outsider, which is ‘fed by a deep desire to fit in and an abiding interest in being able to do so—to belong where you don’t belong’278
Such was my experience once ejected from the psychoanalytic society.
The sense of dislocation, of shock and disbelief and the gut-wrenching tug
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of shame. For so long I had wanted to be included within my new professional family, ‘the best family’ as I saw it then. Now suddenly I had been
told I was not wanted.
Phil Mollon writes about the significance of a sense of community
within analytic institutes.
Psychoanalysts tend to form communities with strong group cohesion,
the mutual support being very important since the work is so difficult and
so unusual. Psychoanalysis, as an occupation, is regarded by most people
as rather odd and few outside the profession have much understanding
of it. It is not readily comparable to any other activity and way of life.
Therefore it is only amongst other analysts that we find empathy and
understanding of our work and daily experience. The lack of ready understanding found amongst society generally means that declaring one’s
occupation and identity as a psychoanalyst may be a source of shame as
well as pride. It also means that the acceptance of other analysts is of
particular importance—with the inevitable result that deviations from
group cultural norms will be exceptionally liable to evoke the threat of
shame. The psychoanalytic culture therefore is likely to be particularly
conservative.279

For a short time, I shared this sense of community, in which I, the analytic
candidate, was like a child under the protective wings of her parents—my
own analyst and the analytic society. In applying to do the analytic training
I was looking for a professional family with whom I might feel safe. Instead,
as I later realised, I had joined a group of people whose difficulties and flaws
emulated those of my own family of origin. In her book, Psychoanalysis, the
impossible profession, Janet Malcolm asks Aaron Green, what it means when
someone is dropped from the training.
‘I don’t know,’ he says. ‘These things are shrouded in mystery and a
tremendous amount of secrecy—secrecy that is observed not only by the
Institute but by the person dropped.’280
In the weeks that followed the sacking, my mind felt no longer mine.
No one told me not to talk about it but my shame left me silenced. Even
now, as I reflect on it, I still feel a shiver of shame, as if the person to whom
I am speaking will look at me cross-eyed and say, so what’s wrong with you
then? There must be something wrong with you to have been given the sack.
When Malcolm asks Green the reasons why people are dropped from
the training his response is vague.
‘In general people founder on their casework or they are unanalysable,
character also counts.’281 I had not reached the point of doing supervised
psychoanalytic casework. The decision must have been therefore based on
my performance during the Infant Observation seminars and my written
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reports on my experience at Heatherton Psychiatric hospital.282 Presumably it was also based on my exchanges with my second mentor during the
eighteen months of the training and my brief encounters with the chairman
of the Progress Committee.
My analyst had not suggested I was unanalysable, at least not to me,
and so I was left with the thought that the sacking had something to do
with my ‘character’, my personality, my way of approaching the world.
There was no ritual in place when the Progress Committee decided I
should not continue my training, no opportunities to say goodbye. After
Mrs K delivered the news on the Monday she could not confirm whether I
should attend the Tuesday evening seminar as I had done for the last year
and a half. No one said I should not go.
At first I thought I might attend and use the opportunity to say goodbye but by the Tuesday evening I could not have tolerated such a meeting.
I rang my fellow trainees instead and said goodbye to each one individually.
In some ruthless corporations when the decision is made to terminate
an employee’s contract, they are given five minutes to gather their belongings and are escorted from the building. Such was my goodbye.
Shame, as I have argued, is a precursor to the desire for revenge. Mollon asserts that ‘Shame and fear of shame are among the most powerful
of human aversive experiences, precipitating panic, rage, and the wish to
disappear—and in extreme cases, homicide, suicide and even psychosis.’283
When my mentor told me the news as I sat in the low armchair opposite
her on the second floor of the Toorak Road consulting rooms, it felt like a
cold gust of wind had blown into my face. I saw before me an audience of
hundreds, of friends and family, of enemies. How could I tell them? How
could I share my shame?
‘I’ve lost my dignity,’ I told my analyst over and over. To hide my shame
I stopped reading psychoanalytic texts. They enraged me. I stopped going
to psychoanalytic conferences. I did not even go to hear Joyce MacDougall,
renowned for her work on mind and body, when she visited Melbourne.
I avoided contact with all but my closest professional colleagues. I went
underground; I hid from the light of day. That is when I started to write.
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ON BEING
SILENCED
Syme had vanished. A morning came and he was missing from work;
a few thoughtless people commented on his absence. On the next day,
nobody mentioned him … Syme had ceased to exist; he had never existed.
George Orwell, Nineteen eighty-four.284

It is hard to say which comes first, the desire for revenge or the silencing.
The more I think on it, the more I see it as an interactive process. In the
first place, the desire for revenge can fuel intense rage and lead a person
to want to hit back at the one who has hurt them. By contrast, an awareness of such desire can stifle any attempts at hitting out for fear of doing
damage. The desire itself can silence the one bent on revenge, in a type of
self-censorship, and it can also cause those who recognise such desire in
others to seek to silence them before they, the ones initially bent on revenge,
have had a chance to give voice to any such feelings.
For many years after my dismissal from the psychoanalytic training
I was sensitive to the need to keep my grievance to myself. Over time my
distress softened and with it my desire for revenge, though from time to
time, something might stir up the desire again. For instance, when I heard
on the grapevine that one or other of my fellow analytic candidates had
finally qualified as a psychoanalyst, the cold shock of exclusion came back
to me with a vengeance.
A few years after my dismissal, when I attended a conference and sat
beside an analyst from Sydney, the familiar feelings of shame returned. I
dreamed that same night I was in the analyst’s meeting room on my hands
and knees. I used a toothbrush to clean the carpet. Two analysts looked on.
‘You’re not welcome here,’ one of them said. ‘You have no place here,
not even to clean.’ The analyst who spoke then morphed into a nun from
my childhood, Mother Annunciata. Her dark eyebrows crossed, her black
eyes flashed. She wanted me out and I had to go.
In writing about her parents’ death, Nancy Miller describes her close
connection to resentment, as both ‘powerful and paralysing’.285 She quotes
Susan Cheever, who in her memoir A woman’s life, writes with tongue in
cheek, ‘Being resentful is like taking poison and waiting for the other person to die.’ Both writers point to the self-defeating nature of resentment.
It is in many ways the opposite of forgiveness. But to arrive at forgiveness
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requires working through and something of what Jessica Benjamin describes
as ‘mutual recognition’, all of which takes time, and can be seen as part of
the process of mourning.286
Silencing, on the other hand, blocks mourning. Kept underground,
grievances grow and fuel further resentment. The desire for revenge therefore needs to be aired, if only to oneself, in order to allow for a more creative
and productive outcome. Hence my need to write.
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THE
BUTCHER’S
SHOP
The Institute’s new home, which the Melbourne analysts bought shortly
after I had been dismissed, happens to be within walking distance of where
I live, and is a constant reminder of my exclusion. The Society’s new home
is now in an old building on Tooronga Road, a shop front, of two storeys,
with a single door painted in a dark stormy grey. It was once a butcher’s
shop owned by an old-fashioned suburban butcher, who over-charged for
his meat, and who offered better cuts to his regular customers than to his
occasional customers. The latter he treated with disdain.
I was not a regular customer. I bought meat from him only once, maybe
twice, over twenty-five years ago. The floor of the shop, I remember, then
was of bare boards scattered with sawdust. The smell of sawdust blended
with the stench of raw meat and the saturated fatty spills.
After the analysts had bought the shop, and turned it into their meeting
place, I heard from a colleague that they had re-painted it in battleship grey,
light grey walls and a darker grey for the carpet. Funereal colours. There
is a brass plaque on the door, small and unostentatious, that declares this
place to be the Melbourne Institute for Psychoanalysis. At least this is what
I think it says, for I have never felt able to get up close enough to read it.
Once a graffiti artist left his tag streaked in purple in swerves across
the door. At the time I imagined the analysts inside their meetinghouse,
their faces dark and sombre as they considered their damaged door. They
would not laugh. How dare someone so defile their building?
I remember once during a training seminar at Dr D’s home in Brighton
on a hot day when the room upstairs was sweltering and we were forced to
sit downstairs, to discuss Freud’s Little Hans. In the background we could
hear Dr D’s adolescent sons arguing.
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‘You fucking cunt,’ one boy yelled at his brother. Dr D blanched. The
room went silent for a few seconds but then we lumbered on, as if oblivious
to the obscenity. No one dared laugh. I was puzzled in a familiar way, the
way I feel when something is obvious to me but no one else acknowledges
it, and there is some unspoken message from the group to keep my observations to myself. I also sensed Dr D’s shame at the behaviour of his two
sons. He had nowhere to hide, except behind our silence.
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DARING TO
SPEAK
At the time, as I wrote into such memories and dreams, I began to explore
the desire for revenge in other contexts as well. The writing afforded me
some distance from the experience to the point where one day it seemed
safe enough to send some of my writing out beyond the literary world and
into the therapeutic one. To see whether my colleagues were ready to hear
from me.
I began with a ‘safe’ paper on narcissism and autobiography and the
essay was published in the Australasian Journal of Psychotherapy in 2007,
without fanfare or criticism.287 The editor of the journal, Andrew Leggett,
himself a PhD candidate, a psychiatrist and a poet, was sympathetic to
my endeavours. He saw no reason why such ideas should not be explored
within a psychoanalytic psychotherapy journal. In the middle of 2008 he
also accepted a paper directly related to my thesis topic of life writing and
the desire for revenge.288
Later in 2008, the chair of the Professional Development Committee
of the VAPP, suggested I present my work at the Christmas meeting. She
thought the already published paper would be a good place to start. I imagined it would provide me with an opportunity to present my work to my
colleagues, although to date I had kept my explorations to myself. Therapists
and analysts alike emphasise the importance of reparation. They baulk at
notions of revenge.
I still keep a quotation from Gaddis above my desk: ‘All writing worth
reading comes, like suicide, from outrage or revenge’.289 Like my analyst, I
may have misgivings about revenge as a motivating force, but I continue
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to share with other writers the wish to be heard. Despite the deep suspicion many people hold about the legitimacy of any desire for revenge and
a tendency to couch vengeful desires in other terms, the desire is evident
to varying degrees in the motivational forces that drive many writers. For
instance, Sue Woolfe talks about her desire to speak out in an interview
about the process of writing her first novel, Painted woman.290
I had no sense that it was legitimate for me to write a novel. I came from
a large hierarchical family—the youngest member, and the only girl. I
was taught to be silent and to listen. I’d never really felt deep down that
I had a right to speak. So critics have commented on (the main character)
Frances’ tone—she’s got a whispered, close-to-the-mike tone, there’s
a whispered urgency about her as she confides in you, and that’s what
I was feeling, that any moment the skies could open and I’d get zapped
for talking, so I’d better tell the story fast.291

Sue Woolfe’s fear of speaking out and her sense she must hurry contrasts
with my own feeling that I must move slowly. I must go over and over my
words to perfect every sentence. But I, too, have a sense that I defy authority
in my writing, that I speak the unspeakable, that I speak out of turn. Even
so I had thought my own analytic experience had given me a voice and that
the analytic training might give me an even stronger one. My voice could
rise above the criticisms. But I was wrong.
There have now been a number of times when my attempts to be heard
have backfired, most notably in my efforts to speak about the impact of a
desire for revenge in the act of life writing, in particular to psychoanalytic
audiences.

A PLACE
FOR
REVENGE
Lynn Freed argues that the desire for revenge lies at the heart of all fiction writing. Revenge, she writes, involves ‘the power to expose, the power
to reorder, the power to understand.’292 The same argument can apply to
life writing, creative non-fiction and personal essaying in general, where
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writers use literary techniques to develop narrative through their use of a
distinctive personal voice.293
One of the meanings of the Latin vindicare, at the root of the verb ‘to
vindicate’, is ‘to claim for oneself or as one’s rightful property’.294 The writer
claims for herself the right to represent her own experience, not just in
fiction but also in personal narrative, which is more directly taken from
life. And here, as Vivian Gornick suggests, the actual events are the raw
materials only. It is a mistake to read such events as statements of facts,
as if in a newspaper report. Rather they are a ‘reflection’ of the narrator’s
experience.295 Similarly, Margaret Atwood writes about ‘The beast with
five fingers—the writing hand bent on revenge.’296 This is a harsh image,
a literary image, and one that testifies to the power of vengeful emotions,
but unleashed in the writer’s hand, vengeful thoughts must be tempered
if the words are to find a readership.
Many people, women in particular, have sought to hide their identities under pseudonyms to protect themselves and those about whom they
write. However, these days it is more acceptable, even welcomed, to write
autobiographically, but as Paul John Eakin suggests ‘autobiographers lead
perilous lives.’297 I should know. I live the life of an autobiographer, fraught
with pitfalls and more so because I also write from the position of a psychoanalytic psychotherapist.

SILENCED IN
CHILDHOOD
When I was a child I sat one day with my brothers and sisters watching television. In those days my greatest pleasure was to sit and watch television
for hours. On holidays this might be possible but never for long. When our
parents were both out of the house, away at work, there was another parent
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in the form of my older sister who would issue edicts about the amount of
television we might watch. Although she liked to limit television to a minimum during the holidays she would at least let us watch the midday movie.
It was on one such day while we were watching the midday movie that
the announcer came on during an advertisement break to tell us that there
would be a special screening of a family favourite, two hours of Walt Disney
cartoons on Saturday night from six till eight pm.
‘We won’t be able to watch,’ I said. It seemed a straightforward statement and one I imagined everyone else in the room could understand. We
would not be able to watch television because our father would be at home,
as he was at home every Saturday night, drinking heavily from his bottle
of St Agnes brandy hidden inside a brown paper bag, which he kept beside
his chair.
‘What are you talking about?’ one of my brothers asked.
‘You know,’ I said. ‘You know.’
He did not know it seemed, or if he did he wanted me to spell it out.
They all did. All my sisters and brothers, with the exception of the two
oldest who had left home by then, stared at me, as if daring me to explain
myself and at the same time urging me in some unspoken way to remain
silent. I had spoken the unspeakable. We had been told without words that
we must not speak about these things and I had broken the rules.
I did not understand at the time, why I should not speak the obvious.
Why I should not say something that we all knew to be true. Why the conspiracy of silence? Now I recognise it had something to do with the anxiety
that comes from putting certain experiences into words. If we put words
to the experience, we fear that the feelings and fantasies associated with
the experience will rise to the surface and choke us.
Something similar it seems happened at that Christmas meeting of
my professional colleagues, when I presented my paper and spoke openly
about such unspoken matters.
As children my siblings and I were well versed in the fourth commandment, to honour thy father and thy mother. To speak of our father’s
drinking would have been to dishonour him. Besides he was already visiting
my older sister in her bed at night by then, and to speak of his drinking
might also have hinted at other such transgressions. I learned then to remain silent. Only in adulthood have I dared to speak out. As Freud argues,
history repeats itself.298
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DARING TO
SPEAK OUT
On 1 December 2008, the moon, Jupiter and Venus came together in the
night sky above Melbourne, Australia; an unusual confluence that from the
ground gave the appearance of a smiley face. I took it as an omen that the
talk I was about to give would go well. But the illusion was deceptive, for
me at least, because once again on this night I came to realise and not for
the first time that autobiography is dangerous.
On that evening I presented a paper to my colleagues on the topic,
‘Narcissism, autobiography and what happens when the therapist writes a
memoir’.299 My audience consisted mainly of psychoanalytic psychotherapists, and a few non-therapist partners, invited in honour of the fact that
this event was the last such professional development meeting for the year.
Most audience members belonged to my professional association, the VAPP,
but the meeting was also opened to other psychoanalytic psychotherapy
groups.
On that evening I talked about narcissism in the context of autobiography, and the degree to which autobiography’s popularity can be considered both as a function of narcissism and also as an attempt to deal with
it. Narcissism, I argued, looks inward and avoids acknowledging the gaze
of the other. Autobiography, on the other hand, is relational. It requires an
interactive audience, an empathic and non-judgemental response, if readers
are to avoid their own defensive counter-transferential responses. Similarly,
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I argued that the issue of self-disclosure can evoke powerful responses from
both patients and colleagues when the therapist writes autobiographically.
I used an example from my own autobiographical work, a section that included details of a history of sexual abuse across two generations within my
family of origin. I then considered the work of the memoirist and practising
psychoanalyst, Sophia Richman, who writes about her childhood experience as a Holocaust survivor to explore what happens ‘when the therapist
writes a memoir’.300
I had already published a short version of my paper in the Australasian
Journal of Psychotherapy and when the Chair of the Professional Development
Committee suggested I present it at the end of the year meeting, I spent
a long time thinking about how I might actually do this.301 I did not want
simply to read the published paper to my audience. I have been to enough
meetings where the presenter reads the pages out loud, head buried, and
all the energy slides away from the room down onto the page. I wanted to
bring my paper to life and to this end I decided to include two additional
sections. I decided to cut some of the theoretical sections on the nature of
narcissism. As the audience members were in the main psychotherapists,
I presumed they would know enough about narcissism already. I added an
autobiographical section, as well as a discussion around this vignette that
might illustrate and help make sense of the events I had described, with an
emphasis on the need for empathy when reading autobiographical material.
The people in the back of the room were shuffling chairs to make
space for latecomers. I was more anxious than usual before presenting and
I qualified the paper by telling my audience about my nervousness and by
likening it to how I imagined I would feel were I presenting to my siblings.
There was a polite titter. Things seemed to be going well and I continued
the paper till the end without feeling that it had been too difficult for my
audience to absorb.
Occasionally, I noticed the furrowed brow of one of my colleagues
who seemed to be struggling over my words but otherwise all seemed to
be going well enough. Even during question time, the questions were innocuous—mostly impossible to answer questions about how my siblings
might feel, or my patients, were they to read my autobiographical material.
I talked about my recognition of the difficulties. I did not feel satisfied with
my responses but these questions needed more time for discussion, I said.
There could be no definitive answer to any of them.
These things come back to me now as I scan my memory for signs of
what was to follow. Even one of my detractors from long ago asked questions in what I heard as a benign tone of voice. She asked two questions
that left me believing she was genuinely interested in what I had had to
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say. Apart from the woman of the furrowed brow, I could not detect any
other specific response. Afterwards some people came up to me. They were
neither congratulatory nor full of praise but they seemed to appreciate
what I had presented and I went home after supper happy enough. I did
not know then that during suppertime after my talk there was a small
group of colleagues who had gathered together in the kitchen to share
their concerns.
The next evening the first of the criticisms arrived in the form of an
email. One colleague complained that I had re-enacted something of my
experience as a child with the audience. I had in essence, he argued, abused
my audience by my self-disclosure, and my audience was powerless to
avoid it, just as I had been powerless as a child to avoid my father. In my
presenting in this manner, my colleague believed that I had behaved not as
a therapist but as a patient, looking for empathy.

STRADDLING
TWO WORLDS
One difficulty is that I straddle two worlds, that of the writer and that of
the psychotherapist. The writer seeks to open up experience and events for
consideration. The psychotherapist aims to do likewise, but she does so in
the privacy of the therapy room, where traditionally the focus has been on
opening up the patient’s world, not the therapist’s.
It is assumed that the therapist in her personal therapy has candidly
explored her inner world with a therapist/analyst and therefore her own
difficulties and subjectivity need not impinge too much on her patient. It is
beyond the scope of this thesis to outline the history of the many schools
of thought that have developed from and elaborated on Freud’s structural
theory. But I will say that Freud’s initial emphasis on the objective nature of
the work and his attempts to eradicate the subjective continue to influence
therapists’ efforts to practise in a way that fits in with traditional models of
scientific investigation, so that therapeutic encounters can be duplicated
and verified.302 Today, however, in many practices more emphasis tends
to be placed on the relational nature of psychoanalysis, the patient and
therapist in a mutually engaged process of self-discovery.303 This applies
especially in relation to the widespread recognition of countertransference—
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the therapist’s emotional response to what the patient expresses—as an
inevitable and useful component of psychoanalytic practice.304
The day after my presentation I had wanted to dismiss the first email as
the ranting of a particular colleague, who has a reputation for anger. I heard
nothing more until the next day when the woman who chaired my paper
told me that she had decided to forward the matter to the Ethics Committee.
I suppose my ears should have been burning. They were not. At the
time I imagined the flurry of emails between committees that followed
had emerged over the poorly expressed email from the enraged colleague
and I believed it would all die down soon—a storm in a teacup. It was not
until the weekend, six days after the event, that I realised the full extent
of some people’s reaction to my talk. They were indignant and full of rage.
I had breached the rules of non self-disclosure, abstinence and the need
for anonymity.305 Although the Ethics Committee met and discussed my
presentation at length and in the end decided there had been no breach in
the code of ethics, the president and chair of the Ethics Committee later
advised me to take a leave of absence indefinitely from my official positions
within the association—I then held the position of treasurer—to allow
time for the dust to settle.
Here the relevance of my opening quote from George Orwell’s Nineteen
eighty-four becomes evident. Although by now the Ethics Committee had
agreed I had not breached the code of ethics, it still became necessary to
‘silence me’ by taking me out of the public eye. At its extreme, as in Orwell’s
example, and as Zerubavel argues, such silencing is ‘designed to disempower
people … and is indeed one of the hallmarks of the totalitarian police state.’306
As a group, psychotherapists have savage superegos. The term superego
derives from Freud’s topographical model of the human mind as consisting of an id, an ego and a superego.307 The id, the impulses and desires of
the primitive and uncontrolled infant mind must be harnessed through
the developing superego and modulated by the ego to get some sense of
control over our lives. The term superego applies to the area of functioning
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broadly under the category of conscience. Although the concrete imagery
of Freud’s model has long since been developed into a more metaphysical
set of ideas, we still tend to think in these terms. They are useful as a way
of describing states of mind that develop in all of us in our attempts to
deal with the world. When I write that psychoanalytic psychotherapists
have particularly savage superegos, therefore, I refer to the extent to which
they have a strict set of rules of conduct encoded throughout their training
regarding their clinical behaviour. Any overt deviations from these rules
call forth extreme responses of censure, while it is nevertheless recognised
in the day-to-day practice that technique requires flexibility.308

DARING
TO SELFDISCLOSE
Historically, self-disclosure has not been considered psychoanalytic. In
the past to self-disclose was to work as a maverick in non-psychoanalytic
ways.309 Self-disclosure was once tantamount to heresy. Freud ‘while personally quite open and spontaneous with patients … forcefully and decisively established the rules of psychoanalytic anonymity and abstinence.’310
According to Freud, ‘the doctor should be opaque to his patients and like
a mirror, show them nothing but what is shown to him.’311 Freud initially
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developed these rules in response to his colleague Sandor Ferenczi’s insistence on greater mutuality in treatment.312 Over time others have explored
the possibility of technical self-disclosure, but little has been written that
‘systematically explored technical considerations of the principles of selfdisclosure.’313 Therefore, it is difficult for analysts today to suspend their
adherence to Freud’s strict rules about the analyst as mirror and to consider
other perspectives.
Most of the literature about self-disclosure focuses on self-disclosure
within the consulting room, and whether or not it can be considered therapeutic.314 Apart from the analyst Sophia Richman’s work on what happens
when the analyst writes a memoir, which I discussed in the third section
of my presented paper, there has been little written on the topic of selfdisclosure outside of the consulting room.
At the same time there have been several psychoanalysts who have
written autobiographically about their own traumatic experiences while
still in practice.315 As yet I have not found such memoir writing to include
details of childhood incest, which has proved a significant dimension in
the debate over my so-called therapist self-disclosure. Not only had I selfdisclosed, but the nature of my self-disclosure, namely the fact of a history
of sexual abuse across generations within my family, aroused such intense
feelings. Either I was considered very brave to raise the subject much in
need of discussion or I showed a serious defect in my professional character. I must have been insufficiently analysed and still in need of therapy.
As one colleague wrote in her letter of ‘concern’, my paper could be seen
as ‘a cry for help’.
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TELLING
INCEST
There have been significant shifts over the last century in relation to ‘telling incest’, particularly from the late 1970s when feminists proclaimed
that ‘incest is not a taboo, speaking about it is’.316 In the present there are
concerns about the activities of television presenters like Oprah Winfrey
and the proliferation of confessional celebrity literature, suggesting ‘maybe
incest is talked about too much’.317 In talking about incest too much, there
is the danger that its significance is downplayed. Janice Doane and Devon
Hodges argue that incest narratives are formed under conditions of uncertainty, not only about ‘what happened’ but also in the light of ‘who will
listen’. Thereby incest narratives ‘inspire particular forms of resistance or
acknowledgement’.318
Doane and Hodges suggest that this may well derive from ‘the persistence of the belief that incest is something that happens to other people—
them’.319 Traditionally the pervasive belief has been that only the poor
racial minorities and the disenfranchised suffer under the weight of incest.
Not ‘us’.320 It seems that a similar unspoken view might exist within the
professional psychoanalytic psychotherapeutic community as well. The
ones who suffer incest are our patients, not the therapists. As Doane and
Hodges observe, ‘Fantasized moral havens provide a sense of order and
safety for their inhabitants, that is, for most of us.’321 Therapists who hide
behind a façade of normalcy may be particularly prone to such wishful
thinking.
In relation to incest stories, Doane and Hodges reflect on the difficulties of ‘finding a workable framework for telling’, in order that those who
report their experience of incest might ‘gain the attention of a sympathetic
audience’. Also they might ‘avoid retaliation’, and as well might find a way
around the ‘debasing persona associated with the tellers: the liar, the seducer, the hysteric, the victim.’322 In my case, as witness to sexual abuse, I
add the descriptor, ‘whistle blower’.
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As Zerubavel argues, whistle blowers ‘disturb our cognitive tranquillity’
by bringing to light matters we would prefer remain hidden.323 There is a
significant gap between what Doane and Hodges describe as ‘thoughtful
and carefully crafted memoirs and their representation by certain critics as
self pitying and naïve victim stories’.324 Similarly, my colleague who wrote
the first critical email about my presentation spoke about it as one that
almost begged for empathy.
The history of psychoanalysis is riddled with incestuous events. To
talk about incest in my own family seems to have stirred up anxiety about
the taboo, the same anxieties David Marr considers in relation to the furore
in Australia in 2008 over Bill Henson’s photographs of children. Do they
constitute pornography or art?
When panic arrives, facts don’t count. Complexity disappears. All slopes
are slippery. The only scenario is the worst-case scenario. Nothing is
too small to worry about. And everyone has a high old time except the
victims.325

My American colleague Sophia Richman suggests that I examine my conscience in regard to my responsibility in this affair. In an email she writes:
What may be more relevant than the autobiographical material and the
act of self-disclosure is the subtle interaction between you and the
audience at the presentation. In the spirit of relationality, is it possible
that knowing your audience, you anticipated a potentially critical response and communicated it? Your plea for empathy may have actually
stirred up the opposite in some of those members of the audience who
had been detractors of yours. I’m reminded of a mother at her daughter’s
birthday party who warned “please don’t make trouble today of all days”
and of course the daughter took her cue and became what the mother
expected of her. Given the fact that this group and its ethos is something
that you must be familiar with after so many years of affiliation, it’s hard
to imagine that you were so surprised by the response of at least some
of the more rigid in the group. What some perceived as courage others
probably interpreted as defiance of convention. Then group-think took
over and the witch-hunt began.326
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BEHIND THE
SCENES
As I observe in the opening chapter of this thesis, like the sociologist, Avery
Gordon, I am interested in ‘the things behind the things … the things that
haunt us’.327 Therefore, I will not ponder too long on the view that my simple
exercise of writing autobiographically, my self-exposure, or my exposure
of the incestuous nature of my family of origin are the only elements at
work here. Given that the history of psychoanalysis is studded with countless examples of boundary violations—at the extreme end, violations that
constitute incest, the therapist in loco parentis—then likewise my professional association, metaphorically-speaking my ‘professional family’, might
harbour such conspiracies of silence as a protective manoeuvre. I bear witness to both personal and professional abuse and as such I have spoken the
unspeakable and must be punished. Richman’s thoughts bear consideration.
At one level I brought it on myself.
When I suggest that the incest that occurred in my family of origin is
akin to the incest that occurred within my professional family and explore
with some degree of uncertainty what these things might mean, I unsettle
my audience. The haunting here has much to do with my personal history,
the history of incest within my family, of secrets and of unresolved trauma.
According to Gordon ‘The layers of institutional memory and amnesia run deep in psychoanalysis.’328 Here she alludes to Freud’s difficulties
for instance in dealing with Carl Jung and Jung’s sexual affair with Sabina
Spielrein, also Jung’s patient, who later herself became a psychoanalyst.329
Gordon argues that Freud was afraid of what he saw, hence his change of
heart about the degree to which ‘incest’ had occurred, rather than as a function of internal phantasy and desires.330
‘Psychoanalysis needs a way of grappling with what it represses’.331 My
presentation has stirred up one such haunting. And as Gordon argues we
‘need to reckon with haunting as a prerequisite for sensuous knowledge and
to ponder the paradox of providing a hospitable memory for ghosts out of
a concern for justice.’332
The colleague who wrote the first email complaining of my presentation
used the word, ‘stealth’. He believed that I had snuck up on my audience.
‘It is one thing,’ he wrote, ‘to go out and buy an autobiographical book,
looking at the cover and blub [sic] before buying … and quite another to
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go a professional seminar with no forewarning to hear a therapist descibe
[sic] in detail her own highly dyfunctional [sic] incestuous family of
origin and wanting our empathy. It is supposed to be a PD event not a
therapy session for the presenter.’333

DARING TO
PERFORM
Academic presentations are performative. Performances can upset people.
The audience can feel tricked.334 I had written in my abstract that I would
use autobiographical material to make certain points about narcissism
and autobiography and the difficulties for a therapist who writes autobiographically, but I did not clarify the nature of my autobiographical vignette.
Although I had foreshadowed a discussion of incest within the text, it is
only in retrospect that an average listener might notice this. In this sense
I defied the usual academic conventions, the convention of saying up front
what I will speak about and then saying it. It seems that some people want
to know in advance, so that they can nod off, perhaps. There should be no
surprises. The unwary listener can then listen only half attentively without
disturbance. My paper may have kept my audience awake, kept them on edge.
It made the audience pay attention and some have resented this; especially
as my presentation took place at the last ‘celebratory’ meeting for the year.
‘It was untimely,’ one colleague said later. ‘You should have forewarned
people, the way they do on the radio when bad language is used. It was
meant to be light hearted and people were overwhelmed. They felt attacked.’
It had occurred to me immediately before my presentation, as I watched
people fill their glasses with champagne, that they seemed a jolly lot, convivial and cheerful, ready for fun, and I worried then that the seriousness
of my paper might dampen their spirits. As my first detractor wrote, my
presentation at the end of the year was meant to be a ‘family friendly’ event.
Members were invited to bring along their spouses. People may also have
felt twice deceived in so far as within my short autobiographical vignette I
spoke first about my grandfather’s imprisonment on charges of sexual abuse.
Then I theorised about the nature of conspiracies of silence and finally I
introduced the topic of the incest that occurred within my immediate family. Thereby, I brought the experience into the room.
In the second reference to familial incest in my paper I had quoted from
the letter I once wrote to my Aunt Nell in Switzerland in which I had asked
her to tell me something of her story as my father’s sister. As I have written
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earlier my aunt wrote that she did not want to speak about her experience
and instead urged me to forget about the past. She asked in German why I
insisted on poking around in the past, using the word wühlen.
German speakers would most likely be aware that the word wühlen holds
connotations not only of seeking, searching, or digging up, it also suggests
some sort of mess making in the process. It is akin to rifling through a
suitcase in search of something, pulling everything out and leaving nothing
in its original order. The Wühlmaus is one that digs multiple tunnels below
the surface for other animals to use. Unlike the English mole, its actions,
although clearly purposeful to itself, are not so clear to others. To others,
to most people, the Wühlmaus is simply a pest.335
Hence my paper may have aroused the type of indignation some people
feel when their world has been upset and unsettled. As Don Watson writes
in his book On Indignation, indignation derives from God. ‘God being first in
everything is fundamental … how dare you … One is to obey his commandments, the whole ten of them, seven of which begin with thou shalt not’336.
I have broken rules. Paul John Eakin cites three of them in relation to
the autobiographical act, the rules for self-narration as ‘Telling the truth,
respecting privacy, and displaying normalcy’.337 Eakin approaches autobiography ‘not as a literary genre but instead as an integral part of a lifelong
process of identity formation’.338 To his list of rules, I therefore add a fourth,
that of respect for context and audience.
Richman wrote to me that the criticisms that had been levelled against
her following the publication of her memoir were never so harsh (except
those from one psychoanalytic group in Britain) perhaps, she writes, because
her memoir deals with her experience of the Holocaust. It is not politically
correct to criticise Holocaust survivors, she wrote. Incest is a different
matter. It is too close to home, too ‘raw and unprocessed’.339
The shared analytical endeavour can broadly be divided into two streams:
the traditional analytical technique with its advocacy of silence, even if
that means repressed ‘truth’, on the one hand, and the relational search for
mutual understanding that requires some sharing of affect and content,
on the other. In not holding back, in saying spontaneously what I thought
and felt, and stepping into a silence, I may well have contributed to my
dismissal from the training. I could not have followed those analytic ‘rules’,
so foreign to my nature.340
My position becomes one typical of contemporary society: the world
of ‘Wikileaks’, wherein we choose to state the facts and be damned, which
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to many today is considered preferable to the traditional one of respect
for privacy, context, and the hierarchies of power, even if it brings pain
and misunderstanding of motive. In so doing I run the risk of presenting
myself as a martyr to the cause of explication, of writing about what others will not.341

WRITING
IN SECRET
When I was still a child, some thirteen years of age, I sat at the kitchen table
in the dining section of our living room in Cheltenham. My back was to
the body of the kitchen. When I turned my head I could see into the lounge
room, and the bend of my father’s leg as he sat smoking and drinking in front
of the television. Smoke curled around the room from his cigarettes. My
father’s voice was a drone against the voices on the television as if everyone
were talking at once. Although I could not see her, I imagined my mother
sitting in the chair opposite my father doing her best to screen him out.
I opened my text book Web of Life342 to take down notes on the life
cycle of a dung beetle. Dung beetles feed off decaying matter. They break
down the cowpats that litter the green fields. The book starts off by talking
about photosynthesis, the process whereby the grass starts to grow. The
cows eat the grass, and then shit it out. The dung beetle breaks down the
cow manure into the soil and the cycle begins again. There are lots of diagrams of cartoon animals leading to arrows that go around in circles, grass
to cow, cow to dung, dung to beetle.
I try to take this in over the hullabaloo of my father’s voice and the
television blaring in the next room.
‘You’re such a good woman. ’ My father shouts at my mother above
the drone of the news. The newsreader’s voice has a steady hypnotic flow.
‘Two children died in a house fire in Maribyrnong this afternoon. There are
no suspicious circumstances.’ I have some sheets of paper and onto these I
write down my father’s words. On small pink squares of paper I write down
everything my father says.
‘Kill him off, Liesje, you just kill him off.’ My mother does not answer.
In her silence I can imagine her as she sits watching the television, eyes
ahead, refusing to be drawn in.
‘Why don’t you go back to your lovely family?’ my father says. ‘Go back
to your brothers and sisters, your mother and father. Why don’t you go off
with them? You’re a stupid bloody whore. And I? I have to sit here, night
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and day. I have to sit here and eat the muck you serve, the muck you call
food. I have to sit here. I work all day. I work bloody hard, Liesje. You don’t
believe that of course, do you?’
On the other side of the kitchen resting on a pan on the stove I can
see the plate of food my mother made earlier. Mashed potatoes and carrots,
peas that have turned a turquoise colour from sitting out of the can for too
long and the congealed fat of a piece of steak, brown as dung, with white
streaks of fat bordering its edges.
‘You’re such a good woman, Liesje. Nine children. Nine bloody children.
I should have taken the pill. All those bloody children. But God loves you.
You’ll go to heaven, you and your bloody children.’
‘Would you like a cup of tea?’ my mother asks in a voice as neutral as
the newsreader’s
‘A cup of tea. A cup of dishwater. I don’t want your bloody tea. I don’t
want your bloody food.’
I am writing as fast as I can. Writing to keep up with him. All the words,
like a Hansard reporter.343 I write and write and write. It keeps me sane.
This is what I think as I write on and on. This writing keeps me sane. If I
listen to the words, if I try to decipher their meaning, I will go mad.
My father is mad. Not just drunk. He is mad. My mother says he is an
alcoholic. A-L-C-O-H-O-L-I-C, she says it like that, spells out the word.
He cannot help himself. She has joined Al-Anon. She goes to weekly group
meetings. She comes home from these meetings full of praise for the wonders of serenity. My mother is serene as she watches the television while
my father blasts her from all angles. My mother is practising serenity. Her
serenity seems to impel my father further. His voice gets louder and louder.
I write faster and faster. I will keep these sheets of paper forever. One day
when I am older I will bring them out and I will write them down and let
others read my father’s words.
‘Nine children, Liesje. I should have taken the kapotje, [his Dutch word
for condom.] Just kill him off. You kill him off. And you, good woman will
go to heaven.’
I hear my father lurch up out of his chair. The heavy thump of his bare
feet on the lounge room carpet. My heart seizes. What next? No words now.
I stop writing. Waiting. The click of the television knob and all is silent.
‘I’m going to bed,’ my father says as he staggers across the carpet to his
room. I hear the slide of the double glass doors and my father’s footsteps
up the hall. The slam of his bedroom door.
I close my Web of Life over the top of my notes and tip toe to the lounge
room door. My mother sits in her chair, opposite my father’s now empty
one. She has her eyes fixed on the television, as if it is still on. Her eyes
are glazed with that far away look she gets more and more these days when
she is practising her serenity.
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‘We do as if nothing is wrong,’ my mother says and turns to look at me
as I stand in the doorway. ‘Just do as if nothing is wrong.’
I want to tell her about my notes. I want to show her the evidence. My
father is mad. My father is a crazy lunatic drunk.
‘Best you go to bed now,’ my mother says. A smile spreads across her
face. ‘God grant me the serenity.’ My mother recites the Al-Anon prayer.
Now I feel as my father feels. Rage, red and hot. How can she ignore
him so? How can she just let him go on and on and on, like this? He is like
a wild animal chained to a post and left out in the hot sun waiting till the
birds come down to peck out his eyes. She will not release him. Night after
night it goes on like this. The Web of Life. I can draw arrows in a circle
leading from one to another, from him to her, from her to him, and to us,
my brothers and sisters, clustered in the middle. We are the products of
this marriage like so many pieces of cow dung left for the dung beetles to
break down and send back into the earth.
The child from my memory looks for ways to represent her experience for
some future time, as if by putting the words down she can deal with the load
of her parents’ strife. In this way autobiography bears witness. The witness
carries the weight of memory. To remember and to share is to find words
for traumatic experience, beyond behavioural and bodily manifestations.
Trauma in its essence, the unbearable, the unspeakable, is difficult to put
into words, it is silencing and yet as Leigh Gilmore argues, those who
survive trauma are often required to voice their experience ‘in an effort to
create the language that will manifest and contain trauma as well as the
witness who will recognise it … to tell … what can’t be spoken’.344
These days when I write I do so with the same intensity, as if I am
taking notes on my father’s madness and I must record it all for posterity. I
do not need to transcribe the meaning. I hope my readers will discern this
for themselves. The ravings of a mad man are the words of someone whose
words are not to be trusted. The difficulty then as I write emerges in the
degree to which I identify myself not only as the one who transcribes the
madman’s words, but also at the same time as the one who identifies with
this madman whose words I transcribe. My father/myself.
I am the mad scribe, the one who insists on taking down the words
verbatim and then passing them on to my audience. Is this true? Is this what
happened when I presented my work to my colleagues in December 2008, as
some complained later, that I had abused them with my presentation, that
I had dropped this ‘shocking’ information on my audience unbidden. They
had not asked to hear these things. They had not chosen to read my words
as if they were the words from a book they had selected in a bookstore. I
had foisted my words upon them like so many missiles and they could not
help but feel attacked by the strength of my words.
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An experience such as this forces the writer and presenter to question
her motives. I did not see it coming. Or did I? I had anticipated a strong
response, but I did not expect the tidal wave that has since threatened
to engulf me. Or did I provoke it? Perhaps. But I write this now with the
benefit of hindsight.
I know that at one level I write to provoke, as much as I write to communicate, as much as I write to ease myself of the burdens of my emotional
experience, as much as I write to play around with ideas, as much as I write
to explore new territory, as much as I write to make sense of what might
be going on for me, as much as I write to report my version of events that
hold some emotional impact for me, as much as I write out of love and I
write out of hate and I write out of a desire for revenge and I write to soften
that desire. My motivations are endless. All of this I write with the benefit
of hindsight.

DARING
TO OPEN
PANDORA’S
BOX
In a discussion at the New York Philocetes Centre entitled, ‘Opening Pandora’s Box: From Ancient Sacrifice to Family Secrets’, Kathryn Harrison,
talked about the repercussions of her revelation of a family secret: her
incestuous involvement with her father when she was in her early twenties.345 Harrison’s memoir, The kiss, which was published in 1997, elicited a
polarised and extreme response. There were those who admired the beauty
of the writing, its clarity and honesty, while there were other reviewers, like
James Wolcott, who were vitriolic in their reception of the book. Wolcott’s
review ‘Dating your Dad’ ends with the words, ‘Shut up’.346
Harrison’s memoir details among other things a heartbreaking story
of parental disaffection; an absent mother and a father who only came onto
the scene when Harrison was in her late teens and promptly fell in love
with her. Harrison could not resist his affections then and the two had an
‘affair’. Wolcott is unsympathetic to Harrison’s plight but more than this
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he is appalled that she had elected years later to write about the experience,
in full view of the public.
Harrison is a respected and well-known novelist in America. Her
memoir reflects her ability as a talented writer. Wolcott’s review is acerbic
and in some ways says more about Wolcott than Harrison. But he is not
alone. For many it is safer to keep things at a distance. Harrison was also
surprised by the amount of anger called down on her and now agrees with
the feminists of the 1970s that ‘the taboo against incest is really much more
of speaking about incest.’347
I am not alone in finding Wolcott bigoted and cruel, though there are
clearly many who enjoy his writing, his irony bordering on cynicism, full
of American idiom and slang. It is almost another language to me, thin,
one-dimensional and negative. The bad publicity may well have promoted
Harrison’s book, but the attacks on her integrity as a mother herself, who,
it was argued, should have protected her children from the knowledge of her
‘affair’ with her father, is reminiscent of the way my integrity as a therapist
has been questioned within my own association.348
Why did I not anticipate the strength of my audience’s response? In
the paper I talk about the possibility of judgemental counter-transferential
responses to the reading of autobiography in my paper. I talk about the pressure from people who might wish that certain things remained unspoken. I
talk about the public’s and certain critic’s responses to Harrison’s memoir—
that she was told ‘to shut up’ about the incest that had occurred between her
adult self and her father. I talk about the need for empathy while reading
autobiography, the need to consider our counter transferential responses
and not to become judgemental. I talk about the dangers of conspiracies
of silence.349 None of this deterred certain members of my audience from
doing the very thing I had warned against. But as Kay Torney Souter notes
we are all ‘helpless bit players in a toxic cultural emotional mix’.350
In retrospect, as a writer and presenter of autobiography, as a psychoanalytic psychotherapist and one who bears witness to incest, this polarisation of response from my professional association may well have been
unavoidable. It can serve as a reflection of a broader societal response to
those events in the world that alarm us. When our writing breaches that
which is taboo, we bring together the sacred and the forbidden, the ‘fas-
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cinating and the repellent’, an emotional conflation that is often met with
indignation and disgust.351 The impulse then is to shoot the messenger,
while everyone else ducks for cover.

TAKING
REVENGE
ON THE
REVENGER
The paper I wrote on revenge and life writing that was published in the
Australasian Journal of Psychotherapy and circulated early in 2009 soon
became conflated with my presentation at the end of the year meeting in
2008. To speak about one was to speak of the other.
Again my discussion on the desire for revenge gave rise to a similar
expression or desire in certain of my colleagues who after my presentation
and the publication of my paper became intent on evicting me from the
association. So vitriolic were some of their communications that the then
chair of the Ethics Committee told me she did not want to let me read their
letters as she believed they were too hurtful.
Even as I asked the Ethics Chair to show me the correspondence that
had erupted in relation to my paper and my presentation, she shielded
me from this information, to ‘protect’ me, she said, but also, I suspect, to
protect others who might have overstepped the mark into libellous comments in their eagerness to condemn me. Nothing was said to me openly
about these extreme comments. As Zerubavel argues, ‘By remaining silent
about improper behaviour, we help normalise it.’352 He offers the example
of the mother who fails to notice that her husband is sexually abusing their
daughter. The mother’s silence thereby ‘lends tacit approval’.353
Such is the nature of vengeful feelings, they tend to be silenced or if they
are overt they have the effect of dynamite. In meetings they ricochet around
the room. They move from one person to another. The victim becomes the
bully. The bully becomes the victim. The onlookers share the mortification
of the shame and the thrill of managing to escape it. As Zerubavel writes
‘Silent bystanders act as enablers because watching others ignore something
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encourages one to deny its presence.’354 First there was an attack on me
for my speaking out, ostracism followed by silence, and ‘silence,’ argues
Zerubavel, ‘demands collaboration.’355 An unspoken collaboration. I had
spoken out and must be silenced, and the means by which this took place
was not considered, at least not openly. As Zerubavel argues ‘Silencing is
often done in silence.’356
Why does this distress me so? Why as I sit here at my keyboard can
I not find the words to say something that might help to make sense of
it for me? I flash back through scenes of my childhood. It is familiar, this
feeling I carry. Locked inside a sense of numbness, against the sense that I
have broken rules and will be in serious trouble if I do not own up to this
breach, and yet, if I own up to it, if I agree to what certain of my colleagues
have accused me of, there will be worse problems to come.
I have read they put women thought to be witches on trial during the
Middle Ages. They tied the suspected witch to a chair suspended over a
river and then lowered it into the water. If she were innocent and therefore
incapable of witchcraft, she would drown. If she did not drown, it was clear
she was a witch after all and she would then be burned at the stake.
‘Why did you refuse to speak to me?’ the chairperson of the Professional Development Committee said a week after my presentation after I
had emailed her to apologise for the furore and to suggest we talk more
after the Christmas break. ‘Why, when I had made it clear that I needed to
speak to you about this? Why did you not respond to my emails?’
Some time after this email exchange, the Professional Development
chair and I sat at right angles to one another in Dr T’s consulting room. It
was now three months since I had presented my paper and the chair had
issued an edict. She could not go on working with me in the Professional
Development Committee given my behaviour in presenting my work as I
had. One of us would have to go.
At the time I was determined it should not be me. My colleague was
in the position of chair. It was not for her to decide, but if it came down to
it, the president would need to make the decision.
Mediation, the president thought, would be better. The two of us, the
chair and I, could work it out together with the help of a wise third party
in the form of Dr T, a venerable and compassionate man, and a member
for many years.
The chair changed her mind several times about the idea of meeting
together. At first she considered it acceptable, but after I had suggested
possible times to meet with Dr T, the chair communicated through the
president that she would not meet. She could not meet. She had spoken
to someone from among the analysts who had advised her against it. Then
finally, she changed her mind again and so here we were seated opposite
one another in Dr T’s consulting room.
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Dr T had first met us separately in order to get our version of events
and then we three came together to share our thoughts.
‘I want to hear from you first,’ the chair said to me. I, too, had wanted
to hear from the chair, directly from her, what was it that had so distressed
her? But no, she insisted, I should go first.
‘I feel I’ve been misunderstood,’ I said. ‘I didn’t realise that people
would be so affronted by my talk and I didn’t set out to sneak it past you.’
Is this true? I ask myself now in the middle of this effort to remember
these events. Is this true or did I in fact try to sneak my paper past the
chair? If I had shown her my paper in advance I doubt now that she would
have given me the go ahead. She would most likely have told me that it was
unsuitable. But if I had such an inkling of her misgivings and the vehemence
of her response beforehand, I wonder would I have gone ahead with my
presentation in its final form. I had read my ideas and the autobiographical sections to other audiences within the English department at LaTrobe
University, at literary conferences and even once at a book reading for a
small group of the general public, all without adverse comment, but I had
not exposed it to my colleagues.
The chair had originally considered the paper might be good to present
at the end of year meeting, ‘because it was an interesting topic,’ she said
during our mediation. And she did not consider it necessary to vet the paper.
In her mind it had been published in the journal. It must have been okay.
Writing this now, there seems to be so much water under the bridge,
so much past history, so much tedious detail, but I cannot see my way clear
of writing about it without writing into it.
At the same time, it fills me with rage. It fills me with rancour. I have
become the disenfranchised child stuck away in her room, sulking because
no one will play with her.
‘I do not believe that I can work with you on the same committee anymore,’ the chair said to me when Dr T asked the same question of each of
us: ‘Can you continue to work together?’
‘I think I could,’ I said. ‘As long as we can agree to disagree.’
‘I speak purely as a professional,’ the chair said. ‘As a professional, I
consider that what you have done is unacceptable. It was a Christmas party
meeting and instead of bringing good food to the table, you brought your
shit. You have upset many people. I do not want to discuss it any further.’
The chair looked at her watch. ‘I have to go. I have another appointment.’
Dr T made winding up noises, noises loaded with despair. It seemed
our impasse must continue.
‘I have to say,’ the chair said then as she collected her handbag. ‘I have
to say that I have had a lot to carry on your behalf, Lis.’ She looked me in
the eye. ‘People have said things to me about you that I’m not at liberty to
repeat. But I have needed to contain it for you. I have needed to protect you.’
‘Who?’ I asked.
‘I can’t say,’ the chair repeated, ‘only they are things that I found very
painful to hear.’
My mind raced. What does she know about me? What have I done?
What are they saying? I turned to Dr T.
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‘I don’t think it’s fair that she should say people are talking about me
without telling me who and what?’
‘Well that’s something you’ll just have to bear,’ Dr T said. ‘Years ago
I remember there was a time in the association when people were saying
all sorts of things about other people. That’s the way it is and there’s not
much you can do about it. Anymore than your colleague here can do about
the things people have said to her.’
This is not right. I wanted to scream. This is not fair. Okay, so I have
done something ‘bad’ in some people’s eyes, but how can I defend myself
when I do not even know what it is that I have done. This is the stuff of
playground bullying. Why does Dr T not say something to the chair about
this?
I held my breath, and said nothing. The chair and I walked onto the
landing together and said our goodbyes to Dr T. I walked ahead down the
stairs. I wanted to say something to her. This was not the woman I thought
I once knew, this ‘professional’ woman tut tutting about my behaviour.
Where was her compassion?
‘I’m not a bad person,’ I said. The words slipped out of my mouth. They
seemed pathetic and insubstantial. The chair then pulled me into her arms
as we stood at the front door ready to leave the building, ready to march
out onto Punt Road and face our separate lives.
‘And you’re not a bad person, either,’ I went on and then burst into tears.
‘I’ll think about working together again,’ the chair said. ‘I’ll try.’
A day or so later she rang. It was on the brink of the Easter break and
I was preparing to go away.
‘I’ve decided,’ the chair said ‘that I can work with you after all, and I
will tell the president this. I’ve rung Dr T as well.’
I cannot remember my words in response. I did not rejoice. I did not
say thank you. Perhaps I uttered some conciliatory words, but underneath
I felt even more enraged and patronised. The chair had given me permission to rejoin the committee, not that I had ever left it. I had merely taken
leave. I was no longer sure that I could go back again, despite the chair’s
‘permission’. Despite her permission, she and I have not spoken since, apart
from polite greetings at formal events.
It is strange this process of being frozen out. No one has told me I
must not return. Nor has anyone invited me back into the active life of
the association. Permission yes, but a welcome, no. I am still a member of
the association, and as much as there are people in the association who
would speak to me were I to attend meetings again, I cannot imagine sitting in the same room as those others who had so wished me to disappear.
At least not yet.
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THE PERILS OF
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
AND SELFDISCLOSURE
When I was a child the nuns taught us never to use the word ‘I’ in an essay
or a story. It was considered ‘selfish’ and self-referential and was therefore
unacceptable. Perhaps like the nuns we were required to give up all worldly
desires, including that of being noticed. Never start a sentence with the
word ‘and’ was another grammatical rule, something to do with the need to
begin each sentence at the beginning and, finally, there was an unspoken
order to use the passive voice as much as possible. Not that the nuns spelt
out the passive voice for us, but highest marks were offered for essays that
avoided the particular and elaborated instead on fuzzy generalities that did
not identify any specific character and thereby perhaps were less likely to
offend.
Perhaps I am too harsh here in my memories of school life and literature.
Perhaps there were nuns who understood the finesse of writing, but in my
memory they were few and far between. It was not until later in life that
I came to understand that the many multi-syllabled words I had adopted
in my essay writing were best avoided. It is more powerful to write simply
and directly, clearly and with the least affectation possible.
‘You write well,’ one of my colleagues said to me during the furore over
my presentation. ‘Perhaps if it wasn’t so clear, others might not have noticed
what you were saying.’ Again, the message becomes one of the need to hide.
There are multiple dimensions here. The business of writing autobiographically is fraught with perils. Autobiography involves self-disclosure.
I write about myself, I tell you my story and in so doing I reveal to you
aspects of my life that you would not otherwise know. The illusion is that
in writing about my life I write the absolute truth of my life in all its complexity. An impossibility.
Whenever we write we are selective in our self-disclosures. We take a
slant, our own particular slant.357 We do not write with the accuracy and
objectivity of the camera’s eye and even the camera’s eye is biased by its
selectivity.
In this regard, the memoirist and literary critic, John Hughes, paraphrasing from Coleridge’s Biographia Literaria, writes:
All autobiography is biography because the writer, by writing cannot
help but consider himself as someone else. Neither the ‘self’ nor the
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life exists as an object—finite, specific, complete—simply sitting there
and waiting to be described; both have to be created, with all that this
entails, if they are to exist for readers on the page.358

Autobiography, therefore, can disturb us, particularly as readers. It is disturbing to read about a difficult life written by the person who experienced
that life. Some might prefer to come to the story through the third person—
someone else writing about someone else—or through fiction.
On the other hand, autobiographical writing can thrill us with the
rush of recognition, ourselves reflected in the story of another, told to us
directly from the narrator’s perspective. Such writing tends to evoke an
empathic response from the reader, even when the writer expresses negative emotions such as the desire for revenge. But again the writer needs to
have understood and gained some distance from the impulse in order for
the writing to resonate for readers. Purely vengeful writing, writing that
rants and rages, is less likely to attract a readership, unless for instance the
retaliatory emotions are put into the mind of a fictionalised character or a
narrator who sets out to write in this style for effect.
Nancy Miller argues that it ‘takes two to make an autobiography, to
perform an autobiographical act’.359 She talks about the business of identification, disidentification and allo-identification, as different pathways
readers might follow in the process of trawling through the lives of others
in memoir. She refers to her own work, Bequest and betrayal: memoirs of
a parent’s death in which she traces her experience as the child caretaker
of dying parents, while at the same time interpreting the work of other
memoirists exploring similar themes, ‘the loss narratives … of the writing child and the dying parent, including Simone de Beauvoir’s A very easy
death, Philip Roth’s Patrimony, and Carolyn Steedman’s Landscape for a
good woman, among others.360 ‘What seems to be going on between memoir writers and their readers,’ Miller writes, ‘is a relational act that creates
identifications … conscious and unconscious, across a broad spectrum of
so-called personal experience.’361
Miller is concerned about what she describes as her ‘betrayal’ of her
parents following their deaths in choosing to write about them. A type of
revenge perhaps. But, ‘the problem remains: whose story is it?’362
Miller writes about the denigration of memoir, particularly in academic
circles, where the tendency has been to see the genre as ‘self indulgent’ in
its apparent failure to maintain standards of objectivity, of scrutiny and
theoretical distance. However, memoir, Miller argues, rather than separating
and dividing us through self-interests can ‘narrow the degree of separation’
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by operating as an aid to remembering. We recognise ourselves in another’s
autobiography, however ‘fleetingly’, and the recognition makes our ‘own
experience feel more meaningful: not “merely” personal but part of the
bigger picture of cultural memory.’363
The person writing the story tells us about experiences we have never
known before, we must use our imaginations to cast ourselves into the story
and thereby we find ourselves in new worlds, an allo-identification.364 Thus,
Miller argues, ‘memoir reading is an excellent antidote to narcissism and
nostalgia.’365 It may be seen as an act of revenge but can also be considered
an act of reparation.
Nevertheless, self-disclosure is a problematic concept, not only for
therapists but also for others. The moment we open our mouths to speak
we reveal aspects of ourselves to one another—the clothes we wear, our
accents, our names, first and second, the food we eat, our addresses, the
schools we attend or to which we send our children, our employment—all
these aspects reveal things about us of which we may or may not be aware.
And others might well read us inaccurately, or in ways we would prefer
they did not.
Biographic self-disclosure is another matter. When you fill out the form
in the doctor’s surgery, when you fill in your census, you include aspects
about yourself that are self-disclosing, but equally open to interpretation.
If a person writes the word ‘nil’ under the box for religion, what does it say?
Does it reveal that they have dropped their religion, the one into which
they were born, or does it suggest they never followed a religion? Would it
mean something else were they to write the word ‘atheist’ in the box? And
what might that be?
Margaret Atwood describes the writing self as a doppelganger, a sort
of twin—the one who writes and the one who is written about.366 Writing that is effective, writing that can draw in an audience is unlikely to be
‘narcissistic’ by its very nature. To be effective, writing, including autobiographical writing, needs to be inclusive of the other. It needs to leave out
enough to allow the reader to make up their own mind. It also needs to
include details sufficient to set the reader’s imagination to work, to evoke
resonances in the reader, to capture something of a shared life, a life that
might start similarly but then might shift in direction or create an entirely
different sense of the life lived, for both autobiographer and reader.367 In
this sense it becomes an antidote to the desire for revenge.
When we read we tend to look for signs of ourselves on the page—some
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sort of recognition, an answering spark. There is an interaction between the
writing and the reader and the writer is instrumental in providing the spark
as long as the writer does not write in a narrow narcissistic way, however
much she might be speaking about herself or her life, however vengeful
she might appear to be.
It is a paradox, the paradox of life. We need a degree of healthy narcissism to keep us centred in the world: too much narcissism or too much
wounded narcissism and we seek to turn away from others who might offer
necessary help, nourishment and guidance. Too much narcissism and we
shut down. Not enough narcissism and we become empty vessels, people
who can become ‘whipping boys’, damaged objects, bodies without life who
cannot fend for ourselves even to get our basic needs met. We need a balance. Autobiography is one means of providing such a balance, but it can
be dangerous. It can also evoke a vengeful response.
The fallout from my presentation to my professional association has
led me to re-think the desire for revenge, how it can be enacted through
autobiographical writing.
‘How could you?’ My colleagues seemed to say in their protest at my
self-disclosure. In my presentation I had asked them not to attack me for
the degree to which, like any whistle blowing, my talk might create a state
of ‘cognitive dissonance’.368
How does one straddle these worlds without the two colliding or remaining so split as to suggest almost two separate identities? As a writer
of creative non-fiction who also works as a psychoanalytic psychotherapist
must I always walk the line between my narcissism and my personal ethics
each and every day?
It seems I must.
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THE
PUNISHMENT
AND THE
CRIME
One day when I was a child my mother said I could buy a new plastic lunch
box from the hardware store on Canterbury Road to take to school. For a
long time I had pleaded with her for such a lunch box. My parents could ill
afford the luxury of plastic. We used brown paper bags instead.
You would think that given how much I had wanted this lunch box that
I would take care of it, but I did not. I did not even put my name on it, but I
knew what it looked like and that was enough for me. One day shortly after
my purchase, while it was still new, I left my lunchbox in the playground
and soon forgot about it.
Maybe it was a case of easy come easy goes, but I did not trouble myself too much about its disappearance. I simply used a brown paper bag
the next day. Nor did my mother notice. She did not make up our lunches.
We did it ourselves.
One lunch time, several days later when I had gone back inside the
classroom to fetch my jumper, I saw my lunchbox again. I knew it was
forbidden to go into the classroom during lunchtime but it was cold and I
wanted to be warm again.
There in the pile of lunch boxes on top of Mother Mary John’s desk
sat mine. I did not consider it a sin then to take it off the desk and to put it
back into my school bag. I did not consider it a sin to keep it to myself that
I had done so. There were many boxes on Mother Mary John’s desk. She
would not notice one missing? Besides I knew my lunch box by its shape
and colour. I had chosen it carefully. This was not stealing. This lunch box
was mine.
‘Who took a lunch box off my desk?’ Mother Mary John said as soon
as we were assembled in the classroom after lunch. ‘Someone has stolen a
lunch box and I want to know who it is, now.’
I froze. Could this be happening? I had seen Mother Mary John single
out one of the boys for punishment before. She did not like boys, especially
naughty boys. Naughty girls, on the other hand, did not exist in the grade
five and six classroom. Mother Mary John used good girls as an example
to the boys of how they should behave.
Mother Mary John might tie a ribbon in a boy’s hair, or put him inside
an empty rubbish bin on the veranda where he would stand for hours as
punishment for being naughty, but girls were meant to behave.
Mother Mary John scanned the class. She was looking for a boy to
put in the rubbish bin, but none of them owned up. Time stood still. The
minutes on the clock on the wall ticked by as Mother Mary John waited
for the culprit to step forward. I knew she did not like me. She did not like
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my family. She did not like my brothers and sisters. We were migrants.
We might have fair hair and blue eyes, and we looked Australian, unlike
the other migrants from Greece and Italy whom Mother Mary John also
despised, but we had funny names and there were too many of us. We did
not wear a proper uniform. We did not polish our shoes. There were holes
in our jumpers that our mother had not sewn and we girls did not wear
regulation blue ribbons in our hair.
‘If the culprit does not own up, I will find the lunch box even if it means
turning the class room inside out. Even if it takes all day. Everyone check
the next desk. Open the lid and look inside.’
We sat in rows in double desks. The noise of desk lids opening and
shutting in unison clashed with the silence of the children. No one dared
to speak. There were no stolen lunch boxes in anyone’s desk.
‘Now search each other’s school bags.’
I do not know how I managed to shift the lunch box from my bag to
my desk and back again, without anyone seeing, but in my memory I succeeded and when the time came for people to rifle through one another’s
school bags, the lunch box again did not appear. Mother Mary John gave
up the search.
My innocence in this memory stays with me—it was my lunch box—but
it clashes with my guilt. I took it without permission and never owned up.

REVERSALS
I puzzle over these events. I puzzle over the strange ways in which things
seem to be reversed here. In my association of psychotherapists I have
been accused of speaking too much, of self-disclosure, of letting people
know something about myself, something for which I am not guilty. I am
not guilty of my father’s incestuous behaviour. I only saw it happen to my
sister when I was young. I did not tell anyone at the time but now when I
talk about it openly as part of my explorations into the autobiographical
impulse, my colleagues are angry with me for speaking.
When I was in grade six I did not speak out. I did not tell the truth. I
concealed the truth from my teacher. The price of disclosure then seemed
too high a price to pay. I did not know what form Mother Mary John’s
punishment might take, but I knew from being a witness that it would be
one involving humiliation. I suspect I did not know the word ‘humiliation’
when I was in grade six, but I understood how it felt. We all do. We have all
suffered it in some shape or form and most of us would go to great lengths
to avoid situations in which we might suffer further humiliation unless it
were within our control.
Some of my colleagues have suggested that I behaved like a person in
therapy telling my story as I did, exposing my trauma to my audience, instead of keeping quiet, instead of keeping it to myself, or at least confining
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it to my own personal therapy, where my analyst could help me to make
sense of the experience and finally lock it away. Analyse it away, so that it
should no longer trouble me, or anyone else for that matter.
My father is now long dead. My mother, in her nineties, has told me
that she would prefer to forget, but even she cannot. My sister, the one
who bears the title of abused one, has told me that she wants me to tell
my story, but even she finds it hard to read the things that I have written,
because they bring back memories of a time she too would like to forget.
Is my writing my attempt to awaken the ghosts of the past, as much
as an expression of my desire for revenge? My father was born in 1917. He
fought in the Second World War and I do not know how much this war had
an impact on him. I know that strange things happened in my father’s family
and I have tried to find out about these things. Every time I try, someone
tells me to stop. Someone tells me to leave well enough alone. Someone
tells me that I am bad and selfish and full of myself that I should even dare
to write about such things.
I ask questions and my mother answers them as honestly as I think she
can but she does not use the word ‘incest’. She tells me how hard it was for
her, how much she had thought my father’s visits to my sister in the night
were over after she had yelled at him to leave, and how guilty she feels that
it happened in the first place.
‘I hope you won’t write about the grotty stuff,’ my mother says.
How can I not, when the grotty stuff—presumably the incest—is central
to my experience and my sense of identity?
I have tried to lay claim to my story in these pages. But it is only a
fraction of my story. It is the hinge on the door. It is the part of the story
that determines whether or not the door is open or shut. It is a rusty hinge.
It is a stiff hinge. It has not been used enough. It needs oiling. It needs use.
Our stories need to be told like hinges on doors need action, to be opened
and then closed regularly in order for us to have access to the inside and
the outside. In order for us to live.
In Mark Doty’s essay ‘Bride in Beige’ he writes about the essayist Rebecca Solnit who
places her bit of narration in the context of argument and association;
she’s out to build, as an essayist does, a line of thinking, and characters
and incidents are there in order to support that movement: her speaker
is, above all else, a thinker, an intelligence navigating the world.’369 In
this sense, Doty argues, ‘It’s not about what happened so much as the
experience of what’s happening. 370

The hot hand on my shoulder is the voice of authority, the one who tells
me I have no right, no right to write, no right to speak, no right to disturb
others with my words. So it is that every time I open my email box and see
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that there is a message from the secretary of the VAPP, my heart shudders.
It skips several beats and my underarms prickle with an adrenalin rush
that signals the call for fight or flight. I do not know what is coming my
way. The email more often than not turns out to be of little significance,
a message about a forthcoming meeting, a copy of the newsletter, some
member’s change of contact details, but still my body takes time to settle
again. The ripples that spread across the stream of my life from the evening
I presented the paper to my colleagues reverberate underwater, deep down
in the depths of my memories and drag to the surface all manner of things
I had once thought were drowned.
Trauma has a way of doing this. Not that I should grace the experience
I have endured after presenting my paper as a trauma, but it needs a descriptor, a word or two to signify its basic nature. Betrayal perhaps. Betrayal
that runs in two directions. My colleagues felt betrayed. They felt I had
betrayed them and so they betrayed me. Betrayal becomes a rich source of
resentment, and resentment breeds a desire for revenge.
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ON SPEAKING
OUT: HELEN
GARNER AND
THE DESIRE
FOR REVENGE
I write at length about Helen Garner and her work as both exemplify issues
to do with life writing and the desire for revenge. My exploration here is
multi-layered, in so far as I explore not only Garner’s texts, but also, my own
idiosyncratic response to certain of these texts, as well as my understanding of the writer herself, whom I met in 2004. During our meeting, among
other things, we discussed Garner’s views on how a desire for revenge can
influence the writing process.
This meeting forms the basis of certain of my conclusions about Helen
Garner, though I acknowledge such ‘knowledge’ is limited and to that extent
provides an inadequate basis on which to form firm judgements. On the
other hand, written texts can evoke countertransferential responses in
readers that hold a certain validity, however varied they may be.371 My response to the experience of meeting Garner, which I describe in an article,
entitled ‘Groupie’, adds support to the notion that life writing can emerge
out of a desire for revenge, including my own.372
Kerryn Goldsworthy argues that Helen Garner’s reputation rests not
only in her work, but also in her name as a ‘contested site of meaning onto
which people project their own beliefs, desires and fears’.373 As a researcher
into life writing and the desire for revenge, I am one of those who project
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their own perceptions onto Garner and her work. I do so self-consciously,
aware that my views are subjective. I look for evidence in Garner’s writing
and in her discussions about her writing. I look for signs of a desire for
revenge, particularly in Garner’s response to those whose struggles with
such powerful emotions, including the writer herself, can lead to grief. My
ability to observe is coloured by my own personal interest in the author,
mixed with my ambivalence about this writer and her writing, along with
my wish to have some say in the matter through my own writing.
I am also cautiously aware of the possibility that my ‘projections’ may
in fact be influenced by a response to the text, that is more in keeping with
a countertransference response as described above. It may be that Garner’s
writing demands such a response from an attentive reader and in this
sense I see myself as an example of one of her ‘perfect’ readers—one who
is seduced by the writing to the point where I feel I am on intimate terms
with the writer. However, I am aware of this and try to resist a tendency to
slide into rapture with Garner’s writing merely because of the quality and
nature of it. In a sense, I explore my own countertransference, not only as
a mirror of Garner’s partially acknowledged desire for revenge, but also, of
my own desire for revenge against Garner.
My desire for revenge against Garner is built around my sense of rejection by a writer who had once, in my fantasy, invited me in—in so far
as she once agreed to meet me and initially responded positively to my
correspondence. But later, to my mind, Garner let me down by her refusal
to maintain contact.
Why does Garner obsess me so? Surely it comes only as a consequence
of her writing. I noticed recently that Garner’s birthday falls on 7 November.
She was born in 1942. I was born exactly ten years later in 1952 minus two
days. So we are both ‘Scorpios’, not that this counts for much, but for me
in my childish and narcissistic mind any connection, however superficial,
is gratefully received and treasured.
Ten years and two days difference in our birth dates has to mean something, I tell myself. There is a pleasing synchronicity here that appeals to
me. Maybe it also accounts for my sense that Garner dislikes me. I often
find that people with similarities to me irritate me as if too many of my
own predilections appear before me in the guise of another and I am appalled. Yet I imagine that Garner is nothing like me, at least the Garner I
met that day at the Grower’s Espresso, so reserved and cool. She is nothing
like me. I am a rusher and a gusher, though not in my work. In my work as
a therapist I, too, can be cool and reserved.
So maybe Garner kept her distance that day as a protective manoeuvre.
She was protecting herself from the excesses of one of her fans, or she was
wary of academics. She has publicly declared herself to be so. I had introduced myself as a post graduate student, after all. Or Garner might also
have been wary of psychotherapists, my other early disclosure.
Garner disputed the notion of a desire for revenge as a driving force
but I sensed we were talking about different levels of revenge. She offered
over an hour of her time on the day of our meeting. I am grateful for that.
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I based my essay ‘Groupie’ on that time together. Still I want more. More of
a dialogue. More of a connection. I cannot have it. Garner is free to choose
her friends and clearly I do not fit in.
Why am I so greedy for connection where it is not welcome? Usually I
can manage to extricate myself when my feelings are not reciprocated, but
in this instance it is harder. For me it rubs against my experience of not
being welcome within the psychoanalytic training.
These reserved and thoughtful people, the psychoanalysts, do not want
a rusher and gusher in their midst. They prefer silent and steady, even
handed types who are not given to self-disclosure or confessions of adulation. They prefer reserve to rashness. And so for me, the two, my rejection
from the psychoanalytic training and Helen Garner’s eventual dismissal of
me, become intertwined. Both fuel my desire for revenge.
In discussing the furore that developed after the publication of Garner’s
first non-fiction book, The first stone, Goldsworthy observes that ‘readers
gossip about writers, especially when the latter are high profile and well
read …[just as] the powerless gossip about the powerful.’374 Garner is considered a strong literary presence in Australian society, one whom many—
particularly those who see themselves as serious feminist scholars—resent.375 As Jenna Mead—one of the central characters, pseudonymously
identified under a number of different names in The first stone—observed
during the fracas that followed its publication, ‘I will never be as powerful
or as popular as Helen Garner … I am neither a famous novelist nor any
kind of media icon. The media remains the most uneven of playing fields’.376
This comment hints at a level of competition between the two women, the
writer and the one written about, the writer and the reader, the writer and
the academic. Competition can itself fuel a desire for revenge, as can an
imbalance of power.
The overwhelming response to The first stone and such sentiments as
described above might suggest that other writers who take Garner to task—
those who, as Goldsworthy argues, project their own desires onto the
writer—do so out of a thinly veiled desire for revenge.377 Mead herself would
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challenge this, however. She argues out of academic rigour, she claims, and
yet the passion behind her response to Garner’s work is palpable.378
As critics, we run the risk of riding on Garner’s coat tails, ‘slamming’
her along the way, out of our mixed feelings, and thereby we might attempt
to assuage our own desires for revenge. Equally we have the right to speak
out as we see fit. However, it is important to reflect on our motivations and
assumptions as far as possible in order to resist the dogma of our prejudices.
In 1995, the cartoonist, Michael Leunig, tapped into the vengeful mood
of some members of the community in response to The first stone with his
depiction of a street seller in front of a tray of bendable dolls for sale. The
street seller carries a sign around his neck, which says:
Helen Garner dolls
Twist her into all
sorts of amazing
positions!
Relieves tension.
Hours of
creative fun.379
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‘THE FOUL
RAG AND
BONE SHOP
OF THE HEART’
In an essay exploring the ‘new and different persona a writer must adopt
in each successive work,’ Garner tells us how she wants ‘to connect with
every other person who has loved or been loved, hurt and been wounded.’
She wants, she writes, to meet ‘further down, where each of us connects.’380
Words such as these once inspired my belief that Garner and I could
form a connection—she, the revered writer and I, the devoted reader—that
we, too, could come together in ‘the foul rag and bone shop of the heart’,
the place where, as Garner quotes William Yeats, ‘all the stories start.’381
The desire for revenge lies within this rag and bone shop, hidden from
view, and although Garner alludes to its rumblings in much of her work,
she falls short of recognising it as one of her motivations to write. You
can write, she tells me, from ‘outrage maybe, but not revenge. If you’re too
overwhelmed by such feelings you can’t write.’382
It is difficult to define the line between outrage and the desire for revenge. In the burning despair of our most intense feelings we may not be
able even to form words. The afterglow of such feelings can, as in Garner’s
case—at least I infer this from what she writes—become a trigger for
creativity. I suspect Garner believes she has transcended the desire well
before she undertakes the writing, but I do not agree that her published
work shows this. The desire for revenge features heavily in Garner’s writing, at times unprocessed and raw, and only tenuously acknowledged, as I
will argue.383 Garner does not always connect to her reader, at least not to
this one, and not in the actual world.
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Perhaps the trouble with our first meeting in the Fitzroy café that overcast day in November 2004 came down to the stuff of connection. Garner
and I could not connect. I had written her a letter asking for a meeting
and she wrote back a few words on a small slip of paper mailed in a pink
envelope. She knew little about revenge, she wrote, at least not consciously,
but we could meet and see what transpired.384
Afterwards when we met it seemed to me Garner and I stayed too close
to the surface in our conversation, each too much in touch with the sense
of one not knowing the other, and each not trusting the other’s motives. I
felt awkward. Why would I have felt any differently since the ‘real’ Helen
Garner was a stranger to me, despite my fantasies to the contrary? Equally,
why would Garner not seek to protect herself from me? She did not know
what I would do with what I found. Nor did I. I had pricked her curiosity
enough to agree to a meeting, but thereafter I sensed I lost the connection
with her, despite her above written intentions, the connection lost through
my self-consciousness perhaps, my anxiety about getting through to her,
or my wish to impress.
‘Wanting to meet an author because you like his work,’ Margaret Atwood writes, ‘is like wanting to meet a duck because you like pâté.’385 My
disappointment at this first meeting with Garner was no exception. Worse
still, it is fanciful to base my short time spent with her to elaborate on my
view of the extent to which a desire for revenge lies at the heart of much
of Garner’s work, but there is evidence of this desire aplenty in her writing. The difficulty here lies in the degree to which Garner’s writing is an
accurate testimony of her motivations or intentions. So much that seems
fictional she has described as non-fiction and so much of her non-fiction
she describes as fictional. Her perspective shifts over time.
The difficulty in writing about another person, particularly in writing
about a person of Helen Garner’s stature, is the issue of Garner herself—and
which Garner? There are many published interviews about Garner’s life and
writing since her mid-thirties and now in her late sixties she appears to have
changed, as we all change over time. To me she seems less the radical of her
Monkey grip days, and more conservative, that is if we are to take her writing
both then and today as reflective of her values and perspectives. Certainly,
there are some consistencies that may well reflect the writer’s personality.
It is these consistencies I address here, while recognising the fundamental
instability of all individuals, particularly when it comes to written representations of self. In a sense we all consist of multiple selves with many,
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and at times contradictory, perspectives.386 Here, too, I must include my
own multiple perspectives, my own wavering views and reiterate that this
work is speculative rather than conclusive. There are no certainties here.

THE WRITER’S
DESIRE FOR
REVENGE
Margaret Atwood has compiled a list of some seventy-two reasons why
writers write.387 Third on the list is stated simply, ‘to satisfy my desire for
revenge.’ Further down the list Atwood offers the additional motives: ‘To
reward the virtuous and punish the guilty … to thumb my nose at death’.
And later still, ‘To make money so I could sneer at those who formerly
sneered at me. To show the bastards’. So many of Atwood’s other possible
motivations include some aspect of the desire for revenge: ‘To thwart my
parents … To act out antisocial behaviour for which I would have been
punished in real life … To subvert the establishment … To expose appalling wrongs or atrocities … To bear witness to horrifying events that I have
survived.’388 All of these motives derive from some desire to retaliate, to
make good a wrong, to redress the balance. They are all three close cousins
of the desire for revenge.
How could Helen Garner write to me that she ‘knows little of revenge,
at least not consciously’?389 Her writing is studded with knots of revenge,
not necessarily her own, but that of her characters, both real and fictional.
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Some sort of payment is sought for actions on the part of one character
that have led to suffering on the part of another. For instance, after the end
of her third marriage, Garner writes, ‘I dream great twisted sagas of abandonment, jealousy, savage revenge … I’m like a razor blade: turn it sideways
and it disappears.’390 The razor blade of Garner’s rage is one minute visible,
and the next concealed. Feelings such as these assault the reader constantly.

FACT AND/OR
FICTION
The question over whether someone declares her writing to be fiction or
non-fiction lies at the heart of issues to do with genre and with reader
expectations.391 It is significant in the degree to which readers might feel
betrayed and therefore vengeful towards their writers, and it is particularly
significant for Helen Garner who flaunts the boundaries of fact and fiction
in her writing, thereby intensifying the degree of emotion in her readers’
response.
‘Why do you bother looking at Helen Garner?’ a literary friend asked,
when I was telling him about my thesis. ‘She is not so self-reflective as
certain other Australian writers.’392 I have thought long and hard about this
comment and wonder again about the nature of Garner’s self-reflection,
for which, despite my friend’s comment, she is renowned. Is it a deep and
personal self-reflectiveness or is it designed primarily to create a literary
persona? And to what degree does such writing suggest Garner’s preoccupation with vengefulness?
If we were to ask Garner the question and she were to answer as truthfully as possible, we would still not know. As Janet Malcolm observes in
her review of The first stone, although Garner’s purported goal is to achieve
‘balance’, she represents herself as very ‘unbalanced’, one who wants to
‘shake them [the two university students who brought charges of sexual
misconduct against the Master of Ormond College, which becomes the
focus of the book] till their teeth rattled’.393 Human nature is such that our
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impulses and motivations can only be glimpsed. But it is a worthwhile
question nevertheless, and one that is linked directly to my concern with
the desire for revenge, as one of the more ugly and unseemly aspects of
human motivation that most of us shy away from, including Helen Garner.
Katherine Wilson observes that Garner confuses ‘self-disclosure with
self-scrutiny’.394 The idea that a writer reveals all on the page can be deceptive. Garner has a close-to-the-ear whispered quality as if she confides in
her readers her most sacred secrets and in so doing she invites us in. She
invites us in to share certain unspoken beliefs about life in general, her own
life, and her values. The impression is one of candour, but the underlying
values and beliefs can often go undetected. They are treated as given and
little scrutinised. They are the opinion of the writer only, and yet declared
with such authority through Garner’s powerful writing they take on a quality of unquestionability.
Like others, including Garner’s sister, I cringe at the vivid details of
Garner’s description of her experience of colonic cleansing.395 Whereas
Garner writes:
I’m always surprised when people I know express appalled amazement
to me about what they see as my ‘self-exposure’. One of my sisters, a
nurse, told me that when she read my story ‘A spy in the house of excrement’, about the Thai health spa where one fasted and took enemas
twice a day, she wanted to ‘pull the screen around me’. But I don’t feel
exposed—because in this mysterious way I’m trying to describe, the ‘I’
in the story is never completely me.396

This is another example of Garner’s insistence on referring to herself as
one of several identities, or alternatively, exposing all on the page, however
distasteful. As readers we flinch, yet find it hard to look away. The writing
draws us in. At the same time we are challenged not to dispute too vigorously
the value of whatever it might be that Garner has undertaken to endure
and recount. Garner tells all. How can you criticise someone who is being
so honest? It would be impertinent, almost churlish one feels, especially
when Garner writes so well.
Is this Garner’s revenge on her reader? Is this akin to any writer’s
revenge on the reader: that the writer might steer the reader in a direction
in which the reader might not want to go? The writer drags the reader into
the turgidity of her internal world or alternatively she might seduce the
reader into some idealised view of that inner world, and neither are open
to real scrutiny.
Recently in a panel entitled ‘Candour and camouflage in first person
writing’ Garner spoke of the fantasy that readers develop about her narrator’s persona in contrast to the reality of Helen Garner the person.397 The
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illusion that the narrator is addressing each one of us, that the narrator
wishes to connect, Garner told her audience, is created by artifice and is
designed to construct a sense of intimacy. But readers, Garner complained,
too often confuse the narrator and the author. It is clear from this that
Garner intends to give the impression of the narrator and writer as one on
the page, but not in real life.
The reader’s wish to get to know the writer is reinforced by the ways
in which Garner plays around with her identity, flouts genres and freely
mixes fact and fiction. Again, I am impelled to wonder whether this could
be a reflection of the writer’s unconscious desire for revenge? To confuse
and so to trap the reader into a different view, the writer’s? In several of her
non-fiction stories Garner purports to tell the back-story, the story behind
her stories, but even then we are left wondering how much of this backstory she has constructed. This might also reflect Garner’s (unconscious)
wish to get revenge on her readers, those who, like me, imagine they can
actually get to know something of the ‘real’ Helen Garner in her writing.
In an essay on the nature of her writing, ‘The art of the dumb question’,
Garner tells her readers about the pitfalls of studying English at university:
for years you turn on yourself the blowtorch of your tertiary critical
training … you keep a diary not only because it gratifies your urge to sling
words around every day with impunity but because without it you will
lose your life: its detail will leak away in the sand and be gone forever.398

In other words, Garner suggests, she writes to satisfy the urge ‘to preserve’.
In this section of her essay Garner moves into the second person, to describe
the process whereby she found herself seeing a ‘shape’ in her diary that
she would later re-work into Monkey grip.399 Use of the second person has
a distancing and generalising effect, as if anyone might slip into Garner’s
shoes and create a ‘novel’ from her diary. It might also be Garner’s way of
divesting herself of responsibility for the decision to use her diaries in
this way, converting them into what she had originally described as fiction.
Garner came clean about Monkey grip several years after its successful publication, and after more than a decade of defensiveness she has
acknowledged that she had in fact published her diary. Why is it now that
Garner can reveal the nature of her first ‘novel’? Is it because now in this
non-fiction age, when so many readers want to believe that what they read
actually happened, it is acceptable to write ‘the truth’? Ironically, Garner,
after her fifteen-year sojourn into non-fiction has come out with a new
‘novel’, The spare room. Garner describes this book as a novel, but declares
its direct autobiographical origins at every turn.
So what makes this one a novel? It concerns a woman, also named
Helen, caring for a friend who is dying of cancer. Before the book came
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out to much media acclaim and with great expectations in June 2008, I
wondered if Garner had reworked her notes about her mother’s slide into
Alzheimer’s? Was she trying to escape the journalist’s non-fiction label?
Or in writing a novel, was she perhaps more able to play around with the
real, than in writing creative non-fiction?
Garner has defended her decision to call the book a novel on the
grounds that fiction exists on a continuum, writing which is close to life
at one end, and at the opposite end, writing that is almost entirely ‘made
up’.400 Again, is Garner’s decision one that defies genre expectations? Could
this be seen as Garner’s attempt to get revenge on her readership, or more
likely revenge on academics and certain literary authorities who might try
to dictate the terms on what a novel should be? Or is it just nonsensical
mischief?
Elsewhere, in The Australian, Geoffrey Lehman quotes Garner from her
‘Woman in a green mantle’ (2001), that ‘the novel has had it, that non-fiction
is where the energy is now’.401 Although Garner declares ‘the novel is dead’
then, it is only for her ‘at the moment’. According to Lehman, her latest
book, The spare room exists similarly in Garner’s ‘dangerous and exciting
breakdown of old boundaries between fiction and non-fiction’, to create the
Helen narrator, a writer with three failed marriages behind her, living in the
inner city on the Flemington side, next door to her daughter’s family.402 The
names are changed (except the author-narrator’s) but the physical details
and the characters’ correspondence to real people remain. We recognise
some of them from Garner’s non-fiction, her newspaper blurbs, her short
essays. Again, as has been suggested before, and as Garner herself now
admits, it is as if she has transcribed large tracts from her diary.
Is there some respite for the writer from having readers infer such
motivations—including the desire for revenge—when she does not have to
justify her writing as seeking after factual truth as in the writing of nonfiction? Although in writing this novel, Garner has again been accused of
writing autobiographically, recasting the real as a fiction for the freedom to
write and the emotional intensity it allows. Along these lines, Robert Dessaix argues that ‘a novel is primarily a work of fiction with an architectonic
quality to it that transcribed diaries just don’t have.’403 By calling her book
The spare room a novel, Garner raises certain expectations in the reader that
she never seeks to fulfil in her ‘report’, as Dessaix describes it. But this is
Garner’s aim it seems, to confuse the reader with her mix of the opaque
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and the transparent. Further, in much of her non-fiction writing, Garner
deals with her motivations to write by engaging the reader directly in her
struggle. For instance, after the success of Monkey grip, Garner’s attempt to
apply ‘fictional techniques’, disguising real people as ‘characters’, provoked
some people to become even more furious at her ‘clumsy and premature
attempts to shape painful experience into “stories”’ and ‘cause wounds in
certain people which have not healed.’404
In earlier interviews and stories Garner has suggested she writes to
show those boys, her fellow students at university who believed they were
so much cleverer than she.
Universities set up in my mind, as the equivalent of the negative father,
in that I desperately want them to approve of me but I behave in such a
way that they won’t. That’s very contradictory isn’t it? Still whenever
I approach a university I feel inferior and despised and frowned upon
even if I’m not.405

Garner has made it clear that she distrusts academia. ‘As soon as I get near
a university I break into a nervous sweat,’ she writes, ‘because I feel inadequate around academics. Even though I find some of them absurd, they
still make me jumpy.’406 I sensed Garner’s reservation about academia in
our meeting together. Her distrust of me, conflicted with her curiosity
about my topic. To Garner, I suspect I became yet another academic, as
untrustworthy as the many faces of the quintessential feminist academic,
Jenna Mead, who features so prominently in The first stone. Goldsworthy
observes that ‘much of the writing of the book was fuelled and driven by
the conflict between the two women,’ Garner and Mead.407 It seems both
writers are implicated in their mutual rage towards one another. Garner
has told me as much. During our meeting she told me how in writing Joe
Cinque she had used actual names for all the people involved in the story
except for the three suppressed by court order.
‘In some ways I regret it now,’ she told me.
That central character, the one woman who caused me so much trouble.
I had to do it. The lawyers were panicking. The idea was I go through
the text and every time that woman appeared I give her a different name.
I wish I hadn’t. I wish I’d dug in and fought. It destroys the core story.
Besides she was the sort of woman who actually wanted publicity not
secrets. She really hacked into me. I think it must have been my idea to
split her up like that, like I wanted to explode her.408

From comments like this, and despite her protests to the contrary, it
seems clear that Garner knows a great deal about the desire for revenge. Her
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stories, those she writes about herself and those about others, are laced with
its grim undertones and yet, she tells me, she knows little about it. Perhaps
like me, who was raised as a Catholic, Garner, raised as a Protestant, was
taught to deny such feelings. Good girls are not supposed to feel this way.

HELEN
GARNER:
THE SECULAR
SAINT
Victoria Glendinning describes as ‘author theology’ the ways in which
certain ‘women, writ[e] about women writers of the past, who take on an
emblematic importance.’409 Writers such as Virginia Woolf, those long dead,
‘perhaps provide role models for dissenting, aspiring modern women. In a
society of people who find the traditional religious framework useless for
their purposes, yet acknowledge the need and existence of some kind of
transcendence, the dead but immortal author seems to have the answers.’410
Even during her lifetime, Garner has developed a coterie of followers, myself among them. Our adulation can at times rise to the reverential,
and Garner becomes a secular saint. The more vilified by her detractors,
the more she takes on the status of a martyr for the cause of feminism, or
anti-feminism, the rights of writers to challenge genre stereotypes, the fight
for justice, freedom of speech and more. It is this quasi-religious quality
ascribed to Garner that leads me to doubt my own idealisation and the
degree to which it has been fuelled by Garner’s writing.
Garner is an acute observer of life, her own and that of others, and
writes so well, it leaves me as a reader initially convinced that she has a far
deeper understanding of ‘the meaning of life’ than the rest of us.411 This, too,
increases my indignation when she presents a view at odds with my own,
or when the subtleties of Garner’s values, which might clash with mine,
shine through. I imagine this applies to other readers as well. The idealised
often fall under the weight of the reverse in denigration. As Jacqueline Rose
writes in ‘The cult of celebrity’, we seek to elevate our celebrities and then
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revel in their downfalls, their indiscretions, their human frailties, and then
want to shame them.412 This becomes:
… a veiled way of putting into public circulation certain things which
do not easily admit of public acknowledgment? Hence the pull and the
paradox, the reason celebrity is so exciting and demeaning at the same
time? I know that for some it is emphatically neither one nor the other,
or perhaps one or the other, but I suspect that for those really grabbed
by it, it necessarily partakes of both.413

Rose highlights the inherent sadism in our worship of celebrities, our wish
to bring them down as much as to elevate them, sentiments I suspect which
are again linked to the desire for revenge. After all the voices of celebrities,
the famous writers like Helen Garner, have an opportunity to be heard over
and above the rest of us. They achieve greatness that others can only long
for, admire from a distance or perhaps enviously disdain.
Garner has earned celebrity status and notoriety through her writing
and reputation, from as far back as 1972 when she was dismissed from
her teaching position at Fitzroy High School for conducting, instead of
an Ancient History class, a ‘sex education lesson to a class of thirteen
year olds’.414 ‘Transparent to the end,’ Garner writes she had admitted using the ‘four letter word’ in class and was ‘dismissed on the spot’.415 What
is so ‘transparent’ about admitting to using the four letter word? And is
Garner really so transparent, or is it part of her craftsmanship to enlist a
particular reader response, one of empathy and a shared hostility towards
the rigidities of the then Education Department.
Through juxtaposing simple daily objects with events and actions
Garner is able to cut deep into layers of meaning that others might not so
readily see. Furthermore, she is quick to declare her own vulnerability and
her fallibility and this along with her deft use of words and phrases, has
again the effect of drawing the reader in. ‘Writing is so risky. Every time I
write a book I lose a husband,’ Garner writes.416 The simplicity of her sainthood is thereby reinforced by her confessional style and her frequent selfaccusations of failing to experience the ‘right’ feelings, while simultaneously
evoking the reader’s identification. Her apparent humility is disarming and
deceptive for some, especially for those like Wilson, who argues:
Garner in her celebrated forensic observations, and under the guise of
irony and confessional, abuses her privileged position and transgresses
ideals of balance and fairness simply by observation alone … Should
Garner write instead in an ‘objective’ way? Of course not—it’s not what
she does. The edginess of frank observation, like Garner’s, is what makes
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journalism human and interesting and erotic—and there’s little doubt
that she has uncovered a whole lot of truths by doing this. But she does
promote elitist assumptions in a smug, circular form of validation. I think
she does this by leaning toward the reader and inviting them to share
her prejudices, dog-whistle style. It’s a lot harder and braver to instead
confront your prejudices than simply confess them, Catholic-style.417

MARRIAGE
AND THE
CHURCH
I ask myself, how can Garner make so many mistakes in relationships, have
so many failed marriages, but more than that how can she take herself to
church, how can she be a believer?418 Marriages are easy enough to ‘fail’ at.
We all make mistakes in relationships, but in my idealising mind I have put
Garner beyond the thrall of religion. How can she therefore take herself off
to church and sit in those ancient echoing buildings that smell of incense
and fading flowers? Admittedly these are the churches of my imagination.
How can Garner raise her eyes to the altar and listen to the chanting of the
priest and not question the narrowness of religion? This is my prejudice.
When I read that Garner takes herself to church—at least she did years ago
when she lived in Sydney before and after she left Murray Bail, or he left her,
another of my expectations shatters. I had imagined more religious scepticism from my fantasy of Garner. Here it seems I seek a certain consistency
of personality even as I know that as human beings we all fall victim to
contradictory desires. None of us are totally consistent in our values and
behaviours. We claim to think something and then operate as though we
have no such belief.
Garner herself writhes under this weight—three failed marriages,
‘wrecks’ as she calls them. David Leser who interviewed Garner in 2004
suggests that her explanation for the break up of this third marriage is
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‘barely convincing’.419 Leser seems to be another critic who wants to get to
the bottom of things, to seek out Garner’s motives, both to elevate and to
de-construct and thereby make the writer seem more human. Garner puts
this failed marriage down then to the difficulties that both she and Bail had
experienced together as writers, ‘peculiar people … rather solitary types.’420
Writers need to spend a great deal of time alone, which is not conducive
to marriage, Garner says, ‘because marriage involves certain intimacies …
a certain amount of being social with the person you’re married to.’ More
than this, Garner adds, and this I suggest is the more telling, she experienced Bail as ‘a purist with a “stern, Methodist approach” to his work and
life, dismissive of non-fiction and of popular culture.’421
Whereas, Garner saw herself—at least then—as a ‘dilettante, prepared
to turn her mind to all forms of writing in order to make a living’. Moreover,
she says, she ‘wanted to have fun. I wanted to dance.’422 In one of her ‘true’
stories about writers, and their non-gregarious tendencies, ‘Sing for your
supper’, written in 1992, Garner quotes an ‘Exception: I once had a short
and fascinating conversation with Murray Bail and David Malouf, at Malouf’s kitchen table, about punctuation—an occasion so rare it felt almost
indecent—we were blushing; we couldn’t look at one another.’423
How quick I am to judge on the basis of so little. I read Garner’s ‘Tower
diary’ and my mind reels at the beauty of her words, the way she manages
to draw meaning out of images, meaning out of snatched conversations on
the street.424
Another marriage wrecked. Three times I’ve failed … I like keeping a
diary … No longer a driven raging, blow-by-blow account of betrayal
… My state is fundamentally no different from that of a girl of twenty.
Shame, rage, sorrow. The longing to have the last word … I’m a writer. I
can save these things from oblivion … This separation is a dull wound,
aching dully, on and on … At the start, you just write. If you have the
nerve. I have lost my nerve.425

But has she? Has Garner ever really lost her nerve? Despite long periods of
self proclaimed writer’s block, largely as a consequence of unmitigated grief,
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she tells us, she has continued to write, it seems, if only in her diaries.426
Then later she plunders those diaries for their treasures to represent a
version of the actual experience and although they touch on the intensity
of Garner’s grief and rage, they scarcely touch upon her desire for revenge.
Yet any desire for revenge might well be assuaged through the writing. I
wonder, has anyone ever asked Murray Bail how he feels about Garner’s
brief accounts of him in the public domain? It is unlikely he would respond
publicly by the sound of things, given his reservations about popular culture. Perhaps his response might come out in other ways, for instance in
his fiction.

SPACE FOR
REFLECTION
At the beginning of her short biography on Garner’s life and writing,
Goldsworthy quotes the writer in 1992, ‘I would like the text to be such
that the reader has room to come in.’427 How much room, and how far into
that room is open to question. As Brigid Rooney writes: ‘the vulnerable,
questioning, self doubting, and often lonely figure of the female narrator,
pedalling her bike through the grand precincts of Melbourne University or
walking through the sterile streets of Canberra, pits herself against dehumanising, institutional forces,’ to create an image of herself ‘the artist as
prophet, as public intellectual.’428 In this way, Garner evokes the reader’s
empathy and interest. But as Rooney suggests, Garner’s narratives ‘retain a
deep ambivalence, privileging some viewpoints at the expense of others’.429
Such privileging is inevitable. It is impossible to cover every viewpoint,
and non-fiction writers will necessarily write from their own perspectives
no matter how hard they might try to be objective. Garner rarely conceals
her subjectivity and it is this, along with her ambivalence, that provides the
sense of accessibility certain readers have come to value in her writing. Yet
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I suspect this access is restricted by Garner’s need to present herself in a
favourable light, even if Garner might imagine, as she suggests in some of
her writing, that she is not portraying herself in this way, as the writer and
artist, angst-ridden and thoughtful, always one step ahead of the mindless
mob.430 In addition, as Rooney suggests, Garner, in spite of her claims to
balance, invokes a certain religiosity in her tendency to create stereotypes
of good and evil in much of her writing. We see this, for instance, in Joe
Cinque’s consolation, where the good, loving and long-suffering mother,
Maria Cinque, is juxtaposed against the cruel, wicked and murderous Anu
Singh. In evoking such polarisations Garner fertilises the ground for a
potentially hostile response from her readership. We wind up taking sides.
Garner is quick to acknowledge the degree of her identification with
Maria Cinque and her inability to empathise with Anu Singh, but by using
the book as an offer of ‘consolation’, as if her book ‘atones for the death of
Joe Cinque’, she fails to recognise the extreme degree of Singh’s mentally
induced vulnerability.431 Garner intends her storytelling, therefore, as an
unbalanced account, at times verging on a rant, at the way the law denies
relief for the suffering of the victims of crime, focussing instead on ‘legalities’. But in this story there are only victims, and the law must tread a
tenuous line. The murderer is herself a victim, despite her physical beauty,
her good fortune in family, education and status, her apparent cold heart,
and her failure to recognise the nature of her crime. Garner on the other
hand, fails to recognise the complexity of Singh’s position, again perhaps
because she projects too much of her own past experience onto the character and cannot recognise the significant differences. Garner’s failure to
recognise Singh’s mental fragility again arouses hostility among some of
her readers who resist such black and white stereotyping.
In Joe Cinque’s consolation, Singh punished her boyfriend, Joe, with his
murder, because she had blamed him for her decision to take the weight
control pills that she believed had made her sick, itchy and distressed. As
her underlying fear was one of abandonment, she first decided they should
both die together, but later she changed her mind. Only Joe should die. She
then proceeds to organise an elaborate scheme by which Singh eventually
injects Cinque with a fatal dose of heroin. It is this example of a desire
for revenge that forms the basis of the book, both Singh’s murderous rage
and enactment and the desperate retaliatory feelings of the Cinque family,
whose pain cannot be ameliorated by the legal process. As Garner writes,
‘the purpose of criminal proceedings is not to “still the desire for revenge
in the victims’ hearts”, but “to repair the rent in the social fabric”.’432
In Garner’s earlier book, The first stone, the two young women at the
centre of the story, pseudonymously named Nicole Stewart and Elizabeth
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Rosen, take their complaint of sexual harassment by the master of Ormond
College, pseudonymously named Colin Shepherd, to the police. The character of the real Jenna Mead, the academic, who in the story is split into five
different characters, encourages them to do so because the College does not
take the matter seriously. Is this to seek revenge? ‘Colin Shepherd’s’ decision to circulate the letter Garner had sent him early in the piece, the letter
in which she commiserates with him for his sorry plight, perhaps initially
inspires a desire for revenge across the board. Garner initially empathises
with Shepherd because on first view—‘I’ve heard no rumours and I have
no line to run’—she believes he has been treated too harshly in ‘the most
appallingly destructive, priggish and pitiless way ...’433
As Janet Malcolm writes, ‘the sending of this letter fuels the book’s
plot, it is the misstep whose consequences we with the author helplessly
struggle to undo for two hundred pages’.434 The young women refuse to
speak to Garner, thereby denying her the opportunity to gather a ‘balanced’ perspective. Nevertheless, Garner continues to gather her unbalanced perspective. ‘Too late,’ according to Malcolm, ‘she has shot herself
in the foot with her letter to Shepherd … she showed her hand too early.’435
Why also does the Shepherd character decide to reveal Garner’s letter? Is
it to exonerate his position or again to get revenge, to pay back those who
have maligned him? Although Garner, at this early stage at least, supports
Shepherd and is appalled by the ‘ghastly punitive-ness’ meted out by the
two young women, she still believes he is guilty.436 However, she questions
whether the punishment fits the crime.
I find myself writing about these events in the present tense, although
the actual details of actions taken are ‘facts’ of history. I write in the present
because the story and the intentions and motivations of all the characters
in the story, including the narrator and the actual writer, Garner herself,
are open to conjecture, as if the writing is a fiction or an historical account.
Malcolm is quick to point out that despite Garner’s intention to portray
a ‘balanced account …[her] increasingly desperate and hysterical efforts to
interview the young women are the action of the book’.437 The book, according to Malcolm, becomes an ‘enactment’ in Garner’s ‘obsessive pursuit’
of the two young women ‘of the very misdemeanour she has set out to
investigate’.438 Malcolm quotes a crucial sentence, the one in which Garner
tells the reader how she had ‘wanted to find Elizabeth Rosen and Nichole
Stewart and shake them till their teeth rattled.’439 Hence the imbalance. An
impartial journalist would not have been so embroiled in the conflict as
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to send a letter of support to the accused man, Colin Shepherd, Malcolm
argues. In so doing Garner ‘showed her hand too early.’ This intemperate
action, according to Malcolm, is Garner’s biggest mistake.440 It is important
to note that Malcolm’s is not a plea for impartiality—an impossibility—but
rather a plea for some clearer recognition on Garner’s part of her failure to
produce a more balanced account that goes beyond her inability to interview
both sides.441 In Garner’s defence, through her writing in The first stone,
she does reveal her partiality and this could be seen as evidence that she
also recognises her failure. In this sense, it may be that Malcolm conflates
Garner, the author, and Garner, the narrator. I run a similar risk. Given that
the book is in large part the story of how one character, the narrator, reacts
to the material of the harassment case, the author Garner reports on this,
at least relatively impartially. This is one of the difficulties for all readers,
the tendency to conflate the author and the narrator, particularly when, as
in much of Garner’s writing, at one level, we are encouraged to do so.
Malcolm selects other self-revealing gems from Garner’s writing elsewhere in the book, gems we might brush over in a quick reading of the text.
Taken out of context they read particularly powerfully. ‘I gnashed my teeth
so hard I saw stars,’ Garner writes after she learns that the two women have
accepted the opportunity to be interviewed for Vogue.442 Malcolm considers
these are ‘not the reactions of a seasoned journalist’, but the ‘ravings of a
rejected lover’.443 It is possible that the intensity of Garner’s self-declared
responses could be considered a measure of her rage and desire for revenge, however clearly provoked. In contrast and in defence of the notion
that neither Garner, nor any other writer for that matter, can be free from
emotional bias, Malcolm writes elsewhere:
Writing cannot be done in a state of desirelessness. The pose of fairmindedness, the charade of evenhandedness, the striking of an attitude of
detachment can never be more than rhetorical ruses; if they were genuine,
if the writer actually didn’t care one way or the other how things came
out, he would not bestir himself to represent them.444

The difficulty lies in the subtext. Although Garner declares her emotional
involvement, she writes in such a way as to suggest a certain universal
shared experience with most women, at least of her generation. And so, she
writes about her feelings towards Anu Singh early in Joe Cinque’s consolation:
with her ‘promiscuity’, her frantic need to be found attractive by men,
her ‘using up’ of men and ‘throwing them away’; her perhaps turbulent
relationship with her father; her blaming of a man for everything that
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was wrong in her life; her crazed desire for revenge on him; her lack of
empathy for others, her self absorption, her narcissism: I was hanging
out for judgment to be pronounced on such a woman.445

Ostensible self-revelation is both Garner’s strength and her difficulty. She
seduces her readers through the powerful expression of her doubts and
misgivings, but there are other readers such as Malcolm who consider that
Garner declares too much; she becomes too ‘hysterical’, too immersed in
the story herself to be able to offer a clear account.
The question then arises, does the desire for revenge cloud Garner’s
judgement? In The first stone she appears to have more empathy for the man
at the centre of the complaints than for anyone else. Garner is troubled
by what she considers the retaliatory response of the two young women
to the hapless and perhaps mindless sexual groping and overtures by the
master of Ormond College. Clearly, the issues at stake are more complex
than this sentence suggests, most notably the issue of the power imbalance
between the young women as students, and the master of the college and
the authorities within the university at large. This is partially the source
of the ongoing battle between Garner and Jenna Mead, the five-ways-split
academic.
Mead has been in the position of university counsellor. It is she whom
the young women approach for assistance. It is she who must negotiate
between the university and the young women and she who appears to have
taken up the feminist cause of the younger generation throughout Garner’s
writing of the book. The feud between these two women, Garner and Mead,
has continued well beyond the publication of The first stone and has led to
more publications, including Mead’s edited polemic, a series of essays about
the Ormond affair, called Body jamming.446 Rosi Braidotti, exemplifies the
intensity of the hostility stirred up by this book.
‘Let me put it this way,’ writes Braidotti. ‘The good artists are major cannibals who consume others in one big chunk that steals their essence
away. Mediocre artists are vampires who bleed their beloved victims over
prolonged periods of time so gently that they hardly notice it at first. In
my opinion Garner is no vampire.’447

This somewhat enigmatic statement gives some indication of the degree
to which one critic, Braidotti—perhaps also representative of others given
the ferocious tone of Body jamming throughout—seeks to discount Garner’s
writing. Hers is an expression of the critic’s desire for revenge.
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UNRESOLVED
GRIEF
Writing at the personal level as the aggrieved wife, Garner, thrice aggrieved,
abandoned by three husbands over a number of years, frequently refers
throughout her non-fiction writing, her short stories and essays, to the pain
of that experience.448 Garner also considers her own enraged impulses in the
light of Singh’s murderous actions. In her review of Joe Cinque’s Consolation,
Morag Fraser reflects on this. ‘Humiliated and angry’ after the break up of
her third marriage, Garner asks whether she can trust herself ‘to keep the
lid on the vengeful, punitive force that was in me, as it is in everyone … the
wildness that one keeps in its cage, releasing it only in dreams and fantasy.449
There are times when Garner’s grief is so great, particularly after separating from Murray Bail, that she claims she cannot write at all. We read
about this writing block in several of her stories and earlier in other stories
about her grief at failed love affairs. Writing about the recurring character
Philip, who is a composite of many men, Garner plays again on notions of
identity. Philip is the ideal and charming man who forever seduces but never
quite gives in return. Goldsworthy quotes Garner as saying that ‘Philip has
turned into an archetype in my work now. He’s the sort of man who’s very
attractive to women for the very reason that he is unreliable … charming,
kind of seductively independent, a sort that women find irresistible.’450
When I read these lines I find myself thinking again of the irresistible
pull of Garner’s writing. Is Philip a mirror image for the narrator, Garner,
or is he yet further evidence of Garner’s desire for revenge, revenge against
all the men who have betrayed her, at first irresistible and enticing, later
cruel, cold and rejecting? The Philips who take you in and then throw you
out; who lure you into a false belief that you matter and then make it clear
that you are unsatisfactory, inadequate, inferior, in short, that you do not
matter. All these Philips, is it too much to suggest they represent the positive and negative sides of Garner’s father, the man whom Garner suggests
is responsible in some way for her ‘lack of a sense of home’?451
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One day in the summer of 1996 when Garner is helping her father to
move house she asks the question, ‘How does it feel to be moving again,
Dad?’ He responds, ‘I don’t feel anything in particular. I’ve never had any
attachment to anything I’ve ever owned or anywhere I’ve ever lived’.452 Of
course, ‘It can’t possibly be true,’ writes Garner, though she then links her
father’s response to the fact that he ‘burnt the family’s slide collection’. Such
a father’s callous disregard for the sensitivities of his children might well
stir up vengeful feelings. And is it not then possible that Garner’s father’s
apparent lack of attachment to objects and places extends to people? And
what if his lack of attachment might also connect in some way to Garner’s
admission in this same story that her ‘childhood memories used to be
narrative? Sparse, but good enough to serve as a basis for a few anecdotes
and a bit of day dreaming’, until one day a memory hit her forcefully, for
no particular reason, she writes, other than she ‘was dully walking along
a Sydney Street … of the Ocean Grove house.’453 And then later ‘it keeps
happening, completely at random …[until] I was yanked back in a ten year
leap to the house my parents lived in when I was born … Now this is really
home.’454
Garner reflects on this memory of her infant home. She wants to ask
her parents to confirm the memory,
‘but what if they’ve forgotten? What if their memory of that starry window has been blotted out by their five younger children? What if they
don’t remember that night, when in all the world there was nobody but
them and me?455

Here I am at risk of ‘wild psychoanalysis’, the analysis undertaken outside
of the consulting room, often considered an act of hostility.456 It is not my
intention to diagnose or analyse Garner, more to consider the nature of the
writer as she describes herself through her writing, and the elements that
erupt between the lines, shining through the content. I am also aware of
my own experience as the daughter of an authoritarian father, one whom
I felt I could never please.
My thoughts on Garner here are therefore conjectural, not statements
of fact. They might also reflect my ambivalence about the writer herself
rather than her writing and when I write the word ‘writer’, I am aware that
I do not know enough about the so-called ‘real’ Helen Garner to be able to
write here with any firm conviction.
Mine is a personal response informed by my subjectivity. When I consider Helen Garner’s possible life experience even through the ‘evidence’ of
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her writing I pitch myself into my imagination of what it might have been
like for Garner the child, and why it was so, though I can never ‘know’. I
identify with aspects of Garner’s life, her authoritarian father and the fact
that she too comes from a large family, though Garner is a first-born and
I am sixth in line.

SIBLING
RIVALRY
All those siblings. No greater inspiration towards rage and a desire for revenge I imagine. Garner is the first in a line of six. It might have been difficult
for her to endure all those other babies that came after her. ‘Is this why my
parents kept on moving all their adult lives?’ Garner asks herself and her
readers. ‘Has life taught them that it hurts too much to have the past thrust
at you again and again, when it’s all gone, gone, gone.’457 Garner finds that
the utopia of her infancy, the fantasy of being the only one, is difficult if
not impossible to relinquish. Hence the need to be one step ahead of the
mob, and with it the desire for revenge, however sugar-coated it might be
in her apparent big sisterly concern for younger siblings.
‘My relationship with my father has been the chief drama in my life
and still is,’ Garner tells Jennifer Ellison in 1986. ‘He rejected me for many
years and I behaved in such a way that he could only reject me.’458 She goes
on then to describe how women ‘who have had such a difficult relationship
with their fathers…tend to be attracted to men who aren’t going to love
you as much as you want them to; it’s because you’ve still got unfinished
business with your father.’459 Here Garner is alluding to what Freud calls the
‘repetition compulsion’, though she does not explicitly name it as such.460
This is in 1986, and although Garner suggests during this interview that
she is developing an ability to be more separate from her father, she has just
lost a second and is yet to lose her third husband to this tendency.
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Garner’s publishing success as a threat to her most intimate relationships is one of the central elements of her screenplay, The last days of Chez
Nous. Another deals with what Frank Sulloway describes as sibling ‘mate
poaching’.461 Garner explores the familial side of the desire for revenge in
this screenplay, which was released as a film in 1992. As Sulloway argues
in line with psychoanalytic theory, ‘siblings are unconsciously preoccupied
with the wish to kill other family members. When the intended victim is
not the parent, it is a sibling. Competition between siblings is even more
powerful than it is for a mate’, and is based in large part on the competition necessary for survival, central to which is the ability to get as much
parental involvement and interest as possible; hence the ferocity of rivalry
between children.462 Children deal with this through differing sibling strategies, that emerge largely on the basis of chronological position. Thereby
siblings seek to create their own niches. Firstborns tend to lead the way
and those who are second born tend to diverge. As Sulloway suggests, ‘They
go out of their way to be different’ by developing different sibling strategies to maximise their parental involvement in order to survive.463 Other
factors influence the nature of sibling strategies, including age differences
between siblings, the degree of conflict between certain siblings and their
parents and many other influences, including gender and temperament on
the process of adaptation. Competition between siblings and the battle for
limited resources has links to jealousy, rage and the possibility of vengeful
desires directed against one another.
My own experience of sibling rivalry ripples through my every thought.
I was born into a crowded world. I learned early to cooperate in order to find
my niche. Garner on the other hand, fits in with Sulloway’s basic picture of
a firstborn, including the degree of conflict she experiences with her father
and her desperate need to succeed. She says as much herself:
I was the favourite for eighteen months … I’m the only one who can
categorically state that. A short blessed period, which ended when Two
was born and usurped my position. I’ve spent the rest of my life, in a
warped way trying to regain it through merit. Fat chance. This is the
theory of the driven, perfectionist eldest child, and I believe in it.464

Leser, in a transcribed interview in 2004, asks Garner how she feels about
the fact that her youngest sister married Garner’s second husband, as depicted in The last days of Chez Nous.465 Garner has driven a concrete truck up
to it and poured concrete all over, she tells Leser, and from time to time it
comes back, a traumatic experience that triggers feelings of shame and rage
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and presumably a desire for revenge, however much unacknowledged.466 Garner
tells her interviewer how ‘that sort of stuff lies in wait for you, and the next
time things go wrong emotionally, the concrete gets kind of jack hammered
up, and underneath it is this seething mass of unresolved sorrow and pain.’467

HUMILIATION
AND ART
Garner’s texts are full of instances in which the emotions of ‘unresolved
sorrow and pain’ play a critical part in propelling the narrative. This is particularly so in The first stone and in Joe Cinque’s consolation. Does Garner
settle the score through her writing? Does she attempt to turn something
ugly into something beautiful—an act of art? Morag Fraser suggests as
much, writing that Garner ‘humiliated and angry after the break up of her
third marriage, asks herself whether she can trust herself “to keep the lid
on the vengeful punitive force that was in me, as it is in everyone … the
wildness that one keeps in its cage, releasing it only in dreams and fantasy,’
and I might add in the writing.468 Humiliation for Garner leads to a need
to deal with her desire for revenge or at least to explore its powerful force
through her writing about another’s story, that of the Cinques and Anu
Singh. Am I mirroring this in writing about Garner as I do here? Or do I
enact a type of revenge against the writer, Garner, whose work I admire and
yet also resent, as the idealised one who refuses to befriend me?
The philosopher and writer, Avishae Margalit explores the nature of
what he calls ‘moral’ emotions, with humiliation at their centre. He refers
to an exchange between W H Auden and Stephen Spender in which Spender
proposed he might shift from poetry writing to prose instead. Auden urged
Spender to keep writing poetry ‘because you are infinitely capable of being
humiliated. Art is born of humiliation”… humiliation recollected in turmoil’469 Auden refers to art as poetry and humiliation as ‘sexual rejection
mixed with frustrated love and hurt,’ and according to Margalit, ‘Humiliation, unlike the rustic emotions of Wordsworth, if recollected, is relived.’470
Margalit goes on to suggest that ‘when your body is rejected something
very basic in you is rejected.’471 The experience for Garner, writing about
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humiliation, whether her own or that of another, becomes a reliving of the
experience brought to the page for her readers to share. As Margalit suggests,
‘the memory of humiliation is the bleeding scar of reliving it’.472 And so it
is for me. In re-living the humiliation, the wound might bleed for the time
of the writing but soon closes over again and is thereby transformed into
a more bearable memory.
According to Fraser, in relation to Joe Cinque’s consolation, it is not so
much a case of ‘a woman at the end of her tether’ but ‘the writer Garner,
like a chorus of one’ who ‘intuits and dramatises the moral dimensions of
the story’ for all473. In so doing, Garner can be seen to transform the wound
into a bearable story for all. Fraser refers to Garner’s interest in reading
Dostoyevsky’s Crime and punishment, Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusalem, Gitta
Sereny and Primo Levy, and quotes from a series of questions, posed by
Arendt in relation to the Eichmann trial:
Why are we carrying out these trials? What’s the point of these proceedings? Are we trying to take away from the survivors their desire for
revenge? Are we in fact exacting their revenge in a civilised way so that
they do not have to go out there and do it in a primitive manner? Or are
we trying to repair the rent in the social fabric?474

THE LAW AND
PSYCHOLOGY
In Joe Cinque’s consolation Garner identifies with the Cinque family, and
most particularly with Joe Cinque’s mother, Maria. It is for Maria Cinque
that Garner determines to finish writing the story even when it becomes
clear that again she cannot write a ‘balanced’ account after the two young
women, Anu Singh and Madhavi Rao, the one accused of murder and the
other of acting as an accomplice to murder, refuse interviews. Maria Cinque’s
son is dead. The mother unashamedly hates her son’s murderer and wishes
her dead. For the Cinques there are ‘no pieties to console them, no rational
explanations of the legal process or sentence.’475
Garner takes us through the story of the murder, the court process,
the implications of Rao’s involvement, Joe’s parents’ grief and the general
climate in Canberra at the time. In so far as she does not succeed in interviewing Singh and therefore, as in The first stone, she only manages to offer
one side of the story, again her writing tends to divide into an ‘us versus
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them’: Colin Shepherd, alias Alan Gregory versus the two complainants; the
Cinque family versus Singh and Rao; but there are many other perspectives.
Garner touches on one in her interview with the judge, Justice Ken Crispin,
who finally decides the Cinque murder case.
In one of the final chapters, Garner offers a clearer measure of the
complexity of the situation and the legal response to it, but throughout the
text she seems unable to appraise fully the psychological fragility of Singh.
It may be difficult perhaps for a layperson to recognise that someone can
be extremely intelligent, can function well academically, be beautiful and
at the same time be seriously disturbed.
I write from my understanding of the transcripts as quoted in Garner’s
text that the woman found guilty of the manslaughter of Joe Cinque was not
in her right mind when she murdered him, despite the elaborate planning
that went into his death. Singh’s diminished mental state affected those
around her, including Rao, to the degree that those others, Rao, Singh’s
fellow students and friends, were unable to take seriously or act to alter
the events that were unfolding before their very eyes. According to Fraser,
Singh remains ‘opaque’ in Garner’s account: ‘Garner can’t fathom her and
neither can we’.476 And here Garner identifies an aspect of herself in Singh
that sheds light on the writer’s preoccupation with her own integrity: ‘with
dread I recognise her. She was the figure of what a woman most fears in herself—the damaged infant, vain, frantic, destructive, most out of control.’477
Garner generalises Singh’s experience for all women, despite the evidence
that Singh is deeply disturbed, and to this extent she is not characteristic
of most adult women, though clearly there have been times when Garner
imagines she has felt equally disturbed:
There are whole areas of my youthful behaviour which I don’t really like
thinking about because of the harshness of it and the thoughtlessness
about other people’s feelings and the narcissism, just crashing from one
person to another, wounding people and in fact wounding myself and
being numb to it. I looked back on that, listening to the evidence and
seeing this accused young woman’s behaviour being pathologised and
I thought, well, either it’s not pathological or my behaviour back then
was also pathological. That’s quite a challenging thought.’478

My greatest concern with Garner’s interpretation of the Cinque saga rests
in her portrayal, her identification and idealisation of Maria Cinque, the
suffering mother, the Pieta. The image of the Pieta has religious overtones,
as if Cinque becomes a crucified Christ-like figure and Maria his grieving
mother. I do not share Garner’s admiration for this woman, which is not
to say I do not identify with Maria Cinque’s pain. It is palpable and anyone
else in the same situation would feel it, but the gaps in the story leave me
unconvinced. Of course there will be gaps. One writer alone cannot cover
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every possibility, but after I had finished reading the Consolation I was left
time and again troubled by the presence of Joe’s younger brother, whose
neglect is also palpable. His life seems to have been overshadowed not
only by Joe’s death, but I suspect by Joe’s life in the first place. Is Garner’s
idealisation of the young man, Joe Cinque, a reflection of this? And how
much does this idealisation deflect attention away from Maria Cinque’s
desire for revenge against Singh and Singh’s desire for revenge against Joe?
It is part of the charm and delight of Garner’s writing that she shares
her doubts and her desires with us. Part of the fascination for me then rests
in the areas in which Garner chooses to do this and where she leaves them
out. In an interview with Kerry O’Brien, Garner reflects on her motives for
writing the book. ‘It’s disturbing at my age to look at a young woman’s destructive behaviour and hear the echoes of it, of one’s own destructiveness
in youth.’479 Referring again to Singh, Garner writes, ‘I don’t understand
why she did it?’480 It seems here Garner cannot understand the power of
narcissistic paranoia and vengefulness, even as she hints at it over and over
again within her own experience. Yet at her book launch Garner joked that
at the time of writing her book, awash with distress at her marriage breakup, ‘I felt sympathetic to women who kill their blokes.’481.

THE SPARENESS OF
THE SPARE ROOM
When Ramona Koval interviewed Helen Garner on the radio programme,
‘The Book Show’, shortly after the publication of The Spare Room, she asked
the ‘trick’ question, the question I sensed Garner had been warning her away
from: Why did Helen Garner call her fictional narrator Helen?482
Garner had been describing the three interviews she had endured earlier the week before the book came out and each interviewer had seemed
preoccupied with the notion of whether the book was fact or fiction. ‘Such
a crazy obsession,’ Garner said, ‘pinning me against the wall’ as to whether
‘I have the right to call it a novel’.483
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Then it occurred to Garner, ‘rather it occurred to someone else,’ she
said, ‘who pointed out … It’s a way of avoiding the content of the book …
Let’s not talk about death, let’s talk about the mode in which it’s written,
and we won’t have to worry about it … The idea that we’re going to die
is intolerable at some terribly profound and inaccessible level. We can
acknowledge it intellectually but the fact is we don’t really want to face it.
Nobody wants to die.’484
Garner went further. She described how there is a:
domineering thing that happens, that a dying person, especially one who
doesn’t acknowledge it, can wield great power over those who care for
them, feelings of enormous rage … terrifying to those for whom not to
tell the truth is to be in bad faith, that is [terrifying] to this Helen in
the book and for me myself who tend to have a puritanical or shall I say
fundamentalist belief in the efficacy of facing facts.485

Garner cannot tolerate bad faith between friends, she says.
‘Does it feel funny for you to be talking about Helen?’ Koval asked.
‘Nuh,’ Garner said, and then in response to the question ‘why use her
own first name?’ she continued, ‘I found the situation plumbed the depths
of me and it turned up some very ugly stuff, muck from the far corners of
my psyche’. She was ‘horrified and shamed’.486
Both in this interview with Koval and elsewhere Garner has said she
was convinced that in writing the book she would come out of it looking bad,
on account of ‘those feelings of intense rage, even bullying’. And although
she argued, ‘this is a novel—I had taken enormous liberties—I wanted to
own those feelings as mine,’ she insists the book is still a fiction. Hence
she uses her own name. A novel and a memoir in one, it seems.
There are many who would suggest this cannot work. It confuses the
reader too much. Garner has had enough publicity over the years, and written enough non-fiction to leave people believing they know the facts, at
least some of them. Rachel Buchanan observes as much when she writes
‘The spare room is a difficult book to review and assess because of the static
created by the author’s back story.’487 Many readers familiar with Garner’s
work and life will recognise it. As Buchanan suggests, it is ‘boring to try
to find the parallels between fiction and fact’, and yet, in spite of myself, I
find myself doing just that.
At one stage in the story, Garner rings a friend in Newcastle, Rosalba.
I read the place name, ‘Newcastle’ and I think ‘Joe Cinque’. I read Rosealba’s
dialogue with the Helen character and I think ‘Maria’, Joe Cinque’s mother.
Rosealba’s dialogue with Helen confirms the idea that she is older perhaps,
certainly a mother and a grandmother. A grandmother. This throws me. Joe
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Cinque’s only brother in Joe’s Cinque’s Consolation was in a bad state. Does
this mean he has since married and had children? It irritates me that I slip
into a non-fiction reader’s state of mind, and then have to remind myself that
I do not know the facts. I am only guessing. It distracts me from the story.
Is this an aspect of Garner’s presumably unconscious desire for revenge on
her readers? She tricks us into worrying away at these questions—whether
her writing is fact or fiction—and then argues that we, her readers, seek to
avoid the real issue: our anxiety over death.
When I had read earlier last year that the book was coming out, like
Buchanan, I thought, wow, another Garner novel after fifteen years. I, too,
had expectations. Now I find the novel deals with a ‘real’ friend’s death and
reflects something of Garner’s experience of her ‘real’ sister’s death. Still
I read it as though it is essentially non-fiction, with names and details
changed and certain fictional techniques applied, displacement, compression and the like.
Maybe the mirror did not smash at the time Garner was preparing a
bed in the spare room for her guest. Maybe it smashed like this at another
time. The description of the Theodore Clinic leads me to suspect I could
follow Garner’s directions and wind up there myself. As Buchanan suggests
it sounds as though the clinic could be located in the Nicholas Building. As
far as I know, there is no such clinic there, only at one time the Writer’s
Centre. The symbolism is entrancing. Fictional licence, but why not call it
fictional autobiography, or some other more apt description?
In The spare room Garner appears to want it both ways: the intensity
that fiction gives, touching the emotional truth, and simultaneously using
the facts of her actual experience in dealing with the dying loved one to
add the intensity of a true story. This really happened.
Garner quotes Elizabeth Jolley in her epigraph to The spare room:
‘It is a privilege to prepare the place where someone else will sleep.’
Then in her interview with Koval she talks about Jolley’s capacity to connect humble daily tasks with deep meanings.
Something inside me crackles. Is it really such a privilege to prepare
beds? Ask those who do it for a living. I should not be so literal. I am hanging out the washing for my husband and daughters, wondering to myself
about this notion, this service to others. We do it as mothers because it is
required. I do it out of love, but it also calls up feelings of resentment. Is it
really such a privilege to change the sheets on someone else’s bed?
It is a privilege to be able to write about it, to be able to describe the
movements, the feel of the cotton sheets, the fresh leafy smell of clean
sheets and blankets, but the privilege comes in the transformation. It is
a privilege perhaps to have enough clean sheets and blankets and doona
covers to refresh the beds once a week. But the regular changing of sheets
becomes a chore; to change the sheets for a terminally ill woman even more
so. Ask any nurse or nurse’s aide in a hospital. It is a painful, tedious and
necessary chore. It is not a privilege except within the words of fiction,
especially within Garner’s fiction.
Is it this that annoys me, the well chosen words that can leave me
convinced of something I may not actually think is true in the hurly burly
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of my own day to day life, in my own imperfect world. Garner’s house in
Flemington today, the one she describes indirectly in The spare room, compared to the hippie messiness of the share house she describes in Monkey
grip, is orderly. I must remind myself, Garner lives alone now. Ostensibly
she has no one but herself for whom to clean. If there were others in her
house the orderliness might not seem so pristine, her Protestantism, and
insistence on order not so clearly in view.
‘Go to the Catholics,’ Garner’s so-called fictional sister, Lucy, the religious one, advises when Garner complains that she does not go to communion because the services are too pompous.
‘Go to the Catholics, they really zip along.’488 It is a matter of perspective.
Is Garner here also reflecting on the death of another sister, the one
immediately below her, and the second born in her family chronology? The
pseudonymous sister, Madeleine in Garner’s book, acquiesces to death,
and yet Garner writes about this force in the dying one that can be so
controlling because there is always someone else in the room. This battle
of wills between Helen and her friend, Nicola, is powerfully evoked in the
book. Nicola’s wish to stay positive and set the cancer running clashes with
Garner’s wish that Nicola accept her fate and go gracefully, allowing others
to tend to her in her dying days.
I do not feel moved when I read Garner’s book. It intrigues me but
does not stir me emotionally, not in the way of works on grief such as
Joan Didion’s The year of magical thinking, which describes a different sort
of death, not the process so much as the aftermath, not of a friend, but
of a husband.489 Didion’s book leaves me breathless in her portrayal of
grief.
What is missing from Garner’s novel? I keep asking this question. As
Dessaix argues, reading The spare room does not evoke compassion for the
dying one. It evokes compassion for Garner.490 In interviews Garner talks
at length about the dreadful impression she fears her narrator-self will
create in writing the book.
I thought I’d be tender and patient and competent … but I found the
situation plumbed the depths of me … The whole time I was writing
the book, I was thinking I would come out looking bad … those feelings
of intense rage even contempt …491

On the basis of such feelings Garner decides to call the book a ‘novel’, she
says, because although she claims to have taken enormous liberties, as a
fiction writer does, she wanted at the same time ‘to own those feelings as
mine … to put them out there and see if others have felt them.’ Koval alludes to Garner’s bravery in this regard, like the kid in the class who dares
to speak up, when all others remain silent. But to me this bravery is shallow
because it is contrived.
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According to Garner her explorations about her rage at the subtle
manipulations of a dying friend, who does not want to acknowledge the
inevitability of her pending death, is the need ‘to tell the truth’ otherwise
she, Garner, would be ‘in bad faith’.492 She says nothing of the bad faith
that comes out of her carefully placed juxtaposition of objects to provoke
symbols and images, and associations in the reader’s mind that might lack
the depth of interiority that is implied. In other words the idea of evoking a response from the reader by the manipulation of scenes and images
might be considered bad faith, if it is just that, a construction, but we do
not know this, any more than we know what goes through the writer’s mind
as she creates the scenes and images in her story to evoke that response.
In a recent interview with journalist, Kate Legge, Garner is now able
to acknowledge her regret for ‘trampling through people’s lives … In the
past,’ she says, ‘I’ve hurt people, wounded them in fact by writing about
them in ways they didn’t like’.493 Legge’s interview takes place after the
publication of The spare room, when Garner has turned into the ‘65-year
old literary lioness’, whose ‘wrath’, according to Legge, ‘sits oddly on her
sparrow frame’.494 Legge’s observation at the beginning of this interview
that Garner had refused to meet her at home, preferring them to meet at
the table of Text Publishing in Melbourne is meaningful. Legge had wanted
to see the spare room, the room in Garner’s house where the events of the
novel take place, but Garner refused.
Lee Gutkind, the so called ‘godfather’ of literary non-fiction, describes
the history of new journalism, where a writer can ‘stretch the traditional
boundaries of the form by capturing people in scenes and situations … not
only compelling in content and dramatic effect, but … a magic moment of
action or nugget of personality that capture[s] the essence of their personal
or professional life … the “larger truth.”’495 Legge’s larger truth here alludes
to the struggle between Garner’s position both as fiction writer and as a
non-fiction writer. Like Legge, we are left to speculate why Garner does
not want us to visit the spare room in fact. Are we to view the room in
our imaginations only through the mirror of Garner’s words or does her
room become like a Walt Disney stage-set, to be revisited time and again,
a Baudrillardian simulacrum?496
In The spare room, Legge writes, ‘Garner dominates the pages, driving
her narratives with her impatience, her anger, her thirst and her angst.’497
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Garner agrees she would not have described her dead friend, Jenya Osborne,
named Nicola in the book, as ‘“staggering like a crone” to Helen’s door,
wearing that frightful, agonised social smile … plastered across her face like
latex”’ were she still alive. ‘There’s no way I’d write a book of that intimacy
without showing it to the person who it was about.’498 This is a hypothetical assertion in the circumstances. Nicola/Jenya is dead. Garner would not
have written the book were her friend still alive and given that her friend
no longer lives, she need not show her friend the book, which she would
not have written in any case, were her friend alive. It is also meaningful
that Osborne’s friendship derives from Garner’s third marriage, to Murray Bail and their old life in Sydney. We can speculate that this friendship
might be one that Garner holds more lightly given its origins and relative
brevity. Is it possible that in writing about her friend developed through
her previous relationship, Garner might explore some of her resentment
towards her ex-husband that is re-directed elsewhere? Again this might
constitute more of a wild analysis or hint at unconscious factors that are
difficult to tease out in the writing. They exist merely as hints.

MORE
REVENGE
Garner’s latest foray into the world of real life crime and tragedy is an exploration of the Farquharson case.499 This is the story of a father who has
been found guilty of murdering his three sons by driving them in his car
into a dam. According to news reports, Farquharson claimed he had suffered
a coughing fit and had lost consciousness.500 He managed to get himself
free from the car, but his sons were trapped inside and drowned. The event
took place on Father’s Day during a custody visit. There is evidence from
witnesses that Farquharson had said he wanted to pay back his wife, and
that he knew she would remember every Father’s Day for the rest of her
life. This is yet another story that ranks among the particularly spectacular examples of revenge enacted. The court has held that Farquharson was
responsible for the death of his three sons, but the details I have gathered
are patchy, from newspaper accounts, which are at times contradictory.
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Should Garner complete her apparent aim of writing a book about this
story, it will make for riveting reading. The story is evocative, tragic and
powerful, and in this instance not just of one death, but of three innocent
children, and evidently based on revenge. Why of all the stories that run
through our newspapers, the tragedies of domestic horror, does Garner
choose this one?

MY
MOTIVATION
In my last unanswered letter to Garner I asked a series of questions:
Why is it so hard to write to you? Why is it so hard to feel okay about
the words on the page? Is it because I do not know you? I met you only
once and our meeting seemed awkward as if you regretted seeing me. I
felt I had nothing to offer. It was too one sided. I thought I might inspire
you, instead I sensed only my pushing and pulling, trying to extract
something from you, which in the end you gave, in a manner of speaking, however reluctantly.
I had no sense of connection, the air between us was not ice cold, but
tepid, you, the great Australian writer, and me the novice. I sensed a
certain distrust, (yours or mine?) as if you could not work me out, nor
I you; as if we were together out of good will. But the good will was not
enough it seemed to set our tongues wagging, our hearts racing, some
colour to our cheeks. You were doing time, but I wanted it to last forever.

For many years I was a fan, but since working through Garner’s material in a
slow and methodical way, my feelings have changed. I still admire her writing
and for a time I felt sad and betrayed, but now I recognise something more.
The image of the shattered mirror in the opening of The spare room,
the cleverness of it, to me now seems hollow, almost a cliché. Garner’s
narrator describes setting up her spare room. It lacked a mirror until the
Helen narrator remembered one she had ‘bought in an Asian import shop
at Barkley Square and never used: a tall, narrow unframed rectangle of glass,
its back still equipped top and bottom with strips of double sided adhesive
tape.’501 The Helen narrator describes selecting ‘a discreet spot for it’, pressed
against the plaster inside the door. Later in the afternoon Helen has a nap
and wakes to the sickening sound of smashing glass. ‘The mirror no longer
existed. The wall was bare, and the Iranian rug was thick with the glitter of
broken glass.’502 Helen works hard to remove the tell tale splinters from the
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floor. Later she mentions the broken mirror on the phone in a conspiratorial
tone, hushed with meaning to her sister, (pseudonymously named) Connie.
Connie’s response is loaded. Whatever else she does, she tells Helen,
‘in a low urgent voice, “Don’t tell Nicola.”’503 I say that Connie is pseudonymously named but as a character in a novel, as a fictional character no such
distinction should be necessary, but that is part of the difficulty, readers
move in and out of the fictional and non-fictional. The writer, Gerald
Murnane, describes his work as ‘autobiographical fiction’, such a label might
help Garner overcome her readers’ objections.504
The reader is left to imagine why Nicola cannot be told about the
broken mirror. A broken mirror signifies bad luck perhaps. Broken mirrors
are also often associated with sexualised female transgression and revenge,
from Snow White to the Lady of Shallott.505
The image of the new Iranian rug ‘weirdly sparkling’ under the shattered splinters of mirrored glass is a metaphor for the story. The splinters
of glass are like projections of the unwanted aspects of Garner’s experience,
conveyed through her Helen narrator to be absorbed and carried by her
readers. I, too, along with writers such as Carolyn Steedman, carry these
shards in my heart, like the fictional character Kay whose heart is pierced
by a shard of glass from a mirror, which has been fractured by an evil genie
in the fairy tale, The Snow Queen.506
In a strange reversal, Garner has her character Helen conversing with
the dying woman’s niece about ‘a lot of horribleness that Nicola refuses to
countenance. But it won’t just go away. It can’t because it exists. So somebody else has to live it.’507 Garner ascribes this projection of the unwanted
feelings onto her dying friend, but Nicola is not alone in her tendency to
project out the unwanted aspects of her experience. Garner herself does
this repeatedly throughout the book. And in her own words, ‘she casts us
as the carriers of all the bad stuff.’508
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The shattered mirror reflects back fractured images. When Garner has
her Helen character confront Nicola, she might as well be having a conversation with herself. ‘This house is full of anger … and a lot of it has got to
be yours.’ Although Garner’s Helen owns the rage, she deflects it into the
passive, falsely smiling Nicola. Nicola of the false personality.
Donald Winnicott differentiates between what he calls the ‘true self’
and the ‘false self’.509 The nature of these selves develop in infancy depending upon the degree to which an infant is forced by external pressures to
adapt excessively to a mother who fails to be what Winnicott describes
as ‘good enough’.510 When an infant is in the care of a ‘not good enough
mother’, she is forced to adapt to the environment in ways that can lead
to the development of a ‘pseudo-self … a collection of innumerable reactions to a succession of failures of adaptation.’511 The falseness of Nicola’s
demeanour, her excessive politeness and optimism, suggests that she is
in the grip of such a false or adaptive self, a self that can indeed give the
appearance of being real, even give the appearance of being ‘true’, but a self
that it nevertheless stifled, her creativity and spontaneity frozen. Garner’s
Helen narrator struggles like Nicola with a need to be real, instead of being
dominated by her own false self. The battle continues throughout the book.
Garner’s Spare room has the qualities of Aesop’s fable, ‘The ant and
the grasshopper’.512 At least it has the emotional and moralistic tone of the
tale. An ant is working in the field, preparing his larder for the winter. He
rolls grains of wheat one after another into his hole watched by the cheerful
dancing and singing grasshopper.
‘Why don’t you come join me, have fun, instead of slaving away like
this?’ the grasshopper asks the ant. But the ant ignores him and continues
his labour. Winter comes, the ground freezes over, food supplies disappear
and the grasshopper no longer has any reason to chirp and dance. He is
close to death when he arrives at the ant’s door to ask for food and shelter.
In the original story the ant sends the grasshopper on his way with
the reproach, ‘I told you so. You should have worked like me when you had
the chance.’ There are many re-writes of this story along contemporary
themes where the harshness of the ant is mitigated and the grasshopper’s
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folly is seen in a positive light. The grasshopper, rather than the wastrel,
good for nothing, becomes the creative genius and should be protected by
the state and the ant.
It is not purely the content of this fable that resonates with the content
of Garner’s story, but its moralising quality. Although the Helen character
admonishes herself as the wicked one, it is Nicola who takes the moraliser’s load; Nicola who, like the grasshopper, refuses to acknowledge the
harsh realities of life, in Nicola’s case of death. Garner’s Helen becomes
the hard-headed pragmatic ant, who values reality, while poor old Nicola
puts on such a front of joy in the face of it that we can only wonder at the
depth of her denial. It is the extreme nature of the emotional input to the
book that challenges the non-fiction stereotype.
Garner is a master craftswoman and like the ant is determined to get
her work done, at any expense. She becomes as hard-hearted as her father,
as hard-hearted as the Murray Bail whom she describes elsewhere in interviews, and her stories, while Nicola in the end must go back home to
Sydney, to her ‘real’ friends, those presumably who have known her longer
than Garner, who will not turn her away but will live through the idiosyncrasies of her life into her death. Here now I talk as though the book is not
a fiction. Again there are too many facts rearranged to create a fiction but
nevertheless bearing the hallmark of the ‘real’ to make it difficult to discuss
the book with the usual literary critical eye.
There is also an impression of the book in which the Helen character
seems almost to stir up the rage in herself. She turns herself into a martyr, waits for hours at the dreaded ‘Theodore Clinic’ witnessing her friend
go through so many indignities such that her own rage is magnified. The
Helen character is seen to work herself into a rage and this is not the first
time that Garner herself or her Helen character rages over some injustice,
some cruelty on the part of another, for Joe Cinque and his mother, for
Colin Gregory in The first stone, (albeit briefly), for Farquharson, his wife
or his sons?
We can only wonder whose side Garner will take in the Farquharson
case. It is hard to imagine that she will come down on the side of the murderous father. Equally, she is likely to see mitigating circumstances, and
will no doubt position herself square in the middle of the warring forces,
as she places her Nicola character at the centre of the war between a need
to acknowledge the imminence of death and the wish to deny it.
Garner’s assertion that she knows little about revenge, at least not consciously, may be true, but it is difficult to believe that a writer and woman
so well versed in the stuff of human motivation could have overlooked the
degree to which the desire for revenge features regularly in much of her
writing. Garner has spent time in therapy, she tells us. She is invited to
analytic conferences.513 But her awareness of the intensity of the negative
human emotions, especially the desire for revenge, is limited.
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In an early interview with Candida Baker, Garner talks about the powerful influence of her family of origin. As the oldest of six, ‘my parents and
I were at daggers drawn from the moment I hit puberty.’ Garner got on well
with her mother, she tells Baker, but ‘the endless struggle I had with my
father has obviously affected the way I relate to many and that’s affected my
fiction.’514 Garner continues, ‘I’ve never been in long term analysis or therapy
so I sort of struggle on unaided trying to understand this thing.’515 Since
this time, some fifteen years ago, it is clear that Garner has sought some
therapeutic help. She lists the Jungian analyst and writer, Peter O’Connor,
among her mentors, but the depth of that help is unclear.516 Her ambivalence
about academia is also clear and in that sense some of her unacknowledged
assumptions might well continue to go unexamined. As Rooney writes,
Garner’s ‘swerve into ambivalence’ gives her texts their ‘literary aesthetic,
even as they constitute “popular” or “middlebrow” readerships.’517
Although Garner writes under the guise of a deeper psychoanalytic
understanding that privileges a complex unconscious, her approach can
leave the reader muddled. As Janet Malcolm writes in her critique of The
first stone, ‘Garner’s oscillating identifications with the harasser and the
harassed, her lurchings between generations and genders, her alternating
states of delusion and perception, invite comparison with the coded messages of patients in psychotherapy.’518 Malcolm’s understanding of these
complexities goes further. ‘In the unconscious we are children and parents,
old and young, victim and aggressor, gay and straight all at once.’519 And
therefore, she suggests Garner’s book, The First Stone ‘needs no more defending than our dreams do’.520 This is most likely the case with much of
Garner’s writing. Like all art, it transcends the reality of lived experience
and turns it into something more bearable.521
Garner is not alone in her wish to sidestep the desire for revenge. It is
not considered an acceptable motivation in contemporary western society,
however much the desire exists in the primitive and infantile recesses of
our minds. Garner is aware of her rage, at least the rage of her Helen narrator in The spare room, but in the book itself she makes few links to her
own childhood experience, in exploring its force. And in Garner’s defence,
why should she?
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At the end of this novel, Garner reflects on Nicola’s fear of exposing
her true feelings for fear of rejection: ‘Was this all she was looking for, a
stream of sympathetic attention from a man?’522 Again Garner with her
three failed marriages, her cruelly judgemental father and absent mother
could well be writing about herself. Melanie Klein has suggested that the
perfect revenge is to write the beautiful sentence.523 This is Garner’s greatest achievement, but underlying the beauty of her sentences there is an
unspoken rage and desire for revenge that is close to the surface. You need
only scratch at it to draw blood. And so it is for me on my writing journey.
I, too, desire to write the beautiful sentence and feel the pang of frustration
and disappointment with Helen Garner, ‘the icon of Beautiful sentences,
the fallen idol, the blood drawn from me when I scratch this wound, this
loss this abandonment and betrayal by a fellow writer who has been on the
dark side and lives with it in her life and dramatises it in her writing’.524
As people, Garner and I do not connect and yet her writing offers me
a deeper level of understanding in relation to the link between creative
writing and a desire for revenge. In the burning despair of our most intense
feelings we may not be able even to form words, but the afterglow of such
feelings can, as in Garner’s case, at least from what she writes, become a
trigger for creativity. Although she protests that writing inspired by a desire
for revenge is usually ineffective, Garner herself is preoccupied with the
experience of this desire both in herself and others. It is a constant theme
in her writing, and in writing about it, Garner evokes a powerful response
in readers that pulls us in. We tend either to love her/her writing or hate
her, and the nature of her writing makes it easy to confuse the writer with
her writing. Writing that reflects on the desire for revenge resonates because of the universality of the emotions involved, however much Garner
might protest.
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SIBLINGS,
REVENGE AND
THE BRETT
SISTERS
When two sisters become writers and each develops an international reputation and when part of the focus of their writing includes their unique
experiences as second generation Holocaust survivors, it is almost inevitable
there will be conflict. Such conflict results not only from the writing sisters’
essential differences as people and writers but also from the battle over
whose voice is the more authentic, whose the more plausible, and whose
appraisal is the more accurate. Such conflicts can precipitate vengeful desires running in both directions, from one sister to the other and back again.
The Brett sisters, Doris and Lily exemplify this in their writing. In so
far as each has publicly elected to express some of the conflicts through her
writing and then to battle it out in the public literary arena, their writing
serves as a tangible example of the ways in which a desire for revenge can lead
to creativity in the act of that writing. In one instance, Doris Brett claims
that ‘being bullied as a child by her older sister Lily’ helped her cope with
the demands of ovarian cancer, while Lily throughout her writings presents
a portrait of their mother that contradicts Doris’s more positive view.525
I write about the Brett sisters’ conflict here in the context of a brief
discussion on the nature of sibling rivalry as such rivalry can become a spur
to vengeful desires, particularly when one sibling feels cheated by the other
for limited resources in the form of parental love.

FAMILY
CHRONOLOGY
Chronological position in family influences each family member’s outlook
on life and reinforces the sense of rivalry, competition and conflict that is
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a hallmark of the human condition.526 It can also be a primary source of
the desire for revenge. Think of Cain and Abel, the prodigal son and the
children’s story of the Three Little Pigs.
First-borns experience the best and the worst. They are the guinea
pigs, the ones who suffer most under the weight of parental expectations
and anxiety. Parents have never done it before. This first time is loaded
with a sense of both wonderment and dread. The thrill of the first-born’s
first tooth, first steps, first words, sitting unaided, sleeping through the
night. By the time the second child arrives the lustre has worn off, besides
parents have also to temper their affection for the second born and subsequent babies with an awareness of the presence of their first born, who
is already wounded by the appearance of this other rival, this unexpected
visitor who refuses to leave.
Penelope Leach helps the reader and new parents of a second child
to understand how the arrival of the next baby might be experienced by
the first-born. Imagine, she suggests, a husband walks into his house one
night with a new girl friend. He introduces his wife to this woman, and
says, ‘Isn’t she lovely. You’ll really like her. Her name is Melanie and she’ll
be sleeping with us in our room, in our bed.’527 Leach does not then go on to
imagine what it is like for the second born child, the one born into a world
where there is always another sibling, hovering, criticising, ready to pinch
or smack at any minute, literally so in early childhood, and later in life in
verbal forms. Of course, the opposite also applies. Siblings can and do love
one another deeply. They can and do offer each other support.
Frank Sulloway in his book, Born to rebel, argues that birth order is
central to personality development. He takes a Darwinian view of sibling
relationships, focussing on competition between siblings and their need
to garner limited resources in the form of maximum parental attention.
Sulloway argues that since Freud the focus has tended to be on Oedipal
conflicts, the child’s erotic connection to the parent and an emphasis on
gender and same sex issues as the defining influences. He argues, however,
that ordinal position in the family has a far greater effect on personality
development, greater far than has been previously recognised and researched.
Sulloway explores the reasons behind our commonsense recognition
that children born to the same parents grow up with different styles and
ways of being, and this not only on the basis of their genetic inheritance
and variable experiences outside of the family. Sulloway uses the concept
of ‘niches’ to demonstrate that individuals within the same family develop
different roles, principally based on birth order.528 All children need to
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develop their own individual niche in the family in order to survive. What
happens when two children share the same niche, when two children like
the Brett sisters choose to write their respective stories?
First-borns tend to be more ambitious, Sulloway argues, and are more
likely to maintain the parental status quo and therefore tend to be more
conservative. First-borns generally have the greatest experience of parental contact, given that they have their parents to themselves, at least for a
time, as opposed to later-borns who are born into a shared world. From the
onset, later-borns must negotiate assistance from parents in the presence
of another or others. Later-borns, of necessity, tend to be more cooperative,
more ‘open to experience’ and therefore more rebellious.529 They diverge
from the narrow parental focus. They must diversify in order to find a ‘niche’
for themselves, through which they attract parental attention and thereby
survive. This battle for survival underpins the degree to which vengeful
desires arise between siblings as exemplified not only between the Brett
sisters but also in my own experience within my family of origin. I write
about it here to emphasize the extent to which the Bretts are not unique in
their rivalry and vengeful desires, however, their conflictual desires are more
public. To some extent they have also transcended some of the ferocity of
such cruel desires through the beauty of their written words.
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DORIS AND
LILY BRETT—
WHOSE
MOTHER?
Lily Brett’s public response to her sister’s book, Eating the underworld, in
which Doris first writes about her bullying older sister, comes in the form of
‘a statement issued through her publisher: “There are some things not worth
replying to. This book is one of them.”’530 Lily Brett’s initial descriptions
of her little sister are more subtle but it is the description of their mother,
albeit fictionalised in the form of Mrs Bensky, that sows the initial seeds
of public conflict between the two. Brett’s first collection of fiction, Things
could be worse, includes a series of self-contained chapters, each revolving around the lives of the Benskys, a Jewish family, post-Holocaust. The
stories are evidently based on Lily Brett’s childhood experience, a sort of
‘fictionalised autobiography’.531 In the book, Lily includes a chapter called ‘A
Family Portrait’.532 It is told through the eyes of the older daughter, Lola, with
the focus on Renia, the mother, her need for control, her ‘eye for a bargain’,
her vanity.533 In contrast, throughout her childhood Lola struggles with her
weight, and rebels against her mother’s demands that she slim down and
do other things to improve her appearance, like putting on mascara when
the four members of the then adult family sit for a photograph.534
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The father, Josl, a cast of family friends, and the ghosts of dead relatives move the narrative forward. ‘Lola … was born with a backlog of sadness
… all those dead relatives … all fed to the sky.’535 There are a few references
to the younger Bensky daughter, Lina, who is portrayed in unflattering or
neutral terms. Lola tells us how Lina had been born with one leg shorter
than the other and as a consequence limped. Furthermore, according to
the testimony of Lola, the big sister, her mother always treated Lina as
though her life were in danger.536 In so fictionalising the younger sister in
such unflattering terms, it is as if Lily Brett uses the opportunity to vilify
her actual sister.
The title Things could be worse comes from a reference to a situation
in which Lola and Lina, not long after the death of their mother, are not
speaking to one another, are ‘broygis with each other? … It’s a shocking
thing that two sisters should not speak to one another,’ says old Mrs Kopper to Lola in Mr Polonsky’s kosher butcher shop where the adult Lola was
buying her meat, not because she was orthodox but because ‘she felt that
the veal and beef were better for having been blessed.’537
‘Lola knew that things could always be worse.’538 These words are perhaps another, unspoken reference to the horror of her parent’s past, a past
that had intermittently been thrown up at her as a child by her mother’s
insistence that Lola had been blessed with parents who gave her everything,
relative to the horrors that they themselves had endured. This is coupled
with Lola’s father’s constant demands that ‘It’s better not to think too
much.’539 It is also possible that Lily Brett had some unconscious awareness
that her real life relationship with her sister would get worse, worse in the
sense of almost total estrangement, once Doris had entered the literary fray.
Both sisters have published highly acclaimed books of poetry and
prose. This serves to heighten the competitive edge. Although Doris is
also a psychologist, her public persona is that of a writer, like her big sister.
The younger sister was the first to publish her poetry, a fact that may have
intensified the older sister’s need to claw back some ground for herself in
terms of parental admiration. Lily’s career choice, if you can call it that,
given Lily’s haphazard early adult life, was in journalism.
There have been other public sisterly squabbles in the writing world,
the most notably in England in the conflict between AS Byatt and Margaret
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Drabble,540 and in Australia, between Helen Garner and Catherine Ford.541
When Drabble’s The Peppered Moth, a novel based on her mother’s life was
published, AS Byatt said: ‘I would rather people didn’t read someone else’s
version of my mother.’542 She throws down the gauntlet here, as if to say,
only my perspective of my mother should be on public display, if at all,
not my sister’s. Of her younger sister, Margaret, Antonia says: ‘My mother
liked Maggie much better. They could fight and scream, and slam doors at
each other and then feel better. I just froze.’543 In the same interview when
Mira Stout asks Antonia whether her sister, Margaret, is the more gifted,
Antonia replies:
She certainly thought she was cleverer than I was, but I don’t think I
ever did. I thought she was likely to be more successful because she was
more outgoing. And because she wanted to outdo not only my mother,
but me. I set a very high standard, and she did. We were close, and still
are, in a basic way, but I always felt very threatened by her. She always
made me feel very temporary somehow.544

Antonia’s reflections allude to the type of rivalry that exists between two
siblings when one pushes the other out, as it were. For Antonia, not only
from an implied position as her mother’s ‘favourite’ as first born daughter,
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but also later from the literary and academic world, the world of success,
though it must be said Byatt has also received her share of literary acclaim.
In this same conversation with Stout about her memories of her younger sister, Byatt observes: ‘That’s quite a lot in the past. The only thing that
bothers me now is the endless press comparisons. I’m more interested in
books than people, and I always expect everybody else to be, but they’re
not.’545 Hers is the writer’s lament, namely that readers might seek to know
more of the salacious details of a writer’s so-called real life, including signs
of human frailty as expressed in the rivalry between two sisters who both
hold high positions within the literary world. The very writing about these
matters evokes a sense of vengefulness in all directions, between the two
sisters as writers, and also within their readership. As readers we often
want to know more about the personal life of the writer, however much
Byatt wishes we would focus only on the writing.
In contrast to Drabble and Byatt, the Brett sisters appear to turn Sulloway’s view of family ordered-sibling types on its head. In many ways Doris,
the later-born, presents as the more concerned to maintain the family status
quo like a first-born, while Lily appears the more rebellious. (At the end of
their lives, or after their deaths, these perspectives might be more readily
analysable, as situations change constantly, and overall trends are difficult
to apprehend in the face of the ongoing and changing nature of human lives
as they are still being lived.)
The family that Lily describes from the point of view of Lola in Things
could be worse is a family full of tension, unprocessed suffering and inordinate expectations that the children and grandchildren compensate for the
parents’ difficulties, and, in particular, the mother’s unspeakable loss. In her
rebuff to Lily’s description of their mother, in Eating the underworld, Doris,
the younger sister by six years, argues that the family Lily portrays ‘feels
very different to the one I grew up with.’546 Doris thereby challenges the
‘public memory’ of their mother that has emerged from her sister’s writing.
Richard Freadman in ‘Sister pacts’ also challenges Lily Brett’s writing,
on the grounds that it violates the autobiographical pact; that Lily writes
‘faction’ as ‘most writers do’; but that she fails ‘to signal any demarcation
between invention and recollection’.547 Freadman considers further there
is a problem ‘with the kind of “authority” that is often imputed to Lily
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Brett as a chronicler of post-Holocaust Jewry.’548 Lily Brett in In full view
laments the loss of the Brett family: ‘We were so diminished in number.
Hundreds of us were murdered. I wanted there to be more Bretts … all those
dead relatives … all fed to the skies’549 Then how, asks Freadman, are we to
understand that ‘Doris is almost totally airbrushed from Lily’s supposedly
non-fictional writing?’550
Although Freadman acknowledges that many life writers have complained of the difficulty of writing about siblings, he believes Lily Brett
has a responsibility to acknowledge the existence of her sister more clearly
in her writing. Freadman argues that ‘the airbrushing technique serves to
diminish narrative trust and may even call Lily’s authority as a chronicler
of family and of post-Holocaust Jewry into question.’551
Has Lily Brett asked for this authority or did her readers bestow it
upon her? Roland Barthes’ notion of the ‘death of the author’ comes to
mind.552 Once a text is published and publicly received, it is subject to the
interpretation of its readers. To what degree does Lily Brett’s ‘airbrushing’
out of her sister reflect her desire for revenge on this little sister, who as
described earlier in Sulloway’s terms, may have threatened Lily’s certainty
and the fantasy of having undivided parental love and concern?
In Things could be worse Lily makes frequent references to her character
Lola’s desire to be admired and loved. This is particularly apparent when
Lola meets her second husband, Garth (presumably based on Lily’s second
husband in real life, the artist, David Rankin) and the degree to which, ‘He
looked at her as they walked. He looked at her when they talked. He looked
at her while they ate. He looked at her as they made love. And he painted
her … .’553
In the following paragraph we hear about the degree to which ‘Mr
and Mrs Bensky had observed every detail of Lola’s life … Later on, Mrs
Bensky kept a record of Lola’s menstrual cycle on a chart inside the pantry
cupboard.’554 In the next paragraph Lola tells the reader how she became an
‘observant parent herself … adored her son Julian. For the first year and a
half of his life she recorded his every bowel movement … .’555
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Such excessive adoration and vigilance may have contributed to Lily’s
apparent narcissism and might account for her dismissal of her younger
sister, whose book she denounces as not worth considering. Throughout
much of Lily Brett’s writing, whether as her characters, Lola, or Ruth Rothwax in Too many men, or her real-life self in In full view, Lily Brett refers to a
constant need to be adored and at the same time to fight ‘that self-centred
part of her that she knew she had to get rid of’.556 ‘Even before her analysis
Lola knew she loved being adored.’557 Such narcissism could well fuel the
desire for revenge, as if Lily Brett cannot tolerate the idea that her little
sister also has a legitimate voice that contradicts her own, particularly in
terms of their appreciation of their mother.
Freadman himself met opposition from his younger sibling in the writing of his own memoir, and dealt with it by mentioning this in the acknowledgements.558 He refers to his brother as ‘a private man’.559 In contrast to
Lily’s apparent desire for publicity and admiration, Doris Brett suggests that,
like Freadman’s brother, she ‘wanted to remain a private person’.560 However,
unlike Freadman’s brother who, according to Freadman, has remained a
private person, Doris Brett is also a poet and writer. Her writing thereby,
like that of her sister, Lily, propels Doris Brett into the public domain; and
more so by comparison with her sibling, as both sisters present markedly
different views of their respective experiences of growing up within the
same household and family. Any rivalry between Freadman and his brother
is concealed in public in so far as only one brother chooses to publish his
writing. His voice thereby becomes the dominant view.
Doris argues that ‘each person has their own truths. The difficulties
come when these truths are not allowed to co-exist.’561 She does not claim
‘to be the holder of some absolute truth … merely the holder of my own
experiences.’562 She held back from speaking out, she writes, for a number
of reasons, including the ‘difficult question of who “owns” shared stories.’563
I suspect that no one person ‘owns’ shared stories. They are shared
only in fact, but not in experience. Each one of us has a different perspective. As Dominick La Capra writes ‘Not all discourse is narrative … the idea
that there are no pure facts and that all facts have interpretive (or narrative)
dimensions does not entail homogeneity of interpretation.’564 However the
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conflicts over shared facts can fuel vengeful desires and an ongoing wish
to record one’s own experience, particularly when it contradicts that of a
sibling.
Carol Steedman writes that ‘Children are always episodes in someone else’s narrative.’565 Could the same be said of siblings? Recently one
of my brothers, in a fit of pique, wrote in an email: ‘I do not permit you
to identify me or my past doings in your writings.’ It seems, unlike Doris
Brett, he has insisted on being excluded from my narrative. The last scene
in Lily Brett’s ‘Family portrait’ takes place when the two Bensky daughters
are adults. The family come together from their different activities to sit
for the family photo.
‘Lola picked up the book that Lina had bought her parents as a gift. It
was inscribed: “To the best Mum and Dad in the world.” Lola felt sick with
disgust.566 At the same time she writes: ‘Lola had woven so many of her
own fantasies into the fabric of her parents’ past that she could no longer
remember what was true and what wasn’t.’567
What is going on here? Is it a case of the younger daughter idealising
the parents, especially the mother, while the older daughter denigrates
them? Or a case of the older sister simply despising her younger sibling for
being a sycophant? In her book on siblings Juliet Mitchell writes about the
‘social trauma’ into which each child is born. The older child experiences:
the great fear of the one who replaces and displaces breaks through its
protective barriers. The younger child must add the fear of being killed
by the older sibling to its general helplessness in the face of the world.
In most cases these experiences will be healed and the dread and the
shock will turn into love, rivalry and friendship.568

From a close reading of their books, it would seem no such transformation has occurred for the Brett sisters. Their rivalry borders on vengeance,
which in its turn inspires each to write more in a bid to have the final word.
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THE PUBLIC
AND PRIVATE
In Lily Brett’s 1997 series of autobiographical essays, In full view, written
about her life in New York when she was in her early fifties, the author
frequently slips back in time to memories of her mother.569 At the same
time she writes explicitly about her present life within her blended family,
with her husband and her step children.
Lily Brett writes: ‘ My husband has had to cope with me writing about
sex. He has had to tolerate seeing very intimate parts of his life appear on
my pages. Luckily he continues to love me.’570 Sometimes it is as if a central filter were missing from Lily Brett’s writing. It gushes out. In the same
chapter, entitled ‘Sex’, Lily writes ‘when I write I feel a palpable freedom.
I can fly, I can leap, I can take risks. When I stop writing, I return to my
fearful, cautious self-conscious self’.571 These risks might include a tendency to reconstruct her world the way she would like it to be, including
the absence of her sister Doris, thereby making herself the special only
child and enraging her otherwise placid younger sister. Thereby Lily Brett
expresses her desire for revenge and could well ignite a similar wish for
retaliation from her sister.
Writing from the point of view of Lola in Things could be worse, Lily writes:
Lola was crooked. She was skew whiff. She was at an odd angle. And no
one noticed. Arrows of anger and shafts of self-pity knotted her thoughts.
Fear ruptured her nights. Fantasies and dreams intertwined her daily life.
She thought she was Renia and Josl. She thought she had been in the
ghetto. She thought she had been in Auschwitz too. 572

Counter-transferential trauma is not uncommon among the children of
Holocaust survivors. Marianne Hirsh calls it post-memory, ‘the experience
of those who grew up dominated by narratives that preceded their birth.’573
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Contrast this with Doris Brett, the younger sister, writing in her memoir,
Eating the underworld, a story based on her struggle to overcome ovarian
cancer when she was 46 years of age. She writes:
While I had always loved my mother, it was during the months of her
illness that I also felt honoured to have known her as a person. During
that time, when our roles were reversed and it was my turn to look after her,
I was able to understand in a new way what an extraordinary person she
was. She met the experience with grace and courage, embracing us, as
usual, with her love, determined that she was going to beat the cancer,
just as she had beaten so many terrible odds in her life (my italics).574

It seems the roles were always reversed, in that the younger Brett became
her mother’s helper from an early age, perhaps as a means of surviving. The
older Brett, less inclined to cooperate in this way, might well have been
more able to perceive her mother without the idealisation.
Elsewhere, Doris Brett writes, when discussing the notion that certain
friends stood by her in face of her diagnosis, while others ‘bolted’:
The friends I turned to for help were the ones I had given the most help
to in the past. It highlights again the shadow of a younger self I thought
I’d left behind me; the one who felt she had to be extra good, nurturing
and responsible; the one who was there to take care of people, not to
ask to be taken care of. I recognise the amazed gratitude I still feel if
someone, unasked, goes out of their way to do something for me. The
astonishment because I haven’t ‘earned’ it. And I can see that in turning to those friends to whom I had given a great deal, rather than those
with whom I’d had a more equal relationship, I was again bowing to that
inner fear. The voice that says, who am I to impose, to dare ask from others,
something purely and selfishly for myself? (author’s italics)575

Both sections in italics in these two passages, my own and those of the author, suggest that Doris Brett, the second born, does not feel the confidence
of the first-born. She is a child who cannot ask, who cannot question or
criticise, least of all her mother, the original source of nourishment. How
much is Doris Brett’s idealised impression of her mother based on this?
Doris Brett may have idealised my mother as a defence against pain.576
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Just as Renia Bensky urges ‘Lola darling give Lina a ring … she is your
sister. Sisters should be sisters. And after all you are the older one,’ my
mother wept when we siblings fought together. ‘Other children do not
fight like this,’ she would say. ‘Other children love one another.’ 577 But who
took the diary from under Doris Brett’s bed when she was a child and read
it for everyone’s amusement?578 Doris Brett writes about her diary, which
is exposed during her adolescence, in the passive tense. The culprit is not
exposed. Was it her sister? Her mother? Her father? As I am reading the
text at this point when Doris mentions the idea of starting a journal, I
wonder when did these words first hit the page? Was she thinking these
thoughts as she experienced them or are they afterthoughts written when
Doris knew she had survived and could therefore be more optimistic and
positive about getting something out of her cancer? Did she feel this way
at the time of writing?
Doris writes about her rustiness at journal writing, given her ‘diary
phobia … until … now … I get settled with a laptop and start typing the first
entry… The page feels so shockingly open … I persevere and discover that
it begins to feel good. I determine to write something each day—a travel
journal through chemo country.’579
Doris Brett concludes that ‘in the face of a life-threatening illness you
live both forward and backwards at once’.580 Her optimism and hope stand
in marked contrast to her sister’s tendency towards negativity. Likewise
Doris’s tendency to see the best in most situations contrasts with Lily’s
self-confession in the guise of Lola. ‘Spotting the fault had been her specialty … always someone else’s. Lola could find flaws in everything. You
could tell her the most elevating news and in less than ten seconds she
could tell you what was worrying about it.’581 Just like her mother, perhaps.
As time passes, the reader can recognise the degree to which Lily takes on
the attributes of her mother—in some ways, it seems even taking over her
father. In Too many men, Lily’s alter ego, Ruth, accompanies her father on a
trip back to Poland to rediscover the past. Doris makes several references
in Eating the underworld to some confused sense of estrangement from her
father after he moves to New York and remarries. In Lily Brett’s What God
wants, the central character, Ruthie Brot begins her story by ‘trying to find
a wife for her father’.582 Again and again, the similarities to life events in
Lily’s writing clash with Doris’s sense of that same ‘reality’—‘Lily’s propensity for fabrication’583—while Doris, it seems, becomes more and more
like her own particular image of her mother, as the kind, compassionate and
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misrepresented one, and Lily becomes the more self-preoccupied, narcissistic one. According to Doris, ‘Lily was the more volatile and demanding
of the two of us and her angry outbursts were frequent and intense. I was
a quieter more malleable child.’584
The attenuation of aggression and frustration at all disappointments
is of primary concern to the younger of the Brett sisters. Even Doris Brett’s
dog, Tabbitha, is encouraged to overcome its frustration, so that at ‘one of
life’s little roadblocks, Tabby would take herself straight off to her kennel,
beat up the carpet and emerge as her usual, sweet-tempered self; a dog who
had not an aggressive bone in her body.’585 Is Doris telling us something
about her perception of herself? ‘As a younger sibling … I lived my life in a
peculiar juxtaposition of undiluted love from my parents and the opposite
from my sister.’586
A preoccupation with the internal workings of animals and children, of
bodies and minds is a remarkable feature in the work of both Brett sisters. Is
it a product of post-Holocaust survival? The sense of oral deprivation, greed
and hunger run throughout both the Bretts’ writings, more particularly Lily’s,
where it is a central theme. In Lily Brett’s Things could be worse, the Lola
character is preoccupied with her weight, ostensibly induced through her
mother’s excess vigilance and related to Lola’s emotional deprivation, under
such a repressive regime and the shadow of the Holocaust. How much do
such experiences across generations intensify the rivalry between siblings?
Later in In full view we learn more about the preoccupation of Jews with
food, weight and dieting. Lily dedicates an entire chapter to an exploration
of her body.587 Both sisters must compete for scarce resources in terms
of parental attention, despite the excessive vigilance of the mother, as if,
symbolically at least, there is just not enough to go around. This may well
increase the sense of rivalry and vengefulness that exists in both sisters,
though perhaps such sentiments are better disguised in Doris’s writing.
At one point in Things could be worse Lola comments to a friend, Boris,
who is reluctant to have his fraternal twin brother stay with him during a
brief visit, ‘we’re too old to be quibbling with siblings.’588 Lily’s vanity is
so clearly enunciated between the lines and her preoccupation with selfimage contrasts with her sister’s struggle to come to terms with her hair
loss during chemotherapy. ‘Lola loved the image of herself, a dark, wildhaired, large-eyed Jewess, standing next to the tall, pale son of the city’s
establishment.’589 When Lola falls out of love with this son of the establishment and into love with her ravishing artist friend, she is overtaken
with revulsion at her first husband’s smell. ‘Like a skunk putting out a stink
when it feels in danger.590
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A feature of the book is the anxiety about bodily smells that is experienced with revulsion coinciding with the maternal preoccupation with
bodies. Lola’s parents have observed every detail of Lola’s early life, while
she, who for the first eighteen months of her son’s life records the details
of his every bowel movement, allows her daughter, ‘to eat off the floor’.591
Is it also possible that the mother’s preoccupation with her first-born Lily,
may well have subsided by the time Doris arrived, that Doris may have
experienced a far less vigilant and to some extent less persecuting mother
than the first-born Lily?
Once the weight drops off Lola/Lily, she ceases to be a child who spurns
her mother’s concern for her bad eating habits, and instead takes over where
her mother left off. In so many ways, the personality of the adult Lily resembles that of her mother, in her vanity, her preoccupation with the body
beautiful, and her tactlessness and insensitivity where others are concerned.
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SEX AND THE
HOLOCAUST
Freadman challenges Lily Brett’s tendency to entwine or juxtapose ‘sex and
the Holocaust’.592 He quotes from several of Lily’s books to demonstrate that
which he considers to be ‘immensely problematical in the overall scheme of
her work and the pacts it invites.’593 Freadman refers to the unspoken ‘pact’
between the sisters, particularly in relation to how they each reflect on their
mother, Rose. In Eating the underworld, Doris Brett argues that rather than
simply being a conflict of different experiences, her sister Lily’s interpretation of their mother is ‘simply untrue ... in certain crucially important
respects Lily has got Rose wrong.’594 Doris Brett argues further that she has
survived ‘sibling abuse’ at the hands of her older sister. ‘I have pulled back
from speaking about these [her experiences] for many reasons: because I
was told it was shameful to expose differences. Because I wished to protect
people. Because I wanted to remain a private person.’595
Freadman interprets Doris Brett’s narrative as one which suggests that
her parents as Holocaust survivors had been less able to ‘moderate Lily’s
jealous and destructive behaviour’ towards her younger sister.596 Freadman
does not attempt to adjudicate between the two sisters’ positions in relation to one another but argues in support of the notion that ‘pact-making’
is an essential aspect of the autobiographer’s ‘appeal for trust’.597 He describes Lily Brett as ‘good—sometimes very good …[with] a distinctive
and compelling narrative voice: self-absorbed yet intrigued by the world;
confronting yet vulnerable; anguished yet funny … She writes powerfully
of the Holocaust-haunted consciousness …’598 But it is clear that Freadman distrusts Lily Brett’s version of events, preferring her sister’s more
ostensibly self-reflective version. It may be that Freadman’s apparent bias
in favour of one over the other reflects the power of writing based on such
vengeful desires.
Freadman concedes ‘at the very bottom of the Id-pit, where the most
horrible things happen, sex and sadism are often mutually implicated.’599 But
he demands ‘intelligent novelistic treatments of this horrific conjunction.’
Clearly he does not consider that Lily Brett has achieved this. In contrast
however, Freadman argues that Doris Brett has kept to the writer’s pact. She
has declared her intentions, at least her conscious ones. But it would seem
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to me that neither Doris nor Lily can be completely cleared of the charge
of each enacting their respective desires for revenge towards one another,
however delicately expressed.
Doris comes across in her writing, as the humbler of the two sisters.
She can readily be identified as the more significant victim in a family riven
with conflict and victimhood, given her sister’s outspokenness. She is
younger and less outspoken. As a psychologist, she has presumably explored
her own motivations in greater depth. Granted this is presumptuous, but
as a psychologist, Doris would be equipped with a particular vocabulary
and framework with which to explore her motivations. She comes across
as less apparently self absorbed and narcissistic. But how reliable are such
speculations as indicators of which Brett voice is the more reliable? Or is
it not the case that both voices hold their own authenticity and meaning
even as the one might try to drown out the other?

THE CLASH
OF VOICES
Doris’s memoir, Eating the underworld is written in three voices, the poet, the
diarist and the fiction writer. I have paid most attention to the diary, written
in the first person and constantly forward-looking, again, understandably
set in the context of Doris’s life threatening cancer. Whereas Lily’s In full
view, although written largely about contemporary events, is written in the
past tense and often reflects on the past, looking back to make sense of the
present. Several of Lily’s other books purport to be fiction and although it
is clear that in writing them Lily has drawn heavily on her own experience,
is it fair to condemn her for fictionalising, when that is what she claims to
be doing, writing fiction?
Lily Brett comes across as a narcissistic, self-conscious, tortured woman who admits to having difficulties in differentiating between her own
experience and that of her parents, a not unusual response to the psychic
trauma of the Holocaust. Doris, on the other hand, presents herself as
altruistic. Her self-consciousness rests in her pre-occupation with her ill
health and her response to it, again understandable in context. She refers
to her mother in generalities as a warm, compassionate woman. She does
not offer any of the colourful and powerful anecdotes that her sister Lily
offers elsewhere.
From my reading, Doris exaggerates her sister’s criticisms of their
mother. Lily often refers to her love for her mother, albeit a symbiotic, enmeshed love, particularly after her mother’s death, how much she misses
her and wishes she were still alive. These are not the ravings of a disaffected daughter. Rather, Lily’s observations have a ring of truthfulness. I am
reminded of the outcry after J G Ballard’s Empire of the sun was published
to much acclaim. There were a number of readers who were critical of the
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author’s failure to write ‘truthfully’. Although Empire of the sun is fictional, it,
too, is based on the author’s life experience. The Japanese interned Ballard
along with his mother, father and brother, in a prisoner of war camp. In the
story, Ballard writes about a young boy who was alone without family during his internment.600 In his defence, Ballard argued that he had wanted to
demonstrate the emotional truth of the experience, which for him was one
of feeling absolutely alone, despite the presence of his parents and brother.
Could it be that Lily Brett can similarly justify her writing? In my own
autobiographical writing, I often allude to the fact of my brothers and sisters,
that there are eight of them, including two dead ones. But I am also aware
that a number of my siblings scarcely feature in any detailed way in my
writing, largely because that is how they exist in my imagination—with the
exception of the brother who has told me not to include him in my writing.
I cannot summon up a clear memory of them. In dreams I often see the
brother, immediately above me, and my sister immediately below. We three
were born within a four-year time span. We are close in age. Beyond them,
with the exception of my oldest sister—the ‘abused’ one—my memories
of other siblings are more erratic.
Similarly in Stephen Zanichovsky’s autobiography, Fourteen, his memoir
of life in a family consisting of fourteen children, there is an emphasis on
the siblings closest to the author’s age, and merely a passing glance at those
who are about ready to leave home when Zanichovsky is born.601
Frank Sulloway suggests that sibling conflict is greatest when ages are
closest. Similarly close ages can lead to a greater fight for limited resources.
The age difference of six years between Lily and Doris, between two countries, one born in a displaced persons’ camp, the other in Australia suggests
that in many ways, Lily Brett may have felt like an only child. For the first
six years of her life, she was. Also, the birth of a sister may have doubled
Lily’s sense of trauma.
There are other factors, which may contribute to the vehemence of
Lily Brett’s writing, including the abuse she experienced at the hands of
a neighbour when she was aged five or six. She writes of how her mother
sat in ignorance nearby, at her sewing machine, two walls away, while the
neighbour assaulted the young Lily.602 She does not write about her mother
being pregnant or carrying another baby, though this would have been the
case, if Lily were accurate in her estimate of her age at this time.
Sexual abuse at an early age can create amnesia for experience. Did
Lily Brett, traumatised by such abuse, repress her awareness of a new baby
sister, feeling herself psychically deadened? Is it possible that the battle
between the Brett sisters is a smokescreen for other traumas—the atrocities
of history before their lives, as well as during their lives? Such atrocities
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include Doris’s cancer and Lily’s apparent discovery of a new healthy body,
when as an adult she finally sheds her weight through weight lifting. She
sheds her weight at the same time, it seems, as Doris suffers from a most
sinister invasive cancer.
The two sisters also adopt radically different approaches to the treatment of their psychic ailments, Lily opting for the more orthodox, long-term
psychoanalysis, three times over, while Doris opts for what she considers
a quicker, more effective approach through hypnosis and meditation.
Freud abandoned hypnosis as not being suitable for those who were
not sufficiently suggestible. Lily reports trying hypnosis herself once. She
could not relax sufficiently to benefit. Presumably the practice of hypnosis
has been refined over the years since Freud. Doris appears to have an almost
religious dedication to the practice, preparing her tapes with each burst of
hospitalisation. Whatever the case, both women have suffered throughout
their lifetimes, despite the richness of their lives. History has been unkind,
but clearly their approach to that history, their different ways of each processing it, has also had an impact on their lives, and on the ways in which
they have each written about it. The first-born and the later-born clearly
experience their parents in different ways, and both need to have their
experiences respected, however ‘inaccurate’ each might be, particularly in
the eyes of the other.
Doris purports to cope with her hair loss as a consequence of chemotherapy in a far more resigned manner than I imagine Lily might cope with
a similar trauma. Doris turns the horrors of her experience with cancer into
a sense this is all part of a story … these events form part of a narrative
and the subject matter is my life. It’s a story that I can’t fully see right
now but one that I’ll be able to … this is where the story’s led to! … in
the pure narrative sense, the discovery of the plot unfolding. It’s an
intensely comforting feeling. Being part of a story always is.603

Doris Brett’s recognition of the comfort of story telling, both in the telling
and in being part of the story, reflects the degree to which conflicts multiply
when there are many different stories and many different voices. In the case
of two Brett sisters who are also writers, the conflict is intensified by each
writer’s desire for revenge, the one against the other.
Marie Cardinal also describes the pain of such sibling rivalry in her
memoir: ‘I experience my powerlessness to fight them [her restraining
mother and nanny] like a genuine torture. It isn’t fair, I haven’t done anything, I don’t deserve such treatment. It’s my brother’s fault, I want to
hurt him, to get revenge …’.604 She too uses her writing about her analytic
experience and memories to deal with such powerful emotions, as if in
writing about them she defuses some of their power. She, too, describes an
analytic process that helps her to recognise the potency of her destructive
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and vengeful impulses: On the couch in the cul de sac, I had rediscovered
my violence … I was violence incarnate … this sudden revelation of my
violence is, I think, the most important single moment in my analysis.’605
Cardinal recognises the value of her desires for violence as reflecting
a wish ‘to build and not to destroy’ and comes to understand that ‘these
character traits’—her pride, her desire for independence and authority,
her egocentricity—‘could be defects as well as virtues, according to how I
manipulated them. They were like wild horses pulling my carriage. It was
up to me to drive them properly.’606
And so it is for all of us, if we can come to recognise our violent impulses within—the desire for revenge included—as a ‘gift’, we must use it
with care. But even with all the care in the world, when it comes to writing about our experience as we see it, our siblings—as it is for the Brett
sisters—may not see eye to eye and further vengeful desires arise in both
writers and readers as a result. People take sides. Journalists take delight
in describing the conflicts between siblings who write, in line with the
popularity of reality TV. As Ben Yagoda observes:
The pendulum swings once a memoir experiences success in the marketplace. The more it sells , the more parties emerge with an interest
in exposing inaccuracies: journalists; bloggers; injured parties; political,
personal, or business enemies or rivals.607

And I would add siblings, especially when there is more than one writer in
the family. Or, as in the chapter to follow, best friends, especially when both
are writers, though in the case of Ann Patchett and Lucy Grealy, the desire
for revenge that culminates in more writing, and even you could argue in
instances of creativity, is more apparent in readers and family members
than in the original writers themselves.
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ON CREATIVITY:
A DESIRE FOR
TRUTH AND
BEAUTY, LINKED
TO THE DESIRE
FOR REVENGE
I could not sleep the night before I travelled to the Blue Mountains. I could
not bring myself to go to bed. I wanted the night to pass without my losing
sight of it in sleep. I wanted to keep hold of the familiar before launching
myself into the unknown.
Vera, the organiser of the Writers House, had told me in an email that
the train from Sydney airport to Katoomba would take three hours. I was
welcome to arrive on the Monday around one pm. So I booked an early flight.
I woke before the alarm at ten minutes to four and showered quickly,
then drove my car into the long-term car park at Melbourne airport before
taking off on a plane bound for Sydney and then by train towards the Blue
Mountains and Varuna, the Writers House. It was an uneventful trip apart
from the fog that descended as the train from Central Station chugged its
way into Katoomba. The entire trip took far less time than I had bargained
on. I arrived mid morning with hours to spare.
It is strange to be writing this now and to think back to that time when
I first arrived at Katoomba railway station with a suitcase filled with clothes,
my computer, a portable printer and great expectations. I was ready for a
week of writing uninterrupted by the usual contingencies of my life. I travel
heavy because I like to have clothes available for every possible weather
change. I patted myself on the back then in Katoomba. If I had not followed
my instincts and the weather forecast that I had looked up beforehand on
line, I would not have taken my jacket and running shoes and I would most
certainly have suffered from the cold on those first two days when the mist
that shrouded the Writer’s House in a grey blanket left me feeling as if I
were in the middle of Europe in winter.
I stopped for a hot chocolate at one of the many cafes along the main
road outside the railway station and finished the book I had taken for the
journey, Ann Patchett’s Truth and Beauty. In the café I read about Lucy Grealy’s
death from a heroin overdose and wondered again why so many people have
taken Ann Patchett to task for daring to write as she has about her beloved
friend, Lucy Grealy, the author of the acclaimed Autobiography of a Face.
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Some time after Truth and Beauty was published, Suellen Grealy, Lucy
Grealy’s sister launched an attack on Patchett, which took the form of
an article ‘Hijacked by Grief’. In it Suellen Grealy expresses her family’s
displeasure at Patchett’s work. The article first appeared in 2004 in The
Guardian and has since been published online. Suellen Grealy’s lament has
attracted a great deal of attention largely in the form of critical comments
either condemning Patchett for her cruel disregard for her friend and her
appalling writing—this from many commentators who have not even read
Truth and Beauty—or alternatively praise for Patchett’s efforts.
I could use the response to these books I thought to illustrate my thesis topic: the degree to which life writing and autobiography can emerge
from powerful feelings, including shame, rage and a desire for revenge. I
chose these books as they delineate some of the ways in which the desire
for revenge is reflected, not only within the texts themselves, but also in
the spaces between the texts and in certain readers’ responses to them.
The books are interlinked. In Grealy’s autobiography, the writer focuses
on aspects of her life experience, while Patchett’s biographical memoir focuses on Grealy’s life and their friendship. Patchett wrote Truth and Beauty
after Grealy’s death, ostensibly as a memorial to her friend, but some readers, including Grealy’s sister, Suellen Grealy, have interpreted the book as
an attack on Grealy and her family, and as an act of revenge.608
In 1972, when she was nine years old, Lucy Grealy suffered what she
first thought to be a toothache after a fall at school. The ache did not heal
and doctors eventually diagnosed Ewings sarcoma, a rare form of cancer
in her jaw. For the rest of her life Grealy battled with its consequences.609
Four years of surgery, chemotherapy and radiation treatments left
Grealy with a disfigured face, and almost half her jaw removed. A series
of largely ineffective facial reconstructions throughout her childhood and
into adulthood followed, leaving Grealy, not only with a deformed face, but
also with a tiny, bird-like body.610
After Grealy had moved out of her family home as a young woman
and begun to study creative writing, during which time she met and befriended Patchett—the two first met at Sarah Lawrence College and later
shared accommodation when they were accepted into the Iowa Writer’s
workshop—Grealy took to using alcohol and sexual promiscuity as a way
of killing her pain, as a self-medication, and nourishment, along with the
illusion of being loved. In time she could barely eat as all her lower teeth had
gradually fallen out. They could not be replaced, as there was no jawbone
in which to hold them. Eventually Grealy moved onto heroin, an addiction
that finally took her life.
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‘Hijacked by grief’, Suellen Grealy, The Guardian, 7 August 2004, <http://
www.guardian.co.uk/theguardian/2004/aug/07/weekend>, viewed 6 May 2010.
L Grealy, Autobiography of a face, Methuen, London, 2004.
A Patchett, Truth and beauty: a friendship, Harper Collins, New York, 2004, p. 26.
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One of twins, and the youngest in a family of three girls and two boys
of Irish parents growing up in New York, Lucy took to writing poetry to
assuage her pain.611 Writing, it seems, became a way of clawing back her
self-respect. Constantly mortified by the sense that she looked ‘ugly’ and
was therefore unlovable, Grealy wrote her memoir in her late twenties. It
was first published in 1994 to huge acclaim.612
The book is heart-wrenching in its depiction of the suffering Grealy
endured throughout her years of illness and medical intervention. Grealy’s
one comfort may have been her writing but it did not always come easily,
especially as she had difficulties developing a solid work ethic.
Grealy writes as if from the perspective of a deeply reflective self, a self
who succeeds in conveying her pain through the beauty of her words. To
this extent it is possible that she may also have been motivated in part by
her desire for revenge, by her desire to pay back all those people, beginning
with the children who had once stared at her and laughed at her deformity.
‘The cruelty of children is immense,’ Grealy writes, ‘almost startling in
its precision.’613 In the opening of her book she describes how, as a fourteenyear-old, ‘still unclear about the exact details of my surgery’, she assisted
with pony rides and children’s parties at the Diamond D in Rockland County.
She applied for this job shortly after the end of her chemotherapy, by which
time her ‘pale and misshapen face seemed to surprise all of us’.614 She did
not tell Mrs Daniels, the owner of the Diamond D, about her cancer, ‘still
blissfully unaware, somehow believing that the only reason people stared
at me was because my hair was still growing in.’615
At first Mrs Daniels gave the adolescent girl the job of watering the
horses, but Grealy wound up staying on for four more years with additional
responsibilities. She ‘became adept at handling the horses, and even more
adept at avoiding the direct stares of the children.’
Despite her pleasure and the joy at being around her beloved ponies,
Grealy soon came to see herself as a person apart, separated from the children by her appearance. ‘Through them I learned the language of paranoia:
every whisper I heard was a comment about the way I looked, every laugh
a joke at my expense.’616
It was during this time, Grealy writes, that she came to believe in
‘the singularity of meaning—I was my face, I was ugliness.’ 617 And this
experience, unbearable as it was, became Grealy’s point of departure, her
‘personal vanishing point’.618 It can also be seen as the point from which
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she takes unspoken revenge, the revenge of inflicting on others indirectly
some knowledge of the trauma of her own experience through her writing.
‘The pain these children brought with their stares engulfed every other pain
in my life’.619 Including the pain of troubled parents, it seems; parents who
for multiple reasons were unable to help the growing girl with the extra
load she needed to carry.
The Grealy family struggled with limited resources, for, although the
father held a good job with a major television network, he was unable to
assist in holding the family, or the house together. ‘Anything my father fixed
usually did not stay fixed for more than a few months…similarly, when dealing with my mother, one always had to act in a delicate and prescribed way,
though the exact rules of protocol seemed to shift frequently and without
advance notice.’620
By the end of the book, Grealy claims to have reached some level of
self-acceptance and the story, on paper at least, ends with a sense of hope.
We are lulled into this by Grealy’s apparent epiphany, her recognition that ‘as
a child I had expected my liberation to come from getting a new face to put
on, but now I saw it came from shedding something, shedding my image.’621
But all was not as it seemed.
In an interview with Charlie Rose, Grealy speaks about her memoir:
‘What happened to me was a life. I took that life and put it into a book that
happened. When we read a book, it becomes representational of that life—
easy.’ At this point, Grealy tells Rose about her sense of the absurdity of
her situation: ‘When people describe my life back to me and recount it in
such tragic terms, I just want to giggle.’622
In this comment I detect Grealy’s most likely unconscious revenge on
her readers. Grealy writes about the trauma of her early experience from a
distance. She distances herself from the full pain of that experience. It is
now down on the page. Now her readers might experience her pain instead.
She presumably giggles in part as a means of dissociating from her pain and
marvels that her readers might react to her writing as they do.
It is a similar experience to the one I describe elsewhere in relation
to my own writing process: a strange sense of disconnection, as though in
writing about my own traumatic experience, I detach from it. When readers remark on how disturbing aspects of my childhood must have been, I
feel a vague sense of triumph, as if I have successfully dislodged my own
pain onto them and now they might suffer, if only vicariously, as once I did.
Grealy’s interviewer seems almost irritated by this notion as Grealy
describes it. She had needed to suffer in silence, Grealy tells Rose, a belief
her parents had instilled in her—‘You don’t cry. … Silence equals bravery
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and bravery is good.’623 At the end of her chemotherapy when she was no
longer required to be brave in the face of her pain, Grealy had found herself
left with a crisis, ‘the withdrawal of love’. She felt ‘bereft of identity, of a
sense of what I could do to make anyone love me … It was,’ she says, ‘a very
lonely moment in my life’.624 Thereafter Grealy tells her interviewer she
had decided that her face was the problem and she went in search of a new
one, as if her face had become her sole identity.
In a 1995 interview with Tessa Souter, Grealy develops this theme
further.625 The discussion focuses on the degree to which both Grealy and
Souter believe that Grealy has actually managed, through her life experience and the writing of her memoir, to overcome the desire to be beautiful,
as the only means of being loved. ‘How obviously comfortable she is with
herself,’ Souter writes. ‘It’s almost a defiance, perhaps left over from the
days when she had to brazen out people’s stares. … Grealy has achieved that
quality that eludes so many of us: self acceptance.’626
But it becomes clearer, in retrospect and through reading Truth and
beauty that this ostensible resolution obscured the existence of Grealy’s
ongoing emotional, as well as at times physical pain, for which she continued to seek relief, first through alcohol and sexual promiscuity, and later
through drug addiction.
Grealy ends her autobiography on a note of optimism that gives her
readers hope, even as we have been exposed to the pain of Grealy’s early
experience, but again in retrospect and through Patchett’s writing we can
see that this hopeful note is more a wish than a reality.
Autobiography of a face evokes the reader’s love. We identify with Grealy. We do not sense ulterior motives. The author writes from the heart,
though perhaps Grealy’s parents may have read the book differently. Their
flaws are glossed over to some extent, but they are nevertheless apparent.
Grealy glosses over her own flaws, too. This is understandable. It is difficult,
however self-scrutinising we may be, to be honest about our flaws, at least,
as those near and dear to us might perceive them.
I was saddened when I first read that Grealy had died.627 I had wanted
this young woman to live into old age. I had imagined that technological
advances might eventually enable her to have a face that might more closely
resemble the face of her desires. Grealy’s writing drew me into hope for a
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brighter future. I was even more saddened when I read that Grealy had died
of an accidental overdose, this before I had read Truth and beauty.

ANN
PATCHETT’S
VERSION
Grealy does not refer to her heroin use in the Autobiography though she
refers to her occasional bouts of excessive drinking and her sexual exploits.
Patchett, on the other hand, writes about her friend’s addictions in detail.
In this sense, Patchett writes a different story to her friend’s story, although
both deal with the life of one Lucinda Margaret Grealy. Patchett writes a
fuller story, more nuanced, a story that is written from the perspective of a
friend who both loves and is infuriated by her Lucy. But Patchett’s story in
some ways can be seen to piggyback on Grealy’s Autobiography, for without
it it seems unlikely that Patchett would ever have written such a book.
Patchett began to write Truth and beauty in the years immediately following Grealy’s death in 2002. She wrote it as a tribute to Grealy, a tribute
to truth and beauty, but unlike Grealy’s autobiography, which won mostly
uncritical acclaim, especially after Grealy’s death, Patchett’s biography
has received a more mixed response: enormous praise from some quarters,
but simultaneously, and particularly from her general readership, the book
received a hostile reception.628
Both writers approach their subject matter from particular angles,
steeped in the idiosyncratic motivations that apply to anyone undertaking a
work of art. It seems, however, that few question Grealy’s motives. Hers is a
tragic story. It deserves to be told and who better to tell it than the talented
subject of the experience. On the other hand, we might also consider that
Grealy’s efforts to tell her story emerge out of a wish to inflict on her readers some sense of what it was like to be so ill-treated. Her book is painful
to read. It is painful to reflect on what it must have been like for such a
child, then an adolescent and finally the young woman Grealy becomes, to
endure the brutal system of operations and medical management as well
as the amazed stares of outsiders that are her constant lot.
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JC Oates, ‘Do you love me?’, Review, Truth and Beauty: a friendship, Ann
Patchett, New York Times, 16 May 2004, <http://www.nytimes.
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Patchett, on the other hand, is compassionate but blunt, writing in a
simple, unadorned and direct manner. She presents an alternative view to
Grealy’s, for instance, one in which:
Lucy was a victim neither of neglect nor good intentions. She was absolutely complicit with her doctors. She always meant for her surgeons
to see her as both a viable candidate and an amazing case, and she was
extremely careful never to reveal the depths of her hope or despair to
them. Lucy, who lacked obedience in nearly all manners, was as mute as
a five year old novice when a doctor spoke.629

Patchett’s perspective of Grealy is thus layered, suggestive. The doctors,
those in authority, those to whom Grealy had come to transfer her love—
perhaps like her parents, the father she loved passionately, but in whom
she was disappointed and the mother whom she could not bear to upset—
became both Grealy’s rescuers and her torturers.
In Autobiography of a face life in the Grealy family takes back seat
to the trauma of this daughter’s physical experience at the hands of the
sometimes-thoughtless doctors and the inefficiencies and clumsiness of
medical technology, ill-equipped to help restore to this young girl the face
that her cancer and its original treatment had taken from her.
In response to the interviewer Rose’s suggestion that her memoir is
all about pain, Grealy disagrees. It is not so much about pain she says, as it
is about identity, about the formation of an identity, a sense of self that is
preferable to the self that Grealy had struggled with throughout the years
of her treatment.630
Grealy’s perspective makes sense in the context of her desire to reform
herself, to create a better image of herself against the backdrop of her damaged and distorted face. But it is evident here and elsewhere that Grealy
meets her traumatic experience and the unspoken rage accompanying the
outcome—her disfigured face—by writing her own rules, and taking centre
stage. The Lucy Grealy in Patchett’s book ‘is a wholly self absorbed young
woman who borrows money she has no intention of returning and shoplifts
books at poetry readings.’631 As Joyce Carol Oates writes, Patchett’s Lucy
Grealy is ‘something of an adventuress, so needy for a man’s love that she
will have sex with virtual strangers.’632
Patchett’s motives are less clear. At one point in Truth and beauty she
describes how Grealy once accused her of wanting to help ‘in order to feel
like a saint’. At the time Patchett hit back: ‘That’s a terrible thing to say, I’m
not doing this for points.’633 Throughout Truth and beauty, as I have used
the analogy earlier in relation to Helen Garner and her pseudonymously
named friend Nicola, Patchett draws on Aesop’s fable of The ant and the
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grasshopper to qualify the nature of her friendship with Grealy.634 Patchett
sees herself as the industrious but somewhat dull ant in comparison to
the vibrant, fun-loving grasshopper, Grealy. The ant prepares for winter.
The grasshopper fritters away its time. The analogy seems apt. Patchett
has achieved considerable recognition as a novelist in her own right, while
Grealy’s laurels rest largely on her Autobiography, her poems and a less
successful series of essays, As seen on TV: provocations.635
Oates and others describe the relationship between the two writers as a
‘love affair’ conducted over seventeen years, an affair that finally succumbs
to Grealy’s heroin addiction, which Patchett condemns.636 ‘“I’ll leave you
over this,” she said like a cuckolded lover.’637
From my reading of Truth and beauty, Patchett wrote the book out of
mixed motives: to get at a deeper truth about the nature of the person who
was Lucy Grealy, her friend; to broaden our perspective on this talented
writer whose life had been cut short not only by childhood cancer but also
by her response to it; and finally perhaps to redress the imbalance, in defence
of and in defiance of her friend. Is this third element the point at which
Patchett’s unconscious desire for revenge shines through the writing? As
much as she had benefited from the mutual pleasures of her relationship
with Grealy, Patchett also suffered.
There are some who observe, given Grealy’s difficulties as exposed in
Truth and Beauty, that unlike Patchett, they would find a friendship with
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her impossible to sustain.638 How can we make sense of this? The ant and
the grasshopper. By winter the grasshopper finds itself starved and near
death, the ant has food aplenty and is now the triumphant one. Patchett
presents an alternative view:
What the story didn’t tell you is that the ant relented at the eleventh
hour and took in the grasshopper when the weather was hard, fed him on
his tenderest store of grass all winter … Grasshoppers … find the ants …
They need us to survive, but we need them as well. They were the ones
who brought the truth and beauty to the party, which Lucy could tell you
as she recited her Keats over breakfast, was better than food any day.639
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friendship, by Ann Patchett, 26 May 2009, <http://lisamm.wordpress.
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Margaret [pseud] comment: ‘I didn’t much like Autobiography of a Face. I
thought it was dishonest and didn’t even think it was that well written. Lucy
never came to terms with her disfigurement, as she implies. God knows it
would be almost impossible to. I’ve known other people like her who attract
friends by the bushelful—most of whom are in it for the boasting points—so
it didn’t surprise me that such a clingy, needy selfish person who was
touched with the glamour of disfigurement and death was superficially
popular with her peers. I didn’t like Truth and Beauty either. I had no idea why
Ann genuinely admired Lucy. When she finally did rebel, it was long past time
and it doesn’t seem to have affected Lucy’s decision to, or carelessness in
killing herself, since Ann wasn’t that important to Lucy anyway. Anyone who
flirts with Lucy’s lifestyle is likely to die young. And talk about an enabler—
she was willing to write Lucy’s book. She was even willing to let Lucy live
with her and use drugs, just to keep her around. Why? It’s a mystery for sure.
As a childhood cancer survivor myself (thyroid, so very mildly disfiguring,
often not even noticed) I recognised Lucy’s descriptions of hospital life and
her feeling that the cancer was no big deal. The book isn’t about having
cancer, and that’s as it should be since children don’t experience illness the
way adults do. It’s about her face and her identity and her claim that she
finally realized she could separate the two. She couldn’t, and that was the
main dishonesty. I don’t believe any of us can. As for Ann, I haven’t read any
of her other books, but I detested the person she described in Truth and
Beauty. What was the attraction, other than martyrdom and sainthood?
Perhaps the chance to compare her own complacent anthood with Lucy’s
grasshopper fecklessness?...’
I include this comment here as, for all its lack of depth, it exemplifies one
reader’s powerful response to both texts, and is rippled with vengeful rage.
The reading is naïve, however well written, and coloured by the writer’s
subject position as a childhood survivor of cancer, but it highlights the degree
to which both books evoke powerful and often polarised responses to Grealy
and Patchett. Though in this case, contrary to many other commenters,
Margaret reserves equal condemnation for both writers, whereas others tend
to favour Grealy’s book over Patchett’s.
‘The ant and the grasshopper—Ann Patchett & Lucy Grealy’, Roma Arellano
a.k.a ybonesy (pseud.), 12 June 2008, Red Ravine community writer’s blog,
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Clearly at some level, Patchett identifies with Grealy. When she describes
the way people stare at Lucy as a ‘gawk … full of brazen curiosity, pity and
fear, every unattractive human emotion rolled into one unflattering facial
expression,’ she offers further insight into what the experience might have
been like for Grealy.640 Patchett connects it to her own experience as a
child when she had been involved in a serious accident and for a time felt
the stares of outsiders on her face with her broken nose and torn lip. She
retaliates. Grealy it seems during her time at Iowa did not let on that she
noticed these ‘gawkers’ but Patchett stopped and stared back at them. ‘I
would hold their eye for the seconds it took to make their faces warm and
then watch as they scuttled outside.’641
The potential rivalry between the two friends is evident throughout
Truth and Beauty, though in Patchett’s account Grealy comes across as the
more competitive and dependent. In Grealy’s account Patchett is described
more superficially as a good friend. There are times when I, too, wonder
that Patchett could have so long tolerated the neediness of her friend, with
Grealy’s tendency to hit out at those closest to her despite her desperate
clinging.
If readers of Autobiography of a face want to eulogise Grealy, her memoir
gives plenty of scope to do so. In it Grealy is brave and largely uncomplaining,
at least on the surface. However, in Patchett’s book, Grealy comes across
as a vain, self-indulgent and difficult young woman who is limitless in her
expectations of her friends, Patchett, and of others, constantly seeking
reassurance of her own worth, while often failing to recognise theirs.
In Patchett’s book, Grealy is reflected as a person who has not grown
up beyond the egocentricity of early childhood. Her bravery and capacity
to endure border on the masochistic. On the flip side, from Patchett’s book,
we see that Grealy can be cruel and sadistic to those who, like Patchett, love
her best, treat her well, and put up with her. We do not get much of a sense
of Patchett, the author, from her Truth and beauty, other than as a thoughtful, intelligent and helpful friend. Patchett does not interrogate her own
motives for her relationship with Grealy at length. It just is—grasshopper
and ant. But again, I wonder at the relief Patchett might have experienced
in offloading some of the pain of her difficult and mixed friendship through
the writing. She might even conceal some of her own jealousy and resentment of Grealy’s grasshopper-like tendencies.
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SUELLEN
GREALY’S
VERSION
Enter the third element into this saga and the desire for revenge through
life writing becomes most evident. In 2004, Grealy’s older sister, Suellen
Grealy, wrote an article, which was published in The Guardian, ‘Hijacked by
grief’.642 Suellen Grealy begins with the story of a Muslim woman whose
body was found in the morgue covered in rashes of bacon. The disrespect
of unknown cruel persons who should desecrate the memory of a family’s
beloved one is akin to the feeling Suellen Grealy suffered, she writes, following the publication of Patchett’s Truth and beauty. In Suellen Grealy’s
mind this book desecrates her family’s memory, not only of her sister, Lucy,
but also of her family in general and particularly of her mother.643
Suellen Grealy claims to understand that Patchett, whom she acknowledges as a good and loyal friend to her young sister—a friend who knew
this sister better than she herself as an older sister—is a writer who may
well have needed to write this book.644 But Suellen Grealy takes issue with
Patchett’s decision to publish the book, particularly under the auspices of
her then publisher, Harper Collins, whose promotion of the book, although
it may well have increased Patchett’s fame, threatened to bring disrepute to
Lucy Grealy and her family. According to Suellen this was more especially
so given Patchett’s insistence in referring within the book to the Grealy
mother’s deep and abiding depression.
Suellen Grealy writes that she found her sister’s book hard to read.
‘Her descriptions of my father, who died in 1979, were unbearably true …
when she writes about my mother, I felt I was standing outside the door,
listening to conversations I had already heard.’645
So much for praise, acknowledging the beauty and a certain level of
authenticity in her sister’s book. Suellen Grealy then continues to describe
her ‘irritation, for much of the book was careless.’ This is the first time
Suellen Grealy has read about her own and her family’s life she tells us,
‘and I realised how easy it was for Lucy simply to select her vantage point.’
I wonder that Suellen Grealy fails to consider that her sister also had
no other real vantage point from which to write except her own, unless she
had moved into fiction and imagined her family’s life from the perspective
of others, whether from within or from the outside. Equally, I wonder that
Suellen Grealy does not consider that she too writes her article for The
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Guardian from her own vantage point, and that her comments about both
her sister’s writing, and more particularly, Patchett’s writing, are infected
by her own subjectivity.
It is unsettling to find oneself the subject of another person’s writing. We never appear in someone else’s eyes exactly as we appear within
ourselves.646 It is akin to the shock you experience when looking into the
mirror and discovering there a person you had not anticipated, one who
does not look the way you feel inside, one who is older, or with bags under
her eyes, one who has a stooped back or crooked teeth. The reverse can
happen, too. Sometimes our appearance in the mirror can surprise us; it
can be more flattering than we had expected and we may therefore equally
distrust the image we find there.
Suellen Grealy’s article suggests she has not looked closely in the mirror. She seems not to recognise what comes across as bitterness and rivalry,
first with her sister and later with her sister’s friend. She is inconsistent
in her appraisal both of Lucy Grealy and of Patchett. She had not known
Ann Patchett while Lucy was alive. They only met after Lucy’s death and
soon became email friends. But ‘Ann was a far better “sister” to Lucy that
I could ever have been,’ she writes.647
Later in the article, Suellen Grealy claims to share the perspective of
her sister, Sarah, Lucy’s twin. After reading the Afterword in the most recent edition of Autobiography of a face published after Lucy’s death, Sarah
wonders out loud to her older sister ‘Where were we in this story?’
‘We’re everywhere,’ Suellen tells Sarah, ‘like the paper it is printed on,
though no one knows this but us.’648
Despite her misgivings about the Afterword, Suellen had given Patchett permission to use family letters in her work. However, when Suellen
later read the Publishers Weekly account of Patchett’s forthcoming book as
dealing with the ‘heavily disfigured writer who killed herself’ and then saw
comments in one of the reading guides published for the posthumous issue of her dead sister’s memoir, to the effect that ‘questions for discussion
concerned my mother’s parenting skills’, she becomes even more distressed
and I would suggest, angry.649
Not long before Lucy’s death, Suellen writes that her mother’s depression has shifted into dementia. They have since not told their mother about
Lucy’s death. The two remaining Grealy girls are still trying, it seems, to
protect their mother even then from the knowledge that they themselves
agree to, that she had been chronically depressed and in constant need of
reassurance and support from all her children throughout her life.
Suellen Grealy takes Patchett to task for publishing her work as it reflects more closely and from a different perspective than the autobiography
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on the life of Lucy Grealy. Again Suellen complains about the focus, first
Lucy’s, now Patchett’s.
How easy to focus on just one chapter of the intertwined lives of my
father, dead at 57 from pancreatitis; my eldest brother, a schizophrenic,
dead following a car accident in Nevada; my little sister dead; my mother
subject to the idle scrutiny of book clubs across America, invited by
those reading guides to judge her worth as a parent.650

Suellen Grealy wishes that Patchett had not published her book. It was
acceptable, Suellen writes, for Patchett to write Truth and beauty in the
first place—as a writer and friend she may have felt the need to do so—but
then she should have ‘put it under the bed …[or published the book] with
a smaller publisher [or at least] waited until my mother was dead’.651
Suellen recalls an earlier conversation with Patchett, in which she
had imagined aloud that since Lucy was ‘dead and thus completely free of
the worldly obstacles of vanity and rivalry, [she] would want us to console
one another …’ Patchett, however, discounted Suellen’s fantasy, arguing
that ‘Lucy would still be jealous of our developing friendship.’ According
to Suellen, it was ‘almost as if she [Patchett] was excited by the idea.’652
The final insult to Patchett and the greatest evidence of Suellen’s rage
and resentment towards her sister’s long-term friend rests in the statement: ‘My sister Lucy was a uniquely gifted writer. Ann not so gifted, is
lucky to be able to hitch her wagon to my sister’s star.’653 She is angry with
Patchett, Suellen writes, because she had wanted her sister’s writing to
‘stand on its own’.654
In the end, Suellen tells us how much she is aggrieved that her memories of her mother and sister have been tampered with. She then describes
her own ‘private’ memory, held in a photograph, one of both her mother
and sister, Lucy, their faces turned towards Suellen’s camera ‘laughing, their
heads nearly touching’.655
Suellen values this memory above all others, she writes, because it
is hers alone, and ‘one that I don’t have to share with the hundreds and
thousands of total strangers who think they understand Lucy through Ann
Patchett’s personal vantage point.’656
The irony is that Suellen here shares her personal memory of her sister
and mother—albeit a beautiful image—with hundreds and thousands of
readers who can now view her sister not only through Lucy Grealy’s personal lens in Autobiography of a face, and through Ann Patchett’s lens in
Truth and beauty but also through Suellen Grealy’s, in her Guardian article,
‘Hijacked by grief’.
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Suellen does not want to believe that her sister may have committed
suicide, it seems, nor does she want her mother to be upset, she says, though
her mother’s dementia suggests she is beyond being upset at what anyone
has written. 657 Suellen’s sister’s death is out of her hands. Her letter to the
Guardian may well in part be her attempt to wrest back something of her
preferred view of her little sister and to shift the blame.
Suellen Grealy fails to see this. To her Patchett has become ‘a grief
thief’, one who desecrates memories and has tarnished the Grealy family’s
personal grief, like that of the Muslim woman covered in slabs of bacon.658
In Patchett’s defence—and in that of both Lucy and Suellen Grealy and
all others who write auto/biographically—I reiterate that ‘Autobiographers
lead perilous lives’.659 They smash up against the rocks of non-compromise,
their own and other people’s interpretations of what they have written.
Shipwrecked on the judgments of others, all the autobiographer can salvage
from what can sometimes feel like a volley of criticism, is the knowledge
that she has tried her best to communicate an experience—her experience—and that although others might see things differently, she is not her
writing, nor is hers the only perspective. Her writing is but one aspect, one
perspective and it changes.

THE
BLOGGERS’
VIEWS
Nowhere is the battle between writers and their readers more evident than
in the long line of comments that continue to appear following the publication of Suellen Grealy’s article on line.660 Among these comments there
are those who adopt what Helen Garner describes elsewhere as ‘a scorched
earth policy to reading’.661 For them, although they claim they have not yet
read any of Patchett’s writing, she is a writer whose work is not worth
reading, particularly her Truth and beauty. They agree outright with Suel-
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len Grealy it seems, irrespective of what Patchett has written. The person
and the writer are conflated. These readers take sides immediately with the
aggrieved writer’s version of events, namely that of Suellen Grealy. They
refuse to take offence at Lucy Grealy’s story, again whether or not they have
read it, because Lucy Grealy is a victim of the most tragic of circumstances.
Her memoir has been well received. She attains sainthood by virtue of her
celebrity status and anyone who challenges said status must be a heretic,
especially after Grealy’s death.
Lucy Grealy is not to be questioned, but her so-called friend, Ann
Patchett, is considered a pariah. How could a real friend do such a thing? It
was so untimely, so soon after Lucy Grealy’s death. It must be self-seeking,
piggy-backing on the reputation of her once friend. ‘I haven’t read Autobiography of a Face,’ writes one commenter, ‘or any of Ann Patchett’s work.
That is a beautifully written letter by someone who is clearly in a great deal
of pain. It certainly makes me hesitant to read further …’662
There are others who take a more balanced perspective, those who acknowledge that not having read one or other of the two books in question
they cannot judge, even as they might commiserate with Suellen Grealy’s
complaints. They must read both books first before they decide.
There are still others who have read both books and who are sympathetic to Patchett; some who defend her and even interrogate Suellen
Grealy’s motives.
The ‘Grief thief’ is not Ann…is it possible that maybe you [Suellen] are
jealous of the relationship Ann had with your sister? ... anyone can see
that Ann is trying to express her love for Lucy in this book, her admiration and, yes, her grief … anyone who doesn’t believe that, including
you Suellen, is a moron. I apologise for being so upfront in my opinions,
but you are out of line. I am sure you will say the same in regards to
me, but I am not the one who is trashing a fantastic book that my sister
would have loved …663

A war has erupted over whose version, Patchett’s or Grealy’s is the more
worthy. Rage builds up, and with it resentment intensifies. These provide
clear instances wherein writers enact their desire for revenge on other
writers who dare to present an account that does not fit in with what some
readers might come to want.
Finally there are commenters, like ‘Margaret’, who writes:
I just don’t get the whole controversy. Two modestly talented but wellconnected women, one glamorous and one diligent, want to make writing
their careers and do. One of them is weak for various reasons and kills
herself after an annoying life; the other is almost comically stable and
doesn’t, after an equally annoying life. And then Suellen comes in with
her lament. Excuse me for suspecting that her complaint may be more
about not having been able to cash in on the Lucy factory herself.664
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We can only speculate on the motives behind such adverse reviews. However,
it is possible that the relatively anonymous blog commenter also seeks a
kind of revenge. Therefore, writers beware. To publish is not to have the last
word. Readers respond, and, in some instances retaliate, so that whatever
dialogue of hurt and revenge publication was intended to end, it can be compounded and continued indefinitely. There is a dangerous world of opinion
out there. Stick out your head and you might get caught in the crossfire.
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All of us are born into the second act of a tragedy-in-progress, then
spend the rest of our lives trying to figure out what went wrong in the
first act.665

The writing of this thesis began with an inkling of what I soon came to
call my desire for revenge. Whenever I reflected upon my dismissal from
the psychoanalytic training I recognised this feeling—how hurt and angry
I had become and how much I wanted those who had dismissed me both
to recognise the error of their ways and also to suffer in some way as a
consequence of their actions.
The feeling was familiar. As a child I had wanted my father dead. To see
him out of my life for good. Only then, I imagined, could my life be free of
care. It was not until I entered early adulthood that I came to see this wish
as false and fanciful. I came to see that any difficulties I then perceived in
my life were not purely the fault of my father, his drinking and his destructive behaviour. I came to see that there were other factors that impinged
upon me, including my own idiosyncrasies and my relationship with my
mother. Despite the difficulties of my life with my mother it is only now
at the end of this thesis that I can begin to explore in more detail certain
qualities of our relationship that have also coloured my perceptions. My
mother is a woman restricted by her life experiences. Ill-educated, as the
oldest of two girls in a family of five boys all of whom were offered expensive
educations, my mother grew up in a rigidly Catholic family. At twenty-two
years of age she married a deeply disturbed man, my father, who in time
persuaded her to leave her beloved homeland and family supports to take
up life in Australia. While I was growing up my father could not offer much
by way of support, financial or emotional, in raising their large family and
my mother, in a prolonged state of quiet and unacknowledged depression,
became overwhelmed by the demands of her life. She fell back onto her
preferred methods of defence: a tendency towards denial, lost in nostalgia
about her childhood in Holland, her books and her religion.
Now, towards the end of my journey in writing this thesis I consider I
have developed a more rounded view of my parents, especially my father. I
write about them in this conclusion in a final gesture of both reconciliation,
and its opposite, in defiance. The reconciliatory tendencies are obvious. I
have aged and come to see my parents as flawed individuals who nevertheless did the best they could at the time with the limited resources they
had. In some ways my gesture of defiance can be seen as any child’s act of
defiance, an unspoken act of triumph and revenge, the mere fact of outliving my parents. As Klein writes:
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A time will come, the child phantasises, when he will be strong, tall and
grown up, powerful, rich and potent, and father and mother will have
changed into helpless children, or again, in other phantasies, will be very
old, weak, poor and rejected.666

Such fundamental desires infuse our relationships with our parents and
authority figures, and as Klein writes, this ‘desire to reverse the child/parent relation, to get power over the parents and to triumph over them, is
always to some extent associated with the impulse towards attainment of
success.’667 It is an aspect of the degree to which a desire for revenge can
fuel growth and creativity. Without it, it is possible that children might
remain lesser than their parents. Equally, it is not unusual for parents to
profess to wanting a better life for their children than the one they had led,
however much such desires might be tainted by ambivalence at best and
unconscious envy of the young at worst.
Since beginning this thesis, the more I have explored the desire for revenge
the more it has entered into my present life and my ways of thinking. My
awareness of this desire expands. It is not unusual for a thesis topic to take
over a student’s life and my thesis is no exception:
‘I don’t want to do praxis,’ a fellow student said to a room scattered with
postgraduates. During our regular seminar this student was discussing her
exegesis, the theoretical component that is attached to her creative thesis,
in her case a novel. ‘I want my exegesis to be as creative as my fiction, and
for this reason I need to go deeper.’
‘What’s praxis?’ I asked. In the old days I would have kept the question to myself, not wanting to appear too ignorant. Later I discover, with
help from my supervisor and her dictionary, that praxis is a Marxist term,
which involves bringing theory and action together, a sort of ‘applied theory’
following Marx’s view that the validity of philosophy lies in its ability to
inform our actions. To me the word ‘praxis’ has all the signs of those heady
academic words that people in the university throw around with a nonchalance that suggests: of course we all know what we are talking about. At
the same time there is also a hint of intimidation, a hint that if you do not
understand what I say then you do not belong here. If you cannot speak
this academic language, then you have no right to be among us.
My fellow student did not define the word but went on to describe how
she had marked other people’s Masters theses in the past. How TAFE-like
they had seemed.668 ‘Simple descriptive pieces about how I came to write
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what I wrote. Very amateur,’ she said. ‘Here, when we’re doing our PhDs,
we’re expected to do more than that.’ She mentioned Foucault, Barthes and
Baudrillard, names that no longer intimidate me, but names nevertheless
that have a ring of authority.
I took notes, fast furious notes, but I could barely keep up with this
eloquent student who talked as though she had suddenly discovered the
meaning of life, though to give her credit, she checked herself at the end
of the seminar. ‘I love talking about this stuff as though it’s all new, my
discovery, but my supervisor gets cross,’ she said. ‘He has to remind me
that it’s been done before. I’m not the first.’
I am conscious as I describe the events of this seminar and the enthusiasm of my fellow student of a wry mockery inside of me, as if I am
taking my revenge on her, as if I take my revenge throughout my writing
on anyone whose words, ideas or actions offend me in some way or cause
me pain. Simply by detailing it. Once I might have felt intimidated by such
overzealousness but these days I protect myself by writing about it. This
applies to my own motivation for undertaking this thesis in the first place,
beginning with my wish to compete with my brothers, four of whom have,
or are in the throes of completing, their own doctorates. In my family it
was always the boys who had the ‘brains’. The girls were considered ignorant
and dumb, useful for sex, domesticity and childrearing only. Competition
with my brothers is not my primary motivation, however. The other motive involves my wish to impress my father, which is pointless. My father
died twenty-nine years ago.
I want to impress my father because when I was growing up, I sensed
there were only three things he valued, and not necessarily in this order: my
brothers and their masculinity, intelligence and the pleasures of sexuality.
I could not offer my father sex; in fact, as I have written earlier, I avoided
my father like a cancer. I could never be a boy, and at school until my final
years, I was an average student. I was particularly inept when it came to
mathematics and science, physics and chemistry, the subjects my father
valued the most. So for my father, I remained invisible. Even now, were he
alive, I do not believe the PhD I hope to earn would impress him. It is not
on a topic that would be meaningful to him.
My third and final base motive is written into my thesis title, ‘Life
writing and the desire for revenge’. At some level, I want to make trouble. I
want to expose the psychoanalytic society for its treatment of people like
me. The psychoanalytic society runs equal place with my father. In second
place, and not far behind is the Catholic Church. I have all three in my sights,
though in this thesis I have focussed on the first two.
In beginning my research into life writing and the desire for revenge,
I soon became aware of the degree to which other people were drawn to
the idea of revenge, but simultaneously repelled by it. Many referred me
to fictional narratives as sources, and a few suggested I explore the life
of one dignitary or another in order to find evidence for the desire and
its culmination in writing. The idea that I should have chosen to explore
my own life and writing throughout this process has been more troublesome, in so far as some people—most notably certain of my professional
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colleagues—have decided that I am an unreliable and dangerous witness
because they imagine I seek only to get my revenge.
The more I talk about the desire for revenge the more people confuse
the desire with its enactment. It is not unlike the confusion of my childhood, the confusion the nuns taught us at school, the confusion between
thoughts and deeds. It was wrong, the nuns told us, to think a ‘bad’ thought.
The thought in itself constituted a sin. To be free of sin one needed to be
free in thought and deed. To be pure in deed went without saying. We knew
from earliest days that it was wrong to do wrong, to lie, to cheat, and to
steal, but the idea that a thought was wrong came later.
It first entered my thinking when I was seven years old, in grade two,
about to make my first confession. The priest behind the grille within the
confessional box was God’s representative and the business of reporting
my sins soon became a torture. The priest might give the impression that
he could hear my words only but I knew that as God’s representative he
could also know my thoughts. I could no longer hide them.
So it is with the desire for revenge, the very desire itself becomes a
sin and as a sin it soon translates into deed. If you express the wish to do
the thing it becomes the thing. This has been the response of several of
my colleagues to my writing about the desire for revenge as based on my
experience beyond the psychoanalytic training. I write about my distress
at being dismissed, my distress that soon leads to rage and a desire to pay
back those who have dismissed me, not literally, but at least to see them
come to grief. The fantasy of a planeload of analysts going down in a crash
gave comfort in my daydreams.
It seems that certain of my colleagues have read my writing about this,
both about the experience of my dismissal, namely the business of making it public, and about my reaction to that experience, as an enactment
of my desire for revenge. It happens often: the whistleblower finds herself
accused of similar or worse wrongdoing than those on whom she blows the
whistle.669 It is painful for others to read these things without wanting to
shift the blame. It was not me who did this to you, not me who was part of
the group who did this to you, not me who is part of the institution that
sanctions these behaviours, but you yourself. You brought it on yourself.
You have only yourself to blame. You are your own worst enemy. And so
certain of my colleagues seem to say to me: you shot yourself in the foot.
The consequences prove this. You are unsuitable. It was no one’s fault but
your own. You should be ashamed of yourself.
Jeffrey Kaufman writes about the way in which ‘shame disconnects a
person from the social world and from oneself.’670 My disconnection from
my professional group initially left me ‘soaked in shame’.671 It was only in
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reflecting on the experience, and through the process of grieving this loss
and writing about it that my sense of shame and disconnection from myself and others have lifted. But in so doing, and particularly in sharing this
writing, I may have caused others with an investment in a certain idealised
image of psychoanalytic practice to avoid their shame by ostracising me,
and thereby expressing their own unspoken desires for revenge. In contrast,
Muriel Dimen, who describes her shame in relation to a sexual boundary
violation on the part of her analyst thirty years earlier, writes that her
‘shame having dissipated, no longer demands vengeance’.672 It seems Dimen
reduces collegial shame by not identifying her offending analyst. ‘Were I to
name him,’ she writes, ‘attention would flock to his character and devolve
into gossip.’673 This tendency towards gossip within a restricted group also
feeds the desire for revenge. As Bion argues:
What usually happens is that the institutions (societies, nations, states
and so forth) make laws. The original laws constitute a shell, and then
new laws expand that shell. If it were a material prison, you could hope
that the prison walls would be elastic in some sort of way. If organizations don’t do that, they develop a hard shell, and then expansion can’t
occur because the institution has locked itself in.674

It is difficult to write about trauma and suffering from within such a reactionary milieu. It was as if certain of my colleagues considered my expression of the pain and the hurt I had experienced on being dismissed from
the psychoanalytic training as an accusation of them. The desire for revenge,
and the expression of a desire for revenge begets a vengeful response on the
part of those who feel in some ways implicated, and on the part of those
who would feel similarly were they rejected. Those who remain snug in the
illusion of being ‘inside’ accuse those who are left on the outside of being
churlish, mean spirited, or just plain vengeful: You want what we have, they
seem to say, but you cannot have it because you are neither suitable nor
satisfactory. You have not made the grade, not like us. We are part of the
inner sanctum and you are on the outer. The inner sanctum is inviolable.
Our behaviour is without question. We can behave as we wish as long as
it creates an illusion of respectability, because we have proved ourselves.
You outside, you who scratch at the door to be let in, have failed to prove
yourself as worthy and therefore you must stay outside among the rabble.
So it was with Masud Khan, the troubled but brilliant psychoanalyst
who tended to flip between grandiosity and self-destructiveness.675 He died
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of alcoholism but not before he had estranged many within the psychoanalytic establishment for his behaviour. From all accounts his behaviour
was appalling—egregious boundary violations, including multiple sexual
relationships with patients, his arrogance and contempt—but few at the
time could recognise that the psychoanalytic training and the psychoanalytic
work in England might have fostered such behaviour, and might even have
encouraged it, and at the highest levels.676 In her biography, False Self: the
life of Masud Khan, Linda Hopkins quotes Khan’s long time friend Victor
Smirnoff:
Our miserable colleagues got their petty and miserable revenge by evicting Masud when he was already a dying man. I had the feeling that
Masud—hurt as he must have been—rather took a megalomaniac pride
or satisfaction in this. It must have been the final proof that his despicable colleagues of the British Institute deserved the poor opinion he had
shown them all these years. Of course they had many objective reasons
for evicting Masud—and had them for a long time—but this came too
late. Maybe they didn’t have the guts to do it while he was still able to
react and might have stirred up a scandal: so they actually spat on his
grave. Mediocrity finally always has the last word.’677

From my reading Khan was like an abused child who soon became an abusing adult. It is easy however to overlook his origins, to avoid learning from
them. Arrogance underpins the desire to present an invulnerable façade to
the world, as was the case for this psychoanalyst. I do not condone Khan’s
extreme behaviour but it is important not to overlook the behaviours
of those in the psychoanalytic society who to some extent fuelled them
through their racism, their tendencies to either idealise or denigrate the
man and their deep fear of how the outside world might view the troubled
one in their midst.678 Even after his death, some wanted to remove Khan
from their collective memory, as the quotation above suggests.679
The inside/outside polarity is an illusion. There is no door between us.
We are in this struggle of life together and yet it is in the nature of people
to create such artificial barriers. The barriers of religion, race, skin colour,
wealth and breeding and sometimes education separate us one from the
other. Even gender becomes such a divide.
Within the psychoanalytic training there was also the business of
theoretical persuasion and profession of origin. There is a pecking order
of power and esteem with psychiatrists seemingly at the top, psychologists second in line, social workers on the third rung, and anyone else, the
other paramedics, the occupational therapists, speech pathologists and the
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like, on the bottom. Given time and success in completion of the training,
these divisions—at least to some extent—disappear within, but not as far
as remuneration for the work performed, for although psychoanalysts put
themselves on a par in terms of their training such that they all belong to
the same club, differences in remuneration remain, in Australia at least,
based on profession of origin.680
In this sense competition is rife within my broader professional family,
especially when we share a limited resource, called referrals, and there is a
tendency for some, following on from Freud, to argue in favour of one body
of theory over all others, which are somehow deemed inferior. Within my
family of origin the competition is also rife, but with an underlying layer of
difference. Underneath our rivalries within my family of origin, there is a
layer of love and affection that is absent from within my professional family.
In this conclusion—as an example of praxis—I write into my desire
for revenge. In the first instance against my family and later against those
institutions and organisations that in some ways have taken the place of
my family, the psychoanalytic society and even the academic establishment
that once refused me entry. Creative impulses and vengeful desires come
together in the writing. Writers such as Helen Garner and the Brett sisters
(discussed in the chapters, ‘On speaking out …’ and ‘Siblings, Revenge and
the Brett sisters’) enact their interest in and desires for revenge through
their writing. Others such as Lucy Grealy, her sister, Suellen Grealy, and
Grealy’s friend, Ann Patchett (discussed in the chapter, ‘On Creativity …’),
also demonstrate the power of writing into vengeful desires. They offer a
clear demonstration of the consequences of such writing, as evident in
the blog comments that follow the publication of Patchett’s response to
Lucy Grealy’s life and death, and Suellen Grealy’s rage towards Patchett for
writing about her sister as she does. Who writes the so-called ‘truth’ and
how they identify themselves and their relationship to those about whom
they write is also part of this struggle.
When Philippe Lejeune wrote about the ‘autobiographical pact’ in
1975 he argued that the writer whose name appears on the cover of the
book must be the same person whose life is described in the text and that
the account of the life so described needs be truthful.681 There have been
countless examples wherein writers have played around with this notion.
Some have led to significant reprisals for the author. Fiction writers also
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Psychoanalysts in Australia charge according to the dictates of their profession
of origin. Psychiatrists still attract the highest rebate here in Australia and for
this reason alone they can charge the highest fees. The existence of this
non-level playing field is rarely addressed. It is a given. The subsequent
inequality cannot be discussed and the only ones who might try are those on
the lower level of the field, the non-psychiatrists. If ever they succeed in
raising the issue they are accused of envy. You wish you were like us.
P Lejeune, ‘The autobiographical pact,’ On Autobiography, (ed.) Paul John
Eakin, (trans.) Katherine Leary, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis,
1989, pp. 3–30.
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enter into unspoken pacts with their readers. This might in some ways
account for the obsession we have for classifying a book’s genre before it
hits the bookshelves. This wish may not simply be in order to place the
book into its correct category in the library and book shop, it may also be
because people in the main like to have some degree of confidence about
what they might encounter along the way: we want to know the terms and
conditions of the readerly contract we sign.
Stephen King’s novel Misery deals with the readers’ pact with the writ682
er. The main character of the novel is a writer who has written a series
of highly successful books about a character named Misery. After a number
of books the protagonist, who could as well be King himself, tires of his
main character and decides to kill her off so the series can end. A crazed
fan kidnaps the writer and insists that he resurrect his dead heroine. She
ties him to a bed in a deserted farmhouse and hacks at his body with an
axe every time he fails to cooperate. She means business. Every time the
writer tries to produce any old thing to satisfy his reader she is not satisfied. He must, she insists, write well or she will cut out another piece from
him. In the end the writer manages to overcome and kill off his reader and
here the story ends.
King’s is an extreme view, however allegorical. Readers do not hack off
bits of the writer’s body every time a writer transgresses, but as a writer both
in the blogosphere and elsewhere in print, I have experienced something of
this slow assassination of bits of my mind because in certain instances I
did not write what a reader wanted to read, because I presented things that
so disturbed my reader that he/she felt outraged to the point of wanting
me punished, and this not just in fantasy.
Even as an autobiographer I prefer not to know where my writing will
take me. As Nancy Miller argues:
As a writer, the answer to the question of what ‘really’ happened is literary—or at least textual. I will only know it when I write it. When I
write it, the truth will lie in the writing. But the writing may not be the
truth; it may only look like it. To me.683

I prefer to be surprised at what comes up for me. But in the process of
surprising myself I might sometimes surprise my readers even more. Others who later read my writing might well be troubled by the arrival of such
thoughts when they had least expected them. The same happens within
the blog world wherein readers may be surprised, distressed and enraged
by what they read.
‘Blood is thicker than water,’ writes Jack Grealy, Suellen and Lucy Grealy’s nephew, in a comment to the blogger Kendra, on the Books on the
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King, S, Misery, Penguin books, London, 1988.
PJ Eakin (ed.), The ethics of life writing, Cornell University Press, Ithaca,
2004, p. 251.
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brain blogsite.684 Kendra also responds to Suellen Grealy’s letter to the
Guardian in which she expresses the view that in writing Truth and beauty
Ann Patchett has hijacked her family’s grief.685 ‘Suellen Grealy might be a
difficult woman,’ Jack writes, ‘but she is my aunt.’ In other words, Kendra and
any of the other people who comment so freely on this particular website
have no right to comment. No right, because they do not really know the
people in question, they only know them as characters from books. Then
Margaret, another commenter, comes back at Jack Grealy on the nature of
writing. ‘Grow up,’ she tells Jack:
It’s a free country. No one has libeled anyone. People will read other
people’s writing. People will write their own and other people’s stories
and other people still will feel free to comment on whoever’s stories
and writing they choose to write about and for whatever reason. They
will not seek the permission of the person whose story features in the
writing, they will not defer to the fact that so and so is somebody else’s
aunt or mother or father or great grandmother. No, they will write as
they see fit and in the process they might say hurtful things.686

This then is one way in which people express their desire for revenge
through writing, and the revenge can go on, each comment adding to the
previous one, each voice shouting over the other, each claiming the space
to share their opinions, each seeking some sort of recognition for their
many and oftentimes divergent opinions. In this way the writing reflects
life in our contemporary world.687 It is also reflected in my dream quoted
in the introduction to this thesis in which my siblings and I argue over our
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Books on the brain blog, Jack Grealy writes: ‘@Kendra I will admit that my
aunt Suellen is a woman who has many faults. After the death of Lucy she
didn’t talk to us for years and years. However you have no right to go and talk
shit about her. You didn’t know Lucy you read her book. My Aunt grew up
with her and knew her for years. She may say that Ann was a better sister
than she was but that doesn’t change the fact that she was still her sister.
Blood is thicker than water. I also thought you should know that the Mother
you are talking shit about, my grandmother, is dead and has been for many
years. You deserve no opinion of the situation. While I do in fact agree on
some points it doesn’t change that fact that your just a reader. Right or wrong
is not for you to decide. Now go piss off.’ 5 June, 2011, <http://lisamm.
wordpress.com/2008/10/28/suellen-grealy-sister-of-author-lucy-grealy-ishijacked-by-grief/#comments >, viewed 6 June, 2011.
S Grealy, ‘Hijacked by grief’, The Guardian, 7 August 2004, <http://www.
guardian.co.uk/books/2004/aug/07/biography.features >, viewed 10 July 2011.
Kendra (pseud), Books on the Brain Blog, ‘Suellen Grealy, sister of author Lucy
Grealy, is hijacked by grief’, 28 October, 2008, <http://lisamm.wordpress.
com/2009/05/26/review-truth-beauty-a-friendship-by-ann-patchett/ >,
viewed 21 April 2011.
Here I refer to the world as it exists within the ‘blogosphere’, a world that is
open to those who have access to the necessary technology and therefore
does not include all people. It is more likely to consist of those who are
literate and educated to some degree, particularly within the so-called
western world.
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inheritance. It can feel bloody and dangerous, but in many ways it is not.
Unless readers choose to act on the feelings and desires stirred up in literal
terms, usually writing becomes a ‘safe’ way to express these otherwise difficult vengeful desires.
After the door to the analytic training had been closed behind me, as
my mentor had suggested, I tried to find a new way. Not that I should give
up my work as a psychoanalytic psychotherapist, she had said, but that I
should give up the desire to be a psychoanalyst. Writing became a bridge
then between the past and the future. It enabled me to catch some glimpses
of how I had come to this position and how I might move beyond it, even
including those delicious fantasies of getting even. Similarly, the memory
of the hatred I bore my father as a child began to come back to me, as I
wrote my way through my childhood into the present. In writing about the
trauma and imagining a different future, I have come to realise that the
ideal future of my daydreams was not achievable, that I have idealised the
analytic training and life as a psychoanalyst, and that a different future, a
good enough future, is now possible.
A few years before he died, I visited my father in the Queen Victoria Hospital in Melbourne. My father was in the men’s ward on the fourth floor, the
receptionist had told me, and I followed the yellow painted line to him. He
was resting against a pile of pillows in a cast iron bed with an empty chair
on one side and a window on the other. The room looked out over rooftops
to tall city buildings that threw shadows against one another like stacked
children’s building blocks. Since the time I had left home as a nineteen
year old, whenever I rang to speak to my mother and my father answered
I hung up the phone, both terrified of and furious with him for still being
there between me and my mother. I imagined my father then looking into
the earpiece and wondering why someone should hang up in his ear. Could
he have known it was me? That I had left him with the dull burr of the cut
off tone, the line dead and the discomfort of being shut out?
I did not know at this time how to approach my father in person, but
once inside the hospital I felt I could not run away. I had promised myself
I would stay for the duration of this visit. I pulled up a chair alongside my
father’s bed, not too close, but enough to take in his old man smell. I decided against leaning over to kiss him on the cheek, but even as I decided
against this, I could still imagine his rough stubble against my lips, and I
shuddered at the memory of leaning over him to say goodnight when I was
little, when my father’s raspy, nicotine stained fingers would scrape across
my forehead in the form of a sign of the cross as he blessed me before bed.
‘How are you?’ I asked in quiet desperation. What could I say to this
man whom I had avoided for so long? What could I say now that I was
twenty-two years old and he was a man nearing sixty, a man prematurely
frail, a man who could no longer hurt or threaten me, as he did when I was
a child, when I had so wanted him dead?
‘I have done terrible things to you children,’ my father said.
I looked into his liquid grey eyes, red around the rims from too many
years of drinking. He had taken up studying Hebrew by now, now that he was
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sober. He had gone back to the church. He had befriended the charismatics,
not in a fanatical way, chanting and speaking in tongues, but from an intellectual position of curiosity. When I was a child I had worried that my
father did not come to church with us, that he stayed away from Mass. His
irreligiousness I saw as a mark of his wickedness. If he went to church, I had
reasoned, he would not do the hurtful things he did. He would not get drunk.
He would go to confession and he would be able to examine his conscience.
But as long as he did not practise his Catholicism, he was free to continue
in his badness regardless and there was no one who could stop him.
My father’s skin was like parchment. He had grey bags under his eyes
and his false teeth clicked as he spoke. ‘I am sorry for what I have done
to you children,’ he said and was silent for a moment, as I stayed silent.
There was nothing I could think of to say. I did not reassure him that it
was okay because it was not, nor did I bend to kiss him when I left at the
end of my visit, instead I merely offered a brush of my fingers against his
outstretched hand.
‘Guilt is a terrible thing,’ my father called out to me as I walked the
length of the ward to leave. ‘I know,’ I said. ‘I know.’ I wish now that I had
stayed longer, that I had tried more to talk to him then, but I was young
and still too frightened to acknowledge his pain. So now I write. How do
we break the rules of incest, the rules of torture and abuse in all its many
forms, the rules of bullying, if not through writing? Yet writing has the
power it seems, in some instances at least, to make things worse.688
There are no certainties in this struggle, no absolutes. The business
of writing our stories is fraught. In acknowledging my desire for revenge,
I run the risk of censure for breaking the rules of decency, of normality, of
too much self-disclosure. Even so, I share the desire for revenge. It exists
as an expression of an internal experience most people have from time to
time. What we do with that desire becomes the central issue, not the desire
itself. Re-worked, the desire for revenge as a response to trauma can provide a valuable step towards growth and creativity in the autobiographical
act of life writing.
In my conclusion I include the memory of my father towards the end
of his life to highlight the degree to which the desire for revenge may be
softened in face of such reparative gestures as my father’s attempt at an
apology. However, for me it is primarily through the process of writing
that I can transform such desires into a more compassionate and empathic
view of my father, even in the face of his abuses and failures. Writing can
be a gesture of reconciliation, even when we write about difficult subjects
such as revenge.
In March 1993 the television playwright, Dennis Potter spoke about
this. ‘You start defining your dignity by your ability to work,’ he said, and
then paraphrased the words of an unnamed American theologian:
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There is a child crying in a room and the mother comes in and picks it
up and says, ‘There, there. Everything’s all right.’ Outside there might
be bombs and starvation. Is she lying? The answer, in my opinion, is
that she is not. No matter how corrupt, wicked, cruel, disastrous the
world is, some little tributary of feeling says, ‘It’s all right.’ That is where
writing comes from.689

Writing might well emerge from the experience of a containing mother but
it can also emerge from its opposite, from a mother’s failure to contain her
child’s anxieties, particularly in the face of trauma, and the rage, shame
and desires for revenge that accompany it. The desire for revenge is a never
ending story and like most emotions this desire continues to rise up in all
of us from time to time. It is not so much the emotional desire that counts
as the ways in which we learn to deal with it. How we moderate our desires
through the process first of feeling them, of knowing about them in all their
violence and passion, and then of being able to think about them. The interaction of these two processes—of thinking and of feeling—go some way
towards helping us to make judgements about how best we might proceed.
Even then, the ways in which we proceed are best tempered with uncertainty
and doubt. Writing becomes a way of dealing with such desires and doubts
and in the process offers some relief to the painful feelings of unrequited
vengeful desires, in so far as others can resonate with or challenge them,
and essentially share another’s story.
In this thesis I have effected what is to my knowledge an unprecedented
synthesis of existing theories of trauma, shame, revenge and autobiography,
a synthesis that illuminates the causal connections between trauma and
shame, shame and the desire for revenge, the desire for revenge and the
autobiographical impulse. This story of trauma, engendering shame, engendering a desire for revenge, engendering writing, is of course my own
life story, or one of my life stories. It also accounts in part for the stories
of my father and to a lesser extent certain of my siblings and my mother,
to demonstrate one of the ways in which we experience, respond to and
attempt to remedy our hurts. I have brought together basic object relations
theory with post structuralist theories of the self in an unusual alliance to
provide a framework by which autobiographical scholars might interpret
the works of other writers, now with a keen eye for signs of the writer’s
desire for revenge both within the text and also as a motivating force in
developing the text.690 The desire for revenge can damage the holder of such
desires, particularly if they are left to fester unacknowledged. However, if
such desires can be recognised and to some extent understood, whether
through a process of personal reflection, or shared verbal communications
with others, they can then be transformed through the process of writing
into something far less destructive: a poignant story of our human struggle
to deal with pain and hurt.
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